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Preface to ”Green Technologies for Production

Processes”

Numerous pathways and narratives have been developed to shed light on how society could

transform its production systems in line with the aspirational targets of the Paris Agreement and

Sustainable Development Goals. Green technologies, as an emerging technical innovation, are

necessary for driving the production system transformation that is called for global sustainability.

Key potential benefits of green technology are that they might substantially reduce the cost of

mitigating CO2 emissions and improve the environment performance with the development of more

affordable, better-performing technologies.

The scope of the Processes journal covers research in chemistry, biology, materials, and allied

engineering fields. Thus, in this book, we invite articles focused on research regarding the chemistry,

biology, materials, and allied engineering firms (manufacturing processes, iron and steel production

processes, mining processes, power generation processes, and so on).

This book focuses on original research works about Green Technologies for Production Processes,

including discrete production processes and process production processes, from various aspects that

tackle product, process, and system issues in production. The aim is to report the state-of-the-art on

relevant research topics and highlight the barriers, challenges, and opportunities we are facing. This

book involves following topics:

(1) Energy saving and waste reduction in production processes

(2) Production of new and renewable energy devices

(3) Design and manufacturing of green products

(4) Low carbon manufacturing and remanufacturing

(5) Materials for green production

(6) Management and policy for sustainable production

(7) Technologies of mitigating CO2 emissions

(8) Other green technologies

Wei Cai, Zhigang Jiang, Conghu Liu, Yan Wang

Editors
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1. Introduction

Numerous pathways and narratives have been developed to shed light on how society
could transform its production systems in line with the aspirational targets of the Paris
Agreement and Sustainable Development Goals. Green technologies, as an emerging
technical innovation, are necessary for driving the production system transformation that is
called for global sustainability. Key potential benefits of green technology are that they might
substantially reduce the cost of mitigating CO2 emissions and improve the environment
performance with the development of more affordable, better-performing technologies.

The scope of the Processes journal covers research in chemistry, biology, materials,
and allied engineering fields. Thus, in this Special Issue, we invite articles focused on
research regarding the chemistry, biology, materials, and allied engineering firms (manufac-
turing processes, iron and steel production processes, mining processes, power generation
processes, and so on).

This Special Issue on “Green Technologies for Production Processes” will focus on
publishing original research works about Green Technologies for Production Processes,
including discrete production processes and process production processes, from various
aspects that tackle product, process, and system issues in production. The aim is to report
the state-of-the-art on relevant research topics and highlight the barriers, challenges, and
opportunities we are facing. It also welcomes studies that stimulate research discussion
of moving towards production in a particular industrial sector. Topics of interest for this
Special Issue include but are not limited to:

(1) Energy saving and waste reduction in production processes;
(2) Production of new and renewable energy devices;
(3) Design and manufacturing of green products;
(4) Low carbon manufacturing and remanufacturing;
(5) Materials for green production;
(6) Management and policy for sustainable production;
(7) Technologies of mitigating CO2 emissions;
(8) Other green technologies.

2. Industry Development Issues

Zhang et al. [1] propose a model framework that uses the fuzzy decision-making test
and evaluation laboratory (fuzzy DEMATEL) method to analyze the drivers of corporate
environmental responsibility (CER) from the perspective of the triple bottom line (TBL) of
economy, environment, and society. The results show that some effective measures to im-
plement CER can be provided for the government, the automobile manufacturing industry,

Processes 2021, 9, 1022. https://doi.org/10.3390/pr9061022 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/processes
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and the public to promote sustainable development of the Chinese Auto Manufacturing In-
dustry (CAMI). Zhang et al. [2] propose a multicriteria decision-making (MCDM) method
considering the circular economy in order to select the best reverse logistics provider for
remanufacturing. In this article, a circularity dimension is included in the evaluation crite-
ria. Then, analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is used to calculate the global weights of each
criterion, which are used as the parameters in selecting RL providers. Finally, technique
for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) is applied to rank reverse
logistics providers with three different modes. Wang et al. [3] construct a sustainability
evaluation method of logistics parks based on energy; analyze the input (energy, land,
investment, equipment, information technology, and human resources) and output (income
and waste) of logistics parks from the perspective of energy; study the characteristics of the
emergy flow of logistics parks; and construct the function, structure, ecological efficiency,
and sustainable development indexes of logistics parks. The results reveal the internal
relationship among economic, environmental, and social benefits of logistics parks through
emergy and provides theoretical and methodological support for the sustainable develop-
ment of logistics parks. Zhang et al. [4] present a literature review on reverse logistics (RL)
supplier selection in terms of criteria and methods and propose a three-stage typology of
decision-making frameworks to understanding RL supplier selection. The results show
that reverse logistics (RL) is closely related to remanufacturing and could have a profound
impact on the remanufacturing industry. Ivascu [5] proposes a hierarchical framework
for sustainability assessment of manufacturing industry in Romania. This hierarchical
framework can be customized in detail for the specific of each organization and can be
adapted in other industries, including banking, retail, and other services. It can be observed
that waste management and the interests of the stakeholders are major implications that
must be measured and properly motivated.

3. New Energy Issues

Wu et al. [6] construct a forecasting model based on a correlation test, the cuckoo
search optimization (CSO) algorithm and extreme learning machine (ELM) method in order
to forecast and analyze the developing potential of electric power substitution. The results
showed that the CSO-ELM model has great forecasting accuracy. Bu and Zhang [7] propose
a data-driven prospect analysis framework to evaluate the activated potential under two
kinds of nearby accommodation approaches and to explore the completion prospect of this
new obligated quota from provincial levels. They analyze two accommodation approach of
the pathway for the former is to activate more provincial accommodation potential either
via releasing system flexibility or by substituting generation right, and the pathway for
the latter is to introduce trans-regional or trans-provincial accommodation and import
more renewable energy power. Li et al. [8] present the current development status and
GHG (greenhouse gas) mitigation effect of the straw-based biomass power plants in Anhui
Province in China. They consider that the large-scale development of biomass power plants
remains a challenge for the future, especially in areas of AHP with a low biomass density.

4. Process Design Issues

Lu et al. [9] propose an all-factors analysis approach on energy consumption in the
blast furnace iron making process (BFIMP). The results show that the improvement of
some material flows, energy flows, and operation parameters could increase the amount
of the pulverized coal injection ratio (PCIR), such as sinter size, ore grade, sinter grade,
M10, blast volume, blast temperature, and especially for sinter alkalinity. Zhang et al. [10]
address a coincineration scheme for mixing multi-component wastes in a rotary kiln
for waste disposal from pesticide production. Their results show that the rotary kiln
incineration and flue gas treatment processes were successfully applied in engineering for
green production of pesticides. In order to achieve carbon efficiency improvement and
save costs, Hu et al. [11] establish a carbon emission and processing cost models of the
grinding process. Considering the constraints of machine tool equipment performance and
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processing quality requirements, the grinding wheel’s linear velocity, cutting feed rate, and
the rotation speed of the workpiece were selected as the optimization variables, and the
improved NSGA-II algorithm was applied to solve the optimization model. Considering
that the process parameters of hot stamping considerably influence the product forming
quality and energy consumption, Gao et al. [12] introduce the energy-economizing indices
of hot stamping with multiobjective consideration of energy consumption and product
forming quality to find a pathway by which to obtain optimal hot stamping process
parameters. The obtained results may be used for guiding process optimization regarding
energy saving and the method of manufacturing parameters selection. Hu et al. [13]
based on the basic theory of fluid–solid coupling, the correlation definition between coal
porosity and permeability, and previous studies on the influence of adsorption expansion,
change in pore free gas pressure, and the Klinkenberg effect on gas flow in coal derive a
mathematical model of the dynamic evolution of coal permeability and porosity. Numerical
simulation results show that the solution can effectively guide gas extraction and discharge
during mining.

5. Scheduling and Planning Issues

Considering carbon emissions, Sun et al. [14] establish a multiobjective flexible job
shop scheduling problem (MO-FJSP) mathematical model with minimum completion time,
carbon emission, and machine load. To solve this problem, they study six variants of the
non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-III (NSGA-III) and from the experimental results,
it can be concluded that the NSGAIII-COE has significant advantages in solving the low
carbon MO-FJSP. Sun et al. [15] establish a multiprocess route scheduling optimization
model with carbon emissions and cost as the multiobjective in order to solve the problems
of flexible process route and workshop scheduling scheme changes frequently in the
multivariety small batch production mode. The optimization results under single-target
and multitarget conditions are contrasted and analyzed, to guide enterprises to choose
a reasonable scheduling plan, improve the carbon efficiency of the production line, and
save costs. Fu et al. [16] focus on an optimal schedule for a micro energy grid considering
the maximum total carbon emission allowance (MTEA). The results show that: (1) a micro
energy grid can make the most use of the complementary characters of different energy
sources to meet different energy demands for electricity, heat, cold, and gas; (2) the risk
aversion scheduling model can represent the influence of uncertainty variables in objective
functions and constraints, and provide a basis for decision makers who have different
attitudes; and (3) demand response (DR) can smooth the energy load curves. Liu et al. [17]
promotes a bilevel optimization planning approach for photovoltaic (PV)-storage charging
stations. The results show that the proposed bilevel optimization model can provide a more
economical and reasonable planning scheme than the single-level model, and can reduce
the investment cost by 8.84%, operation and maintenance cost by 13.23%, and increase net
revenue by 5.11%.

6. Other Issues

These are some accepted papers in the Special Issue “Green Technologies for Pro-
duction Processes”, besides the industry development issues, new energy issues, process
design issues, and scheduling and planning issues. Huynh et al. [18] describes a green and
facile method for the preparation of multibranched gold nanoparticles using hydroquinone
as a reducing agent and chitosan as a stabilizer, through ultrasound irradiation to improve
the multibranched shape and stability. To provide guidance towards reducing the weight
of the HFC-125 storage vessel by reducing the release pressure and to reveal the effects of
release pressure on the extinguishing efficiency of HFC-125, Jin et al. [19] investigate the
flow and diffusion characteristics of HFC-125 under six release pressures in the present
study. Results show that the degree of superheat and the injection duration both decreased
with the release pressure. Lin et al. [20] analyze the factors that affect the implementation
of intelligent systems in motor production lines. Their research results can be provided
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as a reference for production lines that acquaint with intelligent systems. Liang et al. [21]
use data envelopment analysis (DEA) to analyze the production process efficiency and the
effective use of input elements of greenhouse vegetables at the provincial level in China.
The results reveal that many chemical fertilizers, farmyard manure, and pesticides in China
are inefficient. Xia et al. [22] based on the authorized remanufacturing, construct the game
model between a manufacturer and a remanufacturer. The main results are as follows: the
OEM could increase its profit and change its unfavorable market competition status by
authorizing remanufacturing; a franchise contract could make the sustainability supply
chain optimized; when the ratio of the environment effect is greater than a certain threshold,
centralized decision-making could not only increase the supply chain revenue, but also
reduce the impact on the environment.

We thank all the contributing authors, reviewers, and editorial team members from
the journal. It would not be possible to have this Special Issue without them. We hope
that this Special Issue will further promote deep research into, and the development and
application of, the related theories, methods, and technologies in order to advance the field
of green production processes, and achieve lasting and sustainable development of the
world economy.

Author Contributions: W.C.; Z.J.; C.L.; Y.W.: Conceptualization, Writing—Original draft preparation,
Editing and Reviewing. All authors have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript.

Funding: This research received no external funding.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Sustainability is increasingly being addressed globally. The manufacturing industry faces
various constraints and opportunities related to sustainable development. Currently, there are
few methodological frameworks for evaluating sustainable organizational development. Assessing
and improving organizational capacity is important for producers and researchers in the field and
local, national, and international authorities. This research proposes a hierarchical framework
for sustainability assessment of manufacturing industry in Romania. The proposed framework
integrates performance elements and measures to improve all the processes and activities from the
triple perspective of sustainability. Sustainability assessment captures the entire supply chain of the
organization, including stakeholder interests and end-of-life directions for products. To establish
the elements to be integrated in the development of the proposed framework, market research
(online questionnaire-for the characterization of Industry 4.0) and the Delphi method were used to
identify the categories of performance indicators that must be measured to identify organizational
capacity for sustainable development. The framework was tested by an automotive manufacturing
organization. A number of improvements have been identified that relate to Industry 4.0 facilities and
the application of the facilities related to recovering the value of the product at the end of its life cycle.
This hierarchical framework can be customized in detail for the specific of each organization and
can be adapted in other industries, including banking, retail, and other services. It can be observed
that waste management and the interests of the stakeholders are major implications that must be
measured and properly motivated.

Keywords: sustainable process; sustainability; efficiency; sustainability strategy; scale development;
sustainable supply chain management; implementation framework

1. Introduction

Sustainability and sustainable development as concepts have gone through different development
stages since their introduction. The historical development of the concept has been carried out
at various conferences and within organizations and institutions, which are currently concerned
with the implementation of the principles, targets, and objectives of sustainable development [1].
The concept of sustainable development has encounter over time different criticisms and interpretations,
being accepted in different fields of activity. The concept of sustainable development, throughout its
evolution, has adapted to environmental and technological requirements, but the heart, principles,
directions, and objectives have been preserved and are still present. Due to the fact that the environment
is dynamic and new aspects come in, some sustainable development goals have been updated.
The objectives of sustainable development are contained in the 2030 Agenda. At the same time,
the objectives of this agenda contribute to the survival on the planet and to the increase of the standard
of living [1,2].

If sustainable development initially focused more on the environmental dimension, gradually,
obligations regarding the social and economic dimension have been added. The concept of sustainable
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development has become one appreciated by organizations due to the identification of organizational
benefits and advantages [2–5].

The social and economic aspects are addressed and appreciated by the organizations involved in
sustainable development [6]. Five decades ago, society was characterized by consumerism, economic
growth, polluted living space, and unorganized ways of living [2–7]. The exploitation of some natural
resources contributes to the entrenchment of the right to a decent living for the next generations.
The needs of the population are inversely proportional to those of the organizations.

Imbalances in the environment contribute to the generation of negative effects for future
generations. Pollution is a major environmental problem. Among the sources of pollution are:
(1) the development of the economic environment (economic growth, traffic intensification, traffic
improvement, increasing the number of inhabitants, increased tourism, etc.), (2) natural hazards
(earthquakes, severe rain, volcanic eruptions, droughts, wind, etc.), and (3) technology (different
networks built, new concepts, intensification of the use of information technology, construction of
different attractive products for users, waste management, etc.) [8–11]. These factors contribute to the
occurrence of consequences, some severe, which concern ecological problems, ecosystem instability,
global climate change, natural disasters, hunger and poverty, lower quality of life, etc. [10].

The global scenario of depletion of natural resources and environmental, economic, and social
imbalance motivates organizations and individuals to adopt sustainability practices in organizational
processes. Sustainability was born many years ago, but few guidelines are available for its practical
implementation and evaluation [8–11]. The research [3] states a considerable impact of sustainability on
the environment. This research presents the impact of greenhouse gases and waste on the environment.
Reference is made to the wood industry, energy, and heat generation. The researches [4,5] states that
sustainability is achieved in the field of transport and adjacent industries and emphasizes the reduction
of environmental impact. Previous research [6] presents sustainability studies in the airline field,
and the automotive industry must be evaluated and analyzed in future research. Other research [7]
presents the impact of sustainability in the fashion industry. Further research [8] presents the impact of
sustainable development in the foam and chemical industry, presenting different visions. It is specified
that the automotive industry has a considerable impact in the field of sustainability, without specifying
these impacts. The research by Amui et al. [9] has various implications for the food industry. From the
analysis of the different definitions discussed in several studies [3–9], it was observed that the approach
on sustainability in manufacturing is not yet concretely developed. Sustainable development improves
the conditions of companies, thus contributing to their competitiveness. Sustainable development is a
voluntary approach, but it is increasingly adopted by companies. Stakeholders are interested in this
concept as long as they get improved financial results (increased profit). The first direction was the one
of environmental sustainability, with major implications for national and international authorities and
organizations [5]. However, sustainability is now defined by three dimensions—environmental, social,
and economic [10]. Pervious research [5,6] addressed sustainability in land and air transport industries.
It emphasizes the importance of addressing sustainability in this industry as a result of generating
a large amount of greenhouse gases. The results published in reference [7] highlight the impact of
sustainability in the fashion industry and the impact it has social impact by producing the articles
used by the final customer who is in the society. The importance of occupational safety and health in
this industry is also mentioned. This industry focuses on re-manufacturing, reconditioning of items,
use for other purposes, reuse of other people’s items, recycling materials by implementing buy-back
(in various stores), reducing the impact on the environment by using natural materials (bio-cotton,
wool, etc.), repair and recovery of items to meet basic needs, redesign of the manufacturing process
by including automatic lines, and reconditioning items to be used until the end of their life cycle.
Other research [8] presents studies in the foam and chemical industry and emphasizes the importance
of renewable energy sources. In the same direction as the fashion industry, the food industry is one that
addresses the end customer, and the functions of sustainability are addressed. One study [9] concerning
the food industry refers to the 9Rs (remanufacturing, reconditioning, reuse, recycling, reduce, repair,
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recover, redesign, and reconditioning). The importance of the 9Rs in the entire manufacturing process
is underlined.

Another study [10] specifies the imperatives of Industry 4.0 and its importance in the current
economic development. Therefore, five important reasons can be systematized. Sustainable
manufacturing is one of the most important issues to address for the following five important
reasons [5–10]:

1. Manufacturing generates a significant quantity of greenhouse gases alongside the energy and
transport industries [5,6];

2. Manufacturing has social impact by producing the articles used by the final customer, but also on
occupational safety and health [7].

3. This high impact is due to huge energy consumption and the use of physical resources [8];
4. Manufacturing needs to adopt the following functions of sustainability: remanufacturing,

recondition, reuse, recycling, reduce, repair, recover, redesign, and recondition (9R) [9];
5. Manufacturing must adopt the Industry 4.0 imperatives by integrating its requirements into

sustainable development [10].

Organizations implement various strategies, in accordance with the interests of their stakeholders
and good practices to make their processes environmentally efficient and sufficiently socially and
economically viable. Therefore, it is suggested that manufacturing integrate production processes that
pursue sustainable manufacturing practices. It is imperative that a study should include all aspects of
sustainability related to stakeholder involvement, the entire logistics chain, and strategies up to the
end of product life [6].

The practices, methods, and tools used for sustainability assessment in the manufacturing industry
are based on a pioneering roadmap for applying the imperatives of the circular economy in the context
of Industry 4.0. The results of this research refer to the presentation of the relationship between circular
economy and Industry 4.0, as well as the improvement of the ReSOLVE (Regenerate, Share, Optimise,
Loop, Virtualise, Exchange—a framework with six action areas for businesses) framework [11]. It is
an approach based on specialized literature and qualitative evaluation. Another model [12] aims to
integrate technologies from Industry 4.0 integrated with circular economy (EC) practices to provide a
business model. This business model is based on the reuse and recycling of ferrous materials and waste.
It is based on qualitative evaluation. A study of 600 German companies claims that the opportunities
of digital networks are used to a limited extent, especially for streamlining production processes [13].
This study does not present an improvement framework, but only an evaluation of the results obtained
from the market research. Other research offers a synergistic and integrative circular economy-digital
technologies framework based on the empirical literature [14]. The research results state that the
research directions of the circular economy have been submitted, but the research and applicability
of the digital technologies that allow an EC are still in the basic form. Another study presents “X”
production systems (XPS) and the importance of lean manufacturing and continuous improvement
principles [15]. It presents the situation of a company that has better aligned its XPS with the
sustainability objectives. Following that research, the indicator panel and the evaluation framework are
completed. Other research [16] takes into account the life cycle of the product, stakeholders, employees
and customers, and end-of-life strategies, but also includes environmental, social, and economic aspects
in a single comprehensive review on the aforementioned directions. The results highlight an integrated
approach based on various research in this direction.

In summary, other research is based on sustainable value stream mapping [17], use of multi-criteria
decision making [18], assessment questionnaires [17–19], indicator-based assessment [19–21],
rating system [20], scoring tools [21], software tools [20], mathematical modeling [20–23] life cycle
analysis [24–26], product service systems [27], and a sustainability index [27,28]. By evaluating these
approaches, it can be seen that the research covers the evaluation of the sustainability via the
measurement of performance taking into account certain practices and indicators. Therefore,
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an integrated framework for sustainability assessment, including product life cycle engineering,
stakeholder interests, supplier and supply chain management, employees and customers, and end-of-life
strategies is impetuous to develop. These approaches [17–28] are applied on specific business typologies
without taking into account the opportunities and requirements of Industry 4.0. The framework
that this research seeks to develop takes into account the behavior of different companies in the
manufacturing industry and the characteristics of the Industry 4.0. Previous studies do not take into
account the characteristics of Romanian manufacturing industry. This research does not use as a
research method, discussions on the results obtained with experts in the field.

This paper is structured in two main directions: researching the characteristics of Industry 4.0 and
of the indicators that evaluate the organizational sustainability. Finally, the hierarchical framework
for sustainability assessment of manufacturing industry is pre-tested and validated. This research
presents a new evaluation framework, which integrates the goals of sustainable development and
those of Industry 4.0. To develop this framework, market research was conducted to identify the
current needs and implications in Industry 4.0. This research was validated following discussions
with manufacturers in the manufacturing industry. These debates were based on the Delphi method.
Finally, a hierarchical framework was developed based on the needs identified and validated through
the Delphi method. This framework is used to evaluate and improve the involvement of companies in
the manufacturing in sustainable development and reduce the negative impact on the environment.

2. Research Methodology

The research methodology comprises three research directions—market research by means of
a questionnaire applied to 100 manufacturing industry experts, the Delphi method involving one
facilitator and 40 experts, and the author’s empirical experience. All the phases of the research are
progressively completed, and finally, the proposed framework is pre-tested and validated.

2.1. The Questionnaire

Marketing research helps to identify the needs and desires of the clients [29]. There are a number
of tools, but a questionnaire survey is a facile, cheap, and easy to apply method. The questionnaire
provides an easy to apply way to contact a number of individuals [29–35]. Various questions may
be asked depending on the type of information that is to be obtained. A questionnaire can feature
open-ended questions (completely unstructured, structured, describing an image), closed questions
with predetermined answers (with different scales—Stapel, semantic differential, constant amount
appreciation attribute), or mixed questions. If the goal is to collect motivations and opinions regarding
the creativity and innovation of the respondent, then open questions will be used. If all the answer
variants can be anticipated, then closed questions will be used. In other situations, mixed questions
can be used [31].

In this research, the questionnaire was used to identify the characteristics and imperatives
of Industry 4.0 in Romania. This research tool has been applied to shareholders throughout
Romania. The informants were 100 shareholders, directors, or managers. The confidence level is 95%,
and p-value > α. These results emphasize that the null hypothesis is not rejected. The 100 companies
were selected from the classification of companies based on turnover, net profit, and number of
employees (top 100 companies). This classification was made on the basis of data from the Trade
Register and National Institute of Statistics. The application of the questionnaire was done online and
was specific to each previously identified respondent. The respondents were identified according to
the activity field of the company. It was intended to cover all areas of activity in the manufacturing
industry. All responses were valid. The Likert scale (1—least important and 5—most important),
distribution of a set score (0—poorly implemented and 100—fully implemented), and open questions
were used. The questionnaire was structured in four parts, Table 1: information about the company;
Industry 4.0 interpretation, facilitators, and barriers; and Industry 4.0 maturity and national technology
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platform. The results obtained in this research are used to develop the hierarchical framework for
sustainability assessment in the manufacturing industry.

Table 1. Sustainable development and Industry 4.0.

Direction Investigated Elements

Company information

Activity domain;
Identification of the best-selling product;
Number of employees;
Assessment of the level of innovation of the company (0–100)’

Industry 4.0-Interpretation, facilitators and barriers
Identification of company practices in Industry 4.0;
Evaluation of Industry facilitators 4.0;
Barriers to Industry 4.0.

Industry 4.0-Maturity
Identifying the degree of maturity;
Evaluation of a proposed model for digital maturity, including
strategy, technology, operations, organization and culture, and clients.

National Technology Platform Industry 4.0.

Evaluation of the national platform Industry 4.0;
Assessment of the importance of the actors of the Industry 4.0
platform: government, universities and research institutes,
users/companies of Industry 4.0, and suppliers of Industry 4.0;
The level of resistance to digitalization;
Transforming the company into the digital era.

2.2. Delphi Method

The Delphi method is a forecast framework that includes the results of several rounds of
questionnaires sent to a group of experts [15]. The results of a round are recorded, and then they
are sent to the expert group, and the anonymous responses are aggregated and shared again to the
expert group [15–18]. The process of applying this method is shown in the figure below. The Delphi
technique is a method used to estimate the probability and outcome of future events [15]. The expert
group exchanges opinions, and each expert personally provides estimates and assumptions based
on their experience to a facilitator, who examines the data and develops a summary report [19–21].
Experts review the form of the report, and a new (second) report is issued. This process continues
until all experts/participants agree with the developed report. This technique is an iterative one and is
successfully applied in management and in different approaches to competitiveness [18]. In this area,
sustainable development also has its place [32–35]. The Delphi method clarifies and extends problems
to identify all areas and features that need modification [36]. In the present research, we used the
Delphi method to identify all sustainable performance measures for improving organizational policies,
people, processes and products. The following steps are presented in Figure 1. For the application
of this method, a facilitator was identified from the automotive industry, being the manager of the
processes and research-development department. The facilitator is characterized by over 30 years of
experience in manufacturing, is the manager of a company with over 3000 employees, has personal
involvement in sustainable development, is a good communicator, and has the capacity to analyze
(as a result of the competences registered on the basis of certificates obtained at the international level).

The automotive industry has a significant percentage of manufacturing in Romania (it generates
over 15% of gross domestic product [37–40]). Industries have their peculiarities and must be evaluated in
a complex way [40–44]. The construction of the sample of respondents from different fields contributes
to the achievement of an integrated framework for evaluating sustainable development [45–47].
Forty experts participated in the analysis rounds. Individuals with solid expertise and sustainability
skills were selected. The database used for the selection of experts was the one from the application of
the questionnaire (of the 100 respondents). There were six segments in the manufacturing industry
identified based on the activity performed [38] in Romania. These segments, their percentages, and the
targeted directions are presented in Table 2.
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Figure 1. The stages of the Delphi method used in establishing the hierarchical framework for
sustainability assessment of manufacturing industry.

Table 2. Sustainable development and Industry 4.0.

Segment of Manufacturing Industry
Number of Firms (and

% of the Sample Firms)
Directions Evaluated by Experts

Automotive 35 (35%)

Domain experience
Involvement in innovation

Involvement in sustainable development
Involvement in strategic management

Strategic vision

Production of foams, chemicals, plastics, oil 9 (9%)

Food and beverage production 15 (15%)

Furniture production 11 (11%)

Pharmaceutical production 7 (7%)

Other productions (metal, electronic,
non-metallic, clothing) 23 (23%)

2.3. Empirical Experience

The interest in sustainable development over the last 10 years and the multiple studies carried
out on the subject (over 150 works) have contributed to the extension of the research toward this
model of manufacturing. The research carried out [48–53] has contributed to the foundation of the
concept and to the identification of measures and performance indicators. They are the pillars of the
hierarchical framework for sustainability assessment. The author has contributed as the main author
to the development of a series of studies that have advanced the field of sustainability (Table 3).
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Table 3. Research by the author in the field of sustainability and innovation.

Research Journal Development

[48] Sustainability Sustainable development model for the automotive industry. This research is
based on in—depth interviews with 33 experts.

[49] Sustainability
Integrating sustainability and lean: SLIM method and enterprise game
proposed. This research is used to train students as experts in sustainability
and lean.

[50] Safety

Occupational accidents assessment by field of activity and investigation
model for prevention and control. This research identifies the risks and
proposes some preventive and corrective measures in the direction of
sustainable development.

[51] Sustainability Risk indicators and road accident analysis for the period 2012–2016. This is a
strategic framework for the sustainability of transport.

[52] Sustainability The evaluation and application of the TRIZ method for increasing
eco-innovative levels in SMEs. This research tested furniture production.

[53] Sustainability
Sustainable development and technological impact on CO2 reducing
conditions in Romania. This research contributes to the reduction of CO2 for
improving climatic conditions.

3. National and International Situation in the Manufacturing Industry

Manufacturing is the production of goods intended for use or sale with labor and machinery,
instruments, processing, or chemical or biological formulation [36]. Finished products can be sold,
through a distribution chain, to other producers for the production of more complex products or
redistributed through the tertiary industry to final consumers [15–20]. In order to characterize
manufacturing, a qualitative evaluation of the existing data series in the databases of the accredited
institutes is performed. To characterize manufacturing, the following characteristics are taken into
account: the number of employees, the amount of waste generated, the greenhouse gas emissions,
and the level of innovation. These indicators are presented for the European Union (EU) and
Romania [38–41,44,45].

The number of employed persons in the European Union decreased to 230,356,800 in the first
quarter of 2019 from 231,342,700 in the fourth quarter of 2018. Of the EU employees over 15% are in
the manufacturing industry.

In Romania, the number of employees in industry, construction, trade and other services in
2018 was 8,197,014, and in 2019, 8,249,779 employees. The employee is the person who exercises his
activity on the basis of an employment contract in an economic or social unit—regardless of its form
of ownership—or to private persons in exchange for a remuneration in the form of a salary, paid in
money or nature, under commission form and others [38,39,54]. Figure 2 shows the main areas of
activity and the number of employees for the period 2017–2019.

From the perspective of the quantity of waste generated, at the EU level, there were
2,116,310,000 tons in 2016 and 2,125,300,000 in 2017. From the perspective of the countries that
generate these quantities, the situation is presented in Figure 3. The series is presented according to the
reported data (some countries have not reported the amount of waste generated). Romania generated
176,742,421 tons of waste in 2017.
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Of the total amount of waste, at the EU level, 253,440,000 tons in 2016 and 258,890,000 tons in
2017 were generated by the manufacturing industry (Figure 3). The percentage of waste generated in
manufacturing is over 10% of the total waste generated. For Romania, the quantity of waste generated
by manufacturing was 6,727,021 tons in 2016 and 7,770,090 tons in 2017 (Figure 4.)
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Figure 4. The quantity of waste generated by the manufacturing industry in EU countries for the period
2016–2017 (tons) [45].

From the perspective of the quantity of greenhouse gases emitted, the EU generated
4,461,685.11 tons in 2016 and 4,492,127.01 in 2017. Of this quantity, over 10% was generated by
the manufacturing industry. Romania generated 115,150.66 tons in 2016 and 114,811.43 tons in 2017.
The manufacturing industry in Romania generated 12,836.27 tons in 2016 and 13,105.39 tons in 2017.
It can be seen that over 10% is generated by the manufacturing industry in Romania as well. The EU
trend is also followed nationally.

Thus, it can be stated that the manufacturing industry is an important economic activity,
with considerable contribution in EU and Romania, and this research approach is essential in this field.

4. Characteristics of Industry 4.0

Manufacturing processes are responsible for a significant portion of the consumption of natural
resources and the generation of greenhouse gases. Manufacturing is defined as “the transformation
of materials and information into tangible and intangible goods to satisfy the needs and desires
of the buyers” [21,55–57]. The industry sector, including production, consumes almost half of the
total energy delivered worldwide [15]. In the US, manufacturing absorbs more than 42% of total
energy consumption [18,58]. Similarly, in China, the manufacturing sector absorbs 58% of total energy
consumption [59,60]. As a result, numerous efforts have been made to reduce the environmental impact
of different manufacturing processes, and several strategies have been implemented to monitor, improve,
and control variables such as energy consumption [14–19], carbon emissions [15–18], the development
of sustainable jobs [18–20,61], and the integration of innovative solutions [20–22,62].
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Within this framework of sustainable development, Industry 4.0 appears as an industrial
opportunity. The concept of Industry 4.0 began as a strategic framework for industrial production
conceived and implemented by the German government in 2011 [10–24]. Industry 4.0 can be defined as
a combination of technologies and value concepts applicable to organizational processes [16–18]. This is
a general transformation using digital integration and intelligent engineering [26–28,61]. Industry 4.0
imperatives are in the following directions: the preparation of an intelligent, computerized, optimized
manufacturing environment, which guarantees the flexibility and high efficiency of production and
minimal impact on the environment [21–27,62]. Therefore, approaching Industry 4.0 in the context of
sustainable development [63] is mandatory because the potential results obtained from this approach
are productivity and resource efficiency [64]. For example, in previous studies [25–29], it is emphasized
that Industry 4.0 encourages digitization by offering new efficient approaches to process control using
the Internet of Things and integrating cyber-physical systems into manufacturing, which can improve
resource and energy efficiency, and automated manufacturing concepts will increase the level of
innovation and will reduce the amount of waste generated [30]. Industry 4.0 describes the progressive
fusion of industrial production processes with the digital world of information technology.

Evaluating the two approaches—sustainable development and Industry 4.0 framework in the
manufacturing industry—we can identify the following applications in manufacturing [22–36].
This analysis takes into account the 17 objectives and 169 goals of sustainable development
(17 sustainable development goals—SDGs and 169 goals) and the definition of Industry 4.0. The entire
analysis is based on studies published in the literature and are based on the needs of the manufacturing
industry (see Table 4). For example, simulating different algorithms contributes to reducing poverty
by proposing frameworks for improvement and identifying problems, improving living conditions,
education through access to technology, identifying gaps for energy efficiency and improving conditions
and outcomes for social responsibility.

Table 4. Sustainable development and Industry 4.0.

Industry 4.0 Imperatives Research
17 SDG (Sustainable

Development Goals)/169 Goals
Applicability in Manufacturing Benefits

Internet of Things [30] 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 17 SDGs

The materials, structural elements,
and components of the machine
are equipped with sensors and
Internet connection.

Process efficiency, data exchange
between robots, increased production
capacity, and increasing the level
of innovation.

Radio frequency identification
technology (RFID) [31,33] 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 17 SDGs

It allows the real-time visibility of
the materials and goods of the
manufacturing processes.

Reduces transportation errors,
improves security, validates raw
materials, and increases the visibility
of goods in the supply chain.

Cognitive Computing [34] 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 17 SDGs Understanding tasks, workflows,
and business process logic.

New cognitive technologies,
scalability, productivity, and quality.

Cybersecurity [35] 9, 11, 12, 17 SDGs Process security. Loss reduction.

Cloud Computing [36] 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 17 SDGs Scalable business solutions. Process innovation and expansion.

Mobile technologies [37] 1, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 15, 17 SDGs Real-time data monitoring,
collection, and processing.

Reduce time and
streamline processes.

M2M (machine to machine) [38] 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 17 SDGs Communication of devices
connected to the same network.

Automation of devices connected to
the network to improve
production efficiency.

3D Printing [39] 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 17 SDGs Attractive and efficient
presentation of new concepts.

New collaborations and the reduction
of resource consumption.

Advanced Robotics [41] 11, 12, 13, 14, 17 SDGs Efficient automation. Reduction of waste and greenhouse
gas (GHG) quantity.

Augmented Reality [42] 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 16 SDGs
Testing of some products and
processes in accordance with
market requirements.

Efficient operations by reducing
production downtime, quickly
identifying problems, and
maintaining all services
and processes.

Simulation [42] 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 12 SDGs
The use of software to make
computer models of
manufacturing systems.

Reducing gaps and improving
production capacity.
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5. The Manufacturing Industry in Romania

The manufacturing industry in Romania is constantly growing, being one of the most important
industries therein. More than 1.2 million employees work in this industry, which is 35% of the total
workforce in the economy [31]. Included in the manufacturing industry are companies in the food
industry, beverage manufacturing, tobacco products, textiles and clothing, wood processing, furniture,
chemical industry, auto industry, and pharmaceutical products manufacturing (companies with a
NACE code between 10 and 33). The net profit balance is 542 million euros (the difference between the
total net profit and the total losses), and the margin of the big factories in the local economy was 3.5%
in 2019 [39–42]. The first positions are occupied by companies in the automotive industry, crude oil
processing, road transport, the production of soft drinks, the manufacture of household appliances,
and the manufacture of alcoholic beverages [42–44]. The characteristics of the Romanian market are a
skilled labor force that is competent in the field, a low/medium level of remuneration (compared to the
salary level in the European Union), a university environment open to collaborations with the industry
in order to develop the required competences, adaptability, average involvement of the state authorities,
and the capacity for expansion and globalization [38–44]. The process of production systematized for
the manufacturing is shown in Figure 5. The definition of the process begins with the definition of
the strategic elements. The next level includes the requirements, the conditions for carrying out the
processes, and the current situation of the processes. The next level includes the elements related to the
company’s logistics and integrating the customer’s requirements. Finally, we find the reverse logistics.

Figure 5. Process model for manufacturing industry.

6. Results

This section presents the results obtained from the research. At the end of the presentation
of the results, the hierarchical framework for sustainability assessment of manufacturing industry
is presented.
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6.1. Industry 4.0: Characteristics, Implications, and Proposed Developments

Industry 4.0. includes the tendency of companies toward automation and data exchange in
technologies and manufacturing processes that include cyber-physical systems (CPS), the Internet of
Things (IoT), the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), cloud computing, cognitive computing and artificial
intelligence, and other implications related to these fields [44–51]. New digital industrial technology
presents a number of facilities for the sustainability of companies [52–58]. Below are the results obtained
in the research conducted with the 100 experts from the fields related to manufacturing industry.

The information is structured in Table 5. The results obtained for each of the following four
directions are presented: company information, Industry 4.0—interpretation, facilitators, and barriers;
Industry 4.0—maturity; and national technology platform Industry 4.0. For each investigated
element, the characteristics and indicators that will be used in the hierarchical framework formation
were retained.

Table 5. Sustainable development and Industry 4.0.

Direction Investigated Elements Recorded Answers

Company information

Field of activity Automotive, foam, chemicals, plastics, oil, food and beverage,
furniture, pharmaceuticals, and other productions.

Identification of the best-selling product Metal article, automotive article, industry equipment, software,
office furniture, women’s clothing, rings production (jewelry).

Number of Employees 1–200 employees (65%), >200 employees (35%)

Assessment of the level of innovation of
the company (0–100) 40% score < 50, 51 ≤ 30% ≤ 80, 20% > 80

Interpretation, facilitators
and barriers

Identification of company practices in
Industry 4.0

Automation of production processes (90%), Big Data (53%),
Cloud Computing (23%), Internet of Things—IoT (43%),
and digitization (45%).

Evaluation of Industry facilitators 4.0

Cost reduction (75%), Competitiveness (63%), Need for higher
control for top management (51%), demand from partners (83%),
challenges of the era (53%), financial benefits (73%), Times of
delivery (65%), increased customer satisfaction (53%), efficiency
improvement (65%), flexibility (73%), reliable operation (81%), and
production interruptions (78%).

Barriers Industry 4.0
Lack of financial resources (65%), skills (75%), supply chain
dimensioning (83%), organizational structure (51%), and employee
resistance (87%).

Maturity

Identifying the degree of maturity High (65%), medium (30%), low (5%).

Evaluation of a proposed model for
digital maturity that includes strategy,
technology, operations, organization,

and culture and clients.

Medium strategy (70%), advanced (30%)
Medium technology (55%), advanced (45%)
Operations average (62%), advanced (38%).
Organization and culture: medium (57%), advanced (43%).
Customers: average (51%), advanced (49%).

National Technology
Platform Industry 4.0.

Evaluation of the national platform
Industry 4.0

They use the platform (24%), do not use and did not know (76%).
No company is a member.

Assessment of the importance of the
actors of the Industry 4.0 platform:
government, universities and research
institutes, users-companies of Industry
4.0 and suppliers of Industry 4.0

Government: medium (75%), advanced (25%).
Universities and research institutes: medium (15%), advanced (85%).
Users: companies in Industry 4.0-medium (5%), advanced (95%).
Industry suppliers 4.0: medium (3%), advanced (97%).

The level of resistance to digitization
Transforming the company into the
digitalization era

Human resources (57%), financial (33%)
100% follow the transformation of the company

For the first direction—information about the company—directions for characterizing the
companies of the study respondents were targeted. Percentages were identified by major categories
(as a result of responses based on a single choice from a number of variants). The second
direction—interpretation, facilitators, and barriers—addressed a number of important elements
for Industry 4.0. The respondents had multiple selections. In the interpretation of the data the
percentage of the total respondents was used. The third direction—maturity—allowed the respondents
a unique choice based on Likert scale assessment. In the interpretation of the data the percentage of the
total respondents was used. The last direction, —national technology platform Industry 4.0—allowed
a single selection, and the value obtained was interpreted as a percentage.
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6.2. Indicators of Sustainable Development on the Dimensions of the Triple Baseline

To identify the performance measures and sustainability indicators, the Delphi method was used,
with three rounds of discussions for defining their importance. The results of the first round are
presented in Table 6. For the evaluation of the targeted directions, the following were used:

a. Experience—the lowest level recorded in the 40 experts is presented;
b. Involvement in innovation—the arithmetic mean is calculated;
c. Involvement in sustainable development—there are categories of indicators presented;
d. Involvement in strategic management—there are categories of indicators presented;
e. Strategic vision—there are categories of indicators presented.

For each segment of manufacturing industry, the indicators that are not found in the previous
segments are filled in.

Table 6. Sustainable development and Industry 4.0.

Segment of
Manufacturing Industry

Directions Evaluated by Experts Response

Automotive

Domain experience: >15 years

Innovation >70%
(New technologies, big data, simulation, cloud computing for processes)

Involvement in sustainable
development

Economic performance indicators, continuous improvement, external
interaction, digitalization, waste management, operations management,
loss reduction, and occupational health and safety policies.

Involvement in strategic management Resource management, activity planning, globalization, improving the
capacity for regeneration, process quality, and financial indicators.

Strategic vision Process planning, continuous learning, knowledge management, and
corporate social responsibility.

Production of foams,
chemicals, plastics, oil

Domain experience >21 years

Involvement in innovation >78%

Involvement in sustainable
development Hazardous waste management, water protection, and other elements.

Involvement in strategic management Collaboration with other institutions for research and development.

Strategic vision Sharing knowledge, copyright.

Food and beverage
production

Domain experience >30 years

Involvement in innovation >56%

Involvement in sustainable
development Packaging management, customer information.

Involvement in strategic management Global distribution and collaboration.

Strategic vision Increased the capacity of Industry 4.0 implementation.

Furniture production

Domain experience >25 years

Involvement in innovation >62%

Involvement in sustainable
development Waste reuse, reverse logistics, customer created value, redesign.

Involvement in strategic management Defining local and national strategies.

Strategic vision Penetration of a new market segment.

Pharmaceutical
production

Domain experience >18 years

Involvement in innovation >87%

Involvement in sustainable
development

Agile manufacturing, reverse logistic, collaboration with universities,
and product specifications.

Involvement in strategic management Customer management, globalization, waste reduction.

Strategic vision Merging with international companies.

Other productions

Domain experience: >5 years

Involvement in innovation >64%

Involvement in sustainable
development Supplier management, sustainable jobs, eco-design, redesign.

Involvement in strategic management Voice of customer, sustainable product.

Strategic vision Annual reporting.
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After identifying all the measures and indicators in round 1, they are reviewed in round 2 to
develop the final report. The whole approach is coordinated by the facilitator. These indicators were
ranked on the five levels of importance. Each level includes the indicators and measures related
to the three basic lines (social, economic and environmental). A structural self-interaction matrix
(SSIM) was used for the selected elements from round 2. The report in round 3 was accepted by all
experts (40 experts) of the target group. The definition of the hierarchical framework for sustainability
assessment of manufacturing industry is presented in Table 7. All indicators agreed to by experts were
divided into categories on the three dimensions of sustainability. These categories were allocated to
five levels. Their levels and importance were determined by experts in the field during the rounds of
the Delphi method. Shareholders believe that any implementation must be approved and accepted
by them and that they will not finance techniques and technologies that are not profitable. Everyone
appreciated that this is the first level of evaluation.

Table 7. Defining the hierarchical framework.

Level
Identification in the

Manufacturing Industry
Social Dimension Economical Dimension Environmental Dimension

Level 5 Reverse logistic (recovery of
raw materials) Continuous learning Supplier management 9R

Level 4 Customer satisfaction Customer management Resource optimization Environmental health and
safety

Level 3 Life cycle assessment
(product, services) Agile Sustainable maintenance Design for environment

(lean, agile, manufacturing)

Level 2
Process of the logistics chain
(development, procurement,
transport, storage, shipment)

Sustainable workplaces Knowledge and
quality management Industry 4.0

Level 1
Shareholders

(satisfaction, requirement
shareholders, profit and image)

Strategic element Financial improvement Continuous improvement

6.3. Proposed Conceptual Hierarchical Framework for Sustainability Assessment of Manufacturing Industry

For each level, indicators were defined for each dimension of sustainability. The indicators
are identified based on market research (Industry 4.0) and Delphi analysis. Each level records a
score calculated as the arithmetic mean of the scores recorded. For each indicator, the evaluator
gives a grade from 1 to 5, depending on the degree of implementation (1 = not implemented and
5 = fully implemented). The final report after measuring the performance on sustainable development
will include the score obtained on each level for each dimension, Figure 6. At the end of the evaluation,
the value of the levels is calculated as the arithmetic mean of the five evaluated levels.

Figure 6. Hierarchical framework for sustainability assessment of manufacturing industry.
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6.4. Empirical Testing

The result of the empirical testing is shown in Figure 7. It can be observed that if the indicator
level is lower than 2, it returns to the initial phase for level improvement. The value of the total score
registered for a company highlights the involvement in the sustainable development. If the value L is
less than 10, then the company is at the limit of the level of sustainability and it is recommended to
improve all indicators of the five levels. If the value is between 10 and 15, the involvement is average,
and the recommendations refer to the implementation of some directions of Industry 4.0 in order to
increase the level of competitiveness. If the score value is greater than 15, then the situation of the
company is favorable.

Figure 7. Empirical evaluation based on the proposed hierarchical framework.

This hierarchical model was conceived in the form of a continuous loop. The evaluation of a
company does not go further if the evaluation of the level indicators does not exceed 2. If the value
is not 2, it returns to the previous level to improve certain indicators that have received low scores.
When each level is satisfied, the end is reached by measuring the company’s implications. At each
level, depending on the value, different recommendations are received.

6.5. Validation and Future Research Approach

The validation was performed on a company in the automotive industry, and the results obtained
are presented in the following process, Table 8. For the evaluated company, the five levels were
completed. For each level, the value being less than 2, a series of recommendations were received
which are presented in Table 8. The whole evaluation was based on the algorithm presented in Figure 7.

Table 8. The results obtained during the evaluation.

Level Improvements Implemented Following Empirical Testing

Level 5 Application of 9Rs (remanufacturing, reconditioning, reuse, recycling, reduce, repair, recover,
redesign, and reconditioning) in any situation of the company

Level 4 Evaluation of requirements regarding international standards
Level 3 Improving the materials used and recovering the value at the end of the life cycle
Level 2 Imposing improvements regarding Industry 4.0
Level 1 Involving shareholders in establishing financial indicators
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7. Discussion

Following the conducted research, various aspects related to the need for sustainable development
and Industry 4.0 can be discussed. From the perspective of Industry 4.0, it can be seen that not all
companies in Romania have accessed the national platform for Industry 4.0. Among the most important
facilitators of Industry 4.0 are cost reduction, competitiveness, demand for partners, financial benefits,
flexibility, reliable operation, and production interruptions. Barriers mainly refer to the lack of financial
resources, competencies, the dimensioning of the supply chain, and the resistance of employees.

From the perspective of sustainable development, following the application of the Delphi method,
a series of measures and indicators have been identified that contribute to the assessment of sustainable
development and to the proposal of improvement measures.

The proposed model takes into account the imperatives of Industry 4.0 for manufacturing,
the objectives and indicators of sustainable development. Five levels of evaluation are developed
to systematically identify the measures required to improve the company’s situation. Compared to
existing methods, the present model reaches a final form during critical rounds of brainstorming
analysis. These were performed during the Delphi method.

A five-level hierarchical model was developed starting from the interests of the shareholders to
the reverse logistics. For each level, the impact of the indicators is calculated and, finally, the total
value. A value of a level below score 2 requires a review of the company’s behavior in those directions.
Finally, the company’s position toward sustainable development is obtained.

Following the test, a series of improvements of the initially proposed conceptual model were
obtained. These improvements refer to improvements implemented following the empirical testing,
the application of the 9Rs in any situation of the company, the evaluation of the requirements regarding
the international standards, the improvement of the materials used, the recovery of the value at the
end of the life cycle, the imposition of improvements regarding the Industry 4.0, and the involvement
of shareholders in establishing financial indicators.

The proposed model advances the level of knowledge in the field by the fact that it has really
identified the imperatives of industry 4.0 and develops a model in rounds of debates with experts in
the field of manufacturing. This model is not a theoretical one but one approved by 40 experts chosen
according to the top companies in Romania. The model is applicable to every industry because the
evaluation is done by semi-quantitative assessments by competitiveness experts. The reference for
each field is represented by the most important company from the top of the companies (made for the
selection of the interviewed companies).

A set of the proposed frameworks [12–14] propose evaluations based on checklists that present
certain limitations from the perspective of covering all organizational levels. These indicators were
established on the basis of the specialized literature without a multi-round discussion with experts in
the fields of activity.

The hierarchical model is valid and can be extended to other industries. The banking field is
targeted because it is a field that has major implications in the economic and social dimensions. At the
same time, this model will also identify the disruptive factors that may occur (we expect that the
medical factors may affect the functioning of a system).

8. Conclusions

This research proposed a five-level framework for assessing manufacturing sustainability.
The definition of these five levels offers an important stage in terms of production as well as
sustainability in the manufacturing sector. The research focused on the two important directions for
the competitiveness of the business environment: the sustainability and the digitization of the industry.
Only experts from the manufacturing industry were involved in the research, and the experience
of multiple previous researches was used. At the same time, the theoretical frameworks developed
previously contributed to the foundation of the proposed and tested framework.
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To characterize the industry, existing data series from accredited institutions were used.
These influenced the selection of the manufacturing for the carried-out analysis. The use of market
research and the involvement of experts in the research undertaken have contributed to the outline of the
proposed framework. Empirical testing has led to the completion of the improved proposed framework
and can be transposed into an online platform using databases and web programming facilities.

Future directions will also extend the model to other industries. Barriers encountered during the
research refer to the factors that contribute to changing the conditions of the business environment.
The research was carried out during 2019, and at the end of it, we started structuring and analyzing the
data obtained. Since 2020, a number of factors have begun to appear that affect the economic conditions
worldwide (the virus that has spread worldwide). These factors completely change the behavior of
industries. This will be investigated in a future paper. The limitation of the study refers to the fact that
the Romanian manufacturing characteristics are taken into account for research. In Romania, there is a
need to develop a model, and that is why I focused only on these characteristics.
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Abstract: The rapid increasing number of automobile products has brought great convenience to
people’s living, but it has also caused serious environmental issues, waste of resources and energy
shortage during its whole lifecycle. Corporate Environmental Responsibility (CER) refers to the
company’s responsibility to avoid damage to the natural environment derived from its corporate
social responsibility (CSR), and it plays an important role in solving resource and environmental
problems. However, due to various internal and external reasons, it is difficult for the automobile
manufacturing industry to find the key drivers for the implementation of CER. This research proposes
a model framework that uses the fuzzy decision-making test and evaluation laboratory (fuzzy
DEMATEL) method to analyze the drivers of CER from the perspective of the triple bottom line
(TBL) of economy, environment and society. Firstly, the common drivers of CER are collected using
literature review and questionnaire survey methods. Secondly, the key drivers are analyzed by using
the fuzzy DEMATEL. Finally, the proposed approach was verified through a case study. The research
results show that some effective measures to implement CER can be provided for the government, the
automobile manufacturing industry and the public to promote sustainable development of Chinese
Auto Manufacturing Industry (CAMI).

Keywords: Chinese automobile manufacturing industry; corporate environmental responsibility;
fuzzy DEMATEL; triple bottom line; sustainable development; green manufacturing

1. Introduction

According to relevant survey reports, the number of Chinese new automobiles almost
exceeded 25.76 million, and the amount of Chinese vehicle ownership reached more than
260 million up to 2019. The rapid growth of the number of automobiles has brought a
series of environmental issues. In the process of automobile production, use, recycling
and disposal, air, soil, water, etc., will be polluted to a certain extent, resulting in waste of
resources and energy shortage [1]. These environmental issues have aroused widespread
concern from the government, enterprises and scholars. While the Chinese government
is strengthening environmental supervision of the automotive industry, the extension of
the production responsibility and Corporate Environmental Responsibility (CER) have
become hot topics of concern to many automotive industry units. Therefore, many Chinese
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auto companies are aware of the importance of sustainable development, and have imple-
mented some sustainable development strategies, such as CER, remanufacturing, green
manufacturing and cleaner production [2–6].

In fact, due to various reasons, it is difficult for them to effectively implement sus-
tainable development strategies, especially CER. The main reason is that some automobile
companies are worried that the implementation of CER may affect their financial interests,
so they are unwilling to implement CER. In addition, some companies voluntarily imple-
ment CER, but they do not know what measures should be taken. Therefore, by analyzing
the drivers of CER, the fundamental reason why enterprises cannot effectively implement
CER can be found, thereby promoting the change of development strategy of Chinese Auto
Manufacturing Industry (CAMI) and achieving coordinated development of economic and
environmental benefits.

At present, some studies focus on the combination of CER and sustainable practices,
such as integrating CER into the supply chain, and the combination of sustainable de-
velopment and CER. As many automobile companies pay more attention to economic
interests, compared with well-known foreign automobile companies, the efficiency of CER
implementation by Chinese automobile manufacturers is relatively low. So far, only a
few studies have focused on the drivers of CER for Chinese automobile manufacturers
and revealed the internal connection between the corporate environmental responsibility
and the corporate economic benefits. The “Triple Bottom Line” was proposed by John
Elkington [7], a well-known British management consultant and sustainability expert, and
used it to measure his company’s performance in the United States. Triple Bottom Line
(TBL) theory believes that there should be three bottom lines: profit, people and the earth.
TBL aims to assess the level of corporate commitment to social responsibility and its impact
on the environment over time. Additionally, CER is concerned about the impact of the
development of the enterprise on the environment. There is a close relationship between
TBL and CER. The influencing factors of enterprises implementing CER can be analyzed
from the perspective of TBL. The purpose of both is to achieve a balanced development
of economic and environmental benefits. Therefore, this study attempts to identify and
analyze the CER drivers of Chinese automakers from the perspective of TBL to bridge the
gap. In this study, first, based on a comprehensive analysis of the existing literature, expert
opinions and the opinions of Chinese auto industry managers, common drivers were
identified. Second, we sent questionnaires to some automobile companies. Third, based
on the results of the questionnaire survey, a quantitative and the fuzzy decision-making
test and evaluation laboratory (fuzzy DEMATEL) analysis was used to determine the key
drivers and classifications.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 reports a literature review
related to the research topic and proposes the main innovations of this paper based on
comparative analysis. Section 3 describes the problem. Section 4 introduces the method
used in this research, namely fuzzy DEMATEL, and proposes a model framework for
analyzing the CER drivers of the Chinese automobile industry. Section 5 verifies the
proposed model through case studies. Section 6 discusses in detail. Finally, Section 7 gives
conclusions and future work.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Corporate Environmental Responsibility and Triple Bottom Line

CER, called corporate environmental responsibility, refers to a company’s duties to
abstain from damaging natural environments, which derives from corporate social re-
sponsibility (CSR) [8]. In recent years, CER has become an important concept and has
received extensive attention from relevant researchers. This is because the implemen-
tation of CER can enhance the sustainable development ability of enterprises, improve
the natural environment, and solve various social and ecological problems such as cli-
mate change and biodiversity loss [9,10]. Gunningham [11] described the development
of the concept of CER and studied the debate about the relationship between CER and
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competitive advantage. On the basis of Carroll’s CSR pyramid model, Wang Hong [12]
explored the system characteristics of CER and sorted out its elements, structure and
functions. Studies have shown that the implementation of CER can promote the green and
sustainable development of manufacturing to a certain extent [13], and the improvement
of the company’s market competitiveness and profitability can be tracked through the
implementation of environmental management activities [14]. The results of the study were
verified by listed company A [15,16], which showed that the performance of corporate
environmental responsibility (CER) by company A has a significant positive impact on the
company’s financial performance, but it has a lag effect, and higher environmental invest-
ment can bring higher profitability. Furthermore, many firms are discovering that there is
an advantage to advocating for environmental regulations and preparing for them to be
implemented before they become law. In a recent study, the researcher found that firms
support climate change legislation as a means of gaining power over their competitors.
Essentially, even if a new regulation hurts a firm in the short term, the firm may embrace it
because they know that it will hurt their competitors even more. This allows them to come
out on top in the long run [17].

The TBL proposed by Elkington [7] is an accounting framework that includes three
aspects: economic (profit), social (people), and environmental (planet). It is used by many
researchers to solve various problems [18,19]. The TBL considers profit using traditional
measures for evaluating company profits, evaluating the company’s environmental re-
sponsibility, evaluating the company’s sustainability pillars [20,21], and citizens’ concerns
about corporate social responsibility as indicated by the company’s operations [22,23].
Ahi and Searcy [24] claim that sustainability is the ability to maintain long-term welfare
responsibly, manage resources so that the company can meet current needs without com-
promising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. The TBL has been
widely applied in many domains to promote sustainable development that also provides
a co-benefit. Wu et al. [25] suggested that firms should consider stakeholders, resilience,
long-term goals and current operations when evaluating sustainability strategies. Previous
research also emphasized that TBL is not sufficient to achieve complete sustainability, and
we must take greater steps to discuss socioeconomics, social environment and ecological
efficiency [26,27]. Moreover, several studies noted that relations, resource consumption
and policies must be integrated with sustainable practices to ensure the cobenefit [28].

Many scholars have conducted case studies from the perspective of TBL. Bergen-
wall [29] studied the differences in process design between American automakers and
Toyota on the three aspects of sustainability. Gimenez [30] studied the impact of TBL
on sustainable management. They proposed that the internal environmental plan has
a positive impact on the three components of TBL, while internal social activities only
have a positive impact on the two components of social and environmental performance.
Neri et al. [31] designed a triple bottom line balanced key performance indicator set to
measure the sustainability performance of industrial supply chains. Agrawal et al. [32]
discussed the deployment decisions of sustainable reverse logistics in the Indian electron-
ics industry, and studied the impact of disposal decisions on TBL, that is, the economic,
environmental and social performance of reverse logistics. Hussain et al. [33] studied the re-
lationship between corporate governance and triple bottom line sustainability performance
through the perspectives of agency theory and stakeholder theory.

2.2. Drivers of CER in the Automotive Industry

The rapid growth of automobile ownership has caused a series of problems, such
as climate change, emissions, pollution, etc. [34]. For CAMI, the factors that promote the
effective implementation of CER through some sustainable development practices (such as
CER, green manufacturing, sustainable supply chain management, manufacturer extension
responsibility, life cycle analysis, and environmental certification, etc.) are called drivers.
Therefore, many researchers have paid attention to the CER problem and conducted some
extended studies.
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Some studies discuss the relationship and importance of TBL principles and strategic
decisions from the perspective of sustainable supply chains in the automotive industry. The
successful implementation of sustainable supply chains can promote the implementation
of CER [35–37]. Other studies illustrate the important indicators of CER implementation
from the perspective of the green evaluation system of the automobile manufacturing
industry [38]. There are also some studies that mainly elaborated the relationship between
the implementation of CER and legislation from the aspect of government legislation.
Studies have shown that government legislation is the most critical driver for the imple-
mentation of CER [39,40]. There are also other explorations of the relationship between
energy certification, changes in corporate management strategies and the implementation
of CER, including Cai et al. [41], which explored energy performance certification in the
machinery manufacturing industry, and provided information for the implementation
of energy performance certification strategies. The theoretical foundation is thus pro-
moted to promote the active implementation of CER by automakers. Nunes [42] focuses
on investigating and benchmarking the green operating plans of the automotive indus-
try as documented in the environmental reports of selected companies. Research by Yu
Cheng et al. [43] shows that Chinese automakers still have much room for improvement in
terms of consumer satisfaction, resource conservation, community services and low-carbon
activities. Kehbila et al. [40] systematically analyzed the motivations, obstacles and ben-
efits of South African automobile companies participating in environmental change and
provided some suggestions that may promote the effective implementation of strategic
corporate environmental management. The research results show that achieving consistent
compliance, reducing the daily impact on the environment, improving the working and
living conditions of employees, and improving image and reputation are the most impor-
tant driving forces. Babiak and Trendafilova [44] studied the motivations and pressures
reported by senior managers to adopt sustainable practices in the industry. The research
results show that strategic motivation and institutional pressure are the main reasons for
adopting environmental management measures. Lee et al. [45] studied the driving forces
for the implementation of CER and green practices in the Korean logistics industry, and
pointed out that social expectations, organizational support and stakeholder pressure are
important driving forces for the implementation of CER and green practices. Goli et al. [46]
explained that corporate environmental responsibility (CER) involves key solutions for the
success of corporate innovation.

By reviewing the existing literature, we know that domestic and foreign scholars
have conducted CER research from different aspects. Based on the TBL method, some
studies have been conducted on the sustainable development of the automotive industry,
but mainly focus on the TBL analysis of the automotive industry supply chain order
optimization, supply chain management or supplier sustainability. However, there are few
studies on the implementation of CER in CAMI. From the perspective of TBL, there are
fewer drivers for CER in automobile companies. This has led to companies not paying
attention to the implementation of CER, and the effect of CER implementation is poor
and difficult.

Therefore, this paper aims to analyze the key drivers of CAMI’s implementation of
CER from the perspective of TBL, and then analyze the promotion effect of key drivers
on economy, environment and society, so as to improve the effect of CER implementation,
and realize the coordination and sustainability development of economic and environmen-
tal benefits.

3. Identify Common Drivers of CER

As environmental problems have become more prominent, the public’s awareness of
environmental protection has continued to increase. When consumers buy automobiles,
green features have become one of their important choices [47,48]. Some automakers
realize that they should implement CER throughout the product life cycle to minimize
the negative impact on the environment to meet consumer’s demand for environmentally
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friendly products [49]. However, they do not know how to effectively implement CER
to promote the sustainable development and green development of enterprises, and the
implementation of CER in CAMI has always been controversial, so there is an urgent need
to improve the effectiveness of CER implementation.

Therefore, this paper analyzes the drivers of CER in CAMI from the perspective of TBL
(economic, social and environmental). Based on relevant literature, expert opinions and
the opinions of Chinese auto industry managers, we jointly determine the common drivers
for CER in China’s auto industry. First, we collect CER drivers from relevant literature,
and use “corporate environmental responsibility”, “corporate environmental responsibility
drivers” and “Chinese automobile manufacturer environmental responsibility” as search
keywords. Secondly, we inquired about the main motivations for Chinese automakers
to implement CER in 120 Chinese auto industry units through e-mail and telephone. We
finally received replies from 82 Chinese auto companies. Third, on the basis of the above
process of determining common drivers, we held an online seminar, inviting CAMI experts
and managers to participate in order to solve these classifications. After discussion, we
got the final result on the classification of common drivers. Through the above process,
the common CER drivers in CAMI were identified and classified, as shown in Table 1.
The main drivers identified include policy drivers, technology drivers, corporate internal
motivations and corporate external pressure. Finally, a case verification was carried out
through a Chinese automobile manufacturer.

Table 1. Common drivers of corporate environment responsibility.

No. Main Driers Explanation Common Drivers

1 Policy drivers

Policy drivers can be categorized into
two areas, namely compulsory aspect
(regulations, standards, etc.) and
incentive aspect.

Incentives (A1)
Government regulations (A2)
Standards (A3)

2 Technological drivers
Technological drivers can help
corporate achieve the sustainable
development.

Green technology import (A4)
Green technology innovation (A5)

3 Corporate internal
motivations

These motivations mainly focus on
company level, such as its own
development and the demand of
company’s internal staff, etc.

Top management commitment (A6)
Employee demand (A7)
Financial benefits (A8)
Shareholders motivation (A9)
Company image (A10)
Competitive advantage (A11)

4 Corporate external pressure
Companies need to do things that they
are unwilling to do but must do to meet
the needs of the public.

Consumers demand (A12)
Green supply chain pressure (A13)
Societal expectation (A14)
Media pressure (A15)
Market trend (A16)

4. The Fuzzy DEMATEL Method of Key Drivers

The proposed model framework for analyzing the drivers of CER in China’s automo-
bile industry is shown in Figure 1. First of all, with the help of existing literature, expert
opinions and industry managers’ opinions, most of the drivers were collected. Second,
a questionnaire containing the drivers of the five-point Likert scale was distributed to
Chinese automobile companies. For the collected valid questionnaires, we averaged the
survey results, discussed with experts, and finally identified and classified 16 common
driving factors. Then, based on the TBL, a fuzzy direct relationship matrix was established,
and the key drivers of CER in CAMI were analyzed using the DEMATEL program. Finally,
the results were verified in a medium-sized automobile company through feedback from
the automotive industry managers and comparison with existing literature.
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Figure 1. The model framework for analyzing the drivers of CER in Chinese auto industry.

Since the drivers for the implementation of environmental responsibility in CAMI is a
complex decision-making problem, it is a common method to use multicriteria decision-
making (MCDM) [50,51] method or fuzzy analytic hierarchy process [52] to make decisions.
DEMATEL, as one of the MCDM approaches, firstly used by The Battelle Memorial Institute
at its Geneva Research Centre in 1973, is utilized as a solution method in this paper [53]. The
DEMATEL method can visualize complex causal structures by establishing and analyzing
structural models between complex factors. Furthermore, it can analyze the influence
relationship between complex criteria and separate the factors into cause group and effect
group in which the cause group affects the effect group thus reckoning the relative weights
of criteria. In this paper, since the interaction between all the drivers of CER in CAMI
is relatively complex, it is necessary to use DEMATEL to help us better understand the
interaction between drivers.

Although DEMATEL is a good way to deal with complex decision-making problems,
the degree of mutual influence between systems is usually ambiguous, which will make
language information unsuitable for expression. In order to reduce uncertainty and increase
accuracy, DEMATEL is combined with fuzzy logic proposed by Zadeh [54]. It is rather
effective to measure the ambiguous concepts related to human’s subjective judgments
with fuzzy logic [55]. Therefore, this paper uses fuzzy DEMATEL with triangular fuzzy
numbers to evaluate the driving factors of CER in CAMI.

A triangular fuzzy number can be defined as a triplet Ã = (l, m, u), where l, m and
u denote lower, medium, and upper numbers, respectively, to describe a fuzzy event.
Additionally, the membership function μÃ of a triangular fuzzy number can be expressed
as follows:

μÃ(x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 x < l
(x−l)
(m−l) l ≤ x ≤ m
(u−x)
(u−m)

m ≤ x ≤ u

0 x > u

(1)

where l, m and u are real numbers and l ≤ m ≤ u.
In view of above, the model of triangular fuzzy numbers is shown in Figure 2. The cor-

respondence between the linguistic terms and triangular fuzzy numbers can be determined

by Table 2. For any of two triangular fuzzy numbers
∼
A = (l1, m1, u1) and

∼
B = (l2, m2, u2),

the operational laws of the two triangular numbers are as shown below:
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ã1 + Ã2 = (l1 + l2, m1 + m2, u1 + u2)

Ã1 − Ã2 = (l1 − l2, m1 − m2, u1 − u2)

Ã1 × Ã2 = (l1 × l2, m1 × m2, u1 × u2)

Ã1 ÷ Ã2 = (l1 ÷ l2, m1 ÷ m2, u1 ÷ u2)

λÃ1 = (λl1, λm1, λu1), (k > 0)
Ã
λ = ( l1

λ , m1
λ , u1

λ ), (k > 0)

(2)

where l1, m1 and u1 are real numbers and l1 ≤ m1 ≤ u1.

Figure 2. Triangular fuzzy number.

Table 2. Correspondence between the linguistic terms and triangular fuzzy numbers.

Linguistic Terms Triangular Fuzzy Numbers

No influence (N) (0,0,0.25)
Very low influence (VL) (0,0.25,0.5)

Low influence (L) (0.25,0.5,0.75)
High influence (H) (0.5,0.75,1)

Very high influence (VH) (0.75,1,1)

This section is not mandatory but may be added if there are patents resulting from the
work reported in this manuscript.

The main steps of the fuzzy DEMATEL method are briefly described as follows:
Step 1: Establish the fuzzy direct relation matrix T with fuzzy linguistic terms.
Step 2: Defuzzified-Initial relation matrix F. In this step, the fuzzy direct relation

matrix T is defuzzified, namely the triangular fuzzy numbers are converted to crisp
numbers by centroid method, a kind of defuzzification approach. Correspondingly, the
Defuzzified-Initial relation matrix F can be established by Equation (3).

Fg(x) =

n
∑

i=1
xiμÃ(xi)

n
∑

i=1
μÃ(xi)

(3)
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Step 3: Establish the normalized direct-relation matrix X. In this step, the initial
direct-relation matrix F is normalized by utilizing Equations (4) and (5). Consequently, the
normalized direct-relation matrix X can be obtained.

K =
1

max1≤i≤n∑n
j=1 aij

(4)

X = K × F (5)

Step 4: Establish the total relation matrix M. In this step, the total relation matrix M is
calculated through Equation (6) where I denotes identity matrix. The element mij denotes
the indirect effects that criterion i have on criterion j, and the matrix M gives the total
relationship among the each pair of factors.

M = X(I − X)−1 (6)

Step 5: Get the sum of rows and columns. In this step, the sum of rows and columns of
matrix M are calculated through Equations (7) and (8). In the two equations, ri denotes all
direct and indirect influence given by criterion i to all other factors, cj denotes the degree
of influenced impact.

ri = ∑
1≤j≤n

tij (7)

cj = ∑
1≤i≤n

tij (8)

When i = j, (ri + cj) denotes all effects that are given and received by criterion i.
(ri + cj) can show the degree of importance that criterion i, in the total system, namely the
centrality of the element i in the problem group. Meanwhile, (ri − cj) represents the net
effect that criterion i has on the system. If (ri − cj) > 0, the element i will be classified into
cause group. By contrast, if (ri − cj) < 0, it will be classified into effect group.

Step 6: Establish the cause–effect relation diagram. In the final step, the cause and
effect relationship diagram is depicted according to the dataset of (ri − cj). The horizontal
axis (R + C) is obtained by adding R to C, and the vertical axis (R − C) is obtained by
subtracting C from R.

Step 7: According to the results of the step 6, the cause group of the key drivers are
ranked again to determine the most critical drivers. The calculation formula is:

Rg =
(ri − cj)

(ri − cj)max
× 100% (9)

5. Case Study: An Explanation

5.1. Case Background

Due to the expanding trend of economic globalization, as well as the continuous
development of smart and green technologies, CAMI must be able to respond to the market
in a timely manner while taking into account economic growth, environmental protection,
and the realization of social expectations. K Company is a medium-scale automobile
manufacturing company in China, which has been committed to manufacturing energy-
saving and environmentally friendly vehicles. However, the automobile company found
that the effect of implementing CER on energy conservation and emission reduction is
far behind that of well-known foreign automobile manufacturing companies. Therefore,
the company realized the need to evaluate the drivers of CER to ensure the effective
implementation of its CER. The main research goals of the automobile company are as
follows: (1) The automobile company hopes to understand the common drivers and
key drivers of CER. (2) The company hopes to understand the comprehensive impact
of implementing CER on economic, environmental and social benefits. (3) Last but not
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least, automobile companies hope to achieve their own green development and sustainable
development by effectively implementing CER throughout the entire life cycle of the car.

5.2. Results and Analysis

According to the results of the questionnaire, a fuzzy direct relationship matrix T in
the form of fuzzy linguistic terms can be established. The fuzzy direct relationship matrix
T is shown in Table 3. Using the centroid method, the fuzzy direct relationship matrix T is
defuzzified into clear numbers, and transformed into the initial matrix F (Table 4), and the
normalized direct relationship matrix X (Table 5) is established according to F, and then
the total relationship matrix M is established (Table 6), and the row sum and column sum
of the total relationship matrix M are calculated. Finally, a causality diagram is established,
the results of (R + C) and (R − C) (Table 7) are calculated and used as the horizontal and
vertical axes of the causality diagram, as shown in Figure 3.

Table 3. The fuzzy direct matrix T—the TBL’s perspective.

Criteria A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11 A12 A13 A14 A15 A16

A1 N VL VL H H H N H H N N N VL N VL H
A2 L N VH L L H N L L N N VL H N H L
A3 VL H N VL VL VL H L L N L L H L H L
A4 L L VL N H H H L VL H H L H VL VL H
A5 H L L VH N H VH VH H H VH L L H L H
A6 L VL VL H H N H VL H H VL VL L L VL VL
A7 N N VL L N H N VL L VL N N VL N VL N
A8 VL VL L H VH H H N VH H L VL H N N L
A9 VL VL N H H H L VL N N L VL VL H N VL
A10 N N VL VL VL H L H N N H L N H H N
A11 N N VL L H H N VH H H N H VL N N H
A12 N VL H H VH H N H H VL L N VH L VL VH
A13 VL VL H H H VL L L L N L H N H H H
A14 N N VL VL H L N N VL VL N H L N H H
A15 VL N L L L L L N N VL N H VL H N VL
A16 L VL VL H H L N H H N VL H H H L N

Table 4. Initial relation matrix F—the TBL’s perspective.

Criteria A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11 A12 A13 A14 A15 A16

A1 0.082 0.25 0.25 0.75 0.75 0.5 0.082 0.75 0.75 0.082 0.082 0.082 0.25 0.082 0.25 0.75
A2 0.5 0.082 0.928 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.082 0.5 0.5 0.082 0.082 0.25 0.75 0.082 0.75 0.5
A3 0.25 0.75 0.082 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.75 0.5 0.5 0.082 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.5 0.75 0.5
A4 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.082 0.75 0.75 0.25 0.5 0.25 0.75 0.75 0.5 0.75 0.25 0.25 0.75
A5 0.75 0.5 0.5 0.918 0.082 0.75 0.928 0.928 0.75 0.75 0.928 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.5 0.75
A6 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.75 0.75 0.082 0.75 0.25 0.75 0.75 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25
A7 0.082 0.082 0.25 0.5 0.082 0.75 0.082 0.25 0.5 0.25 0.082 0.082 0.25 0.082 0.25 0.082
A8 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.928 0.75 0.75 0.082 0.928 0.75 0.5 0.25 0.75 0.082 0.082 0.5
A9 0.25 0.25 0.082 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.5 0.25 0.082 0.082 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.75 0.082 0.25

A10 0.082 0.082 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.75 0.5 0.75 0.082 0.082 0.75 0.5 0.082 0.75 0.75 0.082
A11 0.082 0.082 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.082 0.928 0.75 0.75 0.082 0.75 0.25 0.082 0.082 0.75
A12 0.082 0.25 0.75 0.75 0.928 0.75 0.082 0.75 0.75 0.25 0.5 0.082 0.928 0.5 0.25 0.928
A13 0.25 0.25 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.082 0.5 0.75 0.082 0.75 0.75 0.75
A14 0.082 0.082 0.25 0.25 0.75 0.5 0.082 0.082 0.25 0.25 0.082 0.75 0.5 0.082 0.75 0.75
A15 0.25 0.082 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.082 0.082 0.25 0.082 0.75 0.25 0.75 0.082 0.25
A16 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.75 0.75 0.5 0.082 0.75 0.75 0.082 0.25 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.5 0.082
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Table 5. The normalized direct-relation matrix X—the TBL’s perspective (×10−2).

Criteria A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11 A12 A13 A14 A15 A16

A1 0.8 2.3 2.3 0.7 0.7 4.7 0.8 7 7 0.8 0.8 0.8 2.3 0.8 2.3 7
A2 4.7 0.8 8.5 4.7 4.7 7 0.8 4.7 4.7 0.8 0.8 2.3 7 8 7 4.7
A3 2.3 7 0.8 2.3 2.3 2.3 7 4.7 4.7 0.8 4.7 4.7 7 4.7 7 4.7
A4 4.7 4.7 2.3 8 7 7 4.7 4.7 2.3 7 7 4.7 7 0.2 2.3 7
A5 7 4.7 4.7 8.5 0.8 7 8.5 8.5 7 7 8.5 4.7 4.7 7 4.7 7
A6 4.7 2.3 2.3 7 7 0.8 7 2.3 7 7 2.3 2.3 4.7 4.7 2.3 2.3
A7 0.8 0.8 2.3 4.7 4.7 7 0.8 2.3 7 2.3 0.8 0.8 2.3 0.8 2.3 0.8
A8 2.3 2.3 2.3 7 2.3 7 7 0.8 4.7 7 4.7 2.3 7 0.8 0.8 4.7
A9 2.3 2.3 4.7 7 7 7 4.7 2.3 8.5 0.8 4.7 2.3 2.3 7 0.8 2.3

A10 0.8 0.8 0.8 4.7 2.3 7 4.7 7 0.8 0.8 7 4.7 0.8 7 7 0.8
A11 0.8 0.8 2.3 4.7 7 7 0.8 8.5 7 7 0.8 7 4.7 0.8 0.8 7
A12 0.8 2.3 7 7 8.5 7 0.8 7 7 2.3 4.7 0.8 8.5 4.7 2.3 8.5
A13 2.3 2.3 7 7 7 2.3 4.7 4.7 4.7 0.8 4.7 8.5 0.8 7 7 7
A14 0.8 0.8 2.3 2.3 7 4.7 0.8 0.8 2.3 2.3 0.8 8.5 4.7 0.8 7 7
A15 2.3 0.8 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 47 0.8 0.8 2.3 0.8 8.5 2.3 7 0.8 2.3
A16 7 2.3 2.3 7 7 4.7 0.8 7 7 0.3 2.3 8.5 7 7 4.7 0.8

Table 6. The total relation matrix M—the TBL’s perspective (×10−2).

Criteria A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11 A12 A13 A14 A15 A16

A1 6.2 6.7 8.2 16.3 15.9 13.8 7.7 14.5 15.1 6.7 7.3 8.3 10.3 7.5 8.1 14.6
A2 10.5 5.9 15.3 15.3 15.1 16.9 8.8 13.2 14.0 7.2 8.0 11.2 15.9 8.8 13.9 13.6
A3 8.0 11.4 8.1 13.1 13.2 13.0 14.1 13.2 14.0 7.1 14.4 13.6 16.0 12.3 13.9 13.7
A4 11.3 9.9 10.2 13.4 19.0 19.0 13.3 15.3 13.5 14.5 15.2 14.6 17.1 9.3 10.4 17.2
A5 15.2 11.5 14.5 24.2 16.8 22.8 19.4 21.5 20.9 16.8 18.8 17.6 18.0 17.9 14.8 20.2
A6 10.3 7.1 9.1 17.5 17.4 11.6 14.6 11.3 16.0 13.4 9.8 11.0 13.3 12.3 9.4 11.3
A7 4.4 3.7 6.3 11.0 10.9 13.1 15.8 7.5 10.1 6.6 5.3 5.9 7.6 5.5 6.3 6.0
A8 8.1 7.1 9.1 17.7 13.2 17.6 14.6 9.8 17.7 13.5 12.1 11.0 15.7 8.7 7.7 13.4
A9 7.7 6.8 10.7 16.4 16.6 16.4 11.6 10.4 9.5 7.2 11.2 10.3 10.7 13.6 7.2 10.8

A10 5.4 4.5 6.4 13.5 11.4 15.9 11.0 14.0 8.8 7.0 12.7 12.2 8.6 13.0 12.4 8.6
A11 7.1 6.0 9.6 16.5 18.2 18.3 9.4 18.1 17.2 14.2 9.1 16.1 14.4 9.5 8.1 16.5
A12 8.5 8.7 15.6 20.5 21.8 20.0 10.9 18.2 19.0 10.9 14.1 12.4 2.1 14.7 11.3 20.0
A13 9.3 8.3 15.3 19.7 19.8 15.2 13.6 15.3 16.0 8.7 13.3 19.3 12.2 16.2 15.2 18.1
A14 6.0 4.9 8.5 11.8 16.1 13.5 7.4 8.6 10.5 7.9 7.1 16.3 12.6 8.1 12.9 14.8
A15 6.9 4.8 10.2 13.1 13.4 13.1 10.6 8.0 8.5 7.6 6.7 15.5 9.9 13.1 6.6 10.0
A16 13.7 8.1 10.8 19.9 19.9 17.2 9.9 17.4 18.3 8.8 11.1 18.9 17.9 16.1 12.8 12.3

Table 7. The values of R, C, (R + C), (R − C)—the TBL’s perspective.

Criteria R C R + C R − C

A1 1.672 1.386 3.058 0.286
A2 1.936 1.154 3.090 0.782
A3 1.991 1.679 3.670 0.312
A4 2.232 2.599 4.831 −0.367
A5 2.909 2.587 5.496 0.322
A6 1.954 2.574 4.528 −0.620
A7 1.260 1.927 3.187 −0.667
A8 1.970 2.163 4.133 −0.193
A9 1.771 2.291 4.062 −0.520
A10 1.654 1.581 3.235 0.073
A11 2.083 1.762 3.845 0.321
A12 2.287 2.142 4.429 0.145
A13 2.355 2.023 4.378 0.332
A14 1.670 1.866 3.536 −0.196
A15 1.580 1.710 3.290 −0.130
A16 2.331 2.211 4.542 0.120
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Figure 3. Cause–effect relation diagram.

The final results of our research are shown in Table 7 and Figure 3. According to
Equations (7) and (8), we can know the elements in the cause group and the result group.
The cause group includes drivers A1, A2, A3, A5, A10, A11, A12, A13, A16, and the effect
group includes drivers A4, A6, A7, A8, A9, A14, A15. The results show that government
regulations (A2), competitive advantage (A11), green supply chain pressure (A13) and
green technology innovation (A5), incentive measures (A1) and standards (A3) are the six
key drivers that promote the effective implementation of CER in the automotive industry.
The most important driver is government regulations (A2). Half of the six key drivers
are policy drivers. The fact is also true. The effective implementation of CER requires the
government to formulate and supervise the implementation of environmental protection
regulations and standards. Green supply chain pressure (A13), green technology innovation
(A5) and competitive advantage (A11) rank second, third, and fourth among all important
drivers. From the perspective of the effect group, it can be seen that media pressure (A15)
ranks first in the effect group, and employee demand (A7) ranks last in the effect group.

As far as we know, there is no relevant analysis on the research directions involved in
this paper, so it is impossible to give appropriate horizontal comparison results, but we
have found similar experimental results in papermaking enterprises, industrial enterprises
and the fashion industry. Among them, papermaking enterprises provide internal and
external drivers for the company’s green and sustainable development [56]. External
drivers include government pressure, social pressure and economic pressure. Internal
drivers include management, employees, corporate culture, the size of the company, and
the financial situation. Experimental results show that economic pressure is the first driving
force, and internal management and employee environmental awareness are the second
driving force. The external factors for the green development of industrial enterprises [57]
include policy and institutional environment, market environment and public supervision,
and internal factors include the tangible and intangible resources of the enterprise. In the
fashion industry [58], there are similar results. The driving factors of the sustainable fashion
industry are attributed to internal driving factors (entrepreneurial direction and founder
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culture, integration between different companies, innovation) and external driving factors
(regulation, consumer awareness, competitiveness). Obviously, these have confirmed that
government supervision, policies and regulations are the most important external driving
factors for the manufacturing industry to fulfill its environmental responsibilities and
implement environmental behaviors, which is basically consistent with the research results
of this paper.

The verification is based on feedback from experts in the CAMI and references to
relevant existing literature. After verification, our research results will be submitted to
K Company.

6. Discussion

According to the research results, we drew a histogram of the key drivers and sorted
the key drivers according to formula (9), as shown in Figure 4 and Table 8. It can be seen
from Figure 4 and Table 8 that government regulations (A2) is the most important driver,
ranking first. Only when the government and regulatory agencies jointly promote the
automobile manufacturing industry to perform environmental responsibilities in strict
accordance with regulations and standards can the company’s environmental and economic
interests achieve balanced development. In addition, green supply chain pressure (A13),
green technology innovation (A5), and competitive advantage (A11) rank second, third, and
fourth. These are the key drivers for the company to implement CER. These identified key
drivers are interrelated: the implementation of government regulations (A2) is conducive
to the improvement of enterprises’ green technology innovation (A5), and promotes the
improvement of enterprises’ competitive advantage (A11), and the green supply chain
pressure (A13) can also promote enterprises to comply with the laws and regulations of
higher-level government departments, and improve their compliance and compliance. The
other five drivers, including standards (A3), incentives (A1), consumers demand (A12),
market trend (A16), and company image (A10), are also important for implementation of
CER, and they all have different degrees of each other. The following research will conduct
a correlation analysis of the importance of all these key drivers.

Figure 4. Causes group histogram.
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Table 8. The sequencing of the key drivers.

Key Drivers R − C Rg Ranking

Incentives (A1) 0.286 36.57 6
Government regulations (A2) 0.782 100.00 1

Standards (A3) 0.312 39.89 5
Green technology innovation (A5) 0.322 41.18 3

Company image (A10) 0.073 9.34 9
Competitive advantage (A11) 0.321 41.04 4

Consumers demand (A12) 0.145 18.54 7
Green supply chain pressure (A13) 0.332 42.46 2

Market trend (A16) 0.120 15.35 8

In this study, we discussed the conclusions of the study and the importance of imple-
menting CER, and drew some management implications including:

First of all, in order to accelerate the effective implementation of CER in CAMI, the
government needs to improve the implementation and supervision of environmental pro-
tection policies and regulations, and increase the penalties for violations of environmental
protection regulations. At the same time, it also encourages and praises companies that
effectively implement CER and promote environmental improvements to promote its
excellent practices. Second, the pressure of the upstream and downstream supply chains of
automobile manufacturers also provides a strong impetus to promote the implementation
of CER, because downstream consumers are more inclined to choose environmentally
friendly products and are willing to pay for environmental protection. Upstream suppliers
need to promote the design and development of more environmentally friendly and green
products in the automobile manufacturing industry, thereby promoting the green innova-
tion of upstream suppliers. Third, the green technological innovation of CAMI is also a very
key driver, which is fundamentally the way for the enterprise to improve environmental
performance and economic efficiency. Innovation is the source of all development; enter-
prises need to improve the construction of green technology innovation talent teams and
increase the investment of green innovation costs. Fourth, the establishment of high-level
environmental protection standards by the government and local governments is also a
driving factor for enterprises to effectively implement CER. Finally, corporate incentives,
public awareness of environmental protection, market trends, and corporate image can all
have a positive impact on the implementation of CER by companies.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

Based on the perspective of TBL, and through the fuzzy DEMATEL method, we
identified six key drivers from 16 common drivers, including government regulations
(A2), green supply chain pressure (A13), green technological innovation (A5), competitive
advantage (A11), standards (A3), and incentive measures (A1). These six key drivers are
critical to the implementation of CER in CAMI. The main measures include the following:
automobile manufacturers should improve the level of green technology innovation, pay
attention to the needs of the upstream and downstream supply chain, improve the level
of standard implementation, pay attention to competitive advantages, and formulate
internal incentive mechanisms on the premise of meeting the requirements of government
regulations. Only by continuing to meet the needs of all relevant parties can the company’s
environmental and economic benefits be comprehensively improved, and the company’s
green and sustainable development can be promoted. Through this research, K company
can better understand the importance of CER practice to its own green development and
sustainable development, and it is feasible to realize the coordinated development of
economy, environment and society.

The work of this paper provides a valuable reference for the research and practice
of CER in CAMI, finds the key drivers for the implementation of CER, and gives some
management enlightenment. It is worth noting that this study still has certain limitations.
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First of all, in the process of identifying and evaluating drivers, the number of question-
naires is relatively limited. Secondly, due to the limited amount of data, the proposed
method cannot be further and extensively verified. The verified situation of a small and
medium-sized automobile manufacturing industry cannot fully represent the situation of
China’s entire automobile manufacturing industry. The research conclusions cannot be
widely applied to all automobile manufacturing industries, automobile sales companies,
etc. These may constitute the basic elements of future research.

Therefore, the future research direction is from the perspective of the impact of the
development of artificial intelligence and smart manufacturing technology on CAMI.
The research perspective of CAMI’s implementation of CER can also be shifted from the
perspective of TBL to other perspectives, such as technology and multiple stakeholders.
Regarding model construction and selection of multicriteria decision-making methods, the
existing fuzzy decision-making can be extended to more advanced intelligent decision-
making models and decision-making algorithms. In addition, it may be very interesting to
study the relationship between CAMI’s implementation of CER on corporate sustainable
development and green development, and how to improve the company’s image and
increase profitability.
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Abstract: In this study, the factors that affect the implementation of intelligent systems in motor
production lines are analyzed. A motor production line located in Vietnam is used as the research
object. The research methods include secondary data collection, field study, and interviews. This study
demonstrates the following: firstly, the implementation of intelligent systems in motor production
lines is heading toward Industry 4.0. Secondly, it is proposed that three functional systems—robot
arm, image recognition, and big data analysis—can be introduced in the motor production line.
This study analyzes the process involved in coil and motor production lines and attempts to combine
intelligent system functions. It is expected that in the future, manpower will be reduced, production
line productivity will increase, and intelligent production lines will be proposed. The factors that affect
the introduction of intelligent systems in motor production lines are improved, and the importance
of intelligent systems, which has been rarely considered in previous studies, is highlighted. In the
implementation criteria of the intelligent system in the process management of the motor production
line, this study provides some suggestions (to coil and motor assembly line) for the production
process management. These suggestions can be provided as a reference for production lines that
acquaint with intelligent systems.

Keywords: intelligent systems; motor production lines; process management

1. Introduction

This section elaborates on the research background related to this research, how to introduce the
application of intelligent systems in the motor production line and analyze from the perspective of
process management.

1.1. Research Background

In the past, as a result of underdeveloped technology, production was costly and consumed
considerable resources including time; Also, the output was low, which caused failure in meeting
customers’ product demand on schedule. Moreover, there was no system capable of monitoring the
production line to implement quality control in real time. The low quality of goods indirectly caused
credit problems with customers. This led to the rise of the so-called industrial revolution, which
gradually solved the problems related to resources, time, and output. In the last decade, Germany first
proposed the concept of Industry 4.0, which integrates the current Internet of Things (IoT), IT, virtual
reality, and other technologies for developing smart factories and smart grids to, in turn, achieve smart
cities. For the English abbreviation of this study, please see Appendix A.

Similar to those in Germany and Japan, companies in Taiwan that are confronted with problems
in production have gradually implemented intelligent production lines. In this study, the research
object is Solen company, which is committed to the manufacture of specialized and automated motor
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products as well as complex key electromagnetic components. The factories in operation are located in
Taoyuan, Kaohsiung, Taiwan and Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam. The motor manufacturing plant in Ho Chi
Minh City is an original design model manufacturer commissioned by the original factory of Japan’s
M company to manufacture and deliver motors. In this study, the motor assembly and coil assembly
production lines are surveyed. It is found that the production line employs considerable manpower to
inspect the motor appearance and test motor performance. A semi-automatic production mode, which
uses both humans and machines, is employed in processes operated by personnel; hence, labor cost
is substantial.

It has been reported in literature that artificial intelligence [1] can be utilized to collect and analyze
the fault mechanism of motor insulation, and image recognition can assist in the inspection of the
motor’s rotor appearance [2]. Artificial intelligence can also collect vibration signals through machine
learning-based techniques [3] to evaluate sound data and implement automatic fault detection functions.
If cyber-physical systems (CPSs) used in the aviation, automotive, chemical process, and infrastructure
manufacturing industries can be introduced into the production line, then costs may be reduced and
production capacity may increase, thereby achieving a fully automated model. Moreover, the growth
of the world’s population has gradually changed in recent years; hence, if intelligent systems can be
employed to reduce manpower in the production line, then the problem of insufficient manpower may
also be resolved in the future.

1.2. Research Objectives

The purpose of this study is to explore the application of intelligent systems in motor and coil
assembly production lines as well as to determine the available intelligent systems. The research
questions are as follows.

(1) What is the current status of “SM” (Solen Vietnam Motor Production Line) motor and coil
assembly lines in Vietnam, and are there intelligent systems in place?

At present, there are seven employees in the motor assembly line. Each employee is assigned to a
workbench to assemble the motor and test its operation on a machine. After completion, the motor
is transferred to the next workbench for final visual inspection before shipment. All of these are
manually implemented.

(2) After understanding the current status of the “SM” motor and coil assembly lines in Vietnam,
what intelligent system may be implemented in the future to support the motor and coil
assembly lines?

In this study, secondary data collection, field survey, and interview are conducted to determine
the intelligent system that may be utilized to support the production line.

1.3. Literature Review

In this study, we collected relevant literature on intelligent systems, Industry 4.0 and motor
production lines; In particular, this paper analyzes the motor production process in nine steps.

1.3.1. Intelligent Systems and Industry 4.0

In an information-developed society, the use of intelligent systems is necessary to aid companies
in resolving complex problems and facilitating the allocation of manpower. The interpretation of smart
systems varies from industry to industry; the perspectives of experts also vary. Many people quote
Prof. John McCarthy (recognized as the father of artificial intelligence) who said, “artificial intelligence
is to make machines behave like intelligent behaviors shown by humans.” It is akin to putting human
wisdom on a system so that it can autonomously make reasonable evaluations and implement external
changes. Simply put, an intelligent system must be able to aid people to perceive changes, analyze
judgments, and perform tasks [4].
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Currently, many intelligent systems can directly send and receive information, analyze received
information, and perform tasks automatically. Moreover, with the development of 5G technology,
these functions can be performed anytime and anywhere to rapidly process tasks and produce outputs
for the enterprise or users.

1. According to some scholars [1], CPS is a network and engineering system that can integrate
both cybernetic and physical worlds. That is, it can be combined with physical sensors and
other integrated systems in the field of virtual computer control called “virtual-integrated
systems.” Some embedded devices, such as the IoT and sensor networks, have systems similar
to CPS. Embedded devices, however, emphasize device performance, whereas the CPS is a
combined system of physical devices and network with emphasis on the relationship between
their interaction [5].

2. The CPS is typically used in automation and sensor systems (e.g., robots, autonomous driving
systems, monitoring systems, and process control systems) and in manufacturing [6]. This means
that the physical devices in the manufacturing system can generate the same virtual model
through the CPS. The data generated by the physical system are analyzed through the network and
thereafter applied to the virtual model in real time in order to accurately present the current status
of the physical system. The advantage of the virtual model is that it can be optimized through big
data and artificial intelligence, which in turn can be used in manufacturing systems [7].

With the advent of globalization, the trade competition among countries has become increasingly
intense. In this era, the Internet as well as science and technology have rapidly developed. Industry 4.0
was first proposed in the German Industry Fair in 2011 as a high-tech industrial plan. Thereafter, plans
for the U.S. manufacturing partners, i.e., Japanese Industry 4.1J, Korean Manufacturing Innovation 3.0,
and Made in China 2025, were made public.

In literature, it has been reported that [8] Industry 4.0 is the result of the fourth industrial
revolution that has not been fully completed. Similar to other historical periods, the introduction of
structural changes to production processes can lead to significant innovations and changes, which
will also considerably impact production as well as influence and ultimately generate new business
models. Industry 4.0 is comprised of technologies, equipment, and processes that allow a self-sufficient
production model. This model can run the supply chain in an integrated manner at multiple stages
and production process levels as well as operate with minimal human effort.

Industry 4.0 also represents the process of automating high-tech integration with manufacturing.
Its contents include the integration of sales and products, and production and sales processes are
customized. To obtain various data for the production process, an IoT framework that assists production
is established. The big data information analysis technology is utilized for enabling operators to
understand engineering and product-related data from the machine computer and identify the project
and its stage of implementation. The objective is to improve the existing quality of the product and
make appropriate decisions. The concept of Industry 4.0 includes the use of paradigms and technologies
to support big data, augmented reality, robotics, CPSs, cloud computing, and the industrial Internet to
promote the shift from traditional factories to intelligent production [9].

1.3.2. Intelligent Application for Motor Production Line

The motor production process involves approximately nine steps [10], and the research on this
aspect can also utilize the concept of Industry 4.0, as follows.
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1. Housing and Rotor Cage Production

Production starts from casing fabrication; however, no direct solution for the casting of motor
casings has been found. During the casting process, the voltage or temperature can be collected and
stored by sensors. Thereafter, machine learning technology in combination with artificial intelligence
can be used to optimize the parameters in the casting process, predict the casting quality, and determine
the appropriate casting material variables.

In addition, simulation methods can be employed to model the solidification of the liquid metal
in the mold. The core can then be assembled by subordinate robotic arms, thereby reducing manpower
and the probability of error. The asynchronous motor’s rotor is manufactured by die-casting, which is
also a method applicable to casing fabrication. Note that if the quantity of rotors to be manufactured is
small, then it is necessary to prepare copper rods to be welded to the short-circuit ring.

2. Laminated Core Production

The data collected from the laminated core manufacturing process using machine learning
algorithms can be utilized to predict the quality of raw materials required for production. In the case
of electrical board production, machine learning algorithms can classify the materials for electrical
steel plates based on the electromagnetic properties of microstructures. During the cutting of electrical
boards, by monitoring the cutting force, audio signals, or vibration signals through sensors, machine
learning algorithms can be employed to detect and predict errors and build models. Virtual reality
smart devices can also be used to assist in the cutting and welding operations. Using different
techniques to cut out electrical boards, sensors can be used to monitor the punching forces, audio
signals, or vibration signals. For the laser-cutting process, data mining through the use of machine
learning algorithms can afford the potential of detecting errors and predicting key events. The quality
inspection of cuts and the entire laminated core can be performed through computer vision.

3. Insulation and Impregnation

In the motor manufacturing process, many of the steps involve providing insulation to motor parts.
There are different alternatives for insulating the raw stator materials used in the slot, including the
application of insulating paper powder coating or injection-molded polymers. Machine learning may
be employed to aid in modeling this process and determining the best process parameters. Big data
can also be combined to determine quality-related parameters and generate predictive models. After
winding, the entire coil is insulated. In this aspect, machine learning can also identify the appropriate
impregnation process simulation support.

4. Winding

The technology of Industry 4.0 may be employed to set the sensor in the winding machine and
guide the machine in creating a precisely positioned coil. Rodriguez et al. [11] proposed that a machine
learning system can be used to optimize the wire contour generated by an automatic winding machine
so that the coil contour is wound as uniformly as possible. Apart from accurate and non-destructive
winding, it is also important to maintain the required coil resistance during enameled winding. This can
also be optimized by machine learning by simulating the winding parameters (e.g., wire tension and
winding speed). Combined with the image recognition technology, the use of a robot to wind and
install coils can facilitate production and detect the cause of failure at any time.
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5. Contact technology

The existing method relative to contact technology directly solves the problem of crimping
in motor production. It was reported in [12] that a standard OPC Unified Architecture condition
monitoring system may be used to track the thermal crimping process (OPC Please See Table A1).
In addition, Mayr et al. [13] studied the application of machine learning algorithms in the ultrasonic
field for crimping. First, quality indicators (e.g., resistance and extraction force) can be estimated based
on process parameters. Second, visual or auditory features can be used to classify joint quality.

In quality management, machine learning-based models are used as quality estimators, eliminating
the necessity of quality management measures, such as random checks. For example, convolutional
neural networks use visual features to predict joint quality. A comparison between deterministic
models and machine learning methods shows that machine learning technology is more powerful,
easier to automate, and more accurate. It can also detail the machine learning-based process control
methods for the real-time measurement of parameters in the near future [14].

In addition to crimping, the potential of using machine learning in the laser welding of hairpin
windings is studied. The application of laser welding contacts is particularly suitable for hairpin
windings because of the large number of contact points. The use of machine learning can predict the
quality of weld processing based on machine parameters. For the subsequent quality assessment,
the combined image data can be used to detect and classify weld defects based on their severity. In the
future, these applications will be incorporated into a quality monitoring system, which may also
contain data from the upstream process. In particular, the burrs formed during the cutting process and
residues resulting from peeling considerably influence the welding results [15].

6. Shaft Production

Al-Zub Ardi [16] indicated that machine learning can be employed for quality management,
process control, and predictive maintenance in the cutting process. The proposed model focuses on
the prediction of surface roughness and cutting forces as well as the estimation of tool life and wear.
In addition, the application of machine learning technology combined with edge and cloud computing
allows the analysis of large data streams. Computer vision can be used for process monitoring or quality
inspection of machined parts through machine learning algorithms. Different methods have also
demonstrated that the OPC Unified Architecture condition monitoring system can aid in optimizing
machining processes [17,18]. Moreover, compared with traditional machining centers, robots are
convenient for machining operations because of their flexibility and relatively low investment costs.
Finally, weight reduction can be achieved through the AM (Additive Manufacturing) of the shaft [19].

7. Permanent Magnet Rotor Production

Various methods are employed in the production of motors, including permanent magnet
synchronous motor rotors and those used in related fields. For example, image recognition can be
employed for the visual inspection of magnetic surfaces after fabrication. In addition, sensors can be
used for magnetic field measurements, which can be utilized to test a single magnet or the entire rotor.
Magnetic field measurements also provide the basis for selective magnet assembly. Magnetic deviation
has a critical influence on the operating characteristics of the motor, and it can be applied to optimize
the deviation compensation magnet arrangement. Apart from traditional algorithms, machine learning
techniques can be employed to develop optimal magnet assembly strategies. For each batch of magnets,
a magnet or magnet stack is selected and installed according to an algorithm to minimize the deviation
from the simulated magnetic field of an ideal rotor [20–22].
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8. Final Assembly and Testing

In the final motor assembly, various connection processes are involved, including press-in
operations, gluing, shrinking, tightening, and welding. Data mining methods can be utilized to study
the relationship between force–displacement and current curves in a press operation. The testing
process naturally generates a considerable amount of data; hence, data-driven methods, such as machine
learning, can be used to check multiple areas. For stator testing, machine learning methods can be
used to evaluate and classify the fault mechanisms in electrical insulation. The quality characteristics
measured herein can also be used as labels for predictive models based on machine learning that
utilize parameters from previous processes, such as winding, insulation, and contact. In addition,
several methods directly solve the end-of-line test of the motor, e.g., image recognition technology can
support stator inspection. Machine learning technology capabilities can also be utilized for evaluating
vibration signals [3] as well as acoustic data to analyze motors [23] and produce automatic fault
detection functions.

9. Overall Process

Apart from the application scenarios of Industry 4.0 technology in each sub-process, there are other
methods related to the overall process that can include various steps in the value chain. For instance,
with regard to the development of motors and related production systems, semantic technology
can considerably improve the cross-domain information exchange. In addition to pure knowledge
management, from the perspective of a configurator, knowledge-based systems can be used to automate
simple engineering tasks. Thus far, it can only be found in motor design; however, it can also be
employed in the engineering design of related production systems. For example, simulations can aid
in analyzing the cost–benefit ratio of alternative production technologies.

With regard to production, knowledge-based systems can aid in optimizing individual jobs,
and machine learning algorithms will be useful in processing big data and making fault predictions
for the entire production line. Data mining can therefore facilitate the detection and rapid response
to deviations within the assembly line. In this case, machine-to-machine communication technology
performs an important function. For example, wireless communication technologies, such as Bluetooth
4.0 can be used to identify and locate tools and objects [24]. In the human–machine interface field, virtual
reality-based auxiliary systems can support complex assembly processes [25]. In motor production,
simple tasks can be handled with sensitive lightweight robots and automated guided vehicles. Another
approach involves developing machine learning-based controllers for robots that can reduce the
programming effort for assembly tasks [26]. In this case, machine or robot control can be transferred to
the cloud and be provided as a service [27].

With the foregoing, the relationship between the motor production process and Industry 4.0
is established. Moreover, the application of the motor production process of the research object is
summarized in Table 1.

In summary, the literature summarizes the intelligent systems that can be used in motor
manufacturing, and also supplements the system that is lacking in existing literature. For the
industry, it also provides a practical intelligent system model.
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Table 1. Comparison table of motor production process and Industry 4.0.

STEP INDUSTRY 4.0

1. Housing and Rotor Cage Production

Use sensors to monitor production data (specifications, quality, etc.) and store them
on a computer. Then, use artificial intelligence to analyze and predict the required
materials to avoid excessive waste. For example, if the specifications and quality
can be predicted in advance, it is set at the time of production, and when the rotor
of the production line is cut, the excess parts can be cut out to save raw
material consumption.

2. Laminated Core Production

When cutting electrical boards, the sensors installed on the machine receive cutting
force and sound and vibration frequency data. Then, use artificial intelligence and
CPS virtual operation models to simulate and obtain more accurate data to aid in
production. For example, when the rotor of the production line is cut, the above
methods can be used to make the machine operate more accurately, and the
accuracy of the finished product specifications can be improved.

3. Insulation and Impregnation

In the selection of washer (insulation parts) materials, artificial intelligence is used
for simulation and analysis to find the most suitable materials and specifications.
Then, production and assembly are performed to find the most suitable materials
and specifications. To provide a better insulation effect, accurate installation
position is necessary.

4. Winding

In the winding step, install the sensor to return data, and use artificial intelligence
analysis to find the best winding data (number of turns and winding speed, etc.).
The image recognition system can make production faster and more accurate and
inspect the appearance at any time.

5. Contact

Part of the rotor spot welding is equipped with an intelligent system. In addition to
returning production data (resistance, temperature, etc.) to monitor the entire
welding process, it can also optimize the welding quality. If image recognition is
added, weld defects can be found. The severity is classified for subsequent analysis
and optimization.

6. Shaft Production

Use artificial intelligence to analyze and optimize shaft production data (quality,
specifications, etc.) to find the best production method. It can also be used in the
assembly of the bearing, installation of sensors, and monitoring of parameters (size,
assembly force, shaft radius, etc.) for computer analysis and optimization to reduce
the number of defective products.

7. Permanent Magnet Rotor Production

The permanent magnet assembly step uses image recognition to visually inspect
the magnet surface after production. The machine is equipped with a sensor during
the magnetization step of the permanent magnet. After magnetization, the position
and magnetic field of positive and negative poles are automatically checked to
avoid affecting the motor operation.

8. Final Assembly and Testing

In the motor assembly line, image recognition (e.g., brush appearance inspection
and motor press-fit appearance inspection) is added to check the appearances. The
data generated during the motor performance test can also be stored and analyzed
using artificial intelligence in order to identify problems and aid the motor designer.

9. Overall Process

Using the machine-to-machine technology, the intelligent system installed on each
machine is connected to exchange and upload data in real time. Data management
is performed through knowledge-based systems to speed up the entire operation
and management processes.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Research Architecture and Methods

In this study, secondary data collection, field study, and interviews are performed to explore the
selection of intelligent systems to be applied to Solen company, which is Vietnam’s motor production
line. In terms of secondary data collection, this study has searched for related research papers,
journals, and reports on existing smart manufacturing cases; production line standard operating
procedure manuals are also obtained. From these, feasible methods for “SM” motor production line
are initially evaluated.

The main author and coauthor of this study also visited the Solen company Ho Chi Minh City
factory in Vietnam on 19–22 September 2019 to conduct a field survey. This allowed the authors
to observe the actual operation of the motor production line staff and understand each step of the
operations. Based on this field visit, the processes and systems that smart systems may import from
the technology of Industry 4.0 are initially assessed. (See Table 2)
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Table 2. Research methods and data types.

RESEARCH METHOD DATE DESCRIPTION COLLECTED DATA

Secondary data
collection July 2019–February 2020

Information on research issues
from existing papers, journals,
cases, and company materials is
obtained. After analysis, the
feasible methods for “SM” motor
production line are summarized,
integrated, and initially evaluated.

Papers, journals, books: 28
Company production line

operation process description
SOP(Standard Operating

Procedure): 1 copy
Production line working

time statistics

Field study 19–22 September 2019

Actual operation status of
production line is monitored by
observing motor production line
and collecting data.

Production line photographs

Interview

27 November 2019,
13:00–14:00

Two practical experts were invited
to laboratory for interview.

Record interviews, verbatim
files, photographs

31 January
2020,14:00–15:15

On February

Visited Taiwan headquarters of
Solen company, interviewed three
practical experts, collected
questions related to the
implementation and design of
production line. Questions raised
by interviewees are asked to
obtain helpful information for
research. Two experts are
responsible for the production line
process and machine design. One
expert is responsible for the actual
production line execution.

Record interview files, verbatim
files, photographs

14 February 2020, from
14:00 to 14:30

Visited Solen company Taiwan
Headquarters, and a practical
expert was interviewed.

Record interview files, verbatim
files, photographs

A three-stage interview is conducted to collect expert opinions. 1. On 27 November 2019,
two practical experts were invited to the laboratory for interview. 2. In order to understand the current
situation of the company’s production line automation, three persons in charge of the motor production
line in the Taiwan headquarters of Solen company were interviewed on 31 January 2020 and from
14 February 2020. They were interviewed regarding feasible solutions for preliminary evaluation as
well as the company’s views on the introduction of intelligent systems and future planning. To ensure
the correctness of the information, the consent of the respondents to record and photograph the
interviews was obtained. It is also treated anonymously after the interview to protect respondents.

In this research, secondary data collection, field study, and expert interviews are mainly conducted
to study the “SM” motor production line in Vietnam. Based on the observations of researchers
of the actual production line and personnel interviews to understand existing production process,
the smart machine tools (smart systems) necessary for smart manufacturing are introduced. Finally,
the intelligence of the motor and coil assembly processes of this production line is analyzed. The research
architecture is shown in Figure 1. In this study, there are three stages of research steps, Step 1: Secondary
data collection, to widely collect data on the “SM” production line. Step 2: Field study, go to the
production line for research. Step 3: Interview, this study conducted a total of 3 interviews to obtain a
prosperity of research data.
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Figure 1. Research architecture diagram.

2.2. Research Objects

The “SM” motor production lines in Vietnam are mainly divided into engineering, coil, and motor
assembly production lines. The engineering production line is mainly focused on the assembly of
rotors, sleeves, bearings, and other components, as well as magnet production. The coil assembly line
is primarily responsible for winding, spot welding, cutting of commutators, washer assembly, bearing
assembly, and distance inspection as well as voltage, insulation, and impedance testing. The motor
assembly line deals with coils, brushes, washer, and motor assembly, as well as visual inspection.
The layout of the “SM” motor production line in Vietnam is shown in Figure 2. In total, there are three
production lines and two assembly lines. Each rectangle represents one workbench, each person is
assigned to a workbench and is responsible for handling 1–2 operating procedures.

 

Figure 2. Production line layout.

The operation processes of the coil and motor assembly lines are shown in Figures 3
and 4, respectively.
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Figure 3. Coil assembly line.

The coil assembly line in Figure 3 is composed of eight main operating procedures as follows.

1. Winding

(1) Check if the rotor is rusty and there is a mounting sleeve; there must be five grooves.
After confirmation, ensure that the machine is inserted according to the direction.

(2) Press the button for the machine to start winding.
(3) Use a wooden shaft to number the parts.
(4) Ensure that the copper wire is not cracked. The diameter of the rotor should not exceed

those of the casing and spot welding of the rotor.
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Figure 4. Motor assembly line.

2. Commutator spot welding

(1) Place the coil into the machine according to the direction.
(2) Press the button to allow the machine to start the spot welding.
(3) Check whether the appearance of parts is complete and if there are five grooves. The NG

product is placed in the NG box, and good products proceed to the next step.
(4) Photographs are taken and saved for every 1000 products.
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3. Commutator cutting

(1) Place the parts of the machine according to the direction.
(2) Start the button to allow machine cutting.
(3) Check whether the appearance of parts is intact; put the NG product in the NG box.
(4) Install the bolt gauge tool to the commutator after cutting.

4. Pneumatic rectification

(1) Place the parts in the machine.
(2) Clean the parts with a brush.
(3) Use a magnifying glass to check the appearance of parts and for foreign objects. Put the

NG product into the NG box; the good products proceed to the next step.

5. Air pressure removal

(1) The parts are placed into the machine and aligned with the air-jet holes for air-jet cleaning.
(2) Check the parts for foreign matter and whether the parts appear complete and bright.

Place the NG product in the NG box; the good products proceed to the next step.

6. Washer group voltage withstand, absolute resistance, and impedance tests

(1) Place the washer into the machine.
(2) Press the switch to initiate the washer punch.
(3) Put the parts into the machine for voltage withstand, absolute resistance, and impedance

tests. Put the NG products into the NG box; good products proceed to next step.

7. Bearing assembly

(1) Place the bearing and coil in the machine in the same direction.
(2) Press the switch to initiate punching.
(3) Check whether the parts are intact and correctly aligned. Place the NG product into the

NG box; good products proceed to the next step.

8. Bearing distance check

(1) Place the parts of the inspection machine as directed.
(2) Press the button to initiate machine check.
(3) Check if the parameters are within range. Put the NG product into the NG box;

good products proceed the next step.

The motor assembly line in Figure 4 is composed of nine main operating procedures as follows.

1. Lubricant application

(1) Align the iron frame with the coil cut groove and place it in the dispenser.
(2) Press the switch to dispense the machine.
(3) Check whether the parts have a sufficient amount of glue. The NG product is placed into

the NG box, and the good products proceed to the next step.

2. Coil assembly

(1) Place the parts of the machine according to the direction.
(2) Clip the iron frame into the coil with the white assistive device and take it out.
(3) Check whether the parts are installed. Place the NG product into the NG box; good products

proceed to the next step.
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3. Brush assembly

(1) Align the red part of the brush with the machine.
(2) Press the switch to open the terminal.
(3) Assemble the parts and coils into the finished product according to the working procedure.
(4) To provide a gap in the iron frame, check the positioning point. The base assembly must

be accurately positioned. The NG product is placed in the NG box; good products proceed
to the next step.

4. Brush appearance inspection

(1) Assemble the machine parts.
(2) Inspect the parts for damage through closed-circuit television. The NG products are placed

in the NG box, and the good products proceed to the next step.

5. Washer enrollment and inspection

(1) Put the small and large washers on the machine and install the parts.
(2) Press the button to connect the washer.
(3) Put the parts into the machine according to the indicated direction, and capture image.
(4) Ensure that no washer is missing based on the image. Put the NG product into the NG

box, and good products proceed to the next step.

6. Motor press assembly

(1) Check whether the size of the washer is correct, and the iron frame cover must fully fit the
iron frame.

(2) Align the machine parts.
(3) Press the button to initiate pressing.
(4) After installation, ensure that there are eight cut-outs in the parts. Place the NG product

into the NG box; good products proceed to the next step.

7. Clearance confirmation

(1) Place the parts of the inspection machine.
(2) Press the button for the machine to detect the gap. Place the NG box out of the specification

range; the good products proceed to the next step.

8. Motor performance check and lighting

(1) Align the parts of the inspection machine.
(2) Press the button for the machine to transport the parts until they touch the terminals.
(3) Press the switch to start measurement and check the 88 items of motor performance data.
(4) Check if the data are within range. Put the NG product into the NG box; good products

will be automatically engraved with a number. Proceed to the next step.

9. Final visual inspection

(1) Use a tool to check if the screw pattern is correct.
(2) Use a tool to check whether the laser marking (seal) is sufficient.
(3) Check if the motor rotation direction is correct.
(4) Put the motor into the machine to check whether the terminal is defective. Put the NG

product into the NG box and put the good product into the box according to its number.
Finally, pack and ship.
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2.3. Interview Outline

Interviews on the design and execution dimensions of the production line have been conducted.

1. Interview questions related to production line automation.

(1) Is each part numbered and recorded in the computer to manage all parts? If so, how does
it work?

(2) Is there a sensor installed on the production unit to detect, for example, the current
production quantity or whether the parts of the unit itself are faulty? If so, what is the
current function of the sensor? If none, have you considered installing it?

(3) Will the photographs captured by the CCTV (Closed Circuit Television, is a
photographic equipment and equipment for capturing images to improve quality,
etc.) and machine-measured data be stored? If yes, are they classified and used for
other applications?

(4) In the motor assembly line, how many photographs are taken by the CCTV brush
appearance inspection, and which of these can provide basic information for image
recognition in the future?

(5) Does the company currently have any expectations? To what extent has the production line
been automated, such as the introduction of robotic arms? If so, can the reduced labor and
machine costs after the introduction be maintained or increased to production capacity?

(6) In the previous interview, the two managers mentioned that the identification of imported
images requires huge data to train the AI and generate a model. How much data are
currently stored in the factory? Do the images identify the manufacturer of the device?

(7) In terms of data collection, it is evident that good data must be retained, but in order to
introduce image recognition or other machine learning models, considerable NG data are
also necessary. Are there any plans for retaining NG data?

2. Production line interview questions

(1) Will the photographs captured by the CCTV and machine-measured data be stored? If yes,
are they classified and used for other applications?

(2) To what extent is the production line currently automated, and which parts are produced
using both machinery and labor?

(3) The images captured by the CCTV are used for appearance inspection. How is it judged
whether the product is OK or NG? Some products have missing corners but can still be
used, what is the criterion for making this decision?

(4) Production line standard operating procedure.

3. Results

The research results based on field study, interviews, literature, and secondary data analysis
are compiled.

3.1. Motor Production Line Analysis

Approximately three years ago, the cooperation with company M was implemented. The company
went to Vietnam several times to review the motor production line and check problems related to
failure mode, design, and equipment. Approximately 5–8 persons come from Japan every visit,
which is approximately 1–2 weeks every two to three months. Starting September 2019, the products
have been manufactured through small-scale production. Thus far, the total output is approximately
200,000 motors, and considerable performance test data are available. The failure mode verification
along the production line involves checking the 200,000 motors. In the production, the selection
of materials is gradually adjusted, and the testing process is improved. One example is the defect
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reported by a customer that was not observed in the production line testing but was observed during
use. The problem was traced in the assembly press-fitting.

Status of production lines at the “SM” Motor Plant in Vietnam: In the pre-production line, there
are three production lines, each of which has 3–6 workbenches. Each workbench has 1–2 operating
procedures; only one person is responsible for each workbench. Table 3 summarizes the status of the
first production line.

Table 3. Status of coil assembly line production.

WORKBENCH OPERATION STATUS

1
Responsible for winding. Check whether the rotor parts are fully installed,
put the rotor into the machine (four rotors at a time), automatically wind
and mark the number, and check the appearance of parts.

2
Responsible for spot welding of commutators. Place coils in the machine for
spot welding, check the appearance of parts, take photographs for every
1000 pieces produced.

3 Responsible for commutator cutting. Put parts into the machine for cutting
and check the cutting status of parts.

4

Responsible for air pressure rectification and air pressure removal. Clean
the parts with a brush, check the foreign matter residue with a magnifying
glass, put the parts into the air pressure cleaner for cleaning, and check the
appearance of parts.

5

Responsible for washer group voltage resistance, absolute resistance, and
impedance tests. Put the washer into the machine for punching, and then
into the test machine for voltage resistance, absolute resistance,
impedance tests.

6
Responsible for bearing assembly and bearing distance inspection. Put the
bearings and coils into the machine for stamping, and then place the parts
into the inspection machine to check the bearing distance.

There is one coil assembly production line in the “SM” Motor Plant in Vietnam. The production
line has six workbenches. Each workbench has 1–2 working procedures, and only one person is
responsible for each workbench.

The motor assembly line in the “SM” motor plant in Vietnam only has one production line.
The production line has seven workbenches, each of which has 1–3 operating procedures and handled
by one person. The status of the motor assembly line is summarized in Table 4.

3.2. Process Analysis of Smart Manufacturing Line

1. Smart manufacturing status of production lines at the “SM” Motor Plant in Vietnam.

Sensors have been installed in the machines of the production line of the “SM” Motor Plant in
Vietnam. Apart from detecting machine failure, the sensors are mainly used to detect the operator’s
negligence. When an operation error occurs, a warning is given, and the machine is automatically
stopped to avoid operator injury and product damage. Sensors are installed to record the number of
operations in the coil, commutator cutting, and spot welding. They can be used to push back the total
production volume (e.g., finished products and defective products) so that the person in charge of the
production line can record and check the output. In the motor performance test, the data after passing
the test are supposed to be retained; however, these are not retained because of limited storage space,
and those that have already been stored are not used.
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Table 4. Status of motor assembly line production.

WORKBENCH OPERATION STATUS

1

Responsible for dispensing and coil assembly. Align the iron frame with the
coil and place it in the dispenser. Then, place the parts in the machine, use
the auxiliary tools on the machine to snap the iron frame into the coil, and
check whether the installation is complete.

2

Responsible for the assembly and appearance inspection of the brush
assembly. Put the parts into the machine and assemble with the finished
product of the previous workbench, then move the parts in front of the
CCTV, and the personnel will check its appearance through CCTV.

3
Responsible for the assembly and inspection of the washer. Put the washer
on the machine to join, move the parts to another machine to take pictures,
and check whether the washer is missing according to the inspection.

4

Responsible for motor assembly press-fitting and clearance inspection.
Put the parts into the machine and press the motor. Finally, check if there
are eight gaps in the parts. Then, put the parts into the testing machine to
check the gap.

5

Responsible for motor performance inspection and lightning engraving.
Put the parts into the testing machine to check the motor performance.
The machine automatically engraves the parts that passed the inspection
and stores the test data.

6

Responsible for the final visual inspection. Use tools to check whether the
screw pattern is sufficient. Check whether the laser marking (seal) is
sufficient. Check the direction of motor rotation and appearance of
the terminal.

7 Responsible for packaging and shipping.

The production line frontliners are responsible for implementing withstand voltage test and
insulation size inspection procedures. Some production lines have introduced a special model,
which has an arm that can automatically put parts into the machine for testing. The workflow is a
semi-automated state as personnel operate the machine. The Solen company have already introduced
automatic arms in other production lines. The main plan is to automatically take the rotor to the
intermediate process after rotor assembly. This can save time and allow the allocation of manpower
to where it is more necessary. The company will keep the production line in a semi-automated state
in the short term. At most, a small number of intelligent systems will be introduced because of cost
considerations. If future orders increase or there are other influencing external factors, then there will
be opportunities to plan for more work processes, such as adding more functions (e.g., robotic arms)
and intelligent systems.

2. What intelligent systems can be imported into the production line?

This study recommends three possible intelligent systems.
The first is an image recognition system. There are many processes in the production line that

check the appearance of parts. If the image recognition system can be used to automatically check the
parts, the manpower responsible for visual inspection can be reduced. At this time, however, it is not
feasible to acquire an image recognition system because of the lack of background data. According to
certain existing conditions and negotiations with equipment manufacturers, the company’s practical
experts can first install the CCTV for each part that should be identified. The images can then be stored
as background information for future image recognition.

The second is the use of a robot arm. In the same production line, the arm is still used to pick
up parts and operate the machine. Only the conveyor belt is employed to transfer the parts to the
next workbench, and the finished product is transported through different production lines; all these
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processes are performed by humans. If robot arms are introduced, then a more efficient production can
be achieved.

The third recommendation is the use of a big data analysis system. In the production line, there are
numerous operational processes that should be tested; however, not all test data are retained. If most
of the available data are retained for analysis, these can be employed to facilely identify problems and
fix errors as soon as they occur.

4. Discussion

Based on secondary data (SOP and working time chart), it is found that the manpower currently
used in the production line has been reduced from 50 to 25. According to the analysis of secondary
data and expert interviews, the statistical table of the working time of the production line. Expert
experience indicates the total working time of the original design, which was 600 seconds, and the
total working time after the introduction of the intelligent system was 306.1 seconds. This also proves
the efficiency of the current production line. In the future, related intelligent systems, such as big data
and image recognition systems, will be introduced. It is expected that the production line manpower
will be reduced to 4–5 persons; it will then become a demonstration production line of Industry 4.0
and resolve the manpower shortage in various countries.

1. Implementation of intelligent systems

The introduction of systems, such as big data and image recognition, can make the production line
intelligent as well as link data that are originally independent in each machine. Such a connection can
achieve the machine-to-machine effect and reduce manpower. This study achieved the effectiveness of
the intelligent system through the improvement of the process of the coil and motor assembly line.
Based on the list in Table 3, there are currently six workbenches in the coil assembly line, and each
workbench is assigned to a person to operate the machine. With the introduction of a robotic arm and
an image recognition system, the number of personnel will be reduced from six to two. One personnel
will be responsible for setting the winding, commutator spot welding, and cutting machines, and the
other will be responsible for the second half of the pressure cleaning of parts and testing machine
operation. Both workers are responsible for checking the machine at any time and immediately report
any problematic situation.

Based on the list in Table 4, there are currently seven workbenches in the motor assembly line.
Each workbench is assigned to a worker to operate the machine. A total of seven workers are in
this production line. If robot arms, image recognition systems, and big data systems are introduced,
the number of workers may be reduced to three. One person is responsible for the assembly and
inspection of coils, brushes, and washers; the other is responsible for the assembly, press-fitting,
and performance testing of the motor, and final visual inspection. The first two workers should check
the machine at any time. If a problem is detected in the machine, this should be reported immediately.
The third personnel will be responsible for packaging and shipping the finished product. In the future,
it should be evaluated whether the introduction of automatic packaging machines will be useful to the
entire production line.

2. Changes in process management

After the introduction of the intelligent system, the process in each production line will inevitably
change and follow a systematic process. The following describes the expected changes in the processes
of the coil and motor assembly lines after the introduction of the intelligent system. It is mainly divided
into three parts.

(1) Robot arm

The main purposes of introducing a robot arm is to change the original process where humans
get the parts and put them into the machine. Moreover, with the robot arm, the number of machine
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operators will be reduced. The following will explain the function of the two production lines after the
robot arm is introduced and replaces manpower. The process sequence is as follows. Put the rotor in
the winding machine, the coil in the spot welder, the commutator in the cutting machine, the bolt gauge
tool on the cut commutator, and the washer in the test machine, bearing, and coil. Put the stamping
machines and bearings into the gap inspection machines. In Figure 5, the processing sequence of the
part is as follows. Put the coil into the machine, the brush into the machine for assembly, the brush into
the machine to assemble the washer, the motor into the machine for stamping, the motor into the gap
machine, and the motor into the performance inspection machine.

 

Figure 5. Coil assembly intelligent line.

At present, to replace manpower, robotic arms may be introduced only to the robotic assembly
line. Taking parts from the coil assembly line to the motor assembly line is labor-intensive. Future
research may start on investigating the delivery of parts among the production lines.

(2) Image recognition

The main purpose of introducing image recognition is to replace the original process where
humans visually inspect parts, thereby increasing efficiency while maintaining product quality. After
image recognition is introduced to the two production lines, the intelligent system will automatically
perform visual inspection. The process sequence of visual inspection is as follows: the appearance of the
rotor before and after winding, the appearance of the commutator spot welding, the appearance of the
commutator cutting, the appearance of the cleanliness of the commutator pressure, and the appearance
of the rear assembly of the bearing. In Figure 6, according to the sequence, the fitting conditions of the
washer and iron frame are checked, the appearance of brushes is inspected, the appearance of rear
parts assembled by the washer is checked, the eight gaps of the parts are visually inspected, and the
final appearance is checked. Image recognition allows the machine to accurately identify people and
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things in an image faster and more efficiently than humans. It also further improves the product
quality and manufacturing efficiency of the industry.

 

Figure 6. Motor assembly intelligent line.

(3) Big data analysis

The image recognition system includes big data analysis. In addition to the identification of parts
based on the original images provided, it can also perform image data analysis. It can automatically
capture, analyze, classify, and understand useful information from a single image or a series of images.
The images provide information to achieve better productivity and quality.

The motor assembly line is shown in Figure 6. In the motor performance inspection process,
the inspection machine is provided by a partner manufacturer. A total of 88 motor performance data
points are tested, and the information on a product that passed the inspection is retained. According to
the opinions of the three practical experts interviewed, these data are only stored and not used for any
purpose. In the future, these 88 data points can be studied and analyzed. Models can also be created to
improve the production line (e.g., increasing production capacity or identifying process problems and
optimizations).
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5. Conclusions

In this study, it is demonstrated that the implementation of intelligent systems (i.e., robotic arms,
image recognition, and big data analysis) can aid the coil and motor assembly lines; it also has a
practical reference value. Firstly, the introduction of a big data analysis system is reported. In the
motor performance testing part of the motor assembly line, big data analysis is introduced to aid the
motor production line by collecting 88 motor data points generated by the machine. The motor coil
assembly production line and image recognition system included in the motor assembly line introduce
big data analysis, and the system then makes judgments based on the pre-set images. Subsequently,
the system classifies and analyzes the acquired images to allow the image recognition system to make
more accurate and quick judgments or even identify the defects that may cause motor problems.
According to the research argument of Mayr et al. [10], the Industry 4.0 technology can significantly
optimize motor production, particularly with the use of big data analysis. It has considerable potential
and can be used in a wide range of motor production. The conclusion (i.e., the introduction of big
data analysis into the motor production line) is found to be consistent. Secondly, Mayr et al. [10] only
reported that the introduction of an intelligent system impacts the motor production, but the changes
in the production process were not discussed. This study therefore proposes a change in the intelligent
system for the production process. Moreover, a robotic arm and an image recognition system are
introduced. As a result, manpower is reduced, and the operation process is optimized.

Finally, Mayr et al. [10] theoretically confirmed that the Industry 4.0 technology can optimize motor
production but did not discuss practicality. This means that the introduction of the technology may cause
practical impossibility. Through interviews conducted with practical experts, this research evaluates
the theoretical results obtained by literature analysis as well as the possibility of implementation based
on the inputs of practical experts. Among the many Industry 4.0 technologies, the robotic arm, image
recognition, and big data analysis are obtained. These three techniques can be practically used in the
company’s production line.

As a result of this research, the “SM” production line can be introduced with a robotic arm and
image recognition system to make the current production line more intelligent. Research question 1
has been answered. The research question 2 is also answered through the research method. The coil
assembly line can be turned into an automated production line when using an intelligent system.

Limitations of Study

This study only investigates and proves the feasibility of the introduction of intelligent systems
to the coil and motor assembly lines of the Solen company. The three intelligent systems that can be
used in the steps of the motor production line are proposed; some parts, however, have not yet been
explored. Firstly, 88 big data points are not analyzed. In the future, the correlation between the values
and 88 motor test data points will be determined. This should correspond to the operating process of
the motor production line so that it can be used to build a model to facilitate the company’s continuous
optimization, monitoring, and management of the production line. Secondly, the study results do not
indicate whether the intelligent systems can be used in other motor production lines or whether the
production line of the manufacturing industry can achieve other effects (e.g., manpower reduction
and production process optimization). These can be included in a future research to supplement the
contents of this study.
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Appendix A

Table A1. English Abbreviations.

Acronym Definition
ANN Artificial Neural Network

CCTV
Closed Circuit Television
Photographic equipment on the production line and equipment for capturing
images to improve quality, etc

CNC Computer Numerical Control
CPS Cyber Physical System
IoT Internet of Things

OPC

OPC is the interoperability standard for the secure and reliable exchange of data
in the industrial automation space and in other industries. It is platform
independent and ensures the seamless flow of information among devices from
multiple vendors. The OPC Foundation is responsible for the development and
maintenance of this standard.
Source: https://opcfoundation.org/

OPC UA OPC Unified Architecture
SM Solen Company Vietnam Motor Production Line
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Abstract: The blast furnace iron making process (BFIMP) is the key of the integrated steel enterprise
for energy saving due to its largest energy consumption proportion. In this paper, an all-factors
analysis approach on energy consumption was proposed in BFIMP. Firstly, the BFIMP composition
and production data should be collected. Secondly, the material flows and energy flows analysis
models could be established based on material balance and the thermal equilibrium. Then, the all
influence factors (mainly including material flows, energy flows and operation parameters) on energy
consumption were obtained. Thirdly, the main influence factors, which influenced the coke ratio
(CR) and the pulverized coal injection ratio (PCIR), were obtained by using the partial correlation
analysis (PCA) method, because CR and PCIR were the key energy consumption performance in
BFIMP. Furthermore, anall-factors analysis result could be achieved by a multivariate linear model
(MLR), which was established through these main influence factors. The case study showed that
the PCIR was the most effective parameter on CR; when it was increased by 1% (0.84 kg/t), the CR
would reduce by 0.507 kg/t. Therefore, the increase in PCIR consumption is the key measure to realize
energy saving for BFIMP. The results showed that the improvement of some material flows, energy
flows and operation parameters could increase the amount of PCIR, such as sinter size, ore grade,
sinter grade, M10, blast volume, blast temperature and especially for sinter alkalinity. Moreover,
theall-factors analysis approach on energy consumption can widely be used in various BFIMPs, too.

Keywords: BFIMP; all-factors analysis approach; material flows; energy flows; operation parameters

1. Introduction

Theblast furnace iron making process (BFIMP) represents the most relevant process on the main
route for ore-based production of iron in the steelmaking industry [1]. Meanwhile, the iron and steel
industry is known for having high energy consumption and high pollution [2]. Around the world
approximately 5% of global energy is consumed by the iron and steel industry [3–5], its CO2 emission
accounts for approximately 7% of the total anthropogenic CO2 emissions [6,7]. Therefore, many novelty
methods and technologies of energy saving have emerged in manufacturing fields [8], including the
iron and steel industry.

Currently, blast furnace-basic oxygen furnace (BF-BOF) is one of the major production patterns [9].
Moreover, the whole iron making system (including coking, sintering, iron making and other processes)
accounts for 70–75% of the total energy consumption in the integrated steel enterprise, whereas BFIMP
is more than 50% [10]. Therefore, the BFIMP is one of the most energy-intensive processes in the iron
and steel industry [11–14]. RY Yin [15] pointed out that material flows and energy flows are the most
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basic component. Consequently, material flows and energy flows analysis can also be applied to BFIMP.
Related research mainly includes as follows:

Firstly, some optimization models were established based on material flows and energy flows
analysis. The improvement of energy efficiency and energy saving is the focus of these optimization
models [16]. An optimization model [17] was established based on material balance and energy balance
in BFIMP. In this model, the exergy loss minimization was taken as the optimization target. Then,
the measures of energy saving wereput forward. Bo Zhou [18] developed the principal component
analysis, which could analyze material flows, energy flows and operation parameters in the process of
blast furnace (BF) smelting. Furthermore, this model was applied to detect the early abnormality in the
iron-making process. Moreover, on the foundation of material flows and energy flows of the oxygen
BF with top gas recycling, and a model, which comprised the oxygen BF, the top gas removal process
and the preheating units, was established [19]. Then, energy consumption and carbon emission of the
integrated steel mill was analyzed based on this model. While, S.B. Kuang [20] proposed a complex
function, which was integrated with HM (hot metal) yield and useful energy of the BF. Then the
optimal cost distribution of raw materials (namely “generalized optimal construct”) was obtained, the
influence of some parameters, such as oxygen enrichment ratio, blast temperature and pulverized coal
dosage, on the optimization results were further analyzed.

Secondly, the mechanism of the smelting process, which was based on the material or energy
evolutionary process, was studied. Due to the complexity of the BFIMP, the numerical simulation
method has been applied more widely [21–24]. Y.S. Shen [25] and Yansong Shen [26] simulated the
flow and combustion of a ternary coal blend under simplified BF conditions by a three-dimensional
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model. Meanwhile, the effect of the coke reaction index on the
reduction and permeability of the ore layer in the BF lumpy zone under the non-isothermal condition
was analyzed through a CFD model. Then, the reasonable control of the coke reaction index, which was
one of the key factors for BF low-carbon, was pointed out [27]. Moreover, José Adilson de Castro [28]
focused on modeling the simultaneous injection of pulverized coal and charcoal into the BF through
the tuyeres with oxygen enrichment. The results indicated that the productivity of the BF could be
increased up to 25% with simultaneous injection combined with oxygen enrichment. Additionally, the
means of simulation, the test procedure was also used to detect reactions in the furnace. Mineral matter
of tuyere level cokes was quantified using a personal computer quantitative X-ray diffraction analysis
software and examined using a scanning electron microscope in a working BF. At the same time, the
apparent CO2 reaction rates were measured using a fixed bed reactor [29].

Generally, the energy saving or energy efficiency of BFIMP had been explored through material
flows and energy flows in the above studies. The energy efficiency of BFIMP has been improved
in a large extent. Unfortunately, there were still some deficiencies in the following two aspects. (i)
The influence of operation parameters on energy consumption was not involved. (ii) The influence
intensity of these parameters on energy consumption was not clear in BFIMP. Additionally, data-driven
methodologies have been wildly applied to various thermal equipment in the iron and steel industry
due to rapid developments of industrial automation and information systems [30]. Therefore, an
all-factors analysis approach, which can analyze the influence of all parameters (material flows, energy
flows and operation parameters) on the energy consumption of BFIMP, is proposed based on material
balance, thermal equilibrium and data-driven methodologies in this paper. Furthermore, the key
influence factors can be achieved by the application of the proposed approach. Then, the corresponding
energy saving measures can be put forward effectively. Therefore, the proposed model can provide
support for the formulation of the reasonable production plan and the operation management in
BFIMP. In addition, the proposed model can also widely be used in various BFIMPs, too.

2. Methods

The all-factors analysis approach mainly includes (as shown in Figure 1):
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Figure 1. The research route of the all-factors analysis approach.

(1) Data collection:
The BFIMP composition and production data can be achieved through data collection.
(2) All-factors analysis based on material flows and energy flows:
In general, energy consumption is affected by many factors in BFIMP, mainly including material

flows, energy flows and operation parameters. Consequently, material flows and energy flows analysis
model should be established based on material balance and thermal equilibrium. Moreover, operation
parameters [31], which represent the coupling quality between material flows and energy flows, should
also be listed.

(3) Influence intensity analysis on energy consumption in BFIMP:
All-factors analysis approach, which mainly includes data pre-processing, all-factors partial

correlation analysis (PCA) and all-factors multivariate linear model (MLR) model, is an effective
influence intensity method on energy consumption in BFIMP.

(4) Suggestion and summary:
Some suggestion and summary, which can achieve improvement of energy efficiency, should be

put forward based on the influence intensity analysis.

2.1. Data Collection

Data collection mainly includes the following aspects:
(1) The BFIMP composition:
The BFIMP composition should be clarified firstly. Therefore, production process investigation

should be carried out.
Generally, the BFIMP is composed of the BF body and six auxiliary equipment systems, which

includes the charging system (CS), blast system (BS), gas purification system (GPS), fuel injection
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system (FIS), top power generation system (TPGS) and slag treatment system (STS). The TPGS and STS
are subsequent processes of the by-product. The material flows and energy flows proportion of BF
body, CS, BS, GPS and FIS accounts for more than 90% of the total amount for BFIMP. Consequently,
the TPGS and STS will not be considered in this paper due to their seldom proportion.

(2) Production data:
As discussed in the previous section, there are three kinds of parameters (material flows, energy

flows and operation parameters), which affect energy consumption in BFIMP. These data can be
collected through various computer detection systems or working records in BFIMP. Especially,
a computer detection system can acquire and store these kinds of parameters regularly, such as the
production management system and energy management system.

2.2. All-Factors Analysis Based on Material Flows and Energy Flows

2.2.1. Material Flows Analysis Model

Material flows analysis model is established on the basis of the material balance in BFIMP (as
shown in Figure 2).

m∑
j=1

Px,i + Pa + P f g = Pg + Phot + Pslag + PLo1. (1)

Figure 2. Material flows analysis model

In which,

Px,i: The amount of various materials, t/t;
Pa and P f g: The amount of blast and fuel injection into the furnace, respectively, t/t;

Pg, Phot and Pslag: The mount of gas, hot metal and slag, respectively, t/t, and Pg = Ppg + PLo2;

Ppg: The mount of gas after purification, t/t;
PLo1 and PLo2: The loss amount of various systems, t/t.

2.2.2. Energy Flows Analysis Model

The energy flows analysis model is established based on the thermal equilibrium in BFIMP. In this
paper, the BF body and BS, which are the major energy consumption regions, were only in consideration
(as shown in Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Energy flows analysis model.

Energy flows analysis model of BS is:

n∑
j=1

Qs, j =

q∑
k=1

Qr,k + QLo1. (2)

Energy flows analysis model of BF Body is:

s∑
l=1

Qg,l + Qr,1 =
t∑

r=1

Qh,r + QLo2. (3)

In which,

Qs, j and Qr,k: The input heat items and the output heat items of the BS, kgce/t (kgce: Kilogram
coal equivalent);
Qg,l and Qh,r: The input heat items and the output heat items of the BF Body, kgce/t;

QLo1 and QLo2: The loss heat items of the BS and the BF Body, kgce/t.

2.2.3. The Key Operation Parameters

Several factors such as sintering grade and the quality of coke could be measured by using the
proposed model. Additionally, operation parameters, which directly reflect the coupling quality
between material flows and energy flows, have an important impact on the energy consumption
in BFIMP, too. Therefore, these operation parameters should also be sought out, such as the blast
temperature and blast pressure.

Generally, these influence factors on energy consumption should be divided into three categories:
Material flows factors (the name of the material variable starts with ‘P’, as shown in Figure 2);
energy flows factors (the name of the energy variable starts with ‘Q’, as shown in Figure 3) and
operation parameters (the name of the operation variable starts with ‘C’, such as blast volume and
blast temperature).

2.3. All-FactorsAnalysis on Energy Consumption in BFIMP

2.3.1. Data Pre-Processing

The data pre-treatment mainly included as follows:

(1) Some data were recorded manually. Inevitably, there would be some mistakes in the recording
process, such as unrecorded, omitted and incorrectly annotated. Therefore, these data should be
eliminated or modified.
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(2) The study was discussed based on the normal production [5] in this paper, so the data of
equipment overhauls and failures should be stripped out.

(3) Other abnormal data, which was caused by the damage of the detection or data transmission
equipment, should also be eliminated.

2.3.2. PCA

A simple correlation analysis (SCA) is a common method of statistical analysis between two
random variables. However, all variables may affect each other in general when the number of
variables is more than two items. Unfortunately, this mutual influence is not taken into account in SCA.
Consequently, SCA was not applicable to the all-factors analysis on energy consumption in this paper,
whereas there is an effective way to avoid this problem: PCA [32].This method can achieve the actual
relevance of any two variables while eliminating the influence of other variables. Therefore, partial
correlation coefficient (PCC) between energy consumption and other parameters can be obtained
through the definition of partial correlation algorithm.

2.3.3. MLR Model

First of all, relevant variables should be redefined. Px represents the xth variable of material flows,
the total number of material flows variables is M after all-factors PCA processing. Qy represents the
yth variable of energy flows and the total number of energy flows variables is N after all-factors PCA
processing. Cz represents the zth variable of operation parameters and the total number of operation
parameters variables is R after all-factors PCA processing. In addition, the number of samples is S, and
i = 1, 2, · · · , S. Therefore, there are the following two regression models. A simple example of the PCC
between e and P1 is given to describe calculation process.

ei = c0 + cP,2·Pi,2 + · · ·+ cP,M·Pi,M + cQ,1·Qi,1 + · · ·+ cQ,N·Qi,N + cC,1·Ci,1 + · · ·+ cC,R·Ci,R + ε′i . (4)

Pi,1 = d0 + dP,2·Pi,2 + · · ·+ dP,M·Pi,M + dQ,1·Qi,1 + · · ·+ dQ,N·Qi,N + dC,1·Ci,1 + · · ·+ dC,R·Ci,R + ε′′i . (5)

In which,

ei: Energy consumption of the ith group sample, kgce/t;
Pi,1: The 1st material flows variable of the ith group sample;
c0 and d0:Constant term;
cP,2, · · · , cP,M, cQ,1, · · · , cQ,N, cC,1, · · · , cC,R, dP,2, · · · , dP,M, dQ,1, · · · , dQ,N, dC,1, · · · and dC,R:
Regression coefficient;
ε′i and ε′′i : Error term.

Then, the two fitting models can be achieved by the least square method. Meanwhile, the residuals
are as follows between them:

ui = ei −
(
ĉ0 + ˆcP,2·Pi,2 + · · ·+ ˆcP,M·Pi,M + ˆcQ,1·Qi,1 + · · ·+ ˆcQ,N·Qi,N + ˆcC,1·Ci,1 + · · ·+ ˆcC,R·Ci,R

)
. (6)

vi = Pi,1 −
(
d̂0 + ˆdP,2·Pi,2 + · · ·+ ˆdP,M·Pi,M + ˆdQ,1·Qi,1 + · · ·+ ˆdQ,N·Qi,N + ˆdC,1·Ci,1 + · · ·+ ˆdC,R·Ci,R

)
.
(7)

In which,

ui: The residual of the ith group sample between ei and its fitting model;
vi: The residual of the ith group sample between Pi,1 and its fitting model;
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Then, simple correlation coefficient between u vector (u = (u1, u2, · · · , uS)
′) and v vector (v =

(v1, v2, · · · , vS)
′) can be obtained by calculation. This coefficient, which is denoted re,P1 (as shown in

Equation (8)), is called the PCC between e and P1. The calculation process of the other PCC is so as well.

re,P1 =
Cov(u, v)√

Var[u]·Var[v]
. (8)

In which,

Cov(u, v): The covariance between the u vector and v vector;
Var[u]: The variance of the u vector;
Var[v]: The variance of the v vector.

In this paper, the PCC between e and influence factors can be obtained by the SPSS software
package due to its powerful statistical calculations function. Meanwhile, the significance level (p value)
of them can also be achieved by SPSS software. There is a higher significance level between e and an
influence factor if their p value is less than 0.05, and vice versa. Consequently, all influence factors with
a high significance level can be achieved through related data processing. MLR model between e and
these main influence factors can be established.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Data Sources and Related Instructions

In this paper, the data source is the production data of a steel enterprise’s BFIMP from 2013 to
2014.In order to ensure the validity of the discussion, the pretreatments of these data should be carried
out before application. After data pretreatment processes, the effective samples 104 groups of invalid
samples were eliminated from the data of the 730 groups, and 626 groups were obtained.

3.2. Material Flows Analysis and Energy Flows Analysis Results

Material flows analysis model and energy flows analysis model could be achieved by the modeling
method and sample data, which was mentioned in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. The analysis results are
shown as follow.

3.2.1. Material Flows Analysis Results

Material flows analysis is based on the material balance between raw materials and output
products. Since the amount of the gas mud, which is produced by the circulation cooling, is seldom,
this part could be ignored. Then, the analytical results are shown in Figure 4.

 
Figure 4. Material flows analysis results in blast furnace iron making process (BFIMP).
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(i) The material flows (including input items and output items) are all listed out through the
material balance in BFIMP.

(ii) The proportions of material flow input items and output items are all clearly indicated.
For example, the amount of sinter (Px,1), coke (Px,4) and oxygen-enriched air (Pa) accounted for
about 83% in all material flow input items. Meanwhile, the purification gas (Ppg) and hot metal (Phot)
accounted for about 93% in all material flow output items. Therefore, these items should be given
more attention.

3.2.2. Energy Flows Analysis Results

(1) Energy flows analysis of the BS:
The energy flows analysis results of the BS are shown in Figure 5.

 
Figure 5. Energy flows analysis results in the blast system (BS).

(i) The energy flow input items and output items are all listed out through thermal equilibrium
in BS.

(ii) The proportions of energy flow input items and output items are all clearly indicated in BS.
For example, chemical heat of gas combustion (Qs,1) is the main input item (accounted for about 87%)
among all energy flow input items in BS. The 75% amount of heat quantity has carried out by hot air
carrying heat (Qr,1) in all energy flow output items.

(2) Energy flows analysis of the BF body:
The energy flows analysis results of the BF body are shown in Figure 6.

 
Figure 6. Energy flows analysis results in the blast furnace (BF) body.
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(i) The energy flow input items and output items are all listed out through thermal equilibrium in
the BF body.

(ii) The proportions of energy flow input items and output items are all clearly indicated in the
BF body. For example, the amount of hot air physical heat (Qr,1) and carbon oxidation heat (Qg,1)
accounted for 93% in all energy flow input items. The oxide decomposition heat (Qh,1) and hot metal
carrying heat (Qh,6) accounted for 81% in all energy flow output items.

3.3. All-Factors Analysis on Energy Consumption in BFIMP

3.3.1. PCA

As shown in Figure 6, the carbon oxidation heat (Qg,1), which accounted for 77.51% of the total
heat consumption, is the main energy source in the BF body. Coke and pulverized coal injection are
the main carriers of carbon oxidation heat [33–35]. Therefore, these two parameters can reflect the
energy consumption for BFIMP.

Usually, the percentage of coke in total material consumption is called CR, the percentage of
pulverized coal injection in total material consumption is called PCIR. It has been proved that that the
PCIR improvement and CR reduction are the most effective energy saving measures in BFIMP [36].
Therefore, the influence factors analysis on PCIR and CR will be carried out in this paper. According to
the material flows analysis results (as shown in Figure 4) and energy flows analysis results (as shown
in Figure 5; Figure 6), the influence factors on CR and PCIR can be achieved. In addition, operation
parameters have an important impact on CR and PCIR, too. Then, three kinds of parameters are shown
in Table 1.

Table 1. Influence factors analysis on coke ratio (CR) and pulverized coal injection ratio (PCIR) in
BFIMP by partial correlation analysis (PCA).

Classification
of Influence

Factors

Influence Factors

CR PCIR

p Value
Correlation

Degree
p Value

Correlation
Degree

Constant 0.002 0.000

MaterialFlows
Parameters

Sinter grade 0.44 −0.062 0.000 0.299
Sinter size 0.023 −0.185 0.203 −0.104

Pellet grade 0.506 −0.054 0.800 0.021
Ore grade 0.047 −0.161 0.002 0.253

Sinter alkalinity 0.001 0.277 0.000 0.334
Sinter tumbler index 0.000 −0.419 0.758 −0.025

Sinter screening index 0.135 −0.122 0.571 −0.046
Clinker ratio 0.426 0.065 0.695 0.032

Slag ratio 0.021 0.187 0.334 −0.079
PCIR 0.000 −0.598

Energy Flows
Parameters

Coke size 0.343 0.077 0.131 0.123
Coke ash 0.471 −0.059 0.175 −0.110

Coke volatile 0.227 −0.098 0.093 −0.136
Coke sulfur 0.811 0.020 0.165 0.113

M40 0.641 0.038 0.904 0.010
M10 0.579 −0.045 0.013 −0.201

Coal ash 0.534 −0.051 0.075 −0.144
Coal volatile 0.146 −0.118 0.468 0.059

Operation
Parameters

Blast volume 0.411 0.067 0.000 0.398
Blast temperature 0.004 0.233 0.001 0.273

Blast pressure 0.719 −0.029 0.071 0.146
Oxygen enrichment ratio 0.449 0.062 0.000 0.319

Permeability 0.353 0.076 0.947 −0.005
Top gas pressure 0.103 −0.133 0.341 0.078
Top temperature 0.199 −0.105 0.000 0.457

Noted: M40, resistance to crushing of coke; M10, abrasion strength of coke.
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As shown in Table 1, the significant influence factors on the CR mainly included: Sinter size,
ore grade, sinter alkalinity, sinter tumbler index, slag ratio, PCIR and blast temperature, due to their
lower p values (≤0.05), whereas the PCIR is the best influence factors among them. The other influence
factors were weakly correlated with CR due to their higher p values (>0.05). Moreover, the significant
influence factors on the PCIR mainly included: Sinter grade, ore grade, sinter alkalinity, M10, blast
volume, blast temperature, oxygen enrichment ratio and top temperature, due to their lower p values
(≤0.05).

3.3.2. MLR Models on CR and PCIR

The CR and the PCIR prediction models could be established through MLR models, based on the
high correlation influence factors (as shown in Table 1). On the one hand, these prediction models
have higher precision. On the other hand, this method could reduce the prediction models complexity
due to a reduction in the number of variables.

Then, the fitting degrees of the MLR models were 95% and 94% respectively. In addition, these
models were validated by actual production data, too. The fitting coefficients are shown in Table 2.
Standardized coefficients (as shown in Table 2), which were calculated through the normalization
method, eliminated the influence of dimensional differences among various parameters. Therefore,
standardized coefficients could qualitatively reflect the influence intensity of each parameter on CR
and PCIR. As shown in Table 2, the PCIR had the highest correlation with the CR among the main
factors. Meanwhile, sinter grade had the highest correlation with the PCIR.

Table 2. Multivariate linear model (MLR) modelson CR and PCIR.

Classification
of Influence

Factors

Influence Factors
CR PCIR

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

Correlation
Degree

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

Correlation
Degree

Constant 996.644 −2148.358

Material Flows
Parameters

Sinter grade 21.425 0.539 0.425
Sinter size −1.019 −0.053 −0.117
Ore grade −0.403 −0.093 −0.193 0.960 0.241 0.365

Sinter alkalinity 55.195 0.281 0.516 97.098 0.538 0.429
Sinter tumbler index −11.523 −0.277 −0.477

Slag ratio 0.267 0.139 0.264
PCIR −0.603 −0.554 −0.725

Energy Flows
Parameters M10 −7.424 −0.135 −0.223

Operation
Parameters

Blast volume 0.068 0.485 0.577
Blast temperature 0.125 0.147 0.289 0.285 0.365 0.414

Oxygen enrichment
ratio 7.766 0.305 0.321

Top temperature 0.254 0.330 0.486

4. Discussion

Furthermore, a quantitative analysis was adopted to evaluate the influence intensity of the factors
(independent variables) on the dependent variables (CR or PCIR). Generally, every independent
variable was divided into 100 parts between minimum and maximum, which was achieved using
historical production data (as shown in Table 3). Then, the variation of the dependent variable, which
was caused by the change of independent variable 1%, could be calculated through MLR models.
Quantitative influence intensity of significant factors on CR and PCIR are shown in Figures 7 and 8.
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Table 3. The range of the influence factors (independent variable).

Classification of
Influence Factors

Influence Factors Min Value (xmin,i) Max Value (xmax,i)
1% Increment

(xmax,i-xmin,i)/100

Material Flows
Parameters

Sinter grade (%) 55.7 57.8 0.021
Sinter size (mm) 25 30.3 0.053

Ore grade (%) 41.6 89.6 0.48
Sinter alkalinity (%) 1.8 2.3 0.005

Sinter tumbler index (%) 76.9 79.9 0.03
Slag ratio (kg/t) 286 339 0.53

PCIR (kg/t) 87.9 171.9 0.84

Energy Flows
Parameters M10 (%) 4.6 6.7 0.021

Operation
Parameters

Blast volume (m3/min) 5955 6664 7.09
Blast temperature (°C) 1086 1250 1.64

Oxygen enrichment ratio (%) 0.8 4.6 0.038
Top temperature (°C) 119 288 1.69

Figure 7. The influence intensity of significant factors on CR.

 
Figure 8. The influence intensity of significant factors on PCIR.

Slag ratio, sinter alkalinity and blast temperature had a positive influence on CR (as shown in
Figure 7), the other factors had a negative influence. Meanwhile, the influence intensity of PCIR was
the greatest among them on CR. CR would reduce by 0.507 kg/t when PCIR increased by 1% (0.84 kg/t),
whereassinter size was the weakest.

As shown in Figure 8, M10 had a negative influence on PCIR among the main factors. The other
factors had a positive influence. The influence intensity of sinter alkalinity was the greatest among
them on PCIR. PCIR would increase by 0.483 kg/t when sinter alkalinity was promoted to 1% (0.005%),
whereas M10 was the weakest.
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As shown previously, some factors not only affected the CR, but also affected the PCIR, such as
ore grade, sinter alkalinity and blast temperature. For example, CR would decrease and PCIR would
increase with ore grade increasing. Furthermore, CR would continue to fall due to the improvement of
PCIR (as shown in Figures 7 and 8). Therefore, ore grade had a comprehensive effect on CR. Meanwhile,
it was the same for sinter alkalinity and blast temperature. In order to further analyze this problem,
the influence factors, which affected PCIR, were converted to CR. Consequently, the comprehensive
influence intensity on CR could be achieved (as shown in Figure 9).

Figure 9. The comprehensive influence intensity of significant factors on CR.

In general, the slag ratio and M10 had a positive influence on CR among influence factors,
whereas the rest of the factors had a negative influence (as shown in Figure 9). Meanwhile, the
influence intensity of the ore grade was the strongest; the sinter size was the weakest among the
material parameters. CR would reduce by 0.471 kg/t, when the ore grade increased by 1% (0.48 kg/t).
CR would only reduce by 0.054 kg/t, when the sinter size increased by 1% (0.053 mm). It is worth
mentioning that ore grade and sinter alkalinity had a positive influence not only on PCIR, but also
on CR. Although CR would increase with the improvement of ore grade and sinter alkalinity, CR
would reduce with the improvement of PCIR, which was also caused by increasement of ore grade
and sinter alkalinity. Therefore, ore grade and sinter alkalinity had a negative influence on CR finally
after conversion calculation.

M10, which belongs to the unique energy flows parameter, had an impact on CR. CR would
increase by 0.094kg/t when the M10 increased by 1% (0.021%).

Among the operation parameters, the influence intensity of blast volume was the strongest.
CR would reduce by 0.289 kg/t when blast volume increased by 1% (7.09 m3/min), whereas blast
temperature was the weakest. As before, blast temperature had also a positive influence on the CR and
PCIR (as show in Figures 7 and 8). Eventually, blast temperature had a negative influence on CR after
conversion calculation (as shown in Figure 9). CR would reduce by 0.077 kg/t when blast temperature
increased by 1% (1.64◦C).

In summary, there were many influence factors, which determined the amount of PCIR and
CR. Therefore, it is a very important energy saving direction to determine how to improve these
influence factors in BFIMP. Then, three kinds of parameters (material flows, energy flows and operation
parameters) will be further discussed.

(1) Material flows improvement:
The improvement of sinter size, ore grade, sinter grade, sinter tumbler index and sinter alkalinity

could improve the permeability in the BF body. Moreover, the production status could be more stable.
Therefore, the improvement of these factors provides favorable conditions for increasing the PCIR.
Meanwhile, the improvement of ore grade and sinter grade is conducive to a reduction of the slag
ratio. Moreover, the amount of PCIR and CR will also drop.

(2) Energy flows improvement:
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M10 is a physical performance index, which can reflect the coke abrasion strength. The decrease
of M10 is beneficial to charge column permeability for gas in the BF body, too. Therefore, if the amount
of pulverized coal injection is further increased, the quantity of coke could be dropped.

(3) Operation parameters improvement:
The increase of blast volume, blast temperature and oxygen enrichment ratio can effectively

maintain a high temperature in the combustion zone. Moreover, they are also conducive to accelerating
the pulverized coal decomposition and combustion. In addition, the improvement of blast volume and
blast temperature is also favorable to blow the hearth center of the BF body (especially for pyknic-type
BF). Furthermore, the increase of blast temperature, which can improve the heat input of the BF body,
can reduce the demand for coke or pulverized coal. Meanwhile, the combustion efficiency of coke and
pulverized coal are improved due to the increase of the oxygen enrichment ratio. Then, the amount
of flue gas is further reduced. Therefore, the improvements of blast volume, blast temperature and
oxygen enrichment ratio are very effective measures of energy saving in BFIMP. Additionally, top
temperature, which directly can reflect gas distribution and blast furnace status, is determined by heat
exchange between blast furnace gas and furnace charge. CR will drop with top temperature increasing.
Therefore, top temperature, which is controlled in higher areas within allowable range, is also an
effective energy saving measure.

The analysis indicates the following findings.

(1) The effective energy saving measures could be achieved through the all-factors analysis approach.
(2) The case study shows that there were 26 influence factors on energy consumption in BFIMP.

Nevertheless, the seven influence factors were highly correlated with CR, and the eight influence
factors had highly correlation on PCIR through the PCA analysis.

(3) The PCIR improvement was the most effective measure for reducing CR, and the increase of
sinter alkalinity was the most favorable for PCIR in the case BFIMP.

5. Conclusions

An all-factors analysis approach on energy consumption for BFIMP in the iron and steel industry
was proposed in this paper. Then, the all-factors analysis approach was successfully applied to a case
BFIMP. The key influence factors on energy consumption were identified in this case BFIMP. Lastly,
some suggestions on energy conservation were put forward. Generally, the major contributions of this
paper are described as follows:

(1) An all-factors analysis approach on energy consumption was proposed in BFIMP in this paper.
This method mainly included four steps: Data collection, all-factors analysis based on material
flows and energy flows, influence intensity analysis on energy consumption in BFIMP and
suggestion and summary. The availability of this method was validated by a case BFIMP.

(2) The case study shows that the improvement of PCIR was conducive to a reduction of CR very
much. The increase of sinter alkalinity was the most effective measure for PCIR.

(3) The proposed all-factors analysis approach on energy consumption, which provided an effective
measure of energy saving, could widely be used in various BFIMPs, too.
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Abstract: Remanufacturing could effectively solve resource shortage and environment crisis and
achieve sustainable development of the economy. The original equipment manufacturer (OEM)
could not only focus on its core business (i.e., producing new products), but also get profit from
remanufacturing through the intellectual property rights. Based on the authorized remanufacturing,
the game model between a manufacturer and a remanufacturer was constructed. Based on the game
model, the impact of authorized remanufacturing on sustainable remanufacturing is analysed, and the
coordination mechanism between manufacturer and remanufacturer is given. The main results are as
follows: the OEM could increase its profit and change its unfavourable market competition status
by authorizing remanufacturing; a franchise contract could make the sustainability supply chain
optimized; when the ratio of the environment effect is greater than a certain threshold, centralized
decision-making could not only increase the supply chain revenue, but also reduce the impact on
the environment.

Keywords: remanufacturing; sustainability supply chain; authorized remanufacturing; game

1. Introduction

In the 21st century, with rapid economic development, the world is facing an increasingly serious
shortage of resources as well as environmental problems, prompting all countries to alter the existing
mode of economic development and look for a sustainable mode of economic development to achieve
the recycling of resources and to minimize the adverse effect of products on the environment [1].
For the manufacturing industry, an effective way to achieve recycling economic development is
remanufacturing; for instance, compared with new engines, remanufactured engines can not only
reduce their environmental impact by 80% but also save on costs, energy, and raw materials by 50%,
60%, and 70%, respectively [2].

However, because of the lack of remanufacturing infrastructure and expertise or the low
marginal profitability of remanufactured products, original manufacturers are reluctant to engage
in remanufacturing. As third-party remanufacturers engage in remanufacturing, the emergence of
remanufactured products will result in reduced sales of new products in the market and reduced profits
for the original manufacturer as well, which will prompt the original manufacturer to use intellectual
property protection to limit the development of the remanufacturing industry. Meanwhile, none of the
countries in the world will allow remanufacturers to infringe on intellectual property simply because
remanufacturing is able to generate good economic and environmental benefits [3]. Authorized
remanufacturing can ease the conflict between the original manufacturer and the remanufacturer
so that the two can share the remanufacturing profit, manifesting plenty of successful cases in the
remanufacturing industry. For example, the NCR (National Cash Register Company) Corporation
of the United States paid $960,000 to buy a remanufacture license from the Lemelson Medical and
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Educational Research Fund to legally engage in remanufacturing operations; IT companies such as
Cisco allow independent third-party companies to remanufacture their used IT(Internet Technology)
equipment and charge a license fee to the consumers who switch to buying the remanufactured
products, which is essentially an authorized remanufacturing model [4]. Therefore, studying the
impact of authorized remanufacturing on the manufacturing/remanufacturing supply chain is of great
practical significance. Meanwhile, the comparison of the effects of decentralized decision-making
and centralized decision-making under authorized remanufacturing on the remanufacturing supply
chain can provide a scientific basis for the original manufacturers and remanufacturers making
remanufacturing decision.

Currently, authorized remanufacturing has been seldom investigated. Zou et al. [5]
compared the effects of authorized remanufacturing and outsourced remanufacturing on
the manufacturing/remanufacturing supply chain and revealed under what conditions the
original manufacturer should choose authorized remanufacturing. Zhu et al. [6] constructed a
manufacturing/remanufacturing game model based on authorized remanufacturing to investigate
the government subsidies strategy, and the results indicated that through remanufacturing, the
original manufacturer could transfer not only remanufacturing proceeds but also government
subsidies. Based on authorized remanufacturing, Xiong et al. [7,8] studied the original manufacturer’s
production decision-making and found that only when the remanufacturing saves more costs is
the original manufacturer willing to engage in remanufacturing by authorizing a third party to
remanufacture; further, by comparing the impacts of two methods of authorized remanufacturing
(authorizing a retailer to remanufacture vs. authorizing a third-party to remanufacture) on the profits
of manufacturing/remanufacturing supply chain members, they found that authorizing a third-party
remanufacturer is more beneficial to the original manufacturer. Based on a network model, Li [9]
analyzed the pattern of the effect of authorized remanufacturing on the closed-loop supply chain
of remanufacturing. Wang [10] studied the optimal decision of the closed-loop supply chain under
authorized remanufacturing based on the optimization model.

Contract analysis has received considerable attention in supply chain literature. Lind et al. [11]
through several case studies of European firms, discuss various inter-organizational relationships that
remanufacturers maintain, among their key finding is a new relationship called “raman-contracts”
where the OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) collaborates with the remanufacturing activities.
Matsumoto et al. [12] studies the remanufacturing practices of firms in Japan, through case studies of
eleven remanufacturers, the authors attempt to determine the motives behind remanufacturing and
identify several factors such as economic benefits, environmental benefits, and quality control among
others. Kaya [13] discusses a linear contract with transfer payments to coordinate a remanufacturing
based channel. Govindan et al. [14] discuss the case of coordination of a reverse supply chain using
revenue sharing contracts. Yalabik et al. [15] build on the above to develop an economic model of
remanufacturing with the assumption of lease contracting.

Although the existing studies have made great achievements, there are still some issues to be
addressed. For examples, Zhu et al. [6] studied only the government subsidies under authorized
remanufacturing but neglected the coordination strategy of the supply chain under authorized
remanufacturing; Xiong et al. [7,8] addressed the choice of authorized remanufacturing strategies and
supply chain coordination but lacked the analyses on the effects of decentralized decision-making and
centralized decision-making on consumer surplus, social surplus, and the environment; although the
effect of authorized remanufacturing on the remanufacturing supply chain has been examined, the
coordination mechanism has not been addressed [5,9,10]. The remanufacturing contract of supply chain
is studied, such as [11–15]. Therefore, in this study, a game model of manufacturing/remanufacturing
was constructed based on authorized remanufacturing to compare the effects of decentralized
decision-making and centralized decision-making on the competition and coordination mechanisms of
the manufacturing/remanufacturing supply chain, to provide a scientific basis for the decision-making
of original manufacturers and remanufacturers.
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This paper contains five sections. In Section 1, the research background and literature review are
given; in Section 2, the model is described; in Section 3, the model solution is presented; in Section 4,
the model analysis is performed; and in Section 5, conclusions are drawn.

2. Model

2.1. Description of the Problem

In reference to the literature [5,6], a single cycle game model comprising an original
manufacturer and a remanufacturer is constructed to study the mechanism of the impact of
authorized remanufacturing on manufacturing/remanufacturing supply chain competition, based
on which the effects of centralized decision-making and decentralized decision-making on
manufacturing/remanufacturing supply chain are compared, and the supply chain coordination
mechanism is further investigated. In the case of decentralized decision-making, the original
manufacturer is responsible only for producing new products, and at the same time, the original
manufacturer charges the remanufacturer the patent fees for the remanufactured products through
the protection of intellectual property (called the authorized remanufacturing expense in this study),
the decision-making variables of which are the retail price per new product unit and the licensing
fee of the remanufactured product. The remanufacturer is responsible for the production of the
remanufactured product; however, it needs to pay the original manufacturer a certain licensing fee per
unit of remanufactured product for the remanufacturing rights, whose decision-making variable is the
recycling rate of the used product.

In the case of decentralized decision-making, the sequence of the decision-making model is as
follows. First, the original manufacturer makes a decision on the licensing fee on the basis of the
remanufactured product and the retail price per new product unit, and then the remanufacturer
makes a decision on the recycling rate of the used product. According to Stackelberg’s inverse
solution, the remanufacturer determines the recycling rate of the used product, and then the original
manufacturer determines the retail price per new product unit and the licensing fee on the basis of the
remanufactured product.

2.2. Model Function

2.2.1. Model Demand Function

In reference to the literature [16,17], let the consumer’s willingness to pay (WTP) for the product
be θ, and θ obeys the uniform distribution of [0, 1], i.e., f (θ) ∼ [0, 1]. Let the retail price per
remanufactured product unit relative to the consumer’s lowest accepted price (referred to as discount
price in this study) of the retail price per new product unit be δ; then, the consumer surplus of the
consumer purchasing the new product is Un = θ − pn, and that of the consumer purchasing the
remanufactured product is Ur = δθ− pr. Only when the consumer surplus of the consumer purchasing
a new product unit is greater than that of the consumer purchasing a remanufactured product unit,
i.e., Un > Ur, is the consumer willing to purchase the new product, and the WTP range of the new
product is Θn = {θ : Un > max{Ur, 0}}. Similarly, the WTP range of the remanufactured product is
Θr = {θ : Ur > max{Un, 0}}. Further, the market demand for the new products and remanufactured
products are, respectively, as follows:

qi
n =

∫
θ∈Θn

f (θ)dθ =
1− δ− pi

n + pi
r

1− δ , qi
r =

∫
θ∈Θr

f (θ)dθ =
δpi

n − pi
r

δ(1− δ)

Ultimately, we obtain:

pi
n = 1− qi

n − δqi
r, pi

r = δ(1− qi
n − qi

r), i ∈ {D, C, F }
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2.2.2. Model Recycling Function

According to the literature [18], the costs of recycling the used product increase with the amount
of the used product in the manner of a convex function. Without loss of generality, the cost function

of previous related studies, i.e., k
(
τiqi

n

)2
, is used here. Wherein, τ is the recycling rate, k is the ratio

parameter, and i ∈ {D, C, F }.
3. Model Solution

In the case of decentralized decision-making, the profit functions of the original manufacturer
and the remanufacturer are, respectively, as follows:

πD
n = (pD

n − c)qD
n + zqD

r = (1− qD
n − δqD

r − c)qD
n + zqD

r (1)

πD
r = (pD

r − c + s− z)qD
r − k(τDqD

n )
2

= [δ(1− qD
n − qD

r ) − c + s− z]qD
r − k(τDqD

n )
2 (2)

in which, (pD
n − c)qD

n and zqD
r respectively, represent the profit from the sale of the new product and the

profit through authorizing remanufacturing, and (pD
r − c + s− z)qD

r represents the remanufacturer’s
profit from the sale of the remanufactured product under the authorization of remanufacturing, while
k(τDqD

n )
2 represents the costs of recycling the used product.

In the case of centralized decision-making, the profit function of the
manufacturing/remanufacturing supply chain is as follows:

πC = (pC
n − c)qC

n + (pC
r − c + s)qC

r − k(τCqC
n )

2
(3)

Conclusion 1. (a) with respect to the recycling rate of the used product (τD), Formula (2) is a concave function,
and by integrating the recycling rate obtained from Formula (2) into Formula (1), Formula (1) becomes a concave
function with respect to qD

n , z; (b) with respect to qC
n , qC

r , Formula (3) is a concave function.

Proof. (a) by integrating qD
r = τqD

n into Formula (2), then we obtain:

πD
r = [δ(1− qD

n − τDqD
n ) − c + s− z]τDqD

n − k(τDqD
n )

2

By taking the first and second order partial derivatives on πD
r with respect to τD, we obtain:

∂πD
r

∂τD = [δ(1− qD
n − 2τDqD

n ) − c + s− z]qD
n − 2kτDqD

n
2 (4)

∂2πD
r

∂τD2 = −2(δ+ k)qD
n

2 (5)

From ∂2πD
r

∂τD2 = −2(δ+ k)qD
n

2 < 0, it indicates that Formula (2) is a concave function with respect to
the recycling rate of the used product (τD).

By integrating qD
r = τDqD

n and τD∗ = δ−c+s−z−δqD
n

2(δ+k)qD
n

into Formula (2), we obtain:

πD
n = (1− qD

n − δ
δ− c + s− z− δqD

n

2(δ+ k)
− c)qD

n + z
δ− c + s− z− δqD

n

2(δ+ k)
(6)

By taking the first and second order partial derivatives on Formula (6) with respect to qD
n , wD,

we obtain:
∂πD

n

∂qD
n

= 1− (2− δ)δ+ 2k
δ+ k

qD
n − δδ− c + s

2(δ+ k)
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∂πD
n
∂z

=
δ− c + s
2(δ+ k)

− z
δ+ k

∂2πD
n

∂qD
n

2
= − (2− δ)δ+ 2k

δ+ k
,
∂2πD

n

∂qD
n ∂wD

= 0,
∂πD

n

∂wD∂qD
n

= 0,
∂2πD

n

∂wD2 = − 1
δ+ k

,

The second-order Hessian matrix of Formula (6) with respect to qD
n , wD is:

H =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ − (2−δ)δ+2k
δ+k 0
0 − 1

δ+k

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
The diagonal elements of the Hessian matrix are negative, and |H| =

∣∣∣∣∣∣ −
(2−δ)δ+2k
δ+k 0
0 − 1

δ+k

∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
(2−δ)δ+2k
(δ+k)2 > 0, indicating that Formula (6) is a concave function with respect to qD

n , z, i.e., Formula (1) is

a concave function with respect to qD
n , z.

Similarly, the proof of (b) can be established. From Conclusion 1, Conclusion 2 can be drawn. �

Conclusion 2. Under both decision-making models, the Nash equilibrium solutions of the unit retail prices, the
sales volumes, the sales profits of the new product and the remanufactured product, the unit outsourcing cost of
the remanufactured product, and the recycling rate of the used product are shown as Table 1.

Table 1. Optimal equilibrium solutions under different decision models.

D C

pi∗
n

1+c
2

1+c
2

pi∗
r δ[ 1

2 +
(1+2k−δ)c−(1−δ)s

2(δ+2k−δ2)
] δ[ 1

2 +
(1+k−δ)c−(1−δ)s

2(δ+k−δ2)
]

qi∗
n

1
2 − 2kc+δ(c+s)

2(2δ+2k−δ2)
1
2 − kc+δs

2(δ+k−δ2)

qi∗
r

δc−c+s
2(2δ+2k−δ2)

δc−c+s
2(δ+k−δ2)

πi∗
n

(1−c)2

4 +
(δc−c+s)2

4(2δ+2k−δ2)
−

πi∗
r

(δ+k)(δc−c+s)2

4(2δ+2k−δ2)2
−

π∗C − (1−c)2

4 +
(δc−c+s)2

4(δ+k−δ2)

z∗ δ−c+s
2 −

τi∗ δc+s−c
2δ+2k−δ2−2kc−δ(c+s)

δc+s−c
δ+k−δ2−ck−δs

4. Model Analysis

Based on Conclusion 2, Conclusions 3 and 4 are drawn.

Conclusion 3. (I) q∗n > qD∗
n , q∗n > qC∗

n ; (II) πD∗
n > π

∗
n.

Proof. When there is no remanufacturing in the market, the original manufacturer’s decision function is

πn = (pn − c)qn = (1− qn − c)qn (7)

Similar to those of Conclusion 2, we can obtain the optimal Nash equilibrium solutions for
Formula (7) as follows:

p∗n =
1 + c

2
, q∗n =

1− c
2

, π∗n =
(1− c)2

4
From Table 1, we have

q∗n − qD∗
n =

δ(δc− c + s)
2(2δ+ 2k− δ2)

> 0,
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q∗n − qC∗
n =

δ(δc + s− c)
2(δ+ k− δ2)

> 0

Therefore, q∗n > qD∗
n , q∗n > qC∗

n . �

Under authorized remanufacturing, the original manufacturer’s profit isπD∗
n =

(1−c)2

4 +
(δc−c+s)2

4(2δ+2k−δ2)
,

thus πD∗
n −π∗n =

(δc−c+s)2

4(2δ+2k−δ2)
> 0, i.e., πD∗

n > π
∗
n.

Conclusion 3 shows that when the original manufacturer does not authorize remanufacturing, the
remanufactured product would reduce not only the sales of the new product but also the profitability of
the original manufacturer, i.e., the emergence of remanufacturing would be detrimental to the original
manufacturer. However, when the original manufacturer adopts the authorized remanufacturing,
although the sales volume of the new product is reduced and the sales revenue of the new product is also
reduced, through authorizing remanufacturing, the original manufacturer can benefit by transferring
remanufacturing and, due to the transferred remanufacturing benefit, is greater than the revenue
reduction caused by the reduced sales of the new product; ultimately, the original manufacturer’s
revenue increases, i.e., by adopting authorized remanufacturing, it is possible to change the original
manufacturer’s unfavourable competitive status.

Conclusion 4. The cost savings made on the remanufactured product unit affects the Nash Equilibrium solutions:

(I)
∂pD∗

n

∂s
=
∂pC∗

n

∂s
= 0,

∂pD∗
r

∂s
< 0,

∂pC∗
r

∂s
< 0;

(II)
∂qD∗

n

∂s
=
∂qC∗

n

∂s
< 0,

∂qD∗
r

∂s
> 0,

∂qC∗
r

∂s
> 0;

(III)
∂τD∗
∂s
> 0,

∂τC∗
∂s
> 0;

(IV)
∂z∗
∂s
< 0;

(V)
∂πD∗

n
∂s
> 0,

∂πD∗
r
∂s
> 0,

∂πC∗
∂s
> 0.

Proof. Table 1 shows that

∂pD∗
n

∂s
=
∂pC∗

n

∂s
= 0,

∂pD∗
r

∂s
= − δ(1− δ)s

2(δ+ 2k− δ2)
< 0

i.e.,
∂pC∗

r

∂s
= − δ(1− δ)s

2(δ+ k− δ2)
< 0

(a) is valid; similarly, the validities of other conclusions can be established. Therefore, Conclusion
4 is proven.

According to the literature [19,20], when the original manufacturer does not adopt authorized
remanufacturing, the original manufacturer’s profit is negatively correlated with the cost saving made
on the remanufactured product, i.e., the greater the cost savings made on the unit remanufactured
product, the smaller is the profit of the original manufacturer. However, when the original manufacturer
adopts authorized remanufacturing, although the sales volume of the new product is negatively
correlated with the cost savings made on the remanufactured product unit, its revenue is positively
correlated with the cost savings made on the remanufactured product unit, i.e., the greater the cost
savings made on the remanufactured product unit, the greater is the revenue the original manufacturer
generates. Therefore, the original manufacturer should strive to reduce the cost savings made on
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the remanufactured product; for example, in the initial stage of product design, dismantlability and
remanufacture ability should be taken into account. �

Conclusion 5. π∗C > π
D∗
n + πD∗

r , i.e., in the case of decentralized decision-making, the marginal loss will affect
the supply chain, making its return lower than that in the case of centralized decision-making.

The proof of Conclusion 5 is similar to that of Conclusion 3 and hereby omitted.
Conclusion 5 shows that in the case of decentralized decision-making, a “marginal effect” will arise,

lowering the revenue of the remanufacturing supply chain. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the
coordination contract of the remanufacturing supply chain in the case of decentralized decision-making
so that the profit of the remanufacturing supply chain in the case of decentralized decision-making is
not less than that in the case of centralized decision-making. Next, based on the franchise contract, the
coordination contract is presented.

4.1. Franchise Contract

A franchise contract mainly refers to authorization by the original manufacturer to remanufacturers
to remanufacture by charging a licensing fee (z) on the basis of the remanufactured product unit and to
coordinate the remanufacturing supply chain, and z is generally smaller than zD, so the production
cost of the remanufactured product is reduced, and thus, the sales of the remanufactured product
are promoted. However, in this case, the remanufacturer must first pay a fee (F) to the original
manufacturer. Assuming the terms that the remanufacturer provides for the original manufacturer is
(z, F), i.e., remanufacturing can generate a lower license fee per remanufactured product unit, but the
remanufacturer needs to pay a fixed fee (F) as a profit share, then the original manufacturer considers
whether to accept the contract; if it accepts the contract, then the manufacturer makes the optimal
decision on the contract. Based on the above ideas, we can have the following decision model.

The profit functions of the original manufacturer and the remanufacturer are, respectively,
as follows:

π
f
n = (1− q f

n − δq f
r − c)q f

n + z f q f
r + F (8)

π
f
r = (δ− δq f

n − δq f
r − c− z f + s)q f

r

−k(τ f q f
n)

2 − F
(9)

From Formulas (8) and (9), we obtain the decision models of the original manufacturer and the
remanufacturer, respectively, as follows:

maxπ f
r = (δ− δq f

n − δq f
r − c− z f + s)q f

r

−k(τ f q f
n)

2 − F
(10)

s.t.
q f

n, z f ∈ argmaxπ f
n = (1− q f

n − δq f
r − c)q f

n + z f q f
r + F

π
f ∗
n ≥ πD∗

n
(11)

By solving the above models, we have:

τ f ∗ = δc + s− c
δ+ k− δ2 − ck− δs , p f ∗

n =
1 + c

2
, p f ∗

r = δ[
1
2
+

(1 + k− δ)c− (1− δ)s
2(δ+ k− δ2)

]

q f ∗
n =

1
2
− kc + δs

2(δ+ k− δ2)
, q f ∗

r =
δc− c + s

2(δ+ k− δ2)
, z f ∗ =

δ2(1− δ− s) + δk(1− c)
2(δ+ k− δ2)

F∗ =
δ(1− δ)(1− c)2

4(δ+ k− δ2)
+

(δc− c + s)2

4(2δ+ 2k− δ2)
− δ (1− c)(1− δ− s)

4(δ+ k− δ2)
− δ [1− δ− s + k(1− c)](δc− c + s)

4(δ+ k− δ2)2
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π
f ∗
n = πD∗

n =
(1− c)2

4
+

(δc− c + s)2

4(2δ+ 2k− δ2)
,

π
f ∗
r = πC∗ −π f ∗

n = πC∗ −πD∗
n

The coordination contract of the supply chain is thus obtained.

Conclusion 6. The remanufacturer’s adoption of the franchise contract can cause the supply chain to
achieve coordination.

Proof. Based on the results obtained by the above solutions, we have:

π
f ∗
r + π

f ∗
n = π

f ∗
r + πD∗

n = πC∗ (12)

According to Formula (12), it shows the supply chain has achieved coordination. �

4.2. The Effects of Two Decision Models on Consumer Surplus and Social Surplus

The consumer surpluses in the cases of decentralized decision-making and centralized
decision-making are:

SD =
(qD∗

n + δqD∗
r )

2
+ δ(1− δ)qD∗

r

2
(13)

SC =
(qC∗

n + δqC∗
r )

2
+ δ(1− δ)qC∗

r

2
(14)

Social surpluses in the cases of decentralized decision-making and centralized decision-making are:

SCD = SD + πD∗
n + πD∗

r (15)

SCC = SC + π∗C (16)

According to Table 1 and Formulas (13)–(16), Conclusion 5 can be obtained.

Conclusion 7. The effects of the two decision-making models on consumer surplus and social surplus are
SC > SD, SCC > SDC.

Proof. From Table 1 and Formulas (13) and (14), we have:

SD =
(1− c)2

8
+
δ(1− δ)(δc− c + s)

4(2δ+ 2k− δ2)

SC =
(1− c)2

8
+
δ(1− δ)(δc− c + s)

4(δ+ k− δ2)

Thus,

SD − SC = − δ(1− δ)(δ+ k)(δc− c + s)
4(δ+ k− δ2)(2δ+ 2k− δ2)

< 0

i.e., SC > SD.
Then, based on Conclusion 4, we have π∗C > π

D∗
n + πD∗

r , thus

SCC = SC + π∗C > SCD = SD + πD∗
n + πD∗

r

i.e., SCC > SDC. �
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Conclusion 7 shows that based on Table 1, in the case of centralized decision-making, although
the unit retail prices of the two products are reduced and due to the competition in the market,
the sales of the new product decrease while those of the remanufactured products increase, while the
consumer surplus and social surplus resulting from the increase of the remanufactured product are
greater than those resulting from the decrease of the new product, ultimately leading to increased
consumer surplus and social surplus in the case of centralized decision-making, i.e., in the case of
centralized decision-making, the remanufactured product significantly increases the consumer surplus
and social surplus. Therefore, the emergence of the remanufactured product is conducive not only to
environmental protection but also to increasing the consumer surplus and social surplus.

4.3. Effects of Decentralized Decision-Making and Centralized Decision-Making on the Environment

For the sake of discussion, let

eD = enqD∗
n + erqD∗

r , eC = enqC∗
n + erqC∗

r

Based on Table 1, we have:
eD = enqD∗

n + erqD∗
r

= en
2 − 2kc+δ(c+s)

2(2δ+2k−δ2)
en

+ δc−c+s
2(2δ+2k−δ2)

er

(17)

eC = enqC∗
n + erqC∗

r

= en
2 − kc+δs

2(δ+k−δ2)
en

+ δc−c+s
2(δ+k−δ2)

er

(18)

Based on Formulas (17) and (18), we can draw Conclusion 8.

Conclusion 8. The effects of two decision-making models on the environment are as follows:
(1) When er

en
> δ, in the case of centralized decision-making, the supply chain has a greater impact on the

environment, i.e., centralized decision-making reduces the “marginal effect” of the supply chain, but it is not
conducive to environmental protection;

(2) When er
en
< δ, in the case of decentralized decision-making, the supply chain has a greater impact on the

environment, i.e., centralized decision-making not only can effectively increase the profit of the supply chain but
also can reduce the impact on the environment;

(3) When er
en

= δ, the environmental impacts in the cases of centralized decision-making and decentralized
decision-making are identical; however, centralized decision-making can effectively increase the profit of the
supply chain.

Proof. From Formulas (17) and (18), we have:

eC − eD =
(δ+ k)(δc + s− c)(er − δen)

2(δ+ k− δ2)(2δ+ 2k− δ2)
(19)

According to Formula (19), when er
en
> δ, eC > eD;

If er
en
< δ, then eC < eD;

If er
en

= δ, then eC = eD. �

With the literature [21,22], Conclusion 8 shows that when the ratio of the environmental impact of
the unit remanufactured product and that of the unit new product is equal to or less than a certain
threshold, centralized decision-making is not only conducive to the revenue increase of the supply
chain but also effectively reduces the environmental impact of the two products; in this case, the supply
chain must be coordinated, and if the original manufacturer is unwilling to cooperate, the government
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needs to introduce relevant laws and regulations to encourage the development of the remanufacturing
industry, while asking the original manufacturer to fulfil its corporate social responsibilities.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we constructed a manufacturing/remanufacturing game model to investigate the effect
of authorized remanufacturing on the competition mechanism of the manufacturing/remanufacturing
supply chain and its coordination mechanism. Based on this model, the influences of authorized
remanufacturing on the sales profit, consumer surplus, social surplus and environment were studied
under decentralized decision-making and centralized decision-making, and at the same time, based on
a franchise contract, the coordination mechanism of the manufacturing/remanufacturing supply chain
was investigated to realize the supply chain coordination.

This paper’s main contributions are summarized as follows: Firstly, the impact of authorizing
remanufacturing on remanufacturing is analysed. The OEM could increase its profit and change its
unfavourable market competition position through authorizing remanufacturing. And, the OEM’s
profit is positive correlation to cost saving of remanufacturing. Thus, The OEM should strive to
increase the cost saving of remanufacturing. Such as, The OEM could design for remanufacturing in
the product design stage in order to improve the dismantling instructions and reduce the dismantling
costs of the used product. Furthermore, basing on the authorizing remanufacturing, the impact of
remanufacturing on the environment, the consumer surplus and the social surplus is comparatively
analysed, and the boundaries of remanufacturing being beneficial to environment is established. Also,
the coordination contract is given to make supply chain of remanufacturing get the overall optimal.

Our research has some limitations and future research can be done at least in the following several
avenues. Firstly, the consumer’s willingness to pay (WTP) for the product is assumed to obey uniform
distribution in [0, 1]. Thus, obeying normal distribution is more practical and suitable to explain
realistic economic activities. In addition, the authorizing remanufacturing is one of remanufacturing
models, there are also two more, i.e., independent remanufacturing and outsourcing remanufacturing.
So, we can comparatively analyse the advantages and disadvantages among the three model. Lastly, the
coordination mechanism is only focused on the revenue of remanufacturer, the revenue of manufacturer
should be considered.
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Abbreviations

n Original manufacturer
r Remanufacturers
c Manufacturing costs per new product unit
k The recycling scale parameters of waste product
s The cost saving of manufacturing costs of the remanufactured product relative to the manufacturing

costs per new product unit
D Represents the decentralized decision-making model
C Represents the centralized decision-making model
f Represents the coordinated decision-making model
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τi The recycling rate of used products when i is in
{
D, C, f

}
en The impact of the production per unit of new product on the environment
er The impact of the production per unit of remanufactured product on the environment (en > er)
z The costs of licensing fees per unit of remanufactured product in the case of decentralized

decision-making
pn Selling price of new product made by manufacturer when the remanufactured product is not exist

on the market
qn Quantity of new products made by manufacturer when the remanufactured product is not exist on

the market
pi

n Selling price of new product made by manufacturer when i is in
{
D, C, f

}
qi

n Quantity of new products made by manufacturer when i is in
{
D, C, f

}
pi

r Selling price of remanufactured product made by remanufacturer when i is in {D, C, F }
qi

r Quantity of remanufactured product made by manufacturer when i is in
{
D, C, f

}
Si The consumer surplus of supply chain when i is in {D, C }
SiC The social surplus of supply chain when i is in {D, C }
δ Compared with the retail price per new product unit, the ratio of the retail price per remanufactured

product unit and the retail price per new product unit perceived by consumers, also known as the
relative discount, and according to the actual situation, 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1

πn The profit of the manufacturer when the remanufactured product is not exist on the market
πi

n The profit of the manufacturer when i is in
{
D, C, f

}
πi

r The profit of remanufacturer when i is in
{
D, C, f

}
πC The profit of supply chain when it is the centralized decision-making model
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Abstract: Reducing the mass of vehicles is an effective way to improve energy efficiency and mileage.
Therefore, hot stamping is developed to manufacture lightweight materials used for vehicle production,
such as magnesium and aluminum alloys. However, in comparison with traditional cold stamping,
hot stamping is a high-energy-consumption process, because it requires heating sheet materials to a
certain temperature before forming. Moreover, the process parameters of hot stamping considerably
influence the product forming quality and energy consumption. In this work, the energy-economizing
indices of hot stamping are established with multiobjective consideration of energy consumption
and product forming quality to find a pathway by which to obtain optimal hot stamping process
parameters. An energy consumption index is quantified by the developed models, and forming
quality indices are calculated using a finite element model. Response surface models between
the process parameters and energy-economizing indices are established by combining the Latin
hypercube design and response surface methodology. The multiobjective problem is solved using a
multiobjective genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) to obtain the Pareto frontier. ZK60 magnesium alloy hot
stamping is applied as a case study to obtain an optimal combination of parameters, and compromise
solutions are compared through stamping trials and numerical simulations. The obtained results may
be used for guiding process optimization regarding energy saving and the method of manufacturing
parameters selection.

Keywords: energy-economizing; hot stamping; lightweight material; magnesium alloy;
process parameters

1. Introduction

Rapid economic development has recently accelerated increases in the consumption of energy,
especially in industrial sectors, which is causing a series of environmental problems, such as greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions [1]. The GHG emissions in China reach 1.03 × 109 T, of which 10–15% come
from automobiles [2]. An efficient way to improve the energy efficiency and driving range of
vehicles is mass reduction. Some lightweight materials, such as magnesium alloys, aluminum alloys,
and ultra-high-strength steels, have been rapidly increasing in quantity and have been applied to
the automotive industry [3]. Vehicles can conserve significant amounts of energy by using these
lightweight materials [4].

Hot stamping was developed to manufacture the structural components of automobiles by using
lightweight materials to achieve decreased weight, improved safety, and enhanced crashworthiness [5].
Hot stamping can improve the formability of these lightweight materials, which overcomes the limits of
traditional cold stamping [6]; it is particularly suitable for manufacturing complex parts [7]. Moreover,
the high forming precision and reduced springback of hot stamping have led to its wide application in
the automotive and aircraft industries.
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However, the high-temperature forming conditions of blanks in the hot stamping process consume
additional energy. Heating the sheet material to a certain temperature improves the energy consumption
of hot stamping compared with that of cold stamping [8]. The energy consumption and environmental
effects of the hot stamping industry warrant attention. Process energy consumption models of hot
stamping have been developed to qualify its energy consumption [9]. The associated carbon footprint is
identified to analyze its environmental effects [10]. All the results show that oven curing accounts for a
large amount of the products’ energy consumption and environmental impact. Therefore, one efficient
pathway towards energy-economizing hot stamping is promoting the energy efficiency in the blank
heating process. The thermal transfer and loss principle is basic for energy efficiency improvement in
oven curing. To study the thermal aspects of the hot stamping process, based on the identification of
the heat transfer coefficient in hot stamping [11], Abdulhay et al. proposed the heat-transfer modeling
of all heat-transfer modes occurring during the hot stamping phases [12].

A suitable stamping temperature is very important in optimizing the energy efficiency of hot
stamping. The product forming quality and energy consumption are determined by process parameters.
Many researchers have focused on the optimization of these parameters to solve the product forming
quality problem of hot stamping. Xiao et al. found that decreasing forming temperature and increasing
forming speed can improve the formability of AA7075 through a hot uniaxial tensile test [13]. More than
one object should be considered in multiobjective optimization methods, such as the weighted sum
method [14], the global criterion-based method [15], and genetic algorithms [16], which are widely
applied in the hot stamping to solve the conflict between different evaluation indices of forming
quality. Kitayama et al. used sequential approximate optimization with radial basis function network
to optimize the parameter of blank holder force trajectory, with the aim of reducing the products’
springback [17]. Zhou et al. focused on numerical simulations, together with the combination of
response surface methodology (RSM) and nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) to
optimize aluminum alloy hot stamping [18]. In order to reduce the influence of the stochastic property
of process parameters on forming quality, Xiao et al. integrated multiobjective stochastic approaches,
such as RSM, NSGA-II, and Monte Carlo simulations (MCSs), to obtain the optimal process parameters
of aluminum hot stamping [19].

The above analysis reveals that the energy consumption and environmental soundness of the hot
stamping process are of serious concern. But research on how to reduce the energy consumption of
the hot stamping process is still insufficient. Process optimization is an excellent way to solve this
problem. But the process parameters have been optimized using numerous methods and multiobjective
optimization methods to enhance only the product forming quality. Energy consumption should
not be neglected in the parameters optimization of the hot stamping process. In particular, hot
stamping optimization with consideration for energy saving is worth studying due to its relevance
to energy-efficient manufacturing. However, there is still a lack of effective methods regarding both
the optimization of energy consumption and in terms of improving the forming quality at present.
In this study, a novel parameter optimization method for the hot stamping process is proposed with
the multiobjective improvement of forming quality and process energy consumption.

2. Framework and Method

Different process parameters determine the amount of energy consumption and product forming
quality of hot stamping. Product forming defects, such as wrinkles, cracks, or high energy
consumption, will appear when sheet materials are processed under inappropriate process parameters.
This can be avoided by adjusting and selecting appropriate process parameters in hot stamping.
Process optimization is an efficient way to reduce the energy consumption and avoid forming defects
in the hot stamping process.

A descriptive flowchart depicting the major steps of the proposed methodology is shown in
Figure 1, which provides an outline for this study. A hot stamping process contains heating and forming
processes; energy and material are supplied for the process with different processing parameters.
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In order to achieve an environmentally-friendly manufacturing process, energy reduction is essential.
Process energy consumption and forming quality are considered in the process optimization method
of hot stamping, which are taken as the energy-economizing indices. These indices of hot stamping
are regarded as the optimization objectives. The forming quality and energy consumption under
different process parameters are qualified by the developed models or simulation and experiments.
The range and constraints of the optimized process parameters should be initially determined in
accordance with the forming performance and requirements. Then, sample points should be selected
in the design space for experiments, and the corresponding simulations or experiments be conducted
to obtain the corresponding evaluation index values of each sample point. Our model was developed
to study the relationship between the process parameters and each index, which was solved using a
multiobjective genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) and offers feasible optimized solutions. The comparison
between the numerically-predicted technical parameters of the stamps and the real experimental results
demonstrate the applicability of the method. The multiobjective optimization method can improve the
energy efficiency of hot stamping while maintaining the required quality of the stamps. The proposed
energy-economizing can provide a reference for industrial manufacturing and production, especially
for vehicle production.

 

Figure 1. Methodological framework.

3. Energy-Economizing Indices of Hot Stamping

3.1. Process Energy Consumption Indices

The hot stamping process begins by heating a sheet material to a given range of temperatures to
improve formability. Therefore, the energy consumption of hot stamping is associated with the energy
used for heating and that used for forming. The total energy consumption of hot stamping, E, can be
calculated as

E = Eheating + Eforming, (1)

where Eheating is the heating energy consumption and Eforming is the forming energy consumption.
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After being heated in a furnace, the sheet material is delivered to a piece of forming equipment and
immediately formed in a closed tool. Thus, the heat is transferred to the environment and tools in those
processes; this transfer is described as heat loss, ΔQ. The heat loss includes convection and radiation
losses with ambient air during the transfer to the forming equipment, and the losses by heterogeneous
approaches of convection, radiation, and conduction in the forming process [12]. Therefore, the heat
loss (ΔQ) can be calculated as

ΔQ = Qconvection + Qradiation + Qconduction, (2)

where Qconvection, Qradiation, and Qconduction are the heat losses by convection, radiation, and conduction,
respectively, and can be calculated by as follows:

Qconvection = Q(Rh, ΔT, Δt) = AhΔTΔt, (3)

Qradiation = kFrA
(
(T + ΔT)4 − T4

)
Δt, (4)

Qconduction = Q(Rλ, ΔT, Δt) = Aλ
ΔT
t0

Δt, (5)

where A is the heat transfer area, h is the convection coefficient, Rh = 1/Ah is the convection resistance,
T is the temperature, ΔT is the temperature difference between hot and cold fluid object, k is the
Boltzmann constant, Fr is the radiation shape factor, λ is the thermal conductivity, and Rλ = δ/Aλ is the
thermal resistance, δ is the thickness, t is the time.

The total heat, Q, can be calculated by Equation (6), which combines the heat in the blank and the
heat loss.

Q = Qblank + ΔQ, (6)

where Qblank is the heat absorbed by sheet metal.
The energy consumption used for heating can be calculated as

Eheating =
Q

1− ηloss(T, i)
, (7)

where ηloss(T, i) is thermal efficiency loss caused by the different heating temperatures and methods
and i denotes the three heating means, namely, radiation, induction, and conduction.

The forming stage in hot stamping is similar to that in cold stamping, as shown in Figure 2.
The heated sheet material is placed on a die with a blank holder to avoid wrinkle defects. The forming
press controls the punch to draw the blank into the die and to form it into the desired shape with
the elastic–plastic deformation of the sheet metal and the contact friction between the sheet material
and dies [20]. Therefore, the energy consumption of the forming stage in the hot stamping process
can be quantified from two perspectives. The direct ways are measuring and estimating the energy
consumption of the forming equipment [21], which can be described as

Eforming =

∫ tend

tstart

F(t)v(t)dt/η(t), (8)

where F is the output force of the actuator of the forming equipment, which varies with the working
conditions; v is the punch speed, and η is the energy efficiency in the stamping process.
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Figure 2. Forming process of hot stamping.

The second method involves consideration of the deformation process of the sheet material,
and then analysis and modeling of the process energy consumption with the related parameters.
The energy consumption of the sheet metal forming process may be divided into that required for
plastic deformation, bending, and frictional energies [8]. These analytical quantification methods of
calculating the process energy consumption are detailed in Reference [22].

3.2. Forming Quality Indices

The thinning and thickening of critical elements are used to indicate whether fractures have
occurred in the blank forming process. Springback cannot be regarded as a forming quality index
because the springback of hot stamping is considerably less than that of cold stamping. A sheet metal
will crack if its thickness is less than a certain critical value. The rupture distance refers to the vertical
distance between the strain point of dangerous elements and the forming limit curve (FLC), as shown
in Figure 3. When the main strain of a region element of the formed part is above the FLC (ϕ(ε2)) or the
safety marginal curve (Φ(ε2)), this region of the shaped part will likely fracture. A long distance from
the safety marginal curve Φ(ε2) indicates a high rupture tendency. Therefore, the average distance
between the main strain of all elements and the Φ(ε2) curve can be used to quantify the fracture.
Similarly, when the main strain of an area element is below the wrinkle limit curve (ψ(ε2)), this area of
the formed part will show a wrinkling trend; the farther the point from the ψ(ε2) curve, the higher the
trend of wrinkling. The fracture distance and wrinkling trend are mainly used to predict the product
forming quality in the finite element (FE) simulation, but the FLC limit diagram cannot be directly
used to quantify the product forming quality in the actual stamping production process.

ɛ

Figure 3. Definition diagram of cracking and wrinkling quantification criteria. Φ(ε2) is the safety
marginal curve, ψ(ε2) is the wrinkle limit curve, and ϕ(ε2) is the FLC.
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Therefore, in the actual production and the experiment, thinning and thickening can be used to
represent the possibility of fracture and wrinkling, respectively. These indices are calculated using
Equations (9) and (10). An excessively large thinning rate of a sheet metal in a certain area means that
the fracture trend is too large, whereas a disproportionately high thickening rate indicates a possible
wrinkling phenomenon.

Δthinning = (t0 − tmin)/t0 × 100%, (9)

Δthickening = (tmax − t0)/t0 × 100%, (10)

where t0 is the thickness of the blank, tmin is the minimum thickness of the sheet material, tmax

is the maximum thickness of the sheet material, Δthinning is the thinning rate, and Δthickening is the
thickening rate.

4. Multiobjective Optimization for Hot Stamping Process

4.1. Optimization Variables

The considered process parameters are regarded as optimization variables in the hot stamping
optimization process. Many process parameters affect the energy consumption and forming quality of
stamping parts, such as stamping speed, blank holder force, friction conditions, tool gap, and draw-bead
geometry parameters. The influence of the draw-bead is usually not considered because the draw-bead
is typically used only in stamping extremely complex-shaped parts. In addition, the shape parameters
of the draw-bead are complex, and have independent design criteria for some simple stamping
processes. The clearance between the punch and die substantially affects the springback of the forming
parts, which usually accounts for 110–120% of the sheet metal thickness. The die gap is usually ignored
as a design variable because of the small springback in the hot stamping process. No quantitative
analysis exists for the effect of friction on product forming quality because the friction conditions in an
actual stamping workshop are determined by the lubricating oil, die material, and coating. Therefore,
in hot stamping optimization, three process parameters, namely, stamping speed, blank holder force,
and forming temperature, should be considered. A certain range of process parameters should be
experimentally analyzed to obtain the optimal process parameters.

After the optimization variables are determined, a certain sample point is selected in the design
space for experiment. The surrogate model between each process parameter and its corresponding
index value is established on the basis of RSM, and the process parameters are optimized on the basis
of the multiobjective genetic algorithm.

4.2. Sample Selection

The Latin hypercube design (LHD) is an efficient sampling method; it is advantageous in sampling
efficiency and running time due to its reduced number of iterations. This method is especially
suitable for computer simulation experiments. A good feature of this method is that sample points are
selected from the entire design space. Therefore, the optimal process parameters can be determined
systematically and accurately with less experiments by using this method. LHD evenly divides
the design space of each variable into several layers, and these layers obtain some special points
through random combination to determine the design matrix. Each level of each parameter is sampled
only once.

4.3. Optimization Model and Solution Approach

The energy-economizing optimization aims to obtain a set of process parameters that will produce
stamping parts with good forming quality (no cracks, wrinkling, or noticeable thickening and thinning)
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and low energy consumption. The objective function and constraints of the optimization process can
be given as

F = min(y1, y2, y3)

s.t.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
hi(x)= 0 (i = 1, 2 · · · n)
g j(x) ≥ 0 ( j = 1, 2 · · · n)
xmin

m < xm < xmax
m (m = 1, 2 · · · n)

, (11)

where y1, y2, and y3 are the response functions of the energy-economizing indices, namely, energy
consumption, thinning, and thickening, respectively, and xm are the design variables, namely,
blank holder force, stamping speed, and forming temperature.

Determining the mapping function through theoretical derivation is difficult due to the complex
relationship between process parameters and target quantity. RSM is an effective method of building
substitute models. The RSM polynomial regression model adopts a quadratic regression equation.
On the basis of experimental data, the coefficient of the regression equation is obtained through the least
squares method to construct the functional relationship between the optimization variable and target
quantity. The commonly used second-order polynomial response surface model can be represented by

y = a0 +
n∑

i=1

aixi +
n∑

i=1

aiix2
i +

n∑
i=2

i−1∑
j=1

aijxixj, (12)

where xi, xj represents the design variable; n is the minimum number of samples; a0 is the minor error;
ai, aii, and aij are the polynomial coefficients; and y represents the response of the energy-economizing
indices of the stamping process.

NSGA-II is a multiobjective genetic algorithm that ensures good convergence and robustness by
introducing a fast nondominated sorting algorithm, elite strategy, and congestion degree comparison
operator, and other strategies [23]. The multiobjective optimization problem of hot stamping can be
solved by programming NSGA-II.

5. Hot Stamping Process Optimization of ZK60 Magnesium Alloy for Energy Saving

On the basis of the proposed energy-economizing optimization method of hot stamping,
the tube-shaped part, whose common profile is shown in Figure 4, is selected as a case to investigate
the proposed method. Table 1 presents the tool size and relevant parameters of the sheet metal.
The stamping material is ZK60 magnesium alloy, which is a lightweight material with strong
deformation capability and good heat treatment strengthening effect. Three variable process parameters,
namely, stamping speed (v), blank holder force (Fh), and forming temperature (T), are considered in the
simulation process. The range of each process parameter is set as follows: stamping speed 2–11 mm/s,
blank holder force 3–9 kN, and forming temperature 175–250 ◦C (the range of forming temperature is
determined on the basis of existing research results in Reference [24]).

Figure 4. Stamping of tube-shaped part.
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Table 1. Parameters for drawing processes of tube-shaped parts.

Blank Diameter
dp (mm)

Sheet Metal
Thickness t0 (mm)

Drawing
Height h (mm)

Punch Radius
r1 (mm)

Die Radius
r2 (mm)

Clearance δ
(mm)

Friction
Coefficient μ

100.0 1.0 20.0 7.0 8.0 1.2 0.12

On the basis of the aforementioned experimental design method, the LHD sampling method is
used to sample the point in the range of each process parameter, and the least number of sample points
required by the response surface model is determined through the least squares method. The number of
samples n can be determined in terms of the equation n = (m + 1)(m + 2)/2 of the number of considered
process parameters m. Given that the number of process parameters m is 3, the number of samples n is
at least 10. Eighteen design sample points are selected to improve the accuracy of the response surface
model, and Figure 5 illustrates their value distribution.

 
Figure 5. Sample distribution of LHD in the range of each process parameter.

5.1. Material Properties Testing

Accurate mechanical property parameters and an equivalent stress model are vital for analyzing
the hot deformation of magnesium alloy. The goal is to identify the mechanical properties of ZK60
magnesium alloy under different temperatures, which are used for the theoretical calculation of energy
consumption and simulation. Table 2 shows the chemical composition of ZK60 magnesium alloy.
A series of hot unidirectional tensile experiments is performed on an MTS810 system material testing
machine (Figure 6) at different temperatures. The testing samples are designed on the basis of the
GB/T4338-2006 high-temperature tensile testing method of metallic materials, and the thickness of the
samples is 2 mm, as shown in Figure 7.

Table 2. ZK60 magnesium alloy chemical composition (%).

Element Si Fe Cu Mn Al Zn Ni Zr

Quality score w 0.0014 0.003 0.0011 0.008 0.0014 5.5 0.00048 0.53
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Figure 6. MTS810 material experimental system.

 
Figure 7. ZK60 magnesium alloy tensile sample.

The hot unidirectional tensile experiments are performed under invariable temperatures of 175 ◦C,
200 ◦C, 225 ◦C, and 250 ◦C. The samples are kept in an environmental cabinet for 15 min after being
clamped at different temperatures. The samples are then stretched with different speeds to obtain the
stress-strain curve of ZK60. Three groups of experiments are conducted under the same parameters,
and the average values are regarded as the experimental results under the corresponding conditions.
Figure 8 exhibits the obtained true stress–strain curve of ZK60 magnesium alloy.

A flow stress mathematical model of ZK60 magnesium alloy is established on the basis of the
Fields–Backofen equation in consideration of the softening factor proposed by Zhang et al. [25].
In accordance with the experimental stress–strain curves of ZK60 magnesium alloy under various
temperatures, the corresponding flow stress mathematical model is developed as

σ = 746ε0.1101 .
ε

0.0262 exp(−0.00665T − 0.94781ε), (13)

where σ is the stress of the investigated ZK60 magnesium alloy, ε is the strain of the ZK60 magnesium
alloy, and

.
ε is the strain rate of ZK60 magnesium alloy.
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 8. True stress-strain curves for ZK60 magnesium alloy deformed at different temperatures and
strain rates: (a) 175 ◦C; (b) 200 ◦C; (c) 225 ◦C; (d) 250 ◦C.

5.2. FE Modeling and Simulation for Hot Stamping

The FE simulation model is established in accordance with the actual hot stamping process,
as shown in Figure 9. The punch is placed above the sheet metal, the die is at the bottom, and the sheet
metal lies above the die and below the blank holder. In the simulation process, the mold is regarded as
a rigid body without elastic deformation; thus, it cannot be meshed. A Belytschko–Tsay shell element
with five Gaussian thickness dimension integration points is used to divide the sheet metal mesh,
and the thickness of the sheet metal is set as 1 mm. The initial unit number of the sheet metal is 3925,
and the grid refinement level is set as 2. The kinematic relations of the tools and blank are as follows:

(1) Figure 9 depicts the initial positions of the die and blank, and the sheet metal is above the die.
(2) The blank holder is close to the sheet metal at a certain speed (it can be set to different speeds,

but it maintains a constant speed throughout the stamping process), which is called “holding.”
(3) When the blank holder is finished, the sheet metal is fixed, and the punch starts to act.

The “stamping” process begins when the punch contacts the sheet metal.
(4) In the last stage of the simulation, the concave convex die is in a closed state, followed by the

quenching stage.

In accordance with the friction condition between the blank and tools in the actual stamping
process, the friction coefficient is set as 0.12 in the simulation. The blank is heated via in-mold
heating. This heating method is advantageous in that the variation of temperature is relatively small;
therefore, the temperature distribution of the sheet is uniform and has good formability. However,
the energy consumption used for heating will be considerably higher than that for furnace heating.
The simulations are performed on the basis of the design points in Figure 5, and the corresponding
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energy consumption is calculated through a previous energy consumption theoretical model. Table 3
shows the results.

Figure 9. Numerical simulation model of the tube-shaped part.

Table 3. Experimental design points and corresponding results.

Run Fh (kN) v (mm/s) T (◦C)
Energy

Consumption (J)
Thinning

(%)
Thickening

(%)

1 2.1 4.7 250 46,212.27 5.09 8.1
2 2.5 3.5 225 32,165.84 4.3 8
3 2.8 5.1 200 28,919.08 4.32 7.3
4 3.1 8.3 250 48,726.87 5.96 7.6
5 3.5 4.3 225 33,066.23 9.62 6.8
6 3.8 6.3 250 47,463.92 5.78 7
7 4.2 9.5 225 37,347.17 9.64 7.8
8 4.5 5.9 200 29,853.32 7.71 6.8
9 4.8 7.5 200 31,439.71 5.08 7.4
10 5.2 9.9 225 37,667.46 7.75 8
11 5.5 7.1 225 35,622.90 7.01 7.1
12 5.8 5.5 250 46,978.99 16.12 6
13 6.2 9.1 200 32,932.06 6.12 7.7
14 6.5 8.7 200 32,596.56 6.04 7.5
15 6.9 3.1 250 44,981.23 6.74 6.2
16 7.2 6.7 200 30,775.07 5.84 7
17 7.5 7.9 250 48,664.86 8.59 6.4
18 7.9 3.9 225 32,835.24 11.86 5.7

5.3. Process Parameters Optimization

On the basis of the above results, a second-order regression model is used to obtain the response
surface for each objective function. Let y1 be the energy consumption of hot stamping, y2 the thinning
rate of the stamping parts, and y3 the thickening rate of the stamping parts. The developed model can
then be described as

y1 = 261054 + 76.8495x1 + 2643.08480x2 − 2455.30317x3 + 0.26751x1x2

−0.17018x1x2 − 6.13451x2x3 + 0.14412x1
2 − 31.95144x2

2 + 6.31017x3
2 , (14)

y2 = −185.68990− 0.037136x1 + 0.58991x2 + 1.68914x3 − 0.16617x1x2 + 3.71659× 10−3x1x3

+4.68506× 10−3x2x3 + 0.069271x1
2 − 0.055531x2

2 − 3.83894× 10−3x3
2 , (15)

y3 = 0.78922− 0.39606x1 + 0.29588x2 + 0.059743x3 + 0.036733x1x2 − 2.74212× 10−3x1x3

−3.66213× 10−3x2x3 + 0.050898x1
2 + 0.041834x2

2 − 6.34584× 10−5x3
2 , (16)

where x1 is the blank holder force, x2 is the stamping speed, and x3 is the forming temperature.
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Hot stamping process optimization aims to obtain a set of process parameters that will produce
stamping parts with reduced thickness variations and low energy consumption. Therefore, the objective
function and constraint conditions in the optimization process can be expressed as

F = min(y1, y2, y3)

s.t.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
2 ≤ x1 ≤ 8
3 ≤ x2 ≤ 10
200 ≤ x3 ≤ 250

, (17)

where y1, y2, and y3 are the objective functions. The goal is to minimize the stamping energy
consumption and thickness variations in hot stamping.

NSGA-II is used to solve the multiobjective optimization problem in Equation (17). A series
of considered efficient solutions constituting the Pareto frontier is obtained, as shown in Figure 10.
The results show that the formability and energy consumption of sheet metals are contradictory.
For ZK60 magnesium alloy hot stamping, formability improves with the increase in forming
temperature, but the energy consumption of hot stamping increases significantly with the rise
of heating temperature. The thinning and thickening rates are also contradictory. With increasing blank
holder force, the thinning rate of stamping parts increases gradually, whereas the wrinkling trend of the
sheet metal decreases. On the basis of the forming requirements (the thinning and thickening rates of
stamping must be less than 10%, and the energy consumption of stamping should be relatively small),
the following two groups of compromise solutions are selected, and Table 4 presents the corresponding
index values.

 
Figure 10. Pareto optimal solutions of ZK60 magnesium alloy hot stamping.

Table 4. Compromise solutions and their corresponding indices.

Compromise Solutions
Process Parameters Indices

Fh (kN) v (mm/s) T (◦C)
Energy

Consumption (J)
Thinning

(%)
Thickening

(%)

Solution 1 8.0 3.0 225 31,785.57 6.2 5.7
Solution 2 4.7 3.3 200 26,190.36 4.8 5.9
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Figure 11 shows the simulation results of the thickness variation distribution under different
compromise solutions. The forming quality of stamping parts under the two groups of process
parameters is good and can meet the usage requirements. The thicknesses of the stamping parts vary
greatly in terms of punch and die radii. From the straight wall section to the flange area, from the
bottom to the top, the thickness variation distribution of the parts presents a gradual increase trend at
the parameters of the two compromise solutions, and the thickening phenomenon is shown in the
flange area. A comparison of the color distribution of the thickness variation of the stamping parts in
the simulation results indicates that the thickness variation distribution of the stamping parts obtained
at the parameters of compromise solution 1 is slightly more uniform than that at the parameters of
compromise solution 2. The energy consumption at the parameters of compromise solution 2 can
be reduced by 17.6% in comparison with those in compromise solution 1. Therefore, considering
all energy-economizing indices of hot stamping, the indices of energy consumption and thinning in
compromise solution 2 are better than those in compromise solution 1.

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Thickness variation distribution demonstrated by the numerical simulation under different
compromise solutions: (a) compromise solution 1, (b) compromise solution 2.

5.4. Stamping Experiments Verification

The corresponding experiment is conducted with experimental equipment to verify the feasibility
of the optimization results for the hot stamping process, as shown in Figure 12. In accordance with the
obtained compromise solutions, the experiments are performed as follows:

 
Figure 12. Equipment and die structures for hot stamping process of tube-shaped parts: (a) 100 T
partitioned VBHF hydraulic machine, (b) die structure, (c) physical die.
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The temperature in the die was raised to 225 ◦C by internal heating, as shown in Figure 12b,c.
Then, the prepared ZK60 magnesium alloy sheet material is placed into the die, and the mold is
closed. The heat preservation time is set as 10 min to heat the blank fully. The process parameters of
the forming press are set as follows: 8 kN blank holder force and 3 mm/s stamping speed (Table 4).
The stamping experiment is then conducted. Three groups of experiments are conducted in accordance
with the above experimental steps. Then, to reduce the temperature of the die to 200 ◦C and repeat
above experimental steps, the process parameters are set as follows: 4.7 kN blank holder force and
3.3 mm/s stamping speed (Table 4).

Figure 13 exhibits the obtained stamping parts at the parameters of the two compromise solutions.
The forming quality of the obtained stamping parts is good, and no evident defects are observed.
However, slight wrinkling is identified in the flange area of the stamping parts under the process
parameters of compromise solution 2 because of its large thickening rate. Nevertheless, the slight
wrinkling will not affect the final use of the product because the flange area of the obtained parts is
cut off in actual production. Therefore, compromise solution 2 is the optimal combination of process
parameters from a comprehensive perspective.

 
Figure 13. Hot stamping parts of experimentally stamped ZK60 magnesium alloy: (a) Obtained part
at the parameters of compromise solutions 1; (b) Obtained part at the parameters of compromise
solutions 2.

The thickness variation of a stamping part is an important index of the forming quality. Therefore,
the thickness variation of the stamping parts obtained by the hot drawing experiment under the
process parameters of comprise solution 2 is compared with that of the simulation results, as shown
in Figure 14. The thickness variation distribution of each shell element in the FE model can be
read in the postprocessing of the simulation. The thickness variation distribution of the stamping
parts is measured along the symmetrical section of the parts by a micrometer. The results show that
the thickness variation distribution obtained by the FE method is consistent with that obtained by
the experiment, which further verifies the validity and rationality of the FE process simulation of
hot stamping.
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Figure 14. Thickness variation along the symmetrical section of the experimentally obtained parts and
simulation result.

6. Conclusions

Hot stamping is developed and widely applied in vehicle production according to the lightweight
demands of automobiles. But hot stamping is energy intensive due to the high-temperature forming
conditions of blanks. To reduce the energy consumption and improve the energy efficiency of hot
stamping, an energy-economizing optimization method for hot stamping is proposed. In this method,
the process parameters are optimized to reduce the energy consumption of hot stamping while
maintaining the required forming quality.

In this study, the mathematical modelling, simulation, and optimization of ZK60 magnesium
alloy sheets hot stamping process were addressed in the aim of improving the energy efficiency and
forming quality of the stamping parts. For this purpose, a new multiobjective optimization method
is proposed and tested in a real industrial size case study experiment. The model is developed and
solved using a multiobjective genetic algorithm (NSGA-II), and offers feasible optimized solutions.
The comparison between the numerically-predicted technical parameters of the stamps and the real
experimental results demonstrates the applicability of the method. Under the optimized conditions in
the case study, a substantial energy consumption reduction, i.e., 17.6%, is shown. This method may
serve as a reference for finding proper process parameters to solve the energy inefficiency and high
energy consumption problems associated with the metal forming fields.
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Abstract: Low carbon manufacturing has received increasingly more attention in the context of global
warming. The flexible job shop scheduling problem (FJSP) widely exists in various manufacturing
processes. Researchers have always emphasized manufacturing efficiency and economic benefits
while ignoring environmental impacts. In this paper, considering carbon emissions, a multi-objective
flexible job shop scheduling problem (MO-FJSP) mathematical model with minimum completion
time, carbon emission, and machine load is established. To solve this problem, we study six variants
of the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-III (NSGA-III). We find that some variants have
better search capability in the MO-FJSP decision space. When the solution set is close to the Pareto
frontier, the development ability of the NSGA-III variant in the decision space shows a difference.
According to the research, we combine Pareto dominance with indicator-based thought. By utilizing
three existing crossover operators, a modified NSGA-III (co-evolutionary NSGA-III (NSGA-III-COE)
incorporated with the multi-group co-evolution and the natural selection is proposed. By comparing
with three NSGA-III variants and five multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) on 27 well-
known FJSP benchmark instances, it is found that the NSGA-III-COE greatly improves the speed
of convergence and the ability to jump out of local optimum while maintaining the diversity of the
population. From the experimental results, it can be concluded that the NSGA-III-COE has significant
advantages in solving the low carbon MO-FJSP.

Keywords: multi-objective optimization; flexible job shop scheduling problem; low carbon; genetic
algorithm; multi-crossover operator; co-evolution

1. Introduction

The flexible job scheduling problem (FJSP) is an extension of the classic job scheduling
problem (JSP) and is closer to the actual production environment. In the scheduling process
of the FJSP, processing operations can be processed on all optional machines. The assignable
machine expands the search range of feasible solutions and also increases the complexity
and the difficulty of solving the problem. The FJSP is a complex NP-hard problem, and its
solution time increases exponentially as the problem size increases.

With the increasingly prominent energy crisis and environmental pollution, manufac-
turing has gradually become one of the hot spots in modern manufacturing. Manufacturing
has adopted a new sustainable manufacturing model that has attracted widespread atten-
tion from industry and academia. In the manufacturing process of an enterprise, workshop
scheduling is an important factor in the manufacturing process. It not only affects the
production efficiency and the economic benefits of the enterprise but also is closely related
to the social responsibility of the enterprise. Therefore, it has important theoretical and
practical significance to conducting research on flexible job scheduling with the goal of
protecting the environment and saving energy.

In the past few decades, the single-objective FJSP (SO-FJSP), which has been ex-
tensively studied in the literature, has usually sought to minimize the total completion
time [1–6]. However, many realistic scheduling problems often need to optimize multiple
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objectives at the same time, and these objectives usually conflict with each other. The
main method used to solve the MO-FJSP is the MOEA, which can be roughly divided into
two categories: the weighting method and the Pareto method. The weighting method
solves the MO-FJSP by assigning different weights to each objective and transforming
the multi-objective problem into a single-objective problem. The Pareto method solves
the MO-FJSP based on the Pareto dominance relationship and generates a set of Pareto
optimal solutions. As a Pareto method, the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-II
(NSGA-II) [7] is an effective method to solve various multi-objective optimization prob-
lems in recent years. Z.-Q. Jiang et al. [8] used the NSGA-II algorithm, which optimizes
mutation strategies to solve the multi-objective FJSP of strategy. Yuan Y. and Xu H. [9]
proposed a new memetic algorithm that combines the memetic algorithm with the NSGA-II
to solve the FJSP with the goal of minimizing completion time, total workload, and critical
workload. Bandyopadhyay and Bhattacharyaput [10] proposed a modified NSGA-II with
a new mutation algorithm for a parallel machine scheduling problem and proved the
effectiveness of the algorithm. The research goal of all the improved algorithms is to solve
the MO-FJSP more effectively.

The FJSP is widely present in various manufacturing processes. It has received exten-
sive attention from researchers. A large number of research results have appeared [8–19].
However, in these studies, the objective function of the problem is rarely to minimize
carbon emissions or total energy consumption. The FJSP with these objectives has not
attracted attention. The existing FJSP research focuses on the relationship between carbon
emissions or energy consumption and time [16–19]. The machine load is rarely optimized
as a target problem. The completion time and the machine load are also two conflict-
ing issues. The price of minimizing the total completion time is the long-term overload
of high-performance machines. Therefore, it is necessary to optimize machine load as
an objective.

This paper establishes an MO-FJSP model targeting carbon emissions, the completion
time, and the machine load and modifies NSGA-III [20]. By studying the differences in
exploration and developmental capabilities of different NSGA-III variants in the MO-FJSP
decision space, indicator-based thought is introduced into NSGA-III, a genetic model of
multiple populations and multiple crossover operators is established, and a new evolu-
tionary mechanism is proposed. We apply this evolutionary mechanism to NSGA-III and
propose the co-evolutionary NSGA-III (NSGA-III-COE). Then, calculation experiments are
carried out on 27 well-known FJSP benchmark instances [21,22]. Quantities of experiments
in this paper prove that the NSGA-III-COE achieves good results in solving the low carbon
MO-FJSP and verifies the advantages and the competitiveness of the NSGA-III-COE in
solving the low carbon MO-FJSP.

2. Mathematical Modeling of the MO-FJSP

Before building the mathematical model and the assumptions are listed below.

2.1. Assumptions

The machining process satisfies the following assumptions and constraints. These
assumptions and constraints are common in the FJSP literature [5–12].

1. Each job can be processed on multiple machines.
2. All machines are available at the initial moment.
3. Each job can be processed at the initial moment.
4. Each machine can only process one job at a time.
5. In a given time, a machine can only process one job.
6. The process of each job can only be processed in a given order.
7. Each process has a processing time, and the processing times of these processes

are different.
8. The processing time of a job’s process varies with the machine.
9. The processing time of the process on the processing machine is known.
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2.2. Mathematical Model

The mathematical formulas and constraints are as follows:

T = minTmax = min

{
Nn

∑
p=1

{
Tp

}}
, (1)

W = minWmax = min

{
Nm

∑
h=1

{Wh}
}

, (2)

C = minCmax = min

{
Nn

∑
p=1

Nm

∑
h=1

Np

∑
q=1

(
TshCsh + TpqhCpqh

)}
. (3)

Spq, Tpqh ≥ 0, Jp ∈ J; q = 1, 2, · · · , Np; h = 1, 2, · · · , Nm, (4)

Mpq

∑
h=1

σpqh = 1, Jp ∈ J; q = 1, 2, · · · Np, (5)

Sp(q+1) ≥ Spq + Tpqh, Jp ∈ J; Mh ∈ Mpq; q = 1, 2, · · · , Np − 1, (6)

Nn

∑
p=1

Np

∑
q=1

Tpqhσpqh ≤ Wh, Jp ∈ J; Mh ∈ Mpq, (7)

Objective (1) represents the objective function that minimizes the maximum comple-
tion time, objective (2) represents the objective function that minimizes the total machine
load, and objective (3) represents the objective function that minimizes total carbon emis-
sions during processing. Constraint (4) indicates that the start time and the processing
time of the process are greater than or equal to 0, constraint (5) indicates that each process
can only select one machine from the set of candidate processing machines, constraint (6)
indicates that each job must be processed in the given order, and constraint (7) represents
the total machine load.

2.3. Chromosome Encoding

The FJSP needs to select processing machines for each process and sort the processes
allocated on each machine. According to the characteristics of the FJSP, this paper adopts
the two-dimensional chromosome encoding method based on the combination of process
coding and machine coding [9]. The following uses an FJSP instance to illustrate chromo-
some encoding. The processing time of an FJSP instance with three jobs, three machines,
and seven processes is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Machine processing schedule of the flexible job shop scheduling (FJSP) instance. ‘-’ means
that the process cannot be processed by this machine.

Job Operation M1 M2 M3

J1

O11 2 3 -
O12 1 1 -
O13 3 2 1

J2
O21 - 1 3
O22 - 1 1

J3
O31 2 - 1
O32 2 - 1

Table 2 is a set of randomly generated chromosome codes corresponding to the
instances in Table 1. Pro is a process-based code used to determine the processing order,
and Mac is a machine-based code used to allocate the processing machines for each process.
Each column of genes can be interpreted as

(
Opq,Mh

)
, that is, Pro is the processing sequence
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of the process O21 → O11 → O12 → O22 → O31 → O13 → O32 , and the corresponding Mac
is the machine on which the process is processed (M2, M1, M2, M2, M3, M3, M3). The gene
(2, 2) in the first column of Table 2 can be interpreted as (O21, M2), and the gene (2, 2) in the
fourth column can be interpreted as (O22, M2). That is, the first process of the second job is
processed on machine 2, and the required processing time is T212 = 1; the second process of
the first job is processed on machine 2, and the required processing time is T222 = 1 (the
processing time is found in Table 2).

Table 2. A set of chromosome code representation instances.

Pro 2 1 1 2 3 1 3

Mac 2 1 2 2 3 3 3

2.4. Chromosome Decoding

Chromosome decoding allocates a period of time for each operation on the designated
machine according to the sequence of the process in the chromosome. Take the FJSP
instance shown in Table 1 as an instance to decode the chromosomes in Table 2. There are
two different decoding schemes; the first is to assign the machine processing according
to the sequence of the process chromosome Pro to the Mac chromosome. The scheduling
Gantt chart is shown in Figure 1a. The second is when processing a process in the Pro
chromosome, first obtain the machine selected in the Mac chromosome for the process,
and then scan the machine from left to right to determine the idle time interval between
the processing processes and insert the current process until the time period that can
be processed is found. The second scheduling Gantt chart is shown in Figure 1b. The
second decoding scheme allows process scheduling to search for the earliest available idle
time interval on a specified machine, which can effectively reduce the production cycle.
Therefore, this paper uses the second decoding scheme.

Figure 1. Chromosome decoding corresponds to the Gantt chart.

3. Modification of the NSGA-III

3.1. Introduction to the NSGA-III

The NSGA-III replaces the crowding distance selection operation in the NSGA-II with
a reference point-based selection operation and uses well-distributed reference points to
maintain the diversity of the population. This is the reason why this paper selects it. In
addition, the NSGA-III is the most widely used MOEA in the existing literature. Next, we
briefly describe the main procedures of the NSGA-III.

The NSGA-III first defines a set of reference points, then randomly produces an initial
population containing N individuals, and then iterates until the termination condition is
met. Pi is the population in the ith generation, and Qi is the population generated by Pi after
the reproduction phase. In order to select N individuals from population Ri(Ri = Pi ∪ Qi)
into the next generation, non-dominated sorting is used to divide the individuals in Ri
into several different non-dominated layers (F1, F2, · · ·) and to add the non-dominated
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layers into Si in order. Si is determined to be selected. It is the population of the (i + 1)th
generation Pi+1. Assuming that Fl is the last non-dominated layer where the population
size of Si is larger than N for the first time, use the reference point to find the optimal
number of remaining Pi+1 individuals in Fl and join the next generation population Pi+1.

3.2. Study of NSGA-III Variants

The original NSGA-III used simulated binary crossover (SBX) [23] to generate indi-
vidual offspring. This section calls this method the NSGA-III-SBX to distinguish it from
other NSGA-III variants studied in this section. In this paper, we introduce cycle crossover
(CX) [24], order-based crossover (OBX) [25], order-crossover (OX) [26], partially mapped
crossover (PMX) [27], and position-based crossover (PBX) [25] into the NSGA-III, replac-
ing the original SBX operator and forming 5 NSGA-III variants, namely, NSGA-III-CX,
NSGA-III-OBX, NSGA-III-OX, NSGA-III-PBX, and NSGA-III-PMX.

In order to study the search performance of all NSGA-III variant algorithms in the
decision space, we use part of three sets of well-known FJSP benchmark instances, including
ka3, ka4, and ka5 in the Kacem instance [22] and mk4, mk5, and mk7 in the BRdata
instance [21], to conduct exploration and testing. These six instances are representative
from simple to complex. In the experiments in this section, we use these six benchmark
instances to explore the NSGA-III variants mentioned in this section and propose a modified
NSGA-III based on the research results.

Table 3 lists the parameters used in this section to study the different variants of NSGA-
III, and we use uniform parameter values for all variants. In preliminary research, we found
that the widely used MOEAs are prone to fall into local optimum on FJSP. Some studies
in the literature have found that a larger mutation probability can effectively help the
population jump out of the local optimum [10]. Thus, we use a high mutation probability.
In order to explore whether the performance of different variants is related to population
size, we use two population sizes in our research, 200 and 300. When the number of
iterations reaches the set maximum number of iterations, the algorithm is terminated. To
ensure a fair comparison, for each benchmark instance, all variants are run independently
with the same initial population 30 times, and the average of 30 experiments is taken for
comparison.

Table 3. Parameter setting of the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-III (NSGA-III) variant
algorithm.

Parameter Value

Crossover probability (Pc) 0.95
Mutation probability (Pm) 0.05

In our experiments, we use the generational distance (GD) [28] and the inverted
generational distance (IGD) [29] as evaluation indicators to evaluate the convergence of the
non-dominated solution set and the comprehensive performance of the algorithm. They
can be expressed as follows.

GD: Assuming that P is the solution set obtained by the algorithm and P∗ is a set
of uniformly distributed reference points sampled from the Pareto front (PF), the GD of
solution set P is defined as follows:

GD(P, P∗) =
1
|P|

√
∑
y∈P

min
x∈P∗

(
dis(x, y)2

)
, (8)

dis(x, y) represents the Euclidean distance between point y in solution set P and point
x in reference set P∗. GD only evaluates the convergence of the solution set. The smaller
the GD value is, the better the convergence of the algorithm is.
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IGD: Assuming that P is the solution set obtained by the algorithm and P∗ is a set of
uniformly distributed reference points sampled from the Pareto front (PF), then the IGD
value of solution set P is defined as follows:

IGD(P, P∗) =
1

|P∗| ∑
x∈P∗

min
y∈P

dis(x, y), (9)

dis(x, y) represents the Euclidean distance between point x in reference set P∗ and
point y in solution set P. If |P∗| is large enough to fully represent the Pareto front, then the
IGD can comprehensively measure the convergence and the diversity of the solution set. If
we want to obtain a smaller IGD, the solution set must be close enough to the Pareto front
in the target space.

When calculating the GD and the IGD, a reference set is needed. Since the actual
Pareto front of the benchmark instance is unknown, the reference set used in the calculation
of the GD and the IGD in this paper is formed by collecting all the non-dominated solutions
found during the runtime of all implemented algorithms.

Next, we compare the search behavior of different NSGA-III variants on the MO-FJSP.
Simply put, we want to understand the algorithm search process for solution sets in the
decision space as well as which algorithm is better at exploration and which algorithm
is better at development. Knowing these can help us design more effective evolutionary
mechanisms. First, we randomly initialize a population for each instance and then perform
200 and 300 iterations.

Figures 2 and 3 depicts the trajectories of the GDs obtained from the six NSGA-III
variants as the number of iterations increases when the population sizes are 200 and
300, respectively. Figures 2 and 3 show that, although the population sizes are different,
the same NSGA-III variant shows very similar convergence trends on these benchmark
instances, and the convergence of different NSGA-III variants is significantly different
due to the different complexities of the benchmark instances. As the complexity of the
benchmark instance increases, NSGA-III-CX, NSGA-III-OBX, and NSGA-III-PBX show
better convergence, and the GDs of these three algorithms decrease in a similar way
during the evolutionary process. This phenomenon indicates that the initial population
is a randomly distributed solution in the decision space, and then the optimal solution is
searched continuously. NSGA-III-CX, NSGA-III-OBX, and NSGA-III-PBX can search for
better solutions faster than other algorithms. The above experimental results show that the
three NSGA-III variants, NSGA-III-CX, NSGA-III-OBX, and NSGA-III-PBX, can explore
more optimal solutions more effectively in the decision space.

In order to study the development capabilities of different NSGA-III variants, we
conduct a similar experiment. The difference from the previous experiment is that we
replace the initial population with a population that is already closer to the Pareto front,
which can be obtained through iteration by any multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. In
this experiment, only the three NSGA-III variants with better exploration capabilities are
used. The purpose is to study the abilities of NSGA-III-CX, NSGA-III-OBX, and NSGA-III-
PBX to develop better solutions. The three NSGA-III variant algorithms use the population
close to the Pareto front as the initial population to perform 100 iterations. As before, use
two population sizes, 200 and 300.

Figures 4 and 5 depicts the trajectories of IGDs obtained from the three NSGA-III vari-
ants as the number of iterations increases when the initial population is close to the Pareto
front when the population size is 200 and 300 respectively. We compare Figures 4 and 5 first.
Similar to the previous experiment, the same NSGA-III variant showed very similar ability
to develop better solutions when the population size was different. However, the situation
in Figures 4 and 5 is very different from that in Figures 2 and 3. In Figures 4 and 5, from the
beginning, as the number of iterations increases, a certain algorithm will reduce IGD faster,
while the IGD of other algorithms will decrease more slowly. Since the initial population
is a population closer to the Pareto frontier, an algorithm with a faster IGD decline has a
better ability to develop better solutions in the decision space. In Figures 4e and 5e, on the
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instance mk5, the NSGA-III-CX has the best ability to develop better solutions. NSGA-III-
OBX has the best development capability on other instances. It is speculated from this that
when faced with different decision spaces, the crossover operator with better development
capabilities may change. The research in this section can help us design more effective
evolutionary mechanisms to solve low carbon FJSP.

Figure 2. At population size of 200, the evolutionary trajectory of the generational distances (GDs) of the NSGA-III variants
on the six FJSP instances (the average of the results of 30 independent runs; the initial population is a random population).

Figure 3. At population size of 300, the evolutionary trajectory of the GDs of the NSGA-III variants on the six FJSP instances
(the average of the results of 30 independent runs; the initial population is a random population).
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Figure 4. At population size of 200, the evolutionary trajectory of the inverted generational distance (IGD) for the NSGA-III
variants on the six FJSP instances (the average of the results of 30 independent runs; the initial population is the population
close to the Pareto front in the target space).

 
Figure 5. At population size of 300, the evolutionary trajectory of the IGD for the NSGA-III variants on the six FJSP instances
(the average of the results of 30 independent runs; the initial population is the population close to the Pareto front in the
target space).
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3.3. The NSGA-III-COE Proposal

The research in the previous two sections shows that the NSGA-III variant using
the three crossover operators CX, OBX, and PBX has better exploration capabilities than
others in the decision space. When the initial population is close to the Pareto frontier, in
most instances, NSGA-III-OBX has the best ability to develop better solutions in the
decision space. However, in a few instances, NSGA-III-OBX does not have the best
development capabilities. Therefore, which cross-operator has the best development
capability is still uncertain. The above research aims to help us design a more effective
evolutionary mechanism when solving the MO-FJSP.

Many studies have shown that exploring and developing strategies at the same time
can find more useful information from the decision space in the process of finding a better
solution. If we make full use of the three crossover operators of CX, OBX, and PBX, we can
expect the algorithm to achieve better performance. This is the motivation for proposing the
NSGA-III-COE algorithm. The effects of three different crossover operators are naturally
integrated to improve the search ability of the decision space and maintain the diversity of
the population. This is the main purpose of the NSGA-III-COE.

The NSGA-III-COE is the result of the combination of Pareto dominance and indicator-
based thought. In order to achieve our purpose, we decided to coevolve three subpopula-
tions using CX, OBX, and PBX crossover operators. In the process of evolution, natural
selection is carried out by simulating the evolution of biological populations to achieve the
purpose of survival of the fittest. To achieve natural selection, a certain parameter is neces-
sary to guide the evolution of the population. Therefore, we combine the indicator-based
idea with NSGA-III and add the concept of indicator into NSGA-III to guide the natural
selection of the population.

In order to propose the NSGA-III-COE algorithm, we introduce the set coverage
(SC) [30]. Assuming that both set A and set B are obtained approximate solution sets, the
numerator of formula (10) represents the number of solutions in which the solution in B is
dominated by at least one solution in A, and the denominator represents the total number
of solutions contained in B. The SC is the probability that the solutions in B is dominated
by at least one solution in A.

C(A, B) =
|{x ∈ B|∃y ∈ A : y dominates x}|

|B| , (10)

Each subpopulation in the initial population has the same number of individuals. In
the evolution process, the evolution of biological populations is simulated, and a small
number of individuals are randomly exchanged in each iteration to increase the diversity
of chromosomes in the decision space and to increase the amount of useful information in
the decision space.

When the evolution reaches half of the maximum number of iterations, the SC indica-
tor intervenes. The subpopulation size is adjusted every 10 generations according to the SC
indicator. The SC indicator makes natural selection of the subpopulation based on the ex-
ploration and the development ability of the subpopulation in the decision space. Natural
selection in the evolutionary process means increasing the size of superior subpopulations
and reducing the size of disadvantaged subpopulations in order to achieve the survival of
the fittest. Algorithm 1 describes the evolutionary mechanism of the NSGA-III-COE.
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Algorithm 1: Evolutionary mechanism of the NSGA-III-COE.

1. function Evolution(PopCX, PopOBX, PopPBX, genNow, gen)
2. if genNow > gen/2 and mod(genNow, gen/10) == 0 then

3. PopCX, PopOBX, PopPBX ← AdjustPopSzie(PopCX, PopOBX, PopPBX)
4. end if

5. PopCX, PopOBX, PopPBX ← RandomExchange(PopCX, PopOBX, PopPBX)
6. PopCX ← OperatorCX(PopCX)
7. PopCX ← OperatorCX(PopCX)
8. PopCX ← OperatorCX(PopCX)
9. return PopCX, PopOBX, PopPBX
10. end function

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

In order to verify the advantages of the NSGA-III-COE in the MO-FJSP decision space
exploration and development capabilities, a large number of computational experiments
were carried out. These experiments were implemented by MATLAB programming and
were tested on three sets of well-known benchmark instances, including 5 Kacem instances
(ka1, ka2, ka3, ka4, ka5) [22], 10 BRdata instances (mk1–mk10) [21], and 12 BRdata instances
(01a–12a) [22]. These collections cover most of the problem instances used in the FJSP
literature. In fact, most of the existing research only considers a small part of them. In our
experiment, 27 instances are used to comprehensively evaluate the algorithm we propose.

Table 4 lists the parameter settings of the algorithm, and we use uniform parameter
values for the algorithm. For all instances, the maximum number of iterations is set to 300,
and it is the same for all implemented algorithms. When the number of iterations reaches
the set maximum number of iterations, the algorithm terminates to ensure fair comparison.
For each instance, all algorithms run independently 30 times starting with the same initial
population.

Table 4. Experimental parameter settings for the co-evolutionary NSGA-III (NSGA-III-COE) perfor-
mance evaluation.

Parameter Value

Population size (N) 300
Initial size of each subpopulation (Ns) 100

Number of objectives (M) 3
Maximum number of iterations (Tmax) 300

Crossover probability (Pc) 0.95
Mutation probability (Pm) 0.05

We are not sure whether all the nondominant solutions of the 27 benchmark instances
collected in this paper enable IGD to more accurately reflect the overall performance of the
algorithm on all instances. Therefore, this paper uses the hypervolume (HV) [30] indicator
to evaluate the overall performance of the algorithms for all 27 instances.

Suppose P is the solution set obtained by the algorithm, and q = (q1, q2, · · · , qm)
T is

a reference point in the target space, which is dominated by all the target vectors in the
solution set P. Then, the HV for reference point q refers to the volume of the target space
dominated by solution set P and bounded by reference point q.

HV(P, q) = volume
(

∪
p∈P

[p1, q1]× [p2, q2] · · · [pm, qm]

)
, (11)

Figure 6 illustrates the meaning of HV in a two-dimensional target space. The HV
indicator calculation does not require a reference point set and can comprehensively reflect
the convergence and the diversity of the solution set. The larger the HV is, the better the
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solution set obtained by the algorithm is and the better the overall performance of the
algorithm will be.

Figure 6. Diagram of the hypervolume (HV).

4.1. Comparison of NSGA-III-COE and NSGA-III Variants

In this section, we compare the NSGA-III-COE with NSGA-III-CX, NSGA-III-OBX,
and NSGA-III-PBX to verify whether the population evolution mechanism proposed in
this paper can integrate the effects of the three different crossover operators, enhance explo-
ration and development capabilities in the decision space, and improve the performance
of the algorithm. Table 5 shows the normalized average HVs obtained by running four
algorithms 30 times independently on 27 benchmark instances. In addition, the features of
the instance are also listed in the table. The first column indicates the name of the instance,
and the second column indicates the size of the instance, where Nn indicates the number of
processes, and Nm indicates the number of machines.

First, we analyze the three algorithms, NSGA-III-CX, NSGA-III-OBX, and NSGA-
III-PBX. In 14 instances, the NSGA-III-OBX obtains the largest HV. In 11 instances, the
NSGA-III-CX obtains the largest HV, and the NSGA-III-PBX obtains the largest HV in two
instances. This phenomenon validates our conjecture when studying the developmental
capabilities of NSGA-III variants. The same crossover operator shows different capabilities
for developing better solutions when facing different MO-FJSPs.

Then, we add the NSGA-III-COE for analysis. Except for instances ka1 and mk2,
the HVs of the NSGA-III-COE in the remaining 25 instances are all larger than those of
the other NSGA-III variants. In instance ka1, the four algorithms have the same HVs. In
instance mk2, NSGA-III-COE and NSGA-III-PBX both have the largest HVs. With the
increase of instance complexity, the HV value of the NSGA-III-COE increases more and
more obviously than other algorithms. This shows that the NSGA-III-COE performs best in
all 27 instances, and as the complexity of the instance increases, the NSGA-III-COE shows
better performance.
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Table 5. Performance evaluation of NSGA-III-COE, NSGA-III-CX (cycle crossover), NSGA-III-OBX (order-based crossover),
and NSGA-III-PBX (partially mapped crossover); the average HVs of 27 problem cases running independently 30 times. For
each instance, the results which are better than the others are marked in bold (these have the largest HV value).

Instance Nn×Nm NSGA-III-COE NSGA-III-CX NSGA-III-OBX NSGA-III-PBX

ka1 3 × 4 0.038924 0.038924 0.038924 0.038924
ka2 4 × 5 0.026456 0.025696 0.026089 0.026372
ka3 10 × 7 0.036638 0.032826 0.036285 0.032998
ka4 10 × 10 0.052563 0.040711 0.043659 0.043500
ka5 15 × 10 0.024589 0.017029 0.022309 0.018040
mk1 10 × 6 0.030030 0.027031 0.029851 0.027547
mk2 10 × 6 0.055304 0.044472 0.049948 0.046155
mk3 15 × 8 0.010112 0.007421 0.007984 0.006651
mk4 15 × 8 0.005349 0.004029 0.003676 0.003089
mk5 15 × 4 0.002695 0.001993 0.001973 0.001895
mk6 10 × 15 0.005967 0.005599 0.004701 0.004495
mk7 20 × 5 0.005084 0.003309 0.004169 0.002962
mk8 20 × 10 0.003186 0.002989 0.002653 0.002296
mk9 20 × 10 0.001387 0.000730 0.000938 0.000414
mk10 20 × 15 0.001743 0.001098 0.001048 0.000477
01a 10 × 5 0.008513 0.007916 0.007997 0.008070
02a 10 × 5 0.003472 0.003414 0.003424 0.003472
03a 10 × 5 0.007070 0.005914 0.006099 0.005359
04a 10 × 5 0.004745 0.004028 0.004182 0.004116
05a 10 × 5 0.005202 0.004891 0.004659 0.004669
06a 10 × 5 0.008040 0.007375 0.007533 0.007330
07a 15 × 8 0.003521 0.003202 0.002860 0.002810
08a 15 × 8 0.003402 0.003080 0.002755 0.002622
09a 15 × 8 0.007588 0.007092 0.006975 0.006986
10a 15 × 8 0.002659 0.002087 0.001968 0.001715
11a 15 × 8 0.003447 0.003106 0.003053 0.002382
12a 15 × 8 0.001557 0.001222 0.001134 0.000959

In order to further verify whether the evolutionary mechanism proposed in this
paper reaches our original design intention, Figure 7 shows the performances of the four
algorithms of NSGA-III-COE, NSGA-III-CX, NSGA-III-OBX, and NSGA-III-PBX in instance
mk2–mk10 at obtaining the non-dominated solution set in the same coordinate system
obtained above. It can be seen from the figure that the non-dominated solution set obtained
by the NSGA-III-COE is closer to the Pareto frontier than the other three algorithms and
has good diversity. This indicates that the evolutionary mechanism proposed in this paper
enhances search and development capabilities in the MO-FJSP decision space and speeds
up the convergence speed while maintaining the diversity of the population, thus the
algorithm obtains better performance.
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Figure 7. The non-dominated solutions of NSGA-III-COE, NSGA-III-CX, NSGA-III-OBX, and NSGA-III-PBX on instances
mk2–mk10.

4.2. Comparison of the NSGA-III-COE with Widely Used MOEAs

This section compares the NSGA-III-COE with the existing widely used MOEAs.
NSGA-III, NSGA-II, NSGA-II/strengthened dominance relation(NSGA-II/SDR) [31], im-
proving the strength pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA2) [32] and hypervolume estima-
tion algorithm for multi-objective optimization (HypE) [33] are chosen as the comparison
algorithms because they are all currently widely used MOEAs that can be directly applied
to solve the MO-FJSP after simple modification, and some of them have been used many
times in the previous FJSP literature. Ahmadi et al. [34] used the NSGA-II to solve the FJSP
with random failures. Bandyopadhyay et al. [10] compared the calculation results with
NSGA-II and SPEA2 when solving a parallel machine scheduling problem. Yuan Y et al. [9]
also used the NSGA-II for comparison when solving the FJSP. NSGA-II is used very fre-
quently in solving scheduling problems. Therefore, this paper adds the newer modified
NSGA-II algorithm NSGA-II/SDR to the comparison algorithms.

Table 6 shows the average HVs for 30 independent runs on 27 instances of NSGA-
III-COE, NSGA-III, NSGA-II, NSGA-II/SDR, SPEA2, and HypE. The table shows that
the HVs of the NSGA-III-COE on the three instances of ka1, ka2, and mk1 are slightly
larger than those of the other algorithms. On the remaining 24 instances, the HVs of the
NSGA-III-COE are much larger than those of the other algorithms. As the complexity of the
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benchmark instances increases, the advantages of the NSGA-III-COE become increasingly
more obvious.

Table 6. Performance evaluation of the NSGA-III-COE and other comparison algorithms; the average HVs of 27 problem
instances running 30 times independently. For each instance, the results which are significantly better than the others are
marked in bold (these have much larger HV value than the other algorithms).

Instance NSGA-III-COE NSGA-III NSGA-II/SDR NSGA-II SPEA2 HypE

ka1 0.038917 0.038763 0.038318 0.038678 0.038736 0.038609
ka2 0.026269 0.020522 0.020711 0.020292 0.023692 0.019619
ka3 0.014032 0.002858 0.002535 0.003239 0.002040 0.002653
ka4 0.073033 0.006564 0.007325 0.006934 0.005123 0.008142
ka5 0.045579 0.000723 0.001969 0.000670 0.000588 0.000775
mk1 0.027291 0.018659 0.018743 0.018591 0.017901 0.019043
mk2 0.085445 0.021139 0.023545 0.019240 0.015013 0.019672
mk3 0.055143 0.002332 0.002295 0.002367 0.002356 0.002455
mk4 0.031763 0.002991 0.003800 0.003022 0.003653 0.002835
mk5 0.014355 0.005375 0.005355 0.005334 0.006319 0.005436
mk6 0.069930 0.002379 0.003002 0.002544 0.004145 0.002644
mk7 0.043737 0.000740 0.001216 0.000716 0.000538 0.000610
mk8 0.020138 0.004515 0.003760 0.004417 0.004931 0.004724
mk9 0.043676 0.002392 0.002172 0.002298 0.003155 0.002507
mk10 0.039108 0.001319 0.001241 0.001250 0.001844 0.001281
01a 0.018298 0.003541 0.002632 0.003667 0.004244 0.003577
02a 0.022695 0.005291 0.004244 0.005345 0.006299 0.005265
03a 0.056274 0.008078 0.006250 0.008256 0.008777 0.008300
04a 0.024167 0.003110 0.002453 0.003039 0.003906 0.003125
05a 0.031675 0.004629 0.003988 0.004528 0.005552 0.004746
06a 0.016381 0.000991 0.000761 0.000875 0.001517 0.000941
07a 0.018122 0.002454 0.001985 0.002615 0.003106 0.002458
08a 0.020696 0.001245 0.001055 0.001240 0.001732 0.001313
09a 0.019022 0.001157 0.000955 0.001201 0.001597 0.001191
10a 0.022589 0.003136 0.002363 0.003140 0.003853 0.003125
11a 0.032415 0.002615 0.002055 0.002671 0.003192 0.002660
12a 0.022939 0.001854 0.001272 0.001954 0.002330 0.001810

Figures 8–10 show the non-dominated solution set in the same coordinate system
obtained by the NSGA-III-COE and the comparison algorithm used in this section on
almost all benchmark instances. It can be seen from the figure that the performance of the
original NSGA-III is relatively close to that of other comparison algorithms. However, the
non-dominated solution sets obtained by all the comparison algorithms are far away from
the Pareto front, which obviously falls into the local optimum. The non-dominated solution
obtained by the NSGA-III-COE is far superior to other comparison algorithms. This shows
that the population evolution mechanism proposed in this paper is not only conducive
to the improvement of convergence speed but also improves the ability to jump out of
the local optimum on the MO-FJSP and greatly improves the performance of NSGA-III in
solving the MO-FJSP.
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Figure 8. The non-dominated solutions of NSGA-III-COE, NSGA-III, NSGA-II, NSGA-II/SDR, SPEA2, and HypE on
instances ka3, ka4, and ka5.

 

 

 
Figure 9. The non-dominated solutions of NSGA-III-COE, NSGA-III, NSGA-II, NSGA-II/SDR, SPEA2, and HypE on
instances mk2–mk10.
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Figure 10. The non-dominated solutions of NSGA-III-COE, NSGA-III, NSGA-II, NSGA-II/SDR, SPEA2, and HypE on
instances 01a–12a.

We count the running time of six algorithms on 27 instances, and the results are
shown in Figure 11. The running time of the NSGA-III-COE is slightly longer than that of
the NSGA-III. Compared with these widely used MOEAs, the computational cost of the
NSGA-III-COE is at a moderate level.
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Figure 11. Average CPU time (in seconds) consumed by NSGA-III-COE and other comparison algorithms on 27 problem
instances.

4.3. Sensitivity Analysis of Population Size

In this section, we associate the performance of the NSGA-III-COE and the other five
MOEAs with the population size, which ranges from 30 to 500. We study the sensitivity of
the NSGA-III-COE to population size on 27 FJSP benchmark instances.

We use SR (sum of ranks) to represent the performance of the algorithm:

SR = rankka1 + . . . + rankka5 + rankmk1 + . . . + rankmk10 + rank01a + . . . + rank12a, (12)

where rank represents the ranking of an algorithm among all algorithms for a benchmark
instance. The ranking of the algorithm is based on the HV value of the non-dominated
solution set. The larger the HV value is, the smaller the SR is, which means a higher
ranking. For example, rankka1 represents the ranking of an algorithm on instance ka1. SR
represents the cumulative sum rankings of an algorithm on all instances.

From Figure 12, the following experimental observation results can be obtained.

Figure 12. The impact of population size on the performance of the NSGA-III-COE and other multi-
objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) on 27 benchmark instances. The figure shows the sum of
rankings of 27 instances obtained by each algorithm when the population size is 30, 60, 100, 200, 300,
400, and 500.

1. In experiments of different population sizes, the NSGA-III-COE achieves the highest
ranking and is considerably ahead of other algorithms.

2. Some comparative MOEAs show sensitivity to population size. The most obvious is
that the SPEA2 ranks best when the population size is 100.

3. In this set of comparative experiments, the NSGA-III-COE does not show obvious
sensitivity to population size, and it performs well in the seven population sizes.
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Considering experimental results, running time, and sensitivity to population size,
the NSGA-III-COE is a very competitive algorithm for solving low carbon FJSP.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a low carbon MO-FJSP mathematical model is established to minimize
total completion time, total carbon emissions, and total machine load. This mathematical
model is very close to the real production environment and conforms to the concepts
of green manufacturing and sustainable development. By understanding the existing
literature on the MO-FJSP research, this paper introduces five crossover operators into the
NSGA-III to produce different NSGA-III variants. Then, the ability of different NSGA-III
variants to explore and develop better solutions in the decision space on some FJSP bench-
mark instances is studied. Through research and analysis of the experimental results, the
indicator-based thought is introduced into NSGA-III, and a new co-evolutionary mecha-
nism incorporated with multi-crossover operator and natural selection is proposed, which
combines the capabilities of different crossover operators to make the algorithm obtain
better performance. Subsequently, we introduce the new evolutionary mechanism into the
NSGA-III and propose the NSGA-III-COE. Using the NSGA-III-COE to solve low carbon
MO-FJSP, multiple experiments are done. The NSGA-III-COE achieves good results in
solving the MO-FJSP.

In the experiment, we compare the NSGA-III-COE with five existing widely used
MOEAs on 27 benchmark instances in the three\ test sets of the FJSP. Experimental results
show that the NSGA-III-COE has a strong ability to optimize the low carbon MO-FJSP, and
the computational cost of solving the problem is similar to that of widely used MOEAs.
Compared with other widely used algorithms, the NSGA-III-COE algorithm has obvious
advantages in convergence speed and the ability to jump out of local optimum. Especially,
it shows better performance when dealing with complex problem cases. Since the solving
time of FJSP increases exponentially with the increase of the problem scale, our research is
very meaningful for solving the low carbon MO-FJSP.

The work done in this paper only shows that the proposed the NSGA-III-COE is
effective for solving the MO-FJSP. In the future, we will further study the production
scheduling problem, continue to research and improve the algorithm, and apply the
algorithm to solve other multi-objective production scheduling problems.
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Abbreviations
p Job number
q Process number
h Machine number
Opq qth process of job p
J = {J1, J1, · · · Jn} Collection of jobs
M = {M1, M1, · · · Mm} Collection of machines
Mpq Collection of optional processing machines for process Opq

(
Mpq ∈ M

)
Wh Load of machine Mh
Nn Total number of jobs
Nm Total number of machines
Np Number of processes contained in job p
Spq Start processing time of operation Opq
σpqh When the value is 1, it means that the qth process of job p is processed on machine Mh
Tpqh Processing time of operation Opq on machine Mh
Tp Completion time of job Jp
Tsh The time in standby state
Csh Carbon emission per unit time of machine Mh ( Mh is in the standby state)
Cpqh Carbon emission per unit time of machine Mh (Mh is performing operation Opq)
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Abstract: Grinding is widely used in mechanical manufacturing to obtain both precision and part
requirements. In order to achieve carbon efficiency improvement and save costs, carbon emission
and processing cost models of the grinding process are established in this study. In the modeling
process, a speed-change-based adjustment function was introduced to dynamically derive the
change of the target model. The carbon emission model was derived from the grinding force using
regression. Considering the constraints of machine tool equipment performance and processing
quality requirements, the grinding wheel’s linear velocity, cutting feed rate, and the rotation speed of
the workpiece were selected as the optimization variables, and the improved NSGA-II algorithm was
applied to solve the optimization model. Finally, fuzzy matter element analysis was used to evaluate
the most optimal processing plan.

Keywords: grinding optimization; low carbon; low cost; improved NSGA-II; fuzzy matter element

1. Introduction

In the production and processing of an enterprise, the grinding process induces a small amount of
cutting, and the post-processing surface roughness of the parts are very low and is mainly used for
precision and ultra-precision machining of parts. The high-speed rotation of the grinding wheel and
the long processing time can lead to large carbon emissions from the machine tool, and this can be
accompanied by a high processing cost and greater use of cutting fluid in the process. According to the
analysis of the energy consumption of the grinding process [1–3] and the mathematical model of CNC
(computer numerical control machine tools) [4–9], a grinding parameter optimization model based on
carbon emissions and cutting costs is established.

Many scholars have carried out research on the optimization of the manufacturing process or
system, and discussion on the connotation of energy efficiency of manufacturing systems [10–16].
Cai et al. [17,18] proposed a new concept of entitled, lean, energy-saving, emission reduction and fine
energy consumption allowance. Greinacher S. et al. [19] focused on the identification of a cost-optimized
combination of lean and green strategies with regard to green targets. Cai et al. [20] measured the
eco-environment loss caused by industrial solid waste. Researchers have studied the model of green
CNC machining. Feng Ma et al. [21] established the multi-objective, laser-sintering forming process
optimization model, with minimum energy consumption and material cost. Jiang et al. [22] proposed
a method to predict the remanufacturing cost based on dates. Lin et al. [23] proposed a method to
directly quantify carbon emissions during the entire turning process and established a low-carbon,
efficient turning model. Yan et al. [24] built a model to improve the thermal efficiency of the arc
welding process, reducing energy consumption as a result. Bustillo et al. [25] took into account the
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optimization of the process by requiring calibration of the main input parameters in relation to the
desired output values.

Grinding forces are key parameters in the grinding modeling process; however, most studies
were based on the analysis of grinding motion and individual abrasive forces. Shen et al. [26] analyzed
the characteristics of the non-circular grinding movement of special-shaped parts and established
an empirical model of grinding force during the processing of special-shaped parts. Li et al. [27]
considered the microscopic interaction between abrasive particles and workpieces at different processing
stages and proposed a detailed cutting force model. Zhang et al. [28] proposed that the aggregate
force was derived through the synthesis of each single-grain force, based on material-removal and
plastic-stacking mechanisms.

For the analysis of the results of green manufacturing, many scholars have proposed many
assessment and decision-making methods of energy efficiency [29–34]. Cai et al. [35] proposed
energy performance certification to manage energy consumption and improve energy performance.
Jia et al. [36] developed an energy consumption evaluation method for the activities related to machine
tools and operators. Green manufacturing processing steps can also be evaluated by the general
principles of fuzzy matter evaluation [37], and carbon emissions from it can be evaluated by aggregating
the unit process to form a combined model [38].

In a comprehensive analysis of the above research, although the optimization of the machining
process is discussed, the influence of the optimization variables on the dynamic changes of the
multi-objective model is rarely considered. In order to improve the accuracy of the model, the dynamic
modeling method needs to be studied. During the actual processing, the use of a single abrasive force
to establish a theoretical model would cause errors, and few researchers dynamically fit the model at
each stage of the process through experimental data. In the analysis of the results, each target of the
multi-objective optimization model is incompatible. So, using the theory of fuzzy matter-element to
evaluate Pareto front-end could improve the efficiency of evaluating incompatible problems in reality.
Methods to improve the accuracy of the models and the results require further research.

2. Establishment of a Multi-Objective Optimization Model for the Grinding Process

2.1. Optimization Variable

Cutting speed vc, feed rate f, and depth of cut ap are three important variables in the machining
process. For the outer circle cutting of the grinding process, the main motion is the rotary motion of
the grinding wheel. The cutting speed is the linear speed vs of the outer circle of the grinding wheel.
The feed rate and the depth of cut are determined by the cutting feed rate vr of the grinding wheel, and
the rotation speed of the workpiece is vw. The optimization variable is

U = (vs, vr, vw)
T (1)

2.2. Carbon Emission Model in the Grinding Process

The operation process of the CNC grinding machine is generally divided into start-up, standby,
no-load, cutting, and retracting stages. The energy-consuming components of each stage are relatively
fixed. Therefore, the power jump corresponding to each stage is relatively stable. The carbon emission
during the grinding process is mainly composed of non-cutting and cutting. Non-cutting parts include
carbon emissions from auxiliary systems such as standby, air cut, and cooling. The cutting part is
mainly the overall carbon emissions of the machine tool during the material removal process. With the
start-stop process of the CNC grinding machine as the aim, the energy consumption characteristics of
each component are individually analyzed, and an energy-based carbon emission model is established.

With energy consumption as the basic input and greenhouse gas (GHG) as the output,
the corresponding carbon emissions in this process are converted through the carbon emission
coefficient of various energies [39]. ξ is the carbon emission coefficient of the energy type (e.g., fuel,
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electricity). δ is the environmental impact, such as the time of production and the area where the
workshop is located. μ is the influence of the auxiliary process, such as the cooling of the processing
environment, etc. The carbon emissions’ factor W can be defined as

W = ξ(1 + δ+ μ)E (2)

According to the study of Li et al. [40], the relationship between cutting speed and carbon
emissions should follow the curve shown in Figure 1. When the cutting speed is increased in Area 1,
the cutting power is also increased, but as processing time decreases, the energy consumption reduced
by the time reduction is greater than the energy consumption increased by the increase of the spindle
load, that is, the carbon emission is reduced. In Area 3, when the cutting speed is increasing and the
power is increased, the energy consumption of the spindle load is greater than the energy consumption
reduced by the time reduction, so the carbon emissions increase. There is an optimum cutting speed in
Area 2 that minimizes carbon emissions.

Figure 1. Cutting speed-carbon emission curve

When the grinding machine power is turned on, the lighting system, operation panel, machine
tool frequency converter, servo driver, and other components are turned on. The time is short and the
power fluctuation is large, so the start-up energy consumption is ignored. The standby power of the
machine P1 consists of the power of the auxiliary system, the motor and the servo power. The time for
standby preparation and input of the program before processing is t1. When the Z-axis starts to rotate,
the spindle’s no-load rotation power is Pz1 . No-load standby power is Ps = P1 + PZ1 , and no-load
standby time is ts. Then the energy consumption Es after the machine is turned on can be expressed as

Es =

∫ t1

0
P1dt +

∫ ts

0
Psdt (3)

The empty cutting energy consumption of the cylindrical grinding machine includes the movement
of the X-axis of the head frame and the movement of the Z-axis of the grinding wheel. The X-axis
rotation and the Z-axis movement power are respectively PX, PZ2 . Therefore, the energy consumption
of air cut can be expressed as

Eair =

∫ tX

0
PXdt +

∫ tZ2

0
PZ2dt +

∫ tX+tZ2

0
Psdt (4)

In order to ensure the surface roughness of the parts and avoid the quality problems such as
grinding burns, the flow rate and consumption of the cutting fluid change with different grinding
wheel linear speeds and table feed speeds, and the wear amount of the grinding wheel also changes,
resulting in dynamic changes of the model. For the change of the linear speed of the grinding wheel
and the feed rate of the table, the adjustment function is defined as

ψi = αi(Δvs)
2 + βi(Δvr)

2 + γi(Δvw)
2(i = 1, 2) (5)
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where αi, βi, γi are the adjustment factors, ψ1 is the cooling adjustment factor, and ψ2 is the grinding
wheel wear adjustment function. The energy consumption of the auxiliary system includes the energy
consumption generated during the cutting time tm by the power of the filtration and cooling system Pc,
and the energy consumption generated during the standby time tch of the machine tool in the process
of loading and unloading parts, so the auxiliary energy consumption of each part processing can be
expressed as

Eas = ψ1

∫ tm

0
Pcdt+

∫ tch

0
P1dt (6)

Non-cutting process carbon emissions can be expressed as

W1 = ξ(1 + δ+ μ) · (Es + Eair + Eas) (7)

As shown in Figure 2, the grinding force of the grinding wheel is divided into the normal grinding
force Fn and the tangential grinding force Ft. The machining power of the grinding Pm is mainly
determined by the tangential grinding force and the linear velocity.

Pm = Ftvs75× 1.36× 9.81kW (8)

Figure 2. Grinding wheel force analysis

The speed of the wheel is recorded as follows:

vs = πd0 · n0/(60× 1000) (9)

where d0 is the diameter of the grinding wheel, and n0 is the grinding wheel speed.
The tangential grinding force is an important parameter for power calculation. The index in the

empirical formula is calculated by experimental data to obtain the actual tangential force of this kind
of grinding wheel. The mathematical formula of the cylindrical grinding force is Ft = Fpvx

s vy
r vz

w, and
Fp is an experimental variable based on different processing environments. The experimental value of
the grinding force of the grinding wheel is taken as the natural logarithm, and the regression equation
is shown as follows:

ln Ft = ln Fp+x ln vs+y ln vr+z ln vw (10)

y = b0 + b1x1 + b2x2 + b3x3 (11)

The data of grinding consumption obtained in the experiment were coded, the large value is +1,
the small value is −1, and the four coefficients b0, b1, b2, and b3, of the regression equation are calculated
according to the data of the grinding force. In the grinding, Fi is the i-th grinding variable, F1 is the
grinding wheel linear speed vs, F2 is the grinding wheel cutting feed amount vr, F3 is the workpiece
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rotation speed, and fi j is the j-th experimental value of the i-th grinding amount. Then find the three
values in the regression equation:

xi =
2(ln Fi − ln fi jmax)

ln fi jmax − ln fi jmin
+ 1 =

2
ln fi jmax − ln fi jmin

ln Fi +
− ln fi jmax − ln fi jmin

ln fi jmax − ln fi jmin
(12)

Assuming that Ai =
2

ln fi jmax−ln fi jmin
,ai =

− ln fi jmax−ln fi jmin
ln fi jmax−ln fi jmin

, then xi = Ai ln Fi + ai. Substitute it for xi

in the regression equation.

y = b0 + b1(A1 ln F1 + a1) + b2(A2 ln F2 + a3) + b3(A3 ln F3 + a3)

= (b0 + b1a1 + b2a2 + b3a3) + b1A1 ln F1 + b2A2 ln F2 + b3A3 ln F3
(13)

Ft = e(b0+b1a1+b2a2+b3a3)vb1A1
s vb2A2

r vb3A3
w (14)

Substitute b0, b1, b2, and b3 with their values in Equation (14) to calculate the Ft, and the actual
tangential force is determined according to different depths of cut, wheel speeds, and table feed
speeds. The processing energy consumption model takes the form of integral, and the power from
0 to tm is integrated to obtain the energy consumption value. The Em expression of grinding energy
consumption is

Em =

∫ tm

0

Ftvs

75× 1.36× 9.81
dt (15)

Then total carbon emissions from the grinding process are

W = ξ(1 + δ+ μ) · (Es + Eair + Eas + Em) (16)

2.3. Cost Model in the Grinding Process

The processing cost of a single part increases with the increase of processing time. The grinding
cost is mainly divided into two aspects: processing cost and loss cost. With the part affected by the
optimization variable taken into consideration, the grinding process cost model is established. The
processing cost includes standby, empty cutting, energy consumption cost of cutting operation, the
labor cost during processing time and the use cost of auxiliary equipment, and thus the processing cost
expression for each process is shown as follows:

Cm = (Me + Mas) × ( t1 + ts

Q
+ tair +

ap

vr
+ tch) (17)

where Cm is the grinding cost (yuan), Me is the electricity cost (yuan/s), and Mas is the labor cost and
the use cost of auxiliary equipment (yuan/s); tair is the empty cut time (s); ap is the depth of cut (m)
at which the grinding load is generated and it can be known based on processing requirements; the
number of processing batches is Q.

Loss costs include wheel loss and cutting fluid consumption, and multiple wheel dressings are
required during machining of the part until the wheel is reduced to the minimum diameter. The cost
of the grinding wheel Closs is

Closs = Ma ·ψ2 ·
πr2b− [π(r− ap)

2b]
G

(18)

where Ma is the grinding wheel cost (yuan/mm3); b is the wheel width; r is the workpiece radius; G is
the grinding ratio.
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The consumption of cutting fluid consists of the portion of the machined surface that rises in
temperature and evaporates into the air, the portion taken away by the chip, and the portion deposited
on the surface of the part. Cutting fluid consumption cost Club (yuan) is

Club = Ml × [ψ1 · (
ap

vr
· llub)] (19)

where Ml is the unit cost of cutting fluid consumption (yuan/L); llub is the cutting fluid flow rate (L/s).
The total cost of grinding is

C = (Me +Mas)× ( t1 + ts

Q
+ tair +

ap

vr
+ tch) +Ma ·ψ2 ·

πr2b− [π(r− ap)
2b]

G
+Ml × [ψ1 · (

ap

vr
· llub)] (20)

2.4. Constraint and Optimization Model

With the grinding speed constrained, the grinding wheel speed vs must meet the following
requirement:

vs ∈
[
πd0nmin

1000
≤ vs ≤ πd0nmax

1000

]
(21)

where nmin and nmax represent the minimum and maximum speeds of the CNC grinding machine
spindle, respectively.

The tangential feed amount vr of the grinding wheel needs to be within the range of the maximum
and minimum values of the spindle feed of the machine tool, that is

vrmin ≤ vr ≤ vrmax (22)

The workpiece rotation speed vw needs to be within the range of the maximum and minimum
values of the workpiece speed of the CNC grinding machine, that is

vwmin ≤ vw ≤ vwmax (23)

With the cutting force constrained, the grinding wheel’s tangential force needs to be less than the
maximum cutting force to protect the grinding wheel and the surface quality of the part, namely

Ft = Fpvx
s vy

r vz
w ≤ Ftmax (24)

Power constraint, the calculated power needs to be less than the maximum power of the CNC
grinding machine, namely

Pm =
Ft · vs

75× 1.36× 9.81× η ≤ Pmax (25)

The surface quality of the machine is constrained. The surface roughness value needs to be greater
than the minimum machining roughness value of the machine tool. It is also an important condition
for restraining the linear speed vs of the grinding wheel and the feed rate vw of the table. According to
the Ono theory [41], the surface roughness expression of the external grinding is

Ra = 0.975γ1.2 × (cotϕ)0.1 × (vw

vs

√
1
2r

+
1
ds
)

0.4

≥ Ramin (26)

where γ is the cutting edge spacing considered by volume density; ϕ is half of the cutting edge angle;
ds is the wheel diameter.
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In summary, the low-carbon and low-cost parameter multi-objective optimization model in the
grinding process is

{
min f (U) = (minW, minC)T

U = (vs, vw)
T

s.t.
vs ∈

[
πd0nmin

1000 ≤ vs ≤ πd0nmax
1000

]
,

vrmin ≤ vr ≤ vrmax,
vwmin ≤ vw ≤ vwmax,
Ft = Fpvx

s vy
r vz

w ≤ Ftmax,
Pm = Ft·vs

75×1.36×9.81×η ≤ Pmax,

Ra = 0.975γ1.2 × (cotϕ)0.1 × ( vw
vs

√
1
2r +

1
ds
)

0.4
≤ Ramax.

(27)

3. Parameter Optimization Based on Improved NSGA-II Algorithm

3.1. Improved NSGA-II Algorithm

To solve the multi-objective optimization problems, the weighted summation method is used to
assign weights to each target value, and the multi-objective problem is simplified to a single-objective
problem. However, there is no standard for the assignment of target weights, and the objective
functions usually have different dimensions. If the weight value cannot be determined between
the carbon emissions and the cost cash, such as in this paper, it will have a greater impact on the
calculation results. The algorithm used by a multi-objective function in the MATLAB program is an
improved multi-objective optimization algorithm based on the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm
(NSGA-II) with an elite strategy, which can effectively solve the multi-objective optimization problem.

The characteristics of the genetic algorithm include determining the dominance and non-inferiority
of the individual, and comparing and judging the better target individual. Based on the dominating
judgment order value, the individuals in the population are assigned to different front-ends according
to the size, and the higher the front, the stronger the dominance. The crowding distance is used to
calculate the distance between a certain body in a front-end and other individuals in the front-end,
and to characterize the degree of crowding between individuals—the greater the distance, the better
the diversity of the population. The improved algorithm introduces the optimal front-end individual
coefficients unique to the gamultiobj function, defines the proportion of individuals in the optimal
front-end in the population, and also directly determines the number of individuals retained during
the pruning process.

The algorithm flow is to first determine the constraint type of the optimization problem, generate
the initial population, and judge whether the algorithm can be exited. And if it exits, get the Pareto
optimal solution. If not, the population will evolve into the next generation. In the process of
evolution, the gamultiobj function only uses the tournament selection method based on the order
value and the crowded distance. The selected individual is assigned to several front-ends to generate
the parent population. The parent population crosses, and the mutation produces the children. The
gamultiobj function allows the elite to automatically retain, and the scaling function is no longer
needed. The parent and the child are merged, and the individuals in the population are sorted by the
non-dominated sorting function so that all the merged individuals are assigned to different front-ends.
Then the crowded distance is used to calculate the distance between each body in a front-end and its
neighbors. According to the optimal front-end individual coefficient, individuals equal to the size of
the population are pruned in the population twice as large as the parent–child mergence to obtain a
new parent population, and it is judged whether the iteration is terminated or whether the algorithm
can be exited. The algorithm flow is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Algorithm flow chart.

3.2. Optimization Target Solving

The air compressor crankshaft blank of 45# steel was selected, and the second main journal of the
crankshaft is finely ground by a face cylindrical grinding machine, M-181. The diameter of the main
journal is ϕ 37.96–37.944, the root radius is R 1.4–1.7, the outer diameter of the main shaft is 0.015,
and the roughness of the outer circle is Ra 0.8. The process drawing is shown in Figure 4, and the actual
processing is shown in Figure 5. The grinding machine uses a 100# resin-bonded diamond grinding
wheel to grind the outer end surface of the shaft parts, and the grinding precision and smoothness are
high; the longitudinal movement of the grinding wheel frame is driven by the gear oil pump, and
the movement is stable to ensure the uniform feeding speed of the grinding wheel; double-paired
high-precision rolling bearings can make high rotation accuracy and rigidity. The relevant parameters
of the machine tool are shown in Table 1.

Figure 4. Fine-grinding the second main journal of the crankshaft.
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Figure 5. Actual machining of the crankshaft.

Table 1. CNC cylindrical grinding machine parameters.

Parameters Numerical Value

Wheel speed (r/min) 1500–3000

Head frame speed (r/min) 50–500

Grinding wheel feed rate (mm/min) 0.05–5000

Wheel size (outer diameter ×width × inner diameter; mm) Ø 500 × 80 × Ø 203

Motor power (kW) 7.5

Surface roughness (μm) Ra 0.08

Control the grinding machine standby, air cutting, and other stages of operation. At each stage,
use the three-phase four-wire wiring method to lap the power recorder and collect the power value
of each stage of the machine tool. At the same time, the current-monitoring equipment is used to
monitor the data reliability of the power meter. Finally, when the second main journal of the crankshaft
is ground, a top force-measuring instrument is installed to detect and collect the grinding force at
different cutting speeds in real-time. The experiment for the grinding force is carried out to obtain
the parameters in Table 2, and the parameters are introduced into the model of the second part. The
specific experimental instruments are shown in Figures 6 and 7, and the corresponding parameter
values are shown in Table 3.

Table 2. Grinding force experiment.

No.
Grinding Variable Coding

Measured Value of
Tangential Grinding Force

ap/mm vs/m·min−1 vw/m·min−1 b0 b1 b2 b3 Ft/N lnFt

1 0.005 2.5 12 +1 −1 +1 −1 48 y1 = 3.87
2 0.005 1.0 48 +1 −1 −1 +1 77 y2 = 4.34
3 0.020 1.0 12 +1 +1 −1 −1 87 y3 = 4.46
4 0.020 2.5 48 +1 +1 +1 +1 449 y4 = 6.11
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Figure 6. Grinding machine power recorder.

 
Figure 7. Grinding machine current monitor.
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Table 3. Grinding parameters.

Parameters Numerical Value

P1 1.526 kW
Ps 2.772 kW
Pc 0.322 kW
t1 1200 s
ts 600 s
tch 120 s
ap 5 μm
L 150 mm
Q 30 pieces
N 120 pieces
G 21

Set the optimal front-end individual coefficient to 0.3, the population size to 100, the maximum
evolutionary algebra to 300, the stop algebra to 300, and the fitness function deviation to 0.001 to
calculate the results. Since the initial population of the algorithm is randomly generated, the operation
results obtained each time are different. The Pareto front-end values obtained from the result of a
certain operation is shown in Figure 8. Table 4 shows the specific parameters of the 30 optimal front
individuals, each row representing an individual speed of the grinding wheel outer circle, the cutting
feed rate, the rotational speed of the workpiece, the individual’s carbon emissions, and costs.

Figure 8. First front-end individual distribution map.

Table 4. Pareto front-end values obtained from a certain operation.

vs vr vw W C

1 24.994 1.602 × 10−4 13.057 0.023 1.055
2 23.998 1.637 × 10−4 14.339 0.027 0.808
3 25.000 1.602 × 10−4 13.003 0.023 1.069
... ... ... ... ... ...
21 24.235 1.609 × 10−4 14.028 0.025 0.825
... ... ... ... ... ...
30 24.975 1.611 × 10−4 13.012 0.023 1.060
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3.3. Fuzzy Matter Element-Based Decision-Making

Multi-objective decision-making schemes include use things, features, and fuzzy magnitudes to
quantitatively analyze and calculate things. Assume that the thing is the plan Ki, and the feature is the
evaluation index Oi (for the purposes of this paper, the evaluation index is the wheel speed, the table
feed speed, the carbon emission, and the cost), and the fuzzy value gives the value of xij, thereby
constituting the matter element. For the optimization model of this paper, take the smaller and better
decision, and the metric is determined by the correlation coefficient λi j.

λi j =
xij −minxij

maxxij −minxij
(28)

According to the scheme, the characteristics and the correlation coefficient, it can construct the
complex fuzzy matter element of the dimension correlation coefficient of a thing.

Rλ ==

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

K1 K2 K3 . . . K30

O1 0.994 0 1 0.976
O2 0.741 1 0 0.264
O3 0.040 1 0 0.007
O4 0.001 1 0 0.001
O5 0.946 0 1 0.968

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(29)

Rw is the weighted composite element for each decision-making indicator, and the weight of the

i-th evaluation indicator for each scenario is Wi =
n∑

j=1
λ ji/

n∑
j=1

m∑
i=1
λ ji.

Rw =

[
O1 O2 O3 O4 O5

Wi 0.285 0.249 0.153 0.092 0.222

]
(30)

The weighted average centralized processing is used to construct the correlation fuzzy matter
element, namely

Rk =

[
K1 K2 K3 · · · K30

0.4994 0.4933 0.5067 · · · 0.5593

]
(31)

The minimum value is obtained by sorting the degree of association, and the optimal solution is
K21. The results in the single target case are obtained and compared, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Comparison of optimization results.

vs vr vw W C

Low cost 23.99770954 0.000163744 14.3388749 0.026951585 0.808222327

Low carbon and low cost 24.23538375 0.000160926 14.02766146 0.025212982 0.824788898

Low carbon 24.99970889 0.000160212 13.00277846 0.022746323 1.068775876

The best variable for the second main spindle refining of the crankshaft with low carbon and
low cost is the grinding wheel linear velocity of 24.235 m/s, the spindle feed speed is 0.00016 m/s,
the workpiece rotation speed is 14.0428 m/s, and the carbon emission is 0.0252 kg/piece. The processing
cost is 0.825 yuan/piece. With low carbon as the goal, the grinding wheel’s linear speed is high, the
processing time is short, but the grinding wheel wear and cutting fluid usage are significant and the
cost is high; With low cost as the target, the low linear speed of the grinding wheel reduces the amount
of wear and the amount of cutting fluid, but the processing time is long and the carbon emission
is high.
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4. Conclusions

This paper systematically analyzes the energy consumption characteristics and
parts-manufacturing costs of various stages of machine tools in grinding. An optimization model
for the external grinding parameters with the minimum carbon emission and the optimal cost as
the multi-objective is established. The use of auxiliary tools and the division of the whole process
are considered in the modeling process. Considering the dynamic change of cutting fluid and the
service life of the grinding wheel, an adjustment function is introduced based on the linear speed
of the grinding wheel and the feed rate of the working table. The optimized grinding parameters
are calculated by using the NSGA-II algorithm, and these parameters are evaluated through the
fuzzy matter-element decision method. The machining process is fitted in a single grinding depth
during the modeling process, but during the actual production, one part often requires multiple-time
grinding. According to different grinding depth and surface roughness values, applying them in the
multi-objective optimization dynamic model can realize step-by-step optimization in machining and
be referred to for the selection of grinding process parameters.
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Abstract: Reverse logistics (RL) is closely related to remanufacturing and could have a profound
impact on the remanufacturing industry. Different from sustainable development which is focused
on economy, environment and society, circular economy (CE) puts forward more requirements on
the circularity and resource efficiency of manufacturing industry. In order to select the best reverse
logistics provider for remanufacturing, a multicriteria decision-making (MCDM) method considering
the circular economy is proposed. In this article, a circularity dimension is included in the evaluation
criteria. Then, analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is used to calculate the global weights of each
criterion, which are used as the parameters in selecting RL providers. Finally, technique for order of
preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) is applied to rank reverse logistics providers with
three different modes. A medium-sized engine manufacturer in China is taken as a case study to
validate the applicability and effectiveness of the proposed framework.

Keywords: reverse logistics; multicriteria decision-making; circular economy; collection modes;
remanufacturing

1. Introduction

As the third source of profit next to resources and manpower [1], logistics has gained
increasing attention in various industries globally. These activities include research on not
only forward logistics but also reverse logistics (RL), which has been proved to have a
positive impact on productivity and the natural environment [2]. The definition of RL was
proposed by Rogers and Tibben-Lembke [3]: “RL is the process of planning, implementing,
and controlling the efficient, cost effective flow of raw materials, in process inventory,
finished goods and related information from the point of consumption to the point of
origin for the purpose of recapturing value or proper disposal”. Companies concentrate
more on RL practices in order to gain more profits and be more socially responsible [4].
However, the implementation of RL requires a systematic and well-thought-out strategy;
otherwise, it will increase the cost of the enterprise and will not achieve the desired
objectives. On the other hand, along with green design and product recovery, RL is a new
core aspect of supply chain management [5]. Traditionally, third-party reverse logistics
providers are only responsible for transportation tasks. This can no longer meet the demand
for sustainability and circularity. An RL that can meet the needs of enterprises in both
economic and environmental aspects is needed.

The manufacturing industry is one of the industries that very closely related to RL.
A good balance between economic benefits and environmental impacts may be achieved
through RL via recycling and remanufacturing. Remanufactured products with high added
value can reduce the overall cost of products by 50–60%, and their performance indexes
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are as good as those of new products, thus significantly improving enterprises’ economic
benefits [6]. In fact, most manufacturing enterprises cannot carry out remanufacturing
activities well due to the lack of abundant capital and professional technical support, which
requires significant investment and increases the economic burden of enterprises at the
beginning [7]. In the current market situation, where the original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) remanufacturing mode is difficult to implement due to the lack of a professional
logistics system, the third-party remanufacturer (TPR) remanufacturing mode has become
the mainstream mode due to its economic advantages provided by its efficient and mature
logistics network [8]. A precondition of remanufacturing is the collection of waste products.
Currently, there are three collection modes, depending on the operating party of the RL
provider in the supply chain: third party take-back (TPT), manufacturing take-back (MT)
and retailer take-back (RT) [9]. In MT mode, the manufacturer in the forward supply chain
completes the process of collecting, disassembly, cleaning, renovation, testing, assembly, etc.
and remanufactures the waste products into new products. In contrast, collecting is carried
out by retailers/distributors in the forward supply chain in RT mode. Usually, this mode
is used for collecting waste products with fewer varieties and small volumes. In TPT
mode, the collection task is undertaken by a professional third-party logistics provider.
Manufacturers outsource the collecting and part of remanufacturing of waste products
to third-party logistics providers by paying outsourcing costs. In this article, a new kind
of RL provider based on the concept of value-added service is proposed, in which the
third-party logistics providers in TPT mode not only are responsible for the collection
of waste products but also provide customized value-added services such as cleaning,
damage degree identification and classification based on the OEMs’ needs.

Normally, several alternative providers may be short-listed, the selection criteria are
important for the identification of the optimal alternative. Although the evaluation index
system for the selection of RL providers is formed by considering the needs of enterprises,
most researchers build a complete index system based on an assumption that each criterion
is dependent on the others, and their interactions are modeled and optimized to achieve
a comprehensive evaluation and selection of alternatives [10]. In recent years, many
articles have been published on the topic of “sustainability”, and the circular economy,
which is considered to be a subset of sustainability [11], has become a research hotspot.
While sustainable development research is focused on the integration of economic and
environmental aspects, the cores of circular economy are “reduction, reuse and recycling”,
which have more demands on the circularity and resource efficiency of the manufacturing
industry [12]. Instead of focusing on the social, economic and environmental dimensions
of sustainability, a new index system is proposed in this article taking “circularity” as one
of the dimensions according to the circular economy theory.

Many studies have been conducted on RL provider selection, most of which have em-
ployed a hybrid approach of fuzzy number or grey theory and analytic hierarchy process (AHP).
However, many researchers are skeptical of such an overly broad approach. For example, Saaty,
the founder of AHP theory, questioned the scientific and logical nature of fuzzy AHP methods
because AHP itself is generated from the fuzzy theory [13], which is difficult to verify. Thus, in
this article, fuzzy logic is not adapted in the proposed decision method.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: In Section 2, a literature review and
summary of the RL provider research are provided. In Section 3, the framework of the
proposed RL provider selection problem is introduced and the composition of the criteria
system is described. The framework is applied to a case study in Section 4, and the results
are discussed in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, the conclusions and limitations of this paper
are summarized and views on future research are presented.

2. Literature Review

This section is divided into two parts. The first part describes the common methods
used in the existing literature for RL provider selection. The second part introduces the
criteria classification theory and criteria selection in relevant research.
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2.1. RL Provider Selection Methods

RL provider selection is a multicriteria decision-making (MCDM) problem in which a
number of alternative providers are evaluated according to a set of criteria [14]. Generally,
a hybrid MCDM method, namely two (or more) different decision-making methods com-
bined, is used to calculate the relative weight of evaluation criteria and rank the alternatives
accordingly. There is a growing number of studies on RL provider evaluation and selection
owning to the increasing recognition of RL in the circular economy. Zhang et al. (2020), in
a systematic review of 41 articles on this topic, pointed out that fuzzy theory is useful for
decision making since it can quantify the subjective criteria indicators. AHP, as a mature
method used to deal with pairwise comparison, has become the most frequently used method
in calculating the relative weights between criteria [10]. There are other methods that are also
frequently used to calculate weights individually or in combination with other evaluation
methods in different contexts, such as analysis network process (ANP) [15–18], data envelop-
ment analysis (DEA) [19–21], interpretive structural modeling (ISM) [22–24] and best–worst
method (BWM) [25–27]. The next step, when ranking alternatives, is to use a variety of
ranking methods. The common ones are ViseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno
Resenje (VIKOR) [26,28–33], technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution
(TOPSIS) [22,34–38] and multiobjective optimization by ratio analysis (MOORA) [39–41].
Zarbakhshnia et al. (2020) proposed a novel hybrid MCDM approach integrating fuzzy AHP
and grey MOORA and used the MOORA method as the baseline to verify the reliability of
the new method [39]. Santos et al. (2019) developed a hybrid Entropy-TOPSIS-F framework
to weight the criteria and select the provider with the best environmental performance [34].
Garg et al. (2018) used an integrated BWM–VIKOR framework to evaluate and select out-
sourcing partners for an electronics company in India [26]. Li et al. (2018) developed an
integrated cumulative prospect theory (CPT)-based MCDM approach to identify sustainable
third-party reverse logistics providers (3PRLPs) [42]. Zarbakhshnia et al. (2018) proposed
a fuzzy stepwise weight assessment ratio analysis (SWARA) to weight the evaluation crite-
ria, based on which the approach of fuzzy complex proportional assessment of alternatives
(COPRAS) was applied to rank and select the sustainable 3PRLPs for the automotive indus-
try [43]. Sen et al. (2017) developed a decision support framework based on the dominance
measure concept integrated with grey set theory, which can determine the dominance of
two alternatives according to a specific criterion [44].

According to the above review, MCDM methods adapted by the combination of
several techniques are widely utilized to deal with the problem of RL provider selection.
Compared with other approaches, the ease of applicability in pairwise comparisons makes
AHP a more useful tool. As the two most widely used ranking methods, both VIKOR and
TOPSIS are based on the principle of compromise programming. The former focuses on
sorting and selecting a set of alternatives in the presence of conflicting criteria, while the
latter has no strict restrictions on data distribution and indicators.

2.2. RL Provider Selection Criteria

Establishing the selection criteria is the first step in RL provider selection [10]. Various
evaluation criteria have been utilized depending on applications. Widely applied criteria
include sustainability, green supply chain management (GSCM), circular economy (CE)
and performance dimensions, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Summary of factors for reverse logistics (RL) provider selection.

Factors Relevant Characteristics in the Literature References

Sustainability
The evaluation criteria are determined

based on the three dimensions of economy,
environment and society

[20–25,27,29,37,38]

GSCM

Green recycling, green purchasing, green
transportation, resource and environmental

management capabilities, social
responsibility benefits, green core

competencies

[14,26,33]

CE

Air pollution, environmental standards,
eco-friendly raw materials, eco-design,

eco-friendly packaging, eco-friendly
transportation, clean technology

[13]

Performance dimensions

Reverse logistics services, reverse logistics
functions, organizational role, user

satisfaction, RL activities, organizational
performance criteria, IT application

[15,16,32,34]

Most articles in the field of sustainability focus on the three pillars of sustainability,
namely society, economy and environment, to determine the evaluation criteria. In articles
related to GSCM, more attention is paid to the reduction of the negative environmental im-
pact in the transportation and manufacturing process when establishing evaluation criteria.
Similarly, attention is also placed on the environment in the topic of CE, but when selecting
evaluation criteria, greater importance is placed on the product being environmentally
friendly in design for the reuse of end-of-life products. Another commonly used criterion
is performance, for which evaluation criteria are established from the perspective of exam-
ining various aspects of RL provider capabilities. Some articles do not take the above four
factors as the foundation but instead consider the application-specific requirements as the
criteria. For instance, Liu et al. (2019) studied the recycling and disposal of used mobile
phones. Considering that noises of different frequencies and intensity are emitted during
the recycling process, noise pollution was taken as one of the evaluation criteria [25].

By summarizing and analyzing the existing research results, it can be concluded that
sustainability is a popular research topic, and many integrated evaluation methods have been
combined with fuzzy theory. Compared with existing works, this paper mainly makes the
following contributions: (1) A new index system is proposed in this article taking circularity
as one of the dimensions according to the circular economy theory. (2) Because the validity
of the combination of fuzzy logic and various evaluation methods has not been proven, an
MCDM approach consisting of AHP and TOPSIS was applied to select the best RL provider.

3. Methodology

Govindan et al. proposed a two-stage 3PRLP selection model that utilized AHP to
identify factors and ANP to select providers [18]. Kumar and Dixit [28] and Liu et al. [29]
combined this two-stage model with MCDM and upgraded it to a three-stage approach.
This paper applies a three-stage process created through the synthesis of Govindan [18],
Kumar and Dixit [28] and Liu et al.’s [29] frameworks for the RL provider selection as
shown in Figure 1. In the first stage, the selection criteria for RL providers are determined
based on an extensive literature review. In the second stage, AHP is used to calculate the
relative weights of criteria. In this stage, the data of rating are collected from social groups
through questionnaires via the Internet. In the last stage, the scores of RL providers in all
three modes are collected, and then TOPSIS is used to calculate and rank the final scores of
each RL provider. The best partner is the one with the highest final score.
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Figure 1. Proposed research framework for RL provider selection.

3.1. Evaluation Criteria of RL Provider Selection

Based on literature review and according to the Govindan’s [15] application of CE theory
in supplier selection and the operation mode of reverse logistics in the remanufacturing
industry proposed by Tian et al. [45], a hierarchical structure of RL provider evaluation
and selection is established as shown in Figure 2. The attributes contained in the first three
dimensions of economy, society and technology are mainly derived from the improvement
on the basis of the framework proposed by Tian et al. [45]. Tian et al.’s criteria focus on the
evaluation of manufacturing enterprises [45]. By combining his framework with relevant
research in the logistics industry [18,22,28,31,38,45–47], the criteria that need to be considered
when evaluating and selecting RL providers can be determined. The attributes of the CE
cluster are determined according to the theory of CE and the processes that may affect the
environment when a product is moved in the supply chain. For example, the processes of
collection, transportation and dismantling of waste products will all have an impact on the
environment [15,45,48,49], which necessitates the consideration of these attributes.

Operating cost (E1) is the expense paid by logistics providers to maintain their normal
operation and development. It is related to the operation of enterprises and the operation
of equipment, components and facilities. The operating cost composition of RL providers
with different modes is different, but a sound operation can improve the efficiency of
enterprises [18,45].

RL cost (E2) determines whether remanufacturing activities can bring benefits to
enterprises, and it includes transportation cost, inventory cost, inspection cost, packaging
cost and material handling cost. The high cost of RL is one of the main obstacles to cost-
effective remanufacturing production. Reducing RL cost is a common concern to both
manufacturers and logistics companies [22,45].

Source of raw materials (E3) refers to the sources and channels of collecting waste
products of logistics companies. Waste products come from a variety of sources. One of the
advantages of having a logistics provider for the collection of waste products is that they
can benefit the existing logistics network, which makes the collection and transportation
process more efficient and cost-effective, thus reducing time and capital costs.
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Figure 2. Structure of RL provider selection.

Resource utilization (E4) refers to the ability to compare the value and cost of waste
products after collection and to process them in different ways. Waste products are the
essential resources of remanufacturing enterprises, and analyzing their effectiveness and
utilization is an important step [45]. For RL providers, a preparation step is paramount to
analyze and classify waste products and send them to different processing centers [28].

User satisfaction (E5) includes effective communication with customers and partners,
service improvement and overall working relationship. For an RL provider, whether communi-
cating with partners or customers, efficient transmission of information is crucial as it can reduce
unnecessary economic or time loss and improve the enterprise’s reputation [42]. In addition, it
is also necessary to pay attention to the timely upgrade and improvement of services [18].

Quality management (E6) is used to measure integrity and quality after the processing
of waste products. The quality of the remanufactured products is the final criterion for the
entire remanufacturing process [45]. Although the quality of the remanufactured product
should be comparable to that of the new product, more attention should be paid to quality
management, such as providing a clear quality level after remanufacturing [31].

Remanufacturing process technology (E7) is the key to product remanufacturing. For
RL providers who are mainly responsible for the collection process, it mainly includes some
remanufacturing pre-preparation technologies such as disassembly technology, cleaning
technology and inspection technology [45].

Excellent RL providers can not only complete basic reverse logistics services according
to the requirements of the entrusted enterprises but also provide some value-added services
(E8) [38]. Such services may include testing, classification of parts of waste products,
remanufacturing of parts that only need to be simply refurbished before entering the
secondary market, disposal of waste that is considered not to be worthy of remanufacturing
and after-sales service [46,47].
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Ecological efficiency (E9) refers to the improvement of the resource transformation
efficiency and environmental pollution reduction in the process of product collection
through appropriate transportation and processing methods. Transportation activities are
one of the main causes of ecological climate change [45]. Therefore, ecological efficiency is
one of the evaluation criteria in the process of remanufacturing.

Environmental standards (E10) are used to determine whether RL providers are com-
plying with environmental protection standards for the collection of waste products [15].

Eco-friendly raw materials (E11) refer to the utilization and reuse of recyclable materi-
als in the product remanufacturing process. There is a trend to realize a recyclable product
production process [48]. In this process, enterprises need to pay attention to what kind of
raw materials are used in the manufacturing/remanufacturing process of products.

In the theory of circular economy, it is necessary to design a product with the minimum
environmental degradation effect and the maximum recovery capacity while trying to
reduce the cost in the manufacturing process [15]. This is the concept of eco-design (E12).
For the current situation where the scale of remanufacturing activities is about to be
expanded, the design is one of the main factors affecting remanufacturing [49].

Clean technology (E13) measures the ability of RL providers to process products using
the appropriate technology. This criterion not only considers the process of collecting
waste products but also includes the distribution processing of products, such as labeling,
packaging and assembly procedures [15,50].

The framework consists of three parts: goal (B), cluster (A) and attribute (E). The goal
is RL provider selection. The cluster includes economy (A1), society (A2), technology (A3)
and CE (A4). The economic cluster includes attributes covering operating cost (E1) and RL
cost (E2). The society cluster includes attributes of source of raw materials (E3), resource
utilization (E4) and user satisfaction (E5). The technology cluster includes attributes of quality
management (E6), remanufacturing process technology (E7) and value-added services (E8).
The CE cluster includes attributes of ecological efficiency (E9), environmental standards (E10),
eco-friendly raw materials (E11), eco-design (E12) and clean technology (E13).

3.2. Selection Methodology for RL Provider

In order to determine the best RL provider for remanufacturing, an MCDM approach
consisting of AHP and TOPSIS is applied. Saaty, the author of the AHP approach, ques-
tioned the rationality of the combination of fuzzy set theory and AHP [13] and believed
that fuzzifying is a kind of interference without substantially changing the judgments.
Therefore, the methods in this paper do not apply fuzzy numbers, and the results of AHP
are compared with those of fuzzy AHP.

3.2.1. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)

The basic idea of AHP is to hierarchize the problem to be analyzed (Saaty, 1980) [51].
According to the overall goal to be achieved, the problem is decomposed into different
influence factors, which are combined in different levels according to their association
and relationship to form a multilevel analysis structure model; finally, the alternatives are
compared and ranked. The steps of AHP are as follows (Figure 3) [28,51]:

Step 1: Build a hierarchical structure. The top level indicates the problem to be
solved. The second level consists of the decision criteria. The bottom level represents the
alternatives.

Step 2: Construction of judgment matrix. In this step, data are usually collected
through questionnaires or scores from a panel of experts. Decision-makers are required
to make pairwise comparisons between decision dimensions and criteria according to the
scale in Table 2. In order to obtain a more detailed attitude difference of the respondents
and a more precise rating, this paper uses a 9-point scale.
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Table 2. Scale of preference.

Scale Explanation

1 Two factors are of equal importance compared to each other
3 One factor is slightly more important than the other
5 One factor is obviously more important than the other
7 One factor is strongly more important than the other
9 One factor is extremely more important than the other

2, 4, 6, 8 Intermediate values
Reciprocals Reciprocals for inverse comparison

Step 3: Calculate the geometric mean of each row of the judgment matrix, and
normalize it to obtain relative weights of dimensions and criteria, so as to obtain global
weights and ranking of each criterion.

Step 4: Conduct the consistency test. Consistency ratio (CR) was calculated to evaluate
the consistency of the comparisons. CR is the ratio of consistency index (CI) to random
index (RI). CI is obtained as follows:

CI =
(λmax − N)

(N − 1)
(1)

where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue and N is the size of the matrix. Random index
(RI) is obtained from Table 3. It is generally believed that when CR < 0.1, the inconsistency
degree of the matrix is within the allowable range and indicates that the result has passed
the consistency test. Otherwise, the judgment matrix should be reconstructed to improve
the consistency.

Figure 3. Process of analytic hierarchy process (AHP).

Table 3. Random index (RI).

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

RI 0 0 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49 1.51
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3.2.2. TOPSIS

TOPSIS, an analysis method that compares and selects multiple alternatives based
on multiple criteria, was firstly proposed by Hwang and Yoon (1981) [52]. Fundamental
for TOPSIS is to determine the positive ideal solution and negative ideal solution of each
attribute. The positive ideal solution is the optimal solution among the alternatives, and its
attribute values reach the best value, while the negative ideal solution is the worst solution.
After calculating the Euclidean distance between each scheme, the positive ideal solution,
the distance between each scheme and the negative ideal solution, the approximate degree
of each alternative to the optimal solution can be obtained, which can be used as the basis
for evaluating the merits of the alternatives. The TOPSIS method has many advantages.
It has no strict constraints on the data distribution and sample content. It is applicable to
the analysis of small samples as well as large systems with multiple evaluation units and
indexes. It is flexible and convenient to use and has universal applicability. The steps of
TOPSIS are as follows (Figure 4):

Figure 4. Process of technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS).
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Step 1: Obtain and normalize the original decision matrix.
Assuming that there are N criteria and M alternatives, the decision matrix formed by

them is

X =

⎡⎢⎣ x11 · · · x1n
...

. . .
...

xm1 · · · xmn

⎤⎥⎦ (2)

To eliminate the effects of various scales of criteria, the normalized decision matrix (B)
is given by

bij =
xij√

∑m
i=1 xij

2
, i = 1, 2, . . . , m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n (3)

Step 2: Obtain the weighted normalized matrix.
The weighted normalized matrix (Z) is obtained by

zij = bij·wj, i = 1, 2, . . . , m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n (4)

where wj is the weight of the criterion.
Step 3: Determine the positive ideal solution (V+) and the negative ideal solution

(V−) using the following equations:

V+ =
(
z+1 , z+2 , . . . , z+n

)
where z+j = max

{
zij

}
, i = 1, 2, . . . , m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n (5)

V− =
(
z−1 , z−2 , . . . , z−n

)
where z−j = min

{
zij

}
, i = 1, 2, . . . , m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n (6)

Step 4: Calculate the distance of each alternative from V+ and V− using Equations (7)
and (8):

D+ =

√√√√ n

∑
j=1

(
zij − z+j

)2
, i = 1, 2, . . . , m (7)

D− =

√√√√ n

∑
j=1

(
zij − z−j

)2
, i = 1, 2, . . . , m (8)

Step 5: Obtain the closeness coefficient (CC) of each alternative as follows:

CCi =
D−

i
D+

i + D−
i

, i = 1, 2, . . . , m (9)

Step 6: Rank the alternatives.
The alternatives are ranked according to the value of CC. The best alternative has the

highest closeness coefficient.

4. Application in Case Study

A case study with data from a Chinese engine manufacturer was conducted to verify
the proposed approach. In recent years, increasing attention has been paid to the research
and development of automobile remanufacturing in China. Compared with traditional
manufacturing, remanufacturing has the characteristics of energy saving and material sav-
ing, which are important in the circular economy. With the introduction of relevant policies
and the increase in public awareness of environmental issues, more and more automobile
enterprises are actively engaging in remanufacturing activities. By June 2020, the motor
vehicle population in China has reached 360 million, among which more than 270 million
are automobiles [6]. The annual maintenance and replacement parts output value is nearly
1 trillion yuan, which represents a huge potential market for remanufacturing [6]. As an
automobile part with high standardization and strong versatility, mainly made of metal
materials, the engine is the automotive part that is commonly remanufactured.
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For engine remanufacturing, the main process is the dismantling and cleaning of faulty
or obsolete engine parts. This is followed by technical processing and transformation,
according to the size modification requirements. Finally, after being reassembled and
tested, it will be made into a new engine [53]. Before the remanufacturing processes, the
reverse logistics of waste products should be completed first, which is a process requiring
systematic operation. The company’s production equipment level is above the average level
of the same industry in China. At present, its products include remanufactured engines
from various brands which have more than ten variations, including Steyr, Cummins and
Chaochai 6102, which are used as maintenance parts for the after-sale market. This paper
takes the problem of this company as an example and applies the proposed framework to
select a suitable RL provider for it.

4.1. Application of AHP

First, an online AHP questionnaire was created according to the hierarchy shown
in Figure 2. The questionnaire was sent to 340 respondents between September 14 and
October 5, and 200 responses were collected after it was issued. Then, pairwise comparison
matrices for each level were obtained according to the collected data. The weights of the
four dimensions after data screening and processing are shown in Table 4 (this matrix
passed the consistency test). “Technology” had the highest weight, followed by “circularity”
and “society” at similar importance, and “economy” was the least important factor.

Table 4. The weights and ranking of the four dimensions.

Dimensions
Pairwise Comparisons

Weights Rank
A1 A2 A3 A4

Economy (A1) 1 0.5 0.2 0.25 0.0749 4
Society (A2) 2 1 0.25 0.8 0.1419 3

Technology (A3) 5 4 1 5 0.5950 1
Circularity (A4) 4 1.25 0.2 1 0.1883 2

The weights of each criterion are listed in Table 5. Global weights were obtained by
multiplying the relative weights between each criterion and the weights of each dimension.
The CR of each matrix was less than 0.1 and could be used for evaluation and selection.
Compared with “operating cost (E1)”, “RL cost (E2)” is considered to be a more important
indicator. “Resource utilization (E4)” and “quality management (E6)” are considered as the
most important indicators in the social dimension and the technical dimension, respectively.
“Eco-friendly raw materials (E11)” is the most important criterion and “environmental
standards (E10)” is the least important criterion in the circularity dimension.

Table 5. The weights and ranking of criteria.

Dimensions Criteria Relative Weights Relative Rank Global Weights Global Rank

Economy E1 0.1250 2 0.0094 13
E2 0.8750 1 0.0655 5

Society E3 0.2857 2 0.0405 8
E4 0.5714 1 0.0811 3
E5 0.1429 3 0.0203 10

Technology E6 0.5000 1 0.2975 1
E7 0.1000 3 0.0595 6
E8 0.4000 2 0.2380 2

Circularity E9 0.2034 3 0.0383 9
E10 0.0508 5 0.0096 12
E11 0.4068 1 0.0766 4
E12 0.0678 4 0.0128 11
E13 0.2712 2 0.0511 7
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4.2. Application of TOPSIS

The decision-making team composed of eight experts scored three different modes
(based on Figure 2, the three different modes were TPT, MT and RT) against the evaluation
criteria, as shown in Table 6. For each mode, better performance for a criterion is reflected
by a higher score. The range of the score is 1 to 9. Each final score was based on the sum of
the average scores of the eight experts.

Table 6. Original decision matrix of alternatives.

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 E12 E13

MT 2.875 2 6.25 6.375 6.125 7 7.5 6.375 7 7 7.125 7.5 7.375
TPT 3.75 4 6.375 6.625 6.5 6.625 6.375 6.875 6.875 6.5 6 5.625 6.375
RT 3.125 3.375 6.125 6.25 6.5 5.25 5 6.25 6.125 5.625 5.5 5.125 5.25

After normalization (Table 7), the weight of each index was calculated to obtain the
weighted normalized matrix shown in Table 8. The positive ideal solutions V+ and negative
ideal solutions V− are listed at the bottom of the table.

Table 7. Normalized decision matrix.

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 E12 E13

MT 0.5075 0.3570 0.5773 0.5734 0.5545 0.6378 0.6793 0.5658 0.6052 0.6314 0.6587 0.7020 0.6661
TPT 0.6619 0.7139 0.5888 0.5959 0.5884 0.6036 0.5774 0.6101 0.5944 0.5863 0.5547 0.5265 0.5758
RT 0.5516 0.6024 0.5657 0.5622 0.5884 0.4784 0.4529 0.5547 0.5296 0.5074 0.5084 0.4797 0.4742

Table 8. Weighted normalized matrix.

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 E12 E13

MT 0.0048 0.0234 0.0234 0.0465 0.0113 0.1897 0.0404 0.1347 0.0232 0.0061 0.0505 0.0090 0.0340
TPT 0.0062 0.0468 0.0238 0.0483 0.0119 0.1796 0.0344 0.1452 0.0228 0.0056 0.0425 0.0067 0.0294
RT 0.0052 0.0395 0.0229 0.0456 0.0119 0.1423 0.0269 0.1320 0.0203 0.0049 0.0389 0.0061 0.0242

V+ = (0.0062, 0.0468, 0.0238, 0.0483, 0.0119, 0.1897, 0.0404, 0.1452, 0.0232, 0.0061, 0.0505, 0.0090, 0.0340)
V− = (0.0048, 0.0234, 0.0229, 0.0456, 0.0113, 0.1423, 0.0269, 0.1320, 0.0203, 0.0049, 0.0389, 0.0061, 0.0242)

The distance of each alternative was then calculated using Equations (7) and (8).
Finally, Equation (9) was used to calculate the closeness coefficient, and the results are
shown in Table 9. The higher the closeness coefficient, the higher the alternative is ranked.
The results show that TPT is the best solution, and its CCi is 0.7565. MT has the furthest
distance from the negative ideal solution, ranking the second.

Table 9. Distances to ideal solution and closeness coefficient.

Alternatives D+ D− CCi Rank

MT 0.0258 0.0518 0.6679 2nd
TPT 0.0152 0.0471 0.7565 1st
RT 0.0540 0.0161 0.2296 3rd

5. Discussions of Findings

As seen in Table 4, the technology (A3) dimension is ranked the highest in the ranking
of dimensions by a large margin. This result indicates that both the technology to be used
in each specialized process of remanufacturing the engines and the general technology of
processing other parts are considered as the most important criteria in the remanufacturing
reverse logistics activities. As seen in Table 5, quality management (E6) has the highest
weight among the three criteria under this dimension. The final product of remanufacturing
is the product whose quality and performance are the same as (or better than) the new
product after the waste product has been processed. Therefore, it is particularly important
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to manage the quality of the output through professional technology and strict quality
control; otherwise, core competitiveness will be lost. The criterion of value-added services
(E8) is ranked after E6. Before remanufacturing, the waste products with excessive damage
should be screened out. If the RL provider can complete a series of preparatory work
steps before dispatching the good-quality waste products, it will save significant time and
improve efficiency for manufacturers/remanufacturers. Therefore, this is also an important
criterion. In contrast, remanufacturing process technology (E7) is less important for RL
providers who are mainly responsible for collection and logistics tasks.

Circularity (A4) is slightly more important than society (A2). The reason may be that
the circularity dimension involves further requirements on both the technical and social
dimensions, thus becoming more important to decision-makers. Eco-friendly raw materials
(E11) ranked first of the five criteria. It makes sense that the primary task of implementing
the concept of circular economy is to use materials that have a less negative impact on the
environment and to reuse them properly. Next is clean technology (E13) and ecological
efficiency (E9). In addition to being environmentally friendly in terms of raw materials,
proper methods and technologies should be used in transportation and processing to
minimize unnecessary environmental pollution and energy consumption. It is also of
significance to promote the concept of industry sustainability and the implementation of a
circular economy [54]. Finally, eco-design (E12) and environmental standards (E10) rank
last, both of which are less practical and more theoretical.

The purpose of the collection of waste products and remanufacturing is to adhere to the
concept of sustainable development and improve the social prestige of companies [55]. For
the immature engine remanufacturing industry in China, if a motor vehicle manufacturer is
forced by policy or other reasons to carry out remanufacturing activities, it essentially trades
the economic benefits for the benefits of other aspects, so in comparison, the impact of the
economy (A1) dimension is lower than that of the social dimension under this circumstance.
The highest-ranking criterion for the society (A2) dimension is resource utilization (E4). Waste
products are the resources of RL providers, and these products have varying availability. The
ability to utilize these varying resources can reflect the adequacy of a company’s basic business
capacity in addition to transportation. Source of raw materials (E3) and user satisfaction (E5)
mainly represent the business scope and operational level of RL providers, making them less
important than resource utilization (E4). Regarding the operating cost (E1) and RL cost (E2)
under the economy (A1) dimension, RL cost (E2), which can better reflect the capabilities of
the main business, is considered to be more important.

As seen in Table 9, the ranking of the alternatives in descending order is TPT, MT and
RT. Since the first two have been applied to most cases, it is reasonable for RT to be ranked
as last. MT is more suitable for large enterprises that normally have sufficient capital
and can afford to invest in remanufacturing systems. For such medium-sized enterprises
as the case in this paper, TPT can effectively make up for problems such as a lack of
collecting channels, underdeveloped reverse logistics networks and systems with 3PRLPs’
more specialized logistics systems. RL providers that provide strong value-added service
capability can also share some of the manufacturing and remanufacturing processes.

6. Conclusions

Remanufacturing can be a risky decision for a manufacturer because it requires finan-
cial and technical support and affects the company’s overall operating performance [56].
Choosing a good RL provider is particularly critical, starting with choosing the right
take-back mode. This study proposes a new systematic index system and multicriteria
decision-making method to select the best RL providers. First, evaluation criteria were
established after an evaluation of the role of RL in manufacturing enterprises and a review
of literature related to the selection of RL providers. Then, the decision method composed
of AHP–TOPSIS was developed and the source data were collected in two different ways.
The data used by AHP were obtained from questionnaires. The criteria weights obtained in
this step were used as the input of TOPSIS, in which the environmental dimension obtained
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the highest weight. TOPSIS uses data provided by a panel of experts. The proposed
framework was applied to a medium-sized automobile engine manufacturer in China, and
the results show that TPT was the best RL provider mode.

The study presented in this paper has some limitations. The use of questionnaire data
can compromise the results in certain ways; for example, the data may become irregular or
too extreme because of a low level of professionalism of the respondents. This research
also does not consider the uncertainty of expert scoring data and actual operation in the
real situation due to the fuzzy theory not being introduced. Future research may discuss
finding a new way to eliminate uncertainty. In addition, AHP and TOPSIS are methods that
are widely applied due to their relatively simple calculation process, and they can easily be
combined with other methods to form new approaches (such as connection-degree-based
TOPSIS [57]). Future research may focus on the evaluation of various MCDM methods,
including various alternative methods such as DEA, ISM, VIKOR and MOORA, to identify
the optimal method that can be used to analyze the interrelationships between indicators
and to rank criteria and alternatives.
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Abstract: This article presents a literature review on reverse logistics (RL) supplier selection in
terms of criteria and methods. A systematic view of past work published between 2008 and 2020
on Web of Science (WOS) databases is provided by reviewing, categorizing, and analyzing relevant
papers. Based on the analyses of 41 articles, we propose a three-stage typology of decision-making
frameworks to understanding RL supplier selection, including (a) establishment of the selection
criteria; (b) calculation of the relative weights and ranking of the selection criteria; (c) ranking of
alternatives (suppliers). The main discoveries of this review are as follows. (1) Attention to the field
of RL supplier selection is increasing, as evidenced by the increasing number of papers in the field.
With the adaption of circular economy legislation and the need resource and business resilience, it is
expected that RL and RL supplier selection will be a hot topic in the near future. (2) A large number
of papers take “sustainability” as the theoretical approach to carry out research and use it as the
basis for determining the criteria. (3) Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) methods have been
widely used in RL supplier selection and have been constantly innovated. (4) Artificial intelligence
methods are also gradually being applied. Finally, gaps in the literature are identified to provide
directions for future research. (5) Value-added service is underrepresented in the current study and
needs further attention.

Keywords: reverse logistics; supplier selection; MCDM; sustainability

1. Introduction

In recent years, reverse logistics (RL) has attracted increasing attention from researchers
and industrialists due to the fact that it can recover the surplus value of end-of-life (EOL)
products, meet environmental requirements and attach importance to customers’ rights and
interests [1]. The earliest widely accepted definition of reverse logistics was proposed by Rogers
and Tibben-Lembke [2]: “RL is the process of planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient,
cost effective flow of raw materials, in process inventory, finished goods and related information
from the point of consumption to the point of origin for the purpose of recapturing value or proper
disposal”. Nowadays, environmental protection and development problems are a severe issue at the
global scale; with the growth of population and the consumption of natural resources, implementing
reverse logistics activities will soon become a “must” for many organizations. RL can achieve a viable
and appropriate balance between the economy and the environment. In this way, it enables companies
to generate profits and protect the environment through value retention of second-hand goods [3].
However, RL is a key problem in the closed-loop supply chain [4]. The supply chain management
for RL mainly includes three aspects, namely, products, suppliers and raw materials. Among them,
the evaluation and selection of suppliers is an important strategic decision to reduce operation
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costs, improve enterprise competitiveness and develop more business opportunities [5,6]. In recent
years, the selection of suppliers has gradually become a problem with research value in reverse
logistics practice. Issues include how to choose a third-party reverse logistics provider (3PRLP) when
manufacturers want to implement remanufacturing activities and how electronics companies should
choose recycling partners when recycling waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE).

There are many factors that prompt enterprises to implement RL, including stakeholders’ concern
about the environment, government’s regulations on RL, cost effectiveness and sustainable development,
etc., all of which contribute to the effective and efficient development of an enterprise [7]. In the
current situation, the performance of an enterprise in a supply chain depends not only on its own
performance but is also affected by the social performance and environmental performance of its
partners. Any adverse effects produced by the other members of the supply chain could have negative
effects on the enterprise [8]. Therefore, for enterprises involved in RL activities, whether they want
to obtain better economic benefits or social prestige, there is a need to seriously evaluate and choose
the suppliers they cooperate with. Under the buyer–supplier relationship, the primary problem that
should be solved when choosing a supplier is often to achieve the ultimate goals of the buyer, such as
maximizing economic benefit or achieving optimal environmental impact. Therefore, in RL practice, it
is crucial to understand what theories and standards should be adopted and what methods should be
employed to select partners to better achieve their goals. In this respect, the decisions mainly include
supplier selection and supplier evaluation.

Few existing literature reviews on RL were focused on the analysis of supplier evaluation.
For example, Govindan and Soleimani conducted a comprehensive review of the forefront areas of
reverse logistics and closed-loop supply chains in clean production journals. The author did not take into
account the aspect of suppliers in evaluation and decision; instead, their main focus was on manufacturing
processes and remanufacturing processes. Govindan and Soleimani found that, between 2001 and
2014, RL research was mainly divided into eight categories, including general studies, remanufacturing,
waste management, recycling, reuse, recovery, disassembling, and remanufacturing-recycling
investigations [4]. Govindan et al. conducted a systematic review of 382 papers on RL and closed-loop
supply chains published in scientific journals from January 2007 to March 2013 and found that 3PRLP
selection accounted for only 2.9% of the total 382 papers. This means that, as the main supplier of RL,
3PRLP did not get much attention [9]. Prajapati et al. selected 449 related articles that respectively
included the word "reverse logistics" in the title abstract and keywords and classified these articles into
11 different categories according to their structure and content. Although this category was not selected
by 3PRLP, the author found that researchers often applied different multi-criteria decision-making
(MCDM) technologies to help decision makers complete the decision when selecting suppliers. In all
the literatures, there were 23 different MCDM technologies, among which the analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) or fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) was the most widely used method in the literature [7].
Aguezzoul reviewed the criteria and methods of third-party logistics (3PL) decision making. In terms
of third-party logistics selection criteria, the author identified 11 key criteria, and found that cost
was the most adopted criterion, followed by relationship service and quality. In terms of third-party
logistics evaluation methods, this paper divides them into five categories: MCDM technical statistical
methods, artificial intelligence mathematical programming and hybrid methods. In the conclusion,
this paper pointed out that the study of third-party logistics choice is less theoretical and needs a more
comprehensive conceptual framework, with a qualitative and quantitative combination [10]. Islam and
Huda drew the conclusion that further research should be carried out in the area of 3PRLP selection [11].

In view of the existing research gaps in RL and third-party supplier selection, this paper makes a
comprehensive review of the literature on two topics, including RL supplier evaluation and selection.
This paper will also refer to the three stages of the decision-making process proposed in [8] to analyze
and study the RL supplier question.

This article is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the theoretical background, moving from
logistics to RL and finally to RL supplier selection, as well as the steps of RL supplier selection which
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serve as the background of the literature review typology. Section 3 introduces research methodology
and processes. Section 4 classifies and analyzes the selected sample of papers according to the selection
process for RL suppliers. Finally, the conclusions of this paper and the limitations of this study are
summarized, and suggestions for future research are given.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Background on RL

Logistics as an activity has a long history, but as a discipline it has only developed for a few decades.
In 1918, an instant delivery corporation was established in the United Kingdom to deliver goods to
wholesalers, retailers and consumers in a timely manner throughout the country. This activity is praised
by some logistics scholars as an early document of logistics activities. During WWII, the United States
first adopted the term “logistics management” in wartime arms supply from the perspective of military
needs, and comprehensively managed the transportation and supply of arms. After WWII, the term
“logistics” was borrowed by Americans into the management of enterprises, and was called “business
logistics”. Japan introduced the concept of “logistics” in the 1960s and interpreted it as “the circulation
of goods”. The concept of logistics varies from country to country, institution to institution, and
period to period. In 1999, the United Nations logistics commission made a new definition of logistics.
It pointed out that logistics is a process that realizes and controls the effective flow and storage of raw
material inventory, final products and related information from the beginning to the end in order to
meet the needs of consumers.

Since the 1990s, many countries in the world began to pay attention to the environment and raw
material resources, which means RL has gradually received more attention [12]. RL has been proved to
be beneficial to the economic situation and social image of enterprises; Jayaraman and Luo note that
many of the things that companies dispose of, such as product waste resources, are actually valuable [13].
In a closed-loop supply chain, reverse flow can bring competitive advantage to enterprises. If enterprises
fail to realize the importance of reverse logistics strategy, customer relations might be in jeopardy, which
put them at a disadvantaged position in market competition. The value of reverse logistics has been
reflected in many industries, such as the carpet industry [14], retail industry [15], bottling sector [16],
paper industry [17], packaging industry [18], cell phone industry [19], pharmaceutical industry [20],
and battery recycling industry [21]. Thus, it can be seen that reverse logistics has research significance
in various degrees, whether it is the study of theory, such as what benefits it can bring to the enterprise,
or the study of practice, such as how it should be applied in various fields. As for the manufacturing
industry, studies on machining systems [22] and performance evaluation [23] are relatively mature,
while there are relatively fewer studies on the combination of remanufacturing with RL.

According to the research conducted by Rachih et al., the process of RL can be described as
collection, inspection and sorting, and the last step is re-processing [24]. Product recovery is the
first step and also a key step in establishing an effective and profitable reverse logistics system [12].
3PRLP has a better ability to respond to the complexity and randomness of the supply chain as
well as the professionalism of reverse logistics activities [25], which makes the third-party collection
model widely used. However, there are still three main collection modes—third-party take-back (TPT),
manufacturer take-back (MT), and retailer take-back (RT)—which means manufacturers, retailers and
3PRLP can all act as reverse logistics suppliers. Moreover, the objectives of different types of supply
chains are not the same, and different companies in different industries hope to get different benefits
from reverse logistics activities [26]; the business scope and capabilities of each RL service provider are
also different, which means that most enterprises will face a decision to choose the best RL supplier.
Govindan et al. indicate that, if the reverse logistics system is operated effectively, it could be the main
source of benefits [27]. Therefore, the selection of reverse logistics suppliers becomes one of the most
important activities in the entire supply chain system, due to the fact that enterprises tend to outsource
reverse logistics activities in order to focus on core business operation.
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2.2. Literature Review Typology

In this literature review, the articles are categorized according to a three-stage process of supplier
selection, created through the synthesis of Govindan [27], Kumar and Dixit [28] and Liu et al.’s [29]
frameworks (see Figure 1). The three stages are: (A) establishment of the selection criteria; (B) calculation
of the relative weights and ranking of the selection criteria; (C) ranking of alternatives (suppliers).

Figure 1. RL supplier selection process.

The starting point for this research is that the awareness of environmental protection and the
concept of sustainable development in society are constantly improving, and understanding of the
importance of reverse logistics in various industries is increasing year by year. In particular, with the
stringent government environmental legislation implemented worldwide, the choice of suppliers has
become an important issue for enterprises. In order to meet the demand of logistics activities in the
supply chain and realize the requirements of environmental friendliness, enterprises tend to choose RL
suppliers that can best match their own demand and maximize economic and environmental benefits.
To understand the selection and evaluation of suppliers in RL activities, Kumar and Dixit [28] and
Liu et al. [29]’s frameworks were studied, all of which started with the establishment of selection
criteria (the Stage A). The completion of this stage usually requires a certain amount of literature review
for support and expert opinion from the field of expertise as a reference [28]. As for the methods,
these include, but are not limited to, Delphi and brainstorming methods. Determining the selection
criteria is a complex and deliberate process, as each enterprise has different expectations. For example,
Liu et al. [29] applied the triple bottom line (TBL) to establish sustainable supplier criteria. For the
social aspect, it is necessary to meet the needs of customers as far as possible. For the economic aspect,
it is necessary to make plans to reduce costs and maximize profits. For the environment aspect, it is
required to consider resource consumption and waste disposal in actual activities, so as to minimize
negative impact on the environment. These three aspects have their own sub-criteria, and there will be
trade-offs when determining the indicator system under different circumstances.

At Stage B, which is to calculate the relative weight of the criteria, Kumar and Dixit explain that,
due to the uncertainty in practical problems and the fuzziness of the criteria, it is usually necessary to
combine the common evaluation method with the fuzzy theory to get a more reliable ranking of the
criteria [28]. Liu et al. argued that a mixed model of the two evaluation methods can achieve roughly
the same effect [29]. Govindan et al. used a systems analysis approach to deal with the criteria, but it
is clear that the contextual relationships between these variables (criteria) are subject to the personal
preferences of the decision makers, and their personal biases may affect the final result [27]. Therefore,
Stage B will analyze the applicability of various approaches to the relationship between criteria with
consideration of the subjectivism of the criteria.
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At Stage C, ranking methods are used to rank alternatives to make the final choice. In many cases,
the hybrid method formed by combining the two phases B and C is called the MCDM method, or
it forms a new hybrid MCDM framework. The MCDM method has been widely used, especially in
research in the manufacturing industry which is closely related to reverse logistics [30,31]. At this stage,
various ranking methods are applied to evaluate and sort the alternatives according to the processed
criteria in order to select the best RL supplier.

3. Research Methodology

A valid literature review can improve knowledge of related fields by identifying patterns,
themes and issues as well as identifying key concepts that work as a path to new theoretical
developments and new directions of research [32,33]. Islam and Huda define a literature review as
having four steps: material collection, descriptive analysis, category selection and, finally, material
evaluation to support the topic [11]. A valuable literature review can summarize past research in the
field and point out potential research directions in the future.

In this study, material collection is accomplished by a two-phase process. For the first phase,
refer to the search method in [8]; articles in the Web of Science (WOS) database were searched using
the terms (“reverse logistics” AND “evaluation” AND “supplier”) in the title, abstract and keywords
(at least one of the three elements should include the search terms). Although the range of dates
searched is not limited, no papers were found from before 2005. The reason may be that the logistics
industry was immature at that time, which led to little research on reverse logistics. Papers published
after April 2020 are not included, as the final updated data were completed on this date.

In the second phase, based on the work of Alexander et al. [34], two exclusion criteria—semantic
relevance and relevance to the research problem—were used to filter articles. Semantic relevance refers
to the different meanings a word may have in different contexts. For example, “reverse logistics” and
“selection” can capture articles that refer to the selection of reverse logistics recovery methods or
modes [35]; “reverse logistics” and “evaluation” can include articles that refer to evaluation of reverse
logistics barriers or performance. Such articles had to be excluded. Relevance to the research problem
means that, in order to determine the relevance of an article’s topic, the entire content of the article has
to be reviewed, as the title or abstract may not present these contents clearly. After reviewing these
papers, 41 of the 107 articles were ultimately selected for the review using the exclusion criteria.

4. Analysis

This section conducts a descriptive analysis of the selected papers and then categorizes these
articles according to the three stages described in Section 2.2 and Figure 1.

4.1. Descriptive Analysis

The number of articles published each year is shown in Figure 2. From Figure 2, we can see that
the first article about RL supplier selection was published in 2008; thus, the articles selected for this
review were published between 2008 and 2020. Starting in 2015, the number of relevant articles has
increased, and the growth rate has increased rapidly in the past two years. There were 11 articles
published in 2019 and 7 in 2018, but no articles related to the topic were found among the articles
published in 2010. It should be noted that the number of articles for 2020 is not complete, and there
may be further growth after data collection.
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Figure 2. Number of papers per year.

Among the 41 articles, 12 were from the Journal of Cleaner Production (Table 1), which is the journal
with the most published articles, accounting for 29%, followed by the International Journal of Advanced
Manufacturing Technology (10%). The top contributing countries are shown in Table 2. (Since many
articles are jointly published by scholars from multiple countries, only the countries of the first author
of the articles are listed, and Table 2 only shows countries with more than three published articles.)
India has the largest number of publications on the subject (15), followed by China (10). In addition,
some articles are based on studies of enterprises in particular countries (Table 3). Overall, 14 articles
chose Indian companies for case studies, 7 articles chose Iranian companies and 6 chose Chinese
companies. The logistics industry in India has been developing rapidly due to its rapid economic
growth, which has prompted more research on RL subjects in India. The implementation of circular
economy promotion laws in China might be a driving force for the interest and the number of papers
in China.

Table 1. List of journals and number of papers.

Journals References N.

Journal of Cleaner Production [1,3,28,29,36–43] 12
International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology [44–47] 4

Applied Soft Computing [48,49] 2
Expert Systems with Applications [50,51] 2

Resources Conservation and Recycling [27,52] 2
Annals of Operations Research [53] 1

Computers Industrial Engineering [54] 1
Computers Operations Research [55] 1

Environment Development and Sustainability [56] 1
International Journal of Information Technology Decision Making [57] 1

International Journal of Production Economics [58] 1
International Journal of Production Research [59] 1

International Journal of Productivity and Performance Management [60] 1
International Journal of Shipping and Transport Logistics [61] 1

Journal of Environmental Management [62] 1
Journal of Grey System [63] 1

Journal of Intelligent Fuzzy Systems [64] 1
Jurnal Teknologi [65] 1

Mathematics [66] 1
Omega International Journal of Management Science [67] 1

Opsearch [68] 1
Production Planning Control [69] 1

Sustainability [70] 1
Sustainable Production and Consumption [71] 1
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Table 2. Contributions by country.

Country Number of Papers

India 15
China 10

Denmark 9
Iran 9
USA 5

Australia 3
Canada 3

Table 3. Number of articles for particular countries.

Country Number of Papers

India 14
Iran 7

China 6
Brazil 2
USA 1

Korea 1
France 1

The top 10 most-cited articles were identified among the 41 articles analyzed (See Table 4), three of
which were published in the Journal of Cleaner Production. Resources Conservation and Recycling published
the most-cited articles, while the article with the highest average annual citation rate [42] was published
in the Journal of Cleaner Production.

Table 4. Most cited articles.

References Journal Citations Year of Publication Average Citations/Year

[27] Resources Conservation and Recycling 259 2009 21.58
[42] Journal of Cleaner Production 176 2017 44.00
[58] International Journal of Production Economics 171 2012 19.00
[54] Computers & Industrial Engineering 138 2008 10.62
[50] Expert Systems with Applications 85 2014 12.14
[41] Journal of Cleaner Production 65 2018 21.67
[49] Applied Soft Computing 64 2016 12.80
[51] Expert Systems with Applications 60 2011 6.00
[43] Journal of Cleaner Production 54 2015 9.00
[59] International Journal of Production Research 50 2011 5.00

Each article is categorized based on the three stages of the RL supplier selection process, as described
in Figure 1 (see Table 5). The following section describes the findings and analysis of these stages;
the theories and methods used in each stage in the papers are discussed in detail in Section 4.2 to
Section 4.4. It is important to note that [42] is discussed in a particular section as its content is a
conceptual framework.

Table 5. Articles according to the three stages of the process.

References Stages No.

[1,3,27–29,36–45,47,48,50–54,56,57,59,61,63,64,66–71] A, B and C 34
[46,49,58,62,65] A and B 5

[55] A and C 1
[60] A 1
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4.2. Stage A: Establish the Selection Criteria

In terms of the theoretical approaches used in the 41 articles selected, researchers mainly focus on
“sustainability”, which is utilized in 18 papers. Six papers use green supply chain management (GSCM)
to investigate how to select RL suppliers. “Green” focuses more on the environment aspect than
“sustainability”. In addition, only one article uses circular economy (CE), which focuses more on the
economic aspect than “sustainability”. The remaining half mainly apply two theories to complete the
classification of criteria. Of these, 11 papers summarize several “performance dimensions” [57] based on
the business capabilities of the RL supplier. Organizational performance, RL Functions, IT application,
service quality and user satisfaction are the most commonly used main groups. Four papers consider
firms’ requirements and operating strategies [36] to complete the classification of criteria. One article
completes the criteria classification through strengths–weaknesses–opportunities–threats (SWOT)
analysis [49] (Table 6).

Table 6. Theory of criteria classification.

Theory References No.

Sustainability [3,29,38,42–45,48,53,55,56,60,62,64,66–68,70] 18
Performance dimensions [27,40,46,47,50,52,57–59,61,65] 11

GSCM [28,37,39,41,54,69] 6
Firm’s requirements and operating

strategy [36,51,63,71] 4

SWOT [49] 1
CE [1] 1

Generally identifying the most-used criteria to select the 3PRLP was based on a systematic
literature review (SLR), and several papers proposed a similar set of criteria: forward logistics;
reverse logistics; financial; capacity; environmental; alliances [43,50,57,65]. In addition, different main
parameters determine the selection process for an appropriate 3PRLP in different situations. Some of
these parameters are common, such as the use of third-party logistics [46], service quality and service
ability [63], and application of information technology [28,47,58], and some are used in special cases,
like noise pollution [36]. Both Li et al. [40] and Prakash and Barua [52,71] consider firms’ requirements
and operating strategies. Momeni et al. [61], P.Sasikumar and A.Noorul Haq [59] determine the criteria
according to the process of reverse logistics.

Sustainability is a popular research topic; many articles divide criteria into three categories,
reflecting their impacts on society, economy and environment, respectively. The specific criteria, from
economic, social and environmental perspectives according to previous sustainable/green practices
and literature reviews, are explored [38,62,67]. Silva et al. define EES (economic, environmental and
social) considerations as the three dimensions of sustainable development [8]. It should be noted that
ISO14000 is often used as a reference for formulation of environmental criteria. Some authors add the
consideration of risk, which includes operational risk and financial risk [48,66,68]; sometimes safety
practices and health, along with compliance with the International Labour Organization (ILO) code [53]
or respect for local rules and policies [45] are grouped together into the category of social factors. In the
following research, Zarbakhshnia et al. [3] improve “risk and safety” by using the Delphi method to
update the content of the criteria, and add two sub-criteria—organizational risk and safety— into the
new dimension of “risk and safety”. Garg et al. [56] take all sustainable outsourcing partners (SOPs) as
alternative objects; reverse logistics and waste minimization are regarded as sub-criteria under the
aspect of environmental factors, in which practices recovering materials, minimization of waste and
disposal in an environmental friendly way are emphasized. Liu et al. [29] transform the criteria of
the three sustainability dimensions based on customer needs (CNs) into engineering characteristics
(ECs), which have nine criteria, including reverse logistics. Bai and Sarkis summarize cost, quality,
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time, flexibility, and innovativeness as five economic/business attributes that can be considered from a
sustainability perspective [55].

The papers also link a range of other criteria to RL supplier selection. Pourjavad et al. divides the
crucial criteria of 3PRLP selection into environmental, social and cost [64]. The cost criteria consists of
the quality of products, value-added services, transport capacity and level of advanced equipment.
Jung [70] set social sustainability as the main aspect, with focuses on three social criteria: philanthropy,
average salary and management policy.

When selecting suppliers in the sustainable supply chain, both the collection capability as well
as green technology capability are considered [44]; others employ waste management and pollution
prevention as evaluation criteria [42]. Gardas et al. add the “sustainable eco-friendly process/recycling”
to the 3PLP selection criteria of the pharmaceutical industry [60]. Govindan et al. developed a model
for circular supplier selection, in which three criteria are identified: quality, on-time delivery and
circularity, among which the sub-criterion “environmental standards” requires suppliers to utilize
environmental standards to recycle products [1].

Chatterjee et al. present the dimensions and corresponding criteria of the GSCM, including green
design, green production, green warehousing, green transportation and green purchasing [41].
Tosarkani and Amin added “social-cultural enablers” to various criteria, representing green logistics
practices [39]. EES assessment is also cited by some authors to select reverse logistics centers [69].
Efendigil et al. proposed that RL is an important part of the effective operation of “green supply
chains”. However, their twelve performance indicators for 3PRLP are biased towards logistics practices
and neglect of green practices [54]. In contrast, the criteria for selection and evaluation of green suppliers
summarized by Santos et al. [37] are more oriented towards green practices. A set of more comprehensive
criteria is proposed in further research; Kumar and Dixit [28] studied recycling partner evaluation
for the disposal of waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) using green competencies (GC),
and proposed a mode for GC and recycling partner selection, using opportunism, service and delivery
performance, resource and environmental management capabilities, social responsibility benefits,
green core competencies, management and organizational competencies, regulatory obligations and
risk compliances as the criteria.

4.3. Stage B: Calculate the Relative Weights

In stage B, in order to determine the degree of importance of the criteria, the weights for each
dimension and then the weights of the sub-criteria are calculated in their separate dimensions.
For articles that use the concept of sustainability to establish criteria, the most heavily weighted
dimensions are generally environment [28,42,56] and economy [45,48,67,68]. Some articles are specific
to cost or price [64,70]. Only one of the selected articles places the highest weight on the society
dimension [3]. Often, the most critical criteria are tailored to different situations and objectives.
Tavana et al. conclude that the third-party logistics services (3PLS) criterion has the most important
impact on the selection of 3PRLPs [46]. That is, the highest priority should be given to the 3PLS criterion
if a decision maker aims at improving the performance when selecting 3PRLPs [47,52,71]. Articles with
green practices as the purpose place the most emphasis on various environmental criteria, such as
“circular” [1], environmental practice [37,39,40], environmental expenditure [54] and green design [41].
Others focus on technical/engineering capability [27,36,58].

According to decision making techniques, the majority of articles employ fuzzy theory to assist in
this process. These articles use fuzzy logic to deal with the uncertainty of qualitative criteria. FAHP was
used in 13 articles; four articles used FANP (fuzzy analysis network process). BWM (best–worst
method), DEA (data envelopment analysis) and ISM (interpretive structural modeling) were employed
in three papers each. SWARA (stepwise weight assessment ratio analysis) was employed in two papers
each. CPT (cumulative prospect theory) and AEW (anti-entropy weighting) are used in one article
each. More details are listed in Table 7.
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Table 7. Decision making techniques.

Decision Making Technique References No.

FAHP [3,28,42,49,50,52–54,63,67,68,70,71] 13
FANP [1,39,46,47] 4
DEA [44,51,61] 3
ISM [27,58,60] 3

BWM [36,56,62] 3
SWARA [45,48] 2

Variable weight theory [66] 1
Entropy [37] 1

CPT [40] 1
DEMATEL [64] 1

Rasch Model [65] 1
QFD and IVITFNs [29] 1

Fuzzy DEMATEL-AEW [38] 1
Rough DEMATEL-ANP [41] 1

SWOT [49] 1
VIKOR [51] 1

Linguistic data [57] 1

Although most articles do not mention it, there is some basis for the method selection. Kumar and
Dixit [28] consider that, compared with ANP, the ease of applicability in pairwise comparisons made
AHP become a more useful tool. However, the weakness of AHP is that the process of AHP is time
consuming because there will be a large number of required pairwise comparisons [67]. Chatterjee et al.
find that, in the R’DEMATEL method (rough Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory Model),
the relationship between the criteria is closer to the real systems compared with ANP, because the
levels of interdependence of criteria and dimensions do not have any reciprocal values [41].

4.4. Stage C: Ranking of Alternatives

In stage C, the articles determine the final results using appropriate ranking methods. As can
be seen from the Table 8, VIKOR (ViseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje) and
TOPSIS (technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution) are the two commonly
used methods; MOORA (multi-objective optimization by ratio analysis) and DEA were applied in
three papers each, two papers used the FANP method, and the rest of the articles used a variety of
novel approaches including IPHFS (interval Pythagoras hesitant fuzzy set), MAIRCA (multi-attribute
ideal-real comparative analysis), COPRAS (complex proportional assessment), NRS (neighborhood
rough set), PROMETHEE (preference ranking organization method for enrichment evaluation),
F-AIO (fuzzy artificial immune optimization).

Luo et al. [66] compared the results of PDHFLT (possibility distribution based hesitant fuzzy
linguistic term sets)-MOORA with those of PDHFLT-TOPSIS and PDHFLT-VIKOR. Although there
was no difference in the final results, the overall ranking was still different. TOPSIS ignores individual
regret, while the VIKOR-based method considers individual regret, but the result is very sensitive to
individual regret proportion, which is difficult to determine. The PDHFL-MULTIMOORA method
considers both the group utility values and individual regret values and can overcome this shortcoming.
Bai and Sarkis [55] mainly make innovations in ranking methods. The NRS theory is used to reduce the
number of 3PRLPs to be selected at first, and then a preferred 3PRLP is eventually selected by using
VIKOR combined with the TOPSIS. The solution with the shortest distance from the ideal solution and
the longest distance from the negative ideal solution can be determined by TOPSIS, but the relative
importance and conflict criterion of distance could not be taken into account. The proposed new
method integrated the advantages of the TOPSIS and VIKOR methods and can take into account
factors such as the ideal solution, the negative ideal solution and conflicting criteria, which can make
results more reliable [55].
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Table 8. Decision making techniques.

Decision Making Technique References No.

VIKOR [28,29,38,42,56,59,71] 7
TOPSIS [27,37,50,52,53,63] 6

MOORA [3,45,66] 3
DEA [44,51,61] 3

FANP [39,47] 2
IPHFS [36] 1

MAIRCA [41] 1
COPRAS [48] 1

Fuzzy inference system [64] 1
NRS-TOPSIS-VIKOR [55] 1

TOPSIS-PROMETHEE [68] 1
Dominance-based decision-making approach [57] 1

Artificial neural networks [54] 1
DEMATEL [1] 1

CPT [40] 1
FAHP [70] 1
F-AIO [69] 1

ELECTRE I [67] 1

The IPHFS adopted by Liu et al. [36] can more accurately show the attitude of decision makers than
traditional ANP, TOPSIS and BWM methods because it has more liberal restrictions on membership
and non-affiliation. Govindan et al. consider that widely used approaches such as AHP, TOPSIS,
and DEA, which require decision makers to make great cognitive effort, may lead decision makers
to make some arbitrary transformation of the performances scales, or provide poor recognition
ability [67]. The advantage of the new proposed ELECTRE and SMAA approaches is that they
allow the qualitative nature of some criteria and heterogeneous criteria scales, and they provide the
possibility of modeling the effects of high strengths or critical weaknesses in the comparison of a pair
of alternatives. Li et al. [40] proposed the CPT-based hybrid-information MCDM method, which takes
into consideration the bounded rationality of DM. This approach offers better consistency with reality,
as it addresses the shortcomings of FTOPSIS. Chatterjee et al. compared the ranking results of rough
TOPSIS, rough COPRAS, rough MAIRCA and rough VIKOR; the conclusion is that the R’VIKOR
method focuses on seeking a balance between total and individual satisfaction, while the R’MAIRCA
method emphasizes ranking and selecting from a set of alternatives in the presence of conflicting
criteria. R’TOPSIS introduces the ranking index, including the distances from the ideal point and from
the negative ideal point, but these distances are simply summed as numerical values, without taking
into account their relative importance; similar problems may appear in the R’COPRAS method [41].

5. Conclusions and Discussions

5.1. Main Findings and Implications

In this paper, 41 articles on RL supplier selection are analyzed in depth to identify the criteria and
methods most used in this selection. The following conclusions can be drawn:

(a) The number of papers on RL supplier selection has increased in recent years; this result
demonstrates that RL supplier selection has attracted organizations and research centers from around
the globe. Table 2 shows that research on this topic is mainly popular in developing countries (India,
China, Iran) or developed countries where agriculture is a traditional industry (such as Denmark).
These countries are focusing on developing industry and manufacturing to become pillar industries,
and their emphasis on RL supplier selection shows that RL is an important part of this process
and indicates that, from the perspective of world development, this topic still has space for further
development in the future. With the recent adoption of the Circular Economy Action Plan by the
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European Commission, one of the main building blocks of the European Green Deal in 2020 will be a
driving force for the adaption of RL in Europe.

The interruption of global supply chains by the COVID–19 pandemic is forcing businesses to
convert to RL and to the circular economy to enable the resource and business resilience. This will
further promote the attention to RL-related research globally.

(b) Although a small number of authors use the “green” and circular economy, or other theories,
most of the existing articles focus on the perspective of sustainable development. Among them,
environment and economy are the dominant two criteria, and few articles focus on the social aspect.
Although such a trend conforms to the trend in the development of the logistics industry, too much
concentration on a single subject may have a negative impact on further research, and more new
theories should be developed as the core of subsequent research. Those articles that do not employ
any theory mainly focus on RL capability in terms of criteria, so, in further research, this criterion
can be refined to consider what theories and indicators should be applied from the needs of different
industries or to determine new attributes.

(c) The RL supplier selection process is based on a large number of attributes which are not
fully considered in some criteria. Value-added services are mentioned in some articles but not taken
seriously. It is conceivable that an RL supplier would be competitive if it met the needs of different
customers for various types of value-added services. Value-added services can be used to reflect the
strength of an RL supplier’s professional capabilities and adaptability to different markets, from which
researchers can discuss the subject of evaluation of RL supplier performance.

(d) Almost all studies use more than one decision method, with MCDM being the most frequently
used decision technique, and fuzzy logic is the most common method used to eliminate uncertainty.
AHP and ANP are favored by researchers for their simplicity and intuitiveness, and they are often
combined with traditional ranking methods such as VIKOR or TOPSIS. Such a hybrid method has
broad applicability, but it does not satisfy all decision requirements. In addition, many articles do not
elaborate on the rationality of the hybrid method used. More attention should be paid to the choice of
methods for solving specific problems.

(e) The artificial intelligence method is used in only two articles. This research method, which is
closely related to the currently important field of big data analysis, should be developed for a wider
range of applications. The strong learning ability and data processing ability of AI technology can help
RL activities improve efficiency in the process of collecting data and decision making.

According to the results of the literature review, the concept of RL supplier selection can be
concluded as a process of first identifying criteria based on industry characteristics and the topic in the
frontier of the research field of the research object, then determining the appropriate decision method
based on a comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of various methods and their applicability
to a specific problem, and finally selecting the best RL supplier through specific criteria and methods.
The results of the presented review can serve as a basis for selecting criteria and methods in future
research. It is suggested for researchers and practitioners that in future that they should not overlook
those criteria, and methods that are not widely used, novel criteria and better decision-making methods
can be studied. Finally, from a more macro perspective, research on reverse logistics needs to be
combined with research in many other fields. For example, the application and implementation of
reverse logistics in various industries can also become a further research direction.

5.2. Research Limitations

This study’s main limitation lies in its focus on the selection and evaluation of reverse logistics
suppliers. Other decision-making processes or model building methods in the process of reverse
logistics are not included in it. Since most of the references are based on the establishment of a
decision-making framework and a case study, the research methods of these articles are not classified
and summarized. When analyzing the criteria, this paper stops at the criteria and does not delve into
the detailed composition and relation of the sub-criteria. A more extensive and comprehensive study
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can be carried out by systematically summarizing relevant papers according to the whole reverse
logistics process from consumer to manufacturer. In terms of the selection of references, due to the
influence of various restrictions, this paper only contains the English papers that can be retrieved in
WOS. If the search scope of is further expanded, a better analysis of the research on this topic may
be obtained.
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Abstract: To improve the sustainable development ability of logistics parks, this study constructs
a sustainability evaluation method of logistics parks based on emergy; analyzes the input (energy,
land, investment, equipment, information technology, and human resources) and output (income and
waste) of logistics parks from the perspective of emergy; studies the characteristics of the emergy
flow of logistics parks; and constructs the function, structure, ecological efficiency, and sustainable
development indexes of logistics parks. The basic situation, resource efficiency, and environmental
friendliness of the logistics parks are comprehensively evaluated from the emergy point of view.
On this basis, targeted decision suggestions are provided for the sustainable development of logistics
parks. Finally, the feasibility and effectiveness of the method are verified by an example. This study
reveals the internal relationship among economic, environmental, and social benefits of logistics
parks through emergy and provides theoretical and methodological support for the sustainable
development of logistics parks.

Keywords: emergy; logistics parks; sustainability

1. Introduction

With the continuous development of the global economy and e-commerce, the demand for the
logistics industry shows a steady growth trend. As an important form of the logistics industry, logistics
parks have an agglomeration effect, which can improve logistics efficiency, reduce logistics cost, and
promote the linkage development of the logistics industry, the manufacturing industry, and modern
commerce. However, various problems emerge in the development process of logistics parks. In the
early stage, the market demand was not scientifically analyzed, and the function orientation was not
clear, which made the construction of logistics parks inconsistent with the actual needs of enterprises.
This inconsistency led to the vacancy of parks, the low utilization rate of land and equipment in parks,
the low efficiency of parks, the lack of relevant facilities, the low level of informatization, the lack
of added value of logistics services provided for enterprises, the operation mode remaining in the
primary stage, which results in the low-profit margin of logistics parks, and the lack of reuse of waste
generated in the process of logistics in parks. Therefore, how to evaluate the basic situation, resource
efficiency, and environmental friendliness of logistics parks; improve the economic and social benefits
of logistics parks; and realize sustainable development have become urgent research topics.

Sustainable logistics is a trendy research theme that addresses societal, environmental,
and industrial challenges. It has attracted the interest of many experts and scholars. The entropy method
and the coupling coordination degree model are used to study how to coordinate economic, logistics,
and ecological environment [1]. The coordinated development between the metropolitan economy and
logistics for sustainability is analyzed by Lan [2]. The association between green logistics performance
and sustainability reporting is investigated drawing on signaling theory [3]. The sustainability of
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national logistics performance is evaluated by using data envelopment analysis [4]. Logistics themes
and challenges that are environmentally sustainable are explored from a logistics service provider’s
view [5]. Trends in sustainable logistics in major cities in China are studied by Lan [6]. The multi-method
approach, including literature review, text analysis, text mining, and statistical analysis is implemented
to study environmental sustainability in city logistics measures [7–9]. The best–worst method is
adopted to evaluate and rank the challenges of implementing eco-innovation practices for freight
logistics sustainability [10]. The network design and planning of sustainable multi-period reverse
logistics under uncertainty utilizing conditional value at risk for recycling construction and demolition
waste is studied by Rahimi [11]. Operational and environmental sustainability tradeoffs in the
planning of multimodal freight transportation are evaluated by Kelle [12]. A fuzzy multi-criteria
model is structured by Bandeira for evaluating sustainable urban freight transportation operations [13].
Melkonyan assesses the sustainability of last-mile logistics and distribution strategies using the case of
local food networks [14]. Pourhejazy integrates sustainability into the optimization of fuel logistics
networks [15]. Sustainability challenges in the maritime transport and logistics industry and its way
ahead are studied by Lee [16]. Some scholars directed their studies toward the methods of logistics
sustainable development. The development of innovative green infrastructure solutions is mentioned
to improve the sustainability of ports logistics [17]. Customer satisfaction, sufficient security and
privacy, affordability, and competitive pressure are indicated as the highest-ranked critical success
factors to achieve supply chain social sustainability using social media [18]. The sharing economy is
used as a pathway to sustainable development in organic food supply chains [19]. A novel taxonomy
of green initiatives and to investigate their diffusion among logistics service providers is provided [20].
The main challenges and opportunities for the development of river logistics as a sustainable alternative
are studied by Ademar [21].

Environmental and social issues are an important part of sustainable development. The research
on the sustainable development of logistics makes logistics pay attention to the impact on society
and the natural environment while improving economic benefits. However, the current research
on the quantitative evaluation of logistics sustainability is limited, and no unified standard exists
between logistics economic and ecological systems. Starting from the ecological environment, the
emergy analysis method integrates energy flow, material flow, and currency flow, and calculates a
series of comprehensive index systems reflecting ecological and economic efficiency. This method also
studies the interaction between human society and nature. It is a bridge connecting economic and
ecological systems [22]. Emergy theory was initially used in the analysis of eco-economic systems
or industrial park evaluation analysis [23–25]; now, its application scope is increasingly extensive.
Emergy based sustainability evaluation of remanufacturing machining systems is studied by Liu [26],
and proposes an integrated optimization control method for remanufacturing assembly system [27].
Two calculation methods of emergy indices are used to compare 10 power generation systems [28].
The comprehensive evaluation of the environmental sustainability of the case study hydropower
projects on the Tibetan Plateau in 2016 using an emergy analysis approach is done by Chen [29].
An introduction and background are provided on how emergy accounting analysis can be adjusted
and applied at the supply chain level [30]. Emergy analysis and combined emergy and life cycle
assessment (EM-LCA) were used to evaluate the sustainability of an open-pit gold mine and an alluvial
gold mine in Colombia [31]. Mohammad uses emergy to evaluate the sustainability of greenhouse
systems, leading to management recommendations to increase the sustainability of production in these
systems [32]. Cai proposes an emergy-based sustainability evaluation method for the outsourcing
machining resources for improving resource utilization efficiency [33]. Logistics parks have a similar
organization and operation mode with industrial parks. Therefore, the application of emergy theory to
the eco-economic system analysis of logistics parks and the quantitative analysis and evaluation of the
sustainability of logistics parks can further enrich the application scope of emergy theory.

Based on the theory and method of emergy analysis, this study first defines the boundary and
scope of logistics park activities and puts forward the emergy measurement model and the evaluation
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index system of logistics parks. This study then selects a Logistics Park in Chuzhou City, Anhui
Province, as an example to verify the feasibility of the index system in practice and finally forms
a conclusion.

This study uses the theory and method of emergy analysis to transform the input of land,
equipment, human resource, energy, and other resources and the output of incomes and waste into a
unified emergy unit. The economic and social benefits of logistics parks are quantitatively analyzed
and comprehensively evaluated. This study reveals the internal mechanism of the sustainability of
logistics parks and provides a new perspective for the benefit evaluation of logistics parks.

In practice, the use of emergy theory to evaluate the benefits of logistics parks can help park
managers to identify the problems in operation and the causes of low efficiency and provide directions
for logistics parks to improve efficiency. The related suggestions on sustainable development provide a
theoretical reference for other logistics parks. It can also help decision-makers understand the operation
status of logistics parks and provide the decision-making basis for the overall planning and resource
allocation of logistics parks.

2. Model

2.1. Boundary and Scope

A lot of resources need to be invested in the construction of logistics parks. They include natural
resources, such as land, sunshine, and rain; other renewable resources, such as coal and oil; other
non-renewable resources; and non-natural resources, such as logistics infrastructure equipment, human
resources, and information technology, which all need a lot of funds. However, due to various reasons,
the resource efficiency of logistics parks is low and needs to be improved. Therefore, logistics parks
should analyze the various resource elements closely related to their operation to make full use of
existing resources, make it play a role as much as possible, and ensure the long-term and sustainable
service of logistics parks.

According to the activity flow and characteristics of logistics parks, the boundary is determined,
and the emergy flow diagram of logistics parks is drawn.

From the above figure, we can see that the emergy elements are closely related to the activities of
a logistics park (Figure 1). The energy input of the logistics park is mainly renewable energy, including
solar, wind, geothermal, rainwater potential, and rainwater chemical energies. The emergy input
outside the park includes renewable resource input and non-renewable resource input. It includes
the water, electricity, coal and fuel, land resources, facilities and equipment costs, capital investment,
labor, and information costs required by the operation. The emergy output of the logistics park is the
business income and net profit brought by logistics and related services, as well as various wastes
generated in the operation process.

In view of the availability and accuracy of production data, the model mainly considers the
input and output of the logistics park. For the convenience and feasibility of the model calculation,
the extension problem is not considered, such as the social benefits and risks brought by the logistics
park. From another level, this is actually included in the logistics park management and service,
but their impact on the emergy flow is implicit.

2.2. Emergy Measurement Model

The operation of logistics parks needs to import a variety of resources, including renewable
resources, such as solar energy, rainwater, and wind from nature, and non-renewable resources,
such as water, electricity, fuel oil, and coal, as well as land, facilities and equipment, human resources,
and information technology. The output is mainly waste (waste water, waste gas, and waste residue)
and services through the provision of logistics-related services to achieve business income and make
profits. Energy input and output have many kinds, the quantity is large, and the dimension is not
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unified. Based on related literature, this study uses emergy to unify measuring energy [34]. Whose
basic expression is as follows:

EM = UEV ×N (1)

where EM is emergy, UEV is the emergy conversion rate of different substances, and N is the different
units of input flow (mass g or energy J).

Based on the above formula, we construct the input and output emergy measurement model of
logistics parks as follows.

Figure 1. Emergy system diagram of a logistics park.

2.2.1. Input Emergy Value

(1) Emergy of energy. When logistics parks provide logistics services, they are less dependent on
the resources provided by the natural environment and involve relatively less energy. The input
energy mainly includes solar, rainwater, and wind energy provided by nature, as well as water,
electricity, coal, fuel oil, and other resources used in logistics and other value-added services [35].

Me =
I∑

i=1

ei ×UEVi
e (2)

where Me is the emergy provided by the nature of the logistics system, ei is the i-th energy provided
by nature, and I is the total number of types of natural energy used in the logistics system.

(2) Emergy of management. It mainly refers to all kinds of management expenses for organizing
and managing business activities in the operation process of logistics parks, including the rent of
warehouse and logistics sites, maintenance and depreciation costs of logistics infrastructure and
equipment, business entertainment expenses generated by foreign economic exchanges, material
consumption, and expenses incurred by various departments due to office needs.

Mm =
I∑

i=1

mi ×UEVi
m (3)

where Mm is the emergy of various management costs in the logistics system, mi is the i-th
management cost in the logistics system, and I is the total number of types.

(3) Emergy of capital costs. Logistics parks occupy much land and need corresponding logistics
facilities and equipment. Thus, the demand for funds is large. Capital costs refer to the cost
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paid by logistics parks for raising and using various funds, including fund-raising expenses and
capital occupation expenses, such as printing, notarization, and guarantee fees generated from
issuing stocks and bonds, shareholders’ dividends, and bank loan interest paid for occupying
others’ funds.

Mc =
I∑

i=1

ci ×UEVi
c (4)

where Mc is the emergy of various capital costs in the logistics system, ci is the i-th capital cost in
the logistics system, and I is the total number of types of capital costs used in the logistics system.

(4) Emergy of human resource. It refers to the salary, bonus, performance, welfare, allowance,
and other expenses of all kinds of managers and employees in logistics parks, as well as the
training and recruitment expenses of employees.

Mh =
I∑

i=1

hi ×UEVi
h (5)

where Mh is the emergy of human resource in the logistics system, hi is the i-th human resource
cost in the logistics system, and I is the total number of types of human resource costs used in the
logistics system.

(5) Emergy of information. Information is an important part of logistics parks. As an indispensable
part of logistics parks, a logistics information platform is the bond and support of logistics park
operation and an important means to provide logistics services for other enterprises. Information
costs include the cost of building an information platform and the cost of management and
maintenance during the operation of the platform.

M f =
I∑

i=1

f i ×UEVi
f (6)

where Mf is the emergy of information cost in the logistics system, fi is the i-th information cost in
the logistics system, and I is the total number of types of information costs used in the logistics
system.

2.2.2. Output Emergy Value

(1) Emergy of waste. It mainly refers to waste gas, wastewater, and solid waste generated in the
operation of logistics parks.

Mw =
I∑

i=1

wi ×UEVi
w (7)

where Mw is the emergy of waste in the logistics system, wi is the i-th waste in the logistics system,
and I is the total number of types of waste produced by the logistics system.

(2) Emergy of income. Logistics parks provide warehousing, transportation, circulation processing,
and other logistics services and various value-added services. By providing these services, it can
obtain various incomes, such as storage fees, equipment rentals, processing costs, and value-added
services, and form the operating income of the park.

Mb =
I∑

i=1

bi ×UEVi
b (8)

where Mb is the emergy of incomes in the logistics system, bi is the i-th income in the logistics
system, and I is the total number of types of incomes of the logistics system.
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2.3. Sustainability Evaluation Index System of Logistics Parks

Based on the analysis of the emergy elements and the emergy measurement model of logistics
parks, combined with their characteristics, the corresponding indicators were constructed to evaluate
the ecological efficiency and sustainable development of logistics parks.

2.3.1. Structural Indexes

(1) Emergy self-sufficiency ratio (ESR). It is the ratio of the emergy input of local resources and total
emergy. For the logistics park, the emergy input of local resources is mainly renewable resources
in the system. Its formula is as follows:

ESR = EMR/EMU (9)

(2) Purchasing emergy ratio. It is the ratio of input emergy from the outside of logistics parks and
the total emergy the system:

Purchasing emergy ratio = EMI/EMU (10)

Logistics parks focus on providing a variety of logistics services and value-added services. These
two indexes reflect the dependence of logistics parks on external resources. The lower the ESR and the
higher the purchasing emergy ratio, the stronger dependence of the system is on the outside.

(3) Emergy ratio of equipment and labor. It is the ratio between the emergy of equipment, facilities,
labor, and information purchased by logistics parks and the total emergy. The calculation formula
is as follows:

Emergy o f equipment and labor ratio = EMel/EMU (11)

This index reflects the emergy ratio of the facilities and equipment, labor, and information
resources purchased by logistics parks. The higher the index is, the more developed the system is,
and the less dependent the system is on the environment.

2.3.2. Functional Indexes

(1) Emergy exchange ratio (EER). It refers to the ratio of the commodity emergy (the emergy obtained
by the buyer) to the emergy equivalent to the buyer’s payment currency. Its expression can be
described as follows:

EER = EMI/EMO (12)

For logistics parks, the buyer can obtain warehousing, transportation, circulation processing, and
information services by paying currency. The index is used to study the exchange proportion of emergy
in the process of inflow and outflow. The larger the index is, the more emergy exchange the system
has, and the more advantageous it is in foreign exchange.

(2) Emergy yield ratio (EYR). It is the ratio of the output emergy to input emergy of parks [36].
The calculation formula is as follows:

EYR = EMJ/EMU (13)

Through this index, the production efficiency and development degree of the system can be
comprehensively evaluated. For logistics parks, the emergy of its output is the net profit and waste,
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whereas the emergy input is mainly the emergy of various materials consumed in the process of logistics
activities, including energy, human resources, and information. The higher the EYR is, the higher the
emergy output of logistics park under a certain emergy input, which means that the utilization rate
of various resources in parks is higher and can bring greater economic benefits to the park, and the
competitiveness of the logistics park is stronger.

(3) Emergy density of land. It is the ratio of emergy output to land area.

Emergy land density = EMO/A (14)

where A refers to the land area of the logistics park. This index reflects the land-use efficiency of
logistics parks. The higher the index, the greater the degree of land use is, and the higher the
output is.

2.3.3. Ecological Efficiency Indexes

(1) Emergy investment ratio (EIR). It refers to the ratio of feedback emergy from the economy to
free input emergy from the environment. The former includes all kinds of emergy purchased by
logistics parks, such as water, electricity, labor, and information, whereas the latter is the emergy
of renewable and non-renewable resources provided by the system free of charge.

EIR = EMI/EMR (15)

The index is an important indicator to measure the degree of economic development and
environmental load of the system. It reflects the corresponding emergy input required by the
developing unit of natural resources. The larger the ratio is, the higher the degree of economic
development is, and the less dependence on the environment is.

(2) Environmental loading ratio (ELR). It is the ratio of non-renewable emergy to renewable
emergy [37]. Its calculation formula is as follows:

ELR = (EMn + EMel)/(EMr + EMR) (16)

This index mainly evaluates the impact of system activities on the environment and is a warning
to the economic system. The larger the index is, the higher the degree of science and technology of the
system, high-intensity emergy utilization is observed, and the pressure of the environmental loading is
greater in parks. If the system’s environmental load ratio is high for a long time, its self-organizing
ability will decline, which may cause irreparable struc1tural changes or loss of function.

(3) Emergy ratio of waste (EWR). It is the ratio of waste emergy to the total emergy of the system. Its
formula is as follows:

EWR = EMW/EMU (17)

It reflects the resource utilization degree and the recycling level of the system. The lower the index
is, the higher the resource recycling degree of logistics parks is.

2.3.4. Sustainable Development Index

Considering the dual attributes of logistics parks, which realizes its economic benefits and
considers some government public welfare, the emergy index for sustainable development (EISD) is
adopted to evaluate the sustainable development of logistics parks. The calculation method of this
index is as follows:

ELSD = EYR× EER/ELR (18)
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EER reflects the gain and loss of the system in the external exchange, and EYR reflects the output
efficiency of the system. The product of the two is the emergy output benefit of the system. ELR
reflects the impact of various activities of the system on the environment. Therefore, EISD considers
the environmental and socio-economic benefits of the system [38]. The higher the ratio is, the better the
comprehensive benefits of the system are under unit environmental pressure, and the more competitive
advantages the system has in sustainable development.

Based on the above emergy indexes, the emergy evaluation index system of logistics parks is
constructed, as shown (Table 1).

Table 1. Emergy evaluation index system of logistics parks.

Emergy Index Expression Remark

Renewable energy in the system (EMR) System owned resource

Input emergy outside the system (EMI) EMI = EMr + EMn + EMel

Emergy of renewable resources (EMr) Input of renewable resources

Emergy of non-renewable resources (EMn) Input of non-renewable resources from
outside of the system, such as electricity, gas

Emergy of equipment and labor (EMel) input of capital, information, labor resources
from outside of the system

Total emergy (EMU) EMU = EMR + EMI

Output emergy (EMO) EMO = EMW + EMJ

Emergy of waste (EMW) Output of wastes

Emergy of profits (EMJ) Output of net profits

Structural index

Emergy self-sufficiency ratio (ESR) EMR/EMU Evaluating the natural environment support
capacity

Purchasing emergy ratio EMI/EMU Reflecting the dependence of logistics park on
external resources

Emergy ratio of equipment and labor EMr/EMU Reflecting the degree of system development
and technology dependence

Functional indexes

Emergy exchange ratio (EER) EMI/EM0 Evaluating the gains and losses in the
external exchange

Emergy yield ratio (EYR) EMJ/EMU Measuring the contribution of system output
to the economy

Emergy density of land EMO/A Reflecting the land use efficiency

Ecological efficiency indexes

Emergy investment ratio (EIR) EMI/EMR Measuring the degree of economic
development and environmental load

Environmental loading ratio (ELR) (EMn + EMel)/(EMr + EMR) Evaluating the impact of activities on the
environment

Emergy ratio of waste (EWR) EMW/EMU Reflecting the resource utilization degree and
recycling level

Sustainable development index

Emergy index for sustainable development
(EISD) EYR × EER/ELR Measuring the status and level of sustainable

development

3. Case Study

3.1. Background

A Logistics Park is located in Chuzhou City, Anhui Province. It was established in 2011, covering
an area of 35 hectares, with a registered capital of 1,300,000,000 CNY (Unit of Chinese currency).
Based on the surrounding industrial parks, the logistics park serves the surrounding economic areas
and provides an integrated platform for logistics operation for the modern manufacturing industry,
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third-party logistics enterprises, and the business circulation industry. It integrates basic logistics
services, such as multimodal transport, warehousing and distribution, transit distribution, container
transportation, and other extended logistics services, such as raw material procurement, warehouse
receipt pledge, supply chain management, and information services. It is a modern logistics park that
is multi-functional, regional, and service-oriented.

3.2. Results

Through consulting the company’s public annual report, combined with the investigation of the
logistics park, relevant data from 2014 to 2018 were collected with the help of relevant personnel of the
park. The specific data and emergy flow are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

According to the emergy flow table, the emergy evaluation index of the logistics park is calculated,
as shown (Table 4).

Table 2. The energy data of the logistics park in 2014–2018.

Collection Object
Original Data Emergy

Conversion Rate
(Sej/Unit)

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Renewable Resources in the System

Solar energy (J) 7.05 × 1015 7.11 × 1015 6.99 × 1015 7.26 × 1015 7.17 × 1015 1.00
Wind energy (J) 2.47 × 1011 2.98 × 1011 2.65 × 1011 2.72 × 1011 3.06 × 1011 6.63 × 102

Rainwater potential energy (J) 3.42 × 108 3.79 × 108 2.93 × 108 4.55 × 108 4.21 × 108 8.89 × 103

Rainwater chemical energy (J) 8.92 × 107 9.34 × 107 8.17 × 107 9.86 × 107 9.53 × 107 1.54 × 104

Geothermal energy (J) 4.58 × 1012 5.13 × 1012 5.66 × 1012 4.91 × 1012 5.27 × 1012 2.90 × 104

Input Resources

Water (G) 2.23 × 109 2.89 × 109 3.32 × 109 3.72 × 109 3.37 × 109 4.10 × 104

Electric (J) 1.44 × 1012 1.51 × 1012 1.80 × 1012 1.98 × 1012 2.16 × 1012 1.60 × 105

Fuel (J) 1.01 × 1012 1.15 × 1012 1.38 × 1012 1.47 × 1012 1.61 × 1013 6.60 × 104

Management cost (CNY) 3.90 × 106 4.85 × 106 5.40 × 106 6.15 × 106 7.00 × 106 8.61 × 1011

Capital cost (CNY) 5.85 × 106 6.84 × 106 6.84 × 106 7.38 × 106 7.38 × 106 8.61 × 1011

Information (CNY) 7.50 × 105 8.80 × 105 8.00 × 105 1.20 × 106 5.50 × 105 8.61 × 1011

Human resource (CNY) 4.60 × 106 4.80 × 106 5.40 × 106 6.80 × 106 7.50 × 106 8.61 × 1011

Output Resources

Incomes (CNY) 3.42 × 109 3.68 × 109 5.34 × 109 4.82 × 109 4.10 × 109 8.61 × 1011

Net profit (CNY) 6.90 × 106 6.15 × 106 6.02 × 106 7.78 × 106 1.26 × 107 8.61 × 1011

Waste water (G) 1.78 × 108 2.31 × 108 2.66 × 108 2.98 × 108 2.70 × 108 1.24 × 109

Waste gas (G) 1.66 × 105 1.77 × 105 2.35 × 105 2.31 × 105 6.3 × 105 1.84 × 108

Solid waste (G) 4.88 × 106 5.12 × 106 5.57 × 106 6.01 × 106 5.69 × 106 2.52 × 108
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Table 3. The emergy data of the logistics park in 2014–2018.

Collection Object
Emergy Data

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Renewable resources in the system

Solar energy (J) 7.05 × 1015 7.11 × 1015 6.99 × 1015 7.26 × 1015 7.17 × 1015

Wind energy (J) 1.64 × 1014 1.98 × 1014 1.76 × 1014 1.80 × 1014 2.03 × 1014

Rainwater potential energy (J) 3.04 × 1012 3.37 × 1012 2.60 × 1012 4.04 × 1012 3.74 × 1012

Rainwater chemical energy (J) 1.37 × 1012 1.44 × 1012 1.26 × 1012 1.52 × 1012 1.47 × 1012

Geothermal energy (J) 1.33 × 1017 1.49 × 1017 1.64 × 1017 1.42 × 1017 1.53 × 1017

Input Resources

Water (G) 9.14 × 1013 1.18 × 1014 1.35 × 1014 1.53 × 1014 1.38 × 1014

Electric (J) 2.31 × 1017 2.42 × 1017 2.88 × 1017 3.17 × 1017 3.46 × 1017

Fuel (J) 6.67 × 1016 7.59 × 1016 9.11 × 1016 9.70 × 1016 1.06 × 1018

Management cost (CNY) 3.36 × 1018 4.18 × 1018 4.65 × 1018 5.30 × 1018 6.03 × 1018

Capital cost (CNY) 5.04 × 1018 5.89 × 1018 5.89 × 1018 6.35 × 1018 6.35 × 1018

Information (CNY) 6.46 × 1017 7.58 × 1017 6.89 × 1017 1.03 × 1018 4.74 × 1017

Human resource (CNY) 3.96 × 1018 4.13 × 1018 4.65 × 1018 5.85 × 1018 6.46 × 1018

Output Resources

Incomes (CNY) 2.94 × 1021 3.16 × 1021 4.60 × 1021 4.15 × 1021 3.53 × 1021

Net profit (CNY) 5.94 × 1018 5.30 × 1018 5.18 × 1018 6.70 × 1018 1.08 × 1019

Waste water (G) 2.21 × 1017 2.86 × 1017 3.30 × 1017 3.70 × 1017 3.35 × 1017

Waste gas (g) 3.05 × 1013 1.77 × 1013 3.26 × 1013 4.25 × 1013 1.16 × 1014

Solid waste (g) 1.23 × 1015 1.29 × 1015 1.40 × 1015 1.51 × 1015 1.43 × 1015

Table 4. The sustainable development evaluation index data of the logistics park.

Emergy Indexes
Data

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Renewable energy in the system (EMR) 1.40 × 1017 1.56 × 1017 1.71 × 1017 1.49 × 1017 1.60 × 1017

Input emergy outside the system (EMI) 1.33 × 1019 1.53 × 1019 1.63 × 1019 1.89 × 1019 2.07 × 1019

Emergy of equipment, labor,
information, and other resources (Emr) 9.14 × 1013 1.18 × 1014 1.35 × 1014 1.53 × 1014 1.38 × 1014

Emergy of non-renewable resources
(Emn) 1.33 × 1019 1.53 × 1019 1.63 × 1019 1.89 × 1019 1.98 × 1019

Total emergy (EMU) 1.47 × 1019 1.68 × 1019 1.80 × 1019 2.04 × 1019 2.14 × 1019

Output emergy (EMO) 5.72 × 1018 5.01 × 1018 4.85 × 1018 6.33 × 1018 1.05 × 1019

Emergy of waste (EMW) 2.22 × 1017 2.87 × 1017 3.90 × 1017 3.72 × 1017 3.37 × 1017

Emergy of profits (EMJ) 5.94 × 1018 5.30 × 1018 5.18 × 1018 6.70 × 1018 1.08 × 1019

Structural indexes

Emergy self-sufficiency ratio (ESR) 1.04 × 10−2 1.01 × 10−2 1.04 × 10−2 7.80 × 10−3 8.03 × 10−3

Purchasing emergy ratio 9.90 × 10−1 9.90 × 10−1 9.90 × 10−1 9.92 × 10−1 9.92 × 10−1

.Emergy ratio of equipment and labor 9.67 × 10−1 9.69 × 10−1 9.66 × 10−1 9.70 × 10−1 9.25 × 10−1

Functional indexes

Emergy exchange ratio (EER) 2.33 3.05 3.35 2.99 1.98

Emergy yield ratio (EYR) 4.25 × 10−1 3.25 × 10−1 2.95 × 10−1 3.31 × 10−1 5.01 × 10−1

Emergy density of land 1.64 × 1013 1.43 × 1013 1.39 × 1013 1.81 × 1013 3.00 × 1013

Ecological efficiency indexes

Emergy investment ratio (EIR) 9.49 × 10 9.77 × 10 9.50 × 10 1.27 × 102 1.29 × 102

Environmental loading ratio (ELR) 9.69 × 10 9.97 × 10 9.71 × 10 1.29 × 102 1.38 × 102

Emergy ratio of waste (EWR) 1.65 × 10−2 1.86 × 10−2 2.02 × 10−2 1.95 × 10−2 1.61 × 10−2

Sustainable development index

Emergy index for sustainable
development (EISD) 1.02 × 10−2 9.93 × 10−3 1.02 × 10−2 7.67 × 10−3 7.20 × 10−3
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3.3. Index Evaluation and Analysis of the Logistics Park

According to the above emergy data, the emergy structure, system function, ecological efficiency,
and sustainable development of the logistics park are analyzed as follows.

3.3.1. Analysis of Emergy Structure Indexes

The three structural indexes show that the logistics park is less dependent on the natural
environment, and has a low degree of local resource development. ESR reflects the dependence
of the system on natural resources. The higher the index is, the greater the contribution of local
emergy resources is to the logistics system, and the higher the degree of resource development is.
The ESR of the logistics park is low, ranging from 0.7% to 1%, and has a significant decline in 2017
and 2018, while the purchasing emergy ratio, which is related to the ESR, is stable and maintained
at approximately 99% (Figure 2). The low ESR and high purchasing emergy ratio of the logistics
park are determined by the characteristics of the logistics park itself. Different from the agricultural
ecosystem or industrial products, the logistics park is a production and service-oriented logistics park,
which mainly provides comprehensive services, such as raw material procurement, transportation,
warehousing, circulation processing, and supply chain management for the surrounding industrial
parks. Its production process is limited to the simple circulation and processing of products, and
mainly rely on labor and mechanized operation, the direct use of natural environmental resources,
such as sunlight, and rain, geothermal is less. The dependence on external energy is particularly large.
Most of the emergy resources in logistics park need to be purchased from outside. The emergy ratio
of equipment and labor is also high, ranging from 92.5% to 97.05%, which conforms to the emergy
structure of the logistics park; logistics parks mainly depend on the inputs of equipment, technology,
human resources, and so on.

Figure 2. Analysis of emergy structure indexes.
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3.3.2. Analysis of System Function Indexes

EER can be used to evaluate the gain and loss benefits of the system, whereas EYR reflects the
resource utilization efficiency of the system. The higher the two ratios are, the higher the environment
sustainable development is. If EER = 1, it means that the system is in a break-even state, EER > 1
indicates that the system is in a profit state, otherwise, it is in a loss. When EYR < 2, the emergy of
the product is not increased due to production activities, but is only a process of consumption or
transformation. The system operation is not a sustainable production and development process [39].
It shows that the EER of the logistics park is between 1.9 and 3.5 (Figure 3), which is always greater
than 1. It indicates that, in the process of foreign economic activities, the logistics park has been in a
steady state of profit and is in a favorable position. The highest EYR of the park is 0.5, which is far
lower than 2 (Figure 3). EYR shows an upward trend after the previous decline. On the one hand, the
logistics park mainly uses the corresponding facilities and equipment to provide logistics services for
other enterprises, and the products involved are often only a transformation process from upstream
suppliers to downstream customers. Production is limited to a simple process of circulation processing.
Its product emergy is only consumption or transformation, and production efficiency is low. On the
other hand, the logistics park is in the initial development stage, the resource system is not effectively
configured, the resource structure is not reasonable, the utilization of machinery and equipment is not
sufficient, and the workers have more idle time, which leads to low efficiency. Moreover, the emergy
density of land in the logistics park is average because the park is still under development. Although it
has been fully planned, part of the land is idle in the early stage, and the land resources are not fully
utilized. With the development of the park, the ratio is gradually increasing.

Figure 3. Analysis of system function indexes.

3.3.3. Analysis of Ecological Efficiency Evaluation Indexes

EIR is used to measure the degree of economic development and environmental load. ELR
reflects the environmental pressure brought by the system [40]. EWR reflects the utilization degree
and circulation of the system resources. The higher the ELR and EWR are, the lower the sustainable
development level is. The above table shows that the EIR of the logistics park is distributed between
90 and 140, indicating that the logistics park has a high level of economic development and less
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dependence on the environment. The ELR of the park is also between 90 and 140, which is a medium
load state (Figure 4). Therefore, the park absorbs more non-renewable resources, product emergy,
and financial resources outside with a small range of land and a small amount of natural resources.
The two indexes showed an upward trend, indicating that the pressure on the environment is increasing
and needs to be controlled. In the process of logistics activities, part of the waste is formed, and EWR
fluctuates around 1.8%. Therefore, more waste is produced in the logistics process of the park,
and the recycling degree is poor, which bring certain pressure to the environment. The waste in the
park mainly includes domestic garbage and garbage generated in the process of loading, unloading,
and warehousing. The source of garbage is little. Thus, the relevant personnel in the park do not pay
enough attention to waste management and lack the corresponding management of waste recycling.
Therefore, EWR is high.

Figure 4. Analysis of ecological efficiency evaluation indexes.

3.3.4. Analysis of Sustainable Development Index

The final data shows that the improved EISD is used to measure the sustainable development
of the logistics park. The sustainable development level is low. It shows a downward trend from
1.02 × 10−2 to 7.20 × 10−3, which shows that the logistics park activities are inefficient and have great
pressure on the environment and that it is in an unsustainable stage (Figure 5). The main reasons
are the low EYR of the park, the decreased dependence on the natural environment in the process of
logistics activities, and the increased use of non-renewable resources, resulting in high environmental
load ratio and poor sustainable development level. This ratio decreased significantly in 2017 and 2018
mainly because the logistics park began to carry out container business in 2017. To load and unload
containers, some fuel oil frontal cranes were introduced, which increased the investment and the use
of non-renewable resources of the park. Moreover, the extensive management, the lack of enough
attention from leadership, and the blind pursuit of profits ignored the input–output ratio and the
recycling of waste, leading to the poor resource utilization ratio of the logistics park, which further
reduced the sustainable development level of the park.
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Figure 5. Analysis of the sustainable development index.

3.4. Discussion

Compared with similar research results [4,8–10], our research has the following advantages:
The methods, such as data envelopment analysis, text mining, statistical analysis and best–worst
method, evaluate the sustainability of logistics park, which are pay more attention to economy,
technology and pollution emissions, but ignore the contribution of ecosystem to the activity process
of logistics park. Emergy analysis method makes up for this defect. Moreover, it is better than
other methods on measuring, evaluating, and optimizing the sustainability of logistics parks for
quantitative measurement.

Combined with the above research and conclusions, we can get the following three
management implications:

- First, the research on the sustainable development of logistics parks can promote the logistics park
to strengthen the effective use of resources, and reduce the discharge of waste, so as to reduce the
negative impact on the environment.

- Second, the sustainable development of the logistics park is the embodiment of the social
responsibility of the logistics park. Improving the sustainable development ability of the logistics
park can help the logistics park reduce the cost, improve the efficiency, establish a good image,
and avoid the administrative punishment of the government.

- Third, the improvement of sustainable development ability of logistics parks involves a wide
range, including EYR, EER, and ELR of the park. These indicators are determined by the input
resources, total emergy, output resources, and waste of the system. The identification and analysis
of these influencing factors and the evaluation of indicators related to sustainable development.
It can improve the sustainable development ability of logistics parks.

4. Suggestions for Sustainable Development of the Logistics Park

4.1. Improving the ESR and Emergy Structure

The above analysis shows that the direct use of various resources from the natural environment
of the logistics park is less, ESR is less than 1%, and its emergy mainly comes from the purchasing
emergy outside the system, the purchasing emergy ratio is always maintained at approximately 99%.
To improve the emergy structure, the logistics park should focus on reducing the emergy ratio of the
external purchase of the system.

First, resource sharing should be strengthened, and the duplication of investment should be
reduced. At present, the logistics park is developing rapidly. Before its construction, a comprehensive
investigation must be conducted on the regional logistics demand and logistics development, and the
radiation scope and location of the logistics park must be determined based on the local industrial
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planning, economic development planning, and transportation planning to reduce the repeated
investment in warehouses, facilities, and equipment and improve the utilization rate of resources.

Second, the construction of logistics standardization should be promoted further. Standardization
can improve the efficiency of logistics, reduce the cost of logistics operation, speed up the turnover of
logistics equipment, and reduce the investment of logistics enterprises on some equipment. At present,
the emergy of capital costs for the park accounts for about 35% of the total emergy, and the emergy
related to equipment accounts for about 20%. Through these two methods, the logistics park can
reduce the investment in logistics facilities and equipment. However, the implementation of these two
methods is a long-term process, and its benefits cannot be seen temporarily.

Third, the utilization of natural resources should be improved by, for example, making full
use of sunlight and rainwater to provide lighting power and domestic water for the park. Through
these aspects, the ESR can be increased, and the emergy structure can be optimized. The ESR of the
logistics park is less than 1% now. By strengthening the utilization of natural resources, the ESR can
reach 1.5–2%.

4.2. Improving the Operation Efficiency of the Logistics Park and the Emergy Yield Ratio

The evaluation index system shows that although the EER of the logistics park is good, but the
EYR is only approximately 0.5, which has a certain gap with the average level, and it directly leads
to the low level of sustainable development of the park. Improving EYR is one of the important
methods to improve the sustainable development level of the park, which requires the park to improve
its operation efficiency. First, the integration of existing resources should be strengthened, and the
optimal allocation of resources should be realized. Logistics resources include capital, land, technology,
equipment, human resources, and other factors. The Emergy density of land of the park is between 1.39
× 1013 and 3.00 × 1013, which is in the middle level. It is necessary to plan the park reasonably, improve
the utilization efficiency of land and capital, and avoid idle land. Advanced logistics technology and
information technology can improve work efficiency, reduce emergy loss in the logistics process, and
improve the effective use of emergy. However, the emergy of information only accounts for about 4% of
the total emergy, the investment in information technology can be appropriately increased. In addition,
the logistics park should also improve the ability of the logistics park to integrate resources such as
capital and equipment, strengthen infrastructure construction, reduce the repeated construction of a
single enterprise, and realize the scale benefit of logistics facilities utilization.

Second, on the basis of the existing business, the basic service functions must be improved,
and more value-added services should be provided. Through diversified and perfect logistics services,
more profits can be obtained, and the EYR of the logistics park can be improved.

4.3. Implementing Green Logistics to Reduce Waste Discharge

In the park logistics system, the more waste generated by various activities, the less net output,
which will reduce the EYR index of the system, thus, affecting the sustainable development level of
the system.

Compared with industrial parks, logistics parks’ discharge has less waste. Thus, many parks pay
little attention to waste emissions. However, from the emergy view, the data shows that the emergy of
waste in the logistics park accounts for approximately 5% of the output, which has a great impact on
the EYR of the park, and reduces the sustainable development index of the park. The logistics park
has a lot of waste, such as waste from loading and unloading, warehousing, circulation processing,
and supporting catering accommodation.

On the one hand, the park should reasonably plan the logistics park and logistics activities, reduce
the discharge of waste in the process of operation, form a waste recycling system, and strengthen the
supervision and management of waste. For example, we can find that waste water discharge accounts
for the largest proportion of waste discharge. The park can strengthen the management of waste water
discharge, realize the recycling of waste water and reduce the discharge.
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On the other hand, the use of clean energy should be increased, and the environmental pollution
caused by harmful gas emissions should be reduced [41–43]. For example, in the selection of handling
equipment, the logistics park may tend to choose new energy equipment. When cooperating with
transportation companies, the park can adopt certain ways to encourage transportation companies to
use new energy vehicles.

5. Conclusions

Based on emergy theory, this study establishes the sustainable development indexes of logistics
parks, including EER, ELR, EYR, and EISD. Taking a Logistics Park as an example, this study analyzes
and evaluates the data of the logistics park and proposes that the park should reduce a proportion
of external purchasing emergy, improve the emergy structure, enhance the operational efficiency
of the park, improve EYR, implement green logistics, and reduce the environmental load ratio and
other sustainable development suggestions. The study provides decision-making suggestions for
park managers.

Emergy theory can be applied to the comprehensive evaluation of sustainable development of
logistics parks, which can better meet the requirements of evaluation and analysis, and has operability.
By establishing the emergy evaluation index system of logistics parks, the system composition and
functional structure of logistics parks can be analyzed, the relationship between logistics parks and
external environment can be reflected, and the comprehensive evaluation of logistics parks from
economic and ecological perspectives can be realized.

Our model evaluates the sustainability of the logistics park based on the input and output
resources of the system. Social problems, threats, and risks faced by investors, and so on, are difficult
to quantify, which is the next direction we are trying to explore. In the future, we will conduct further
research on the correlation between various elements of the system and the economic and ecological
benefits of the logistics park, so as to improve the sustainability of logistics parks. Emergy theory can
be further applied to all aspects of the logistics system, which is of great significance to the sustainable
development of the logistics industry.
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Abstract: In order to solve the problems of flexible process route and workshop scheduling scheme
changes frequently in the multi-variety small batch production mode, a multiprocess route scheduling
optimization model with carbon emissions and cost as the multi-objective was established. At the
same time, it is considered to optimize under the existing machine tool conditions in the workshop,
then the theory of logistics intensity between equipment is introduced into the model. By designing
efficient constraints to ensure reasonable processing logic, and then applying multilayer coding
genetic algorithm to solve the case. The optimization results under single-target and multi-target
conditions are contrasted and analyzed, so as to guide enterprises to choose a reasonable scheduling
plan, improve the carbon efficiency of the production line, and save costs.

Keywords: multiprocess route; workshop scheduling; multi-objective optimization; logistics intensity

1. Introduction

Small and medium-sized enterprises often design different products in response to the changing
needs of customers, so that a variety of small batch production models are formed from the limited
production cycle and manufacturing resources. Many scholars have used a variety of methods to
solve the optimization problems of energy saving, emission reduction, cost reduction, and time saving
for the existing traditional manufacturing system, so that the green upgrade optimization of the
system can be achieved without a large amount of investment [1–9]. It is worth mentioning that
Li Congbo et al. [10] used the concept of feature elements and processing elements to establish a
multi-objective machining route optimization model. Oleh et al. [11] built a process route planning
model for complex and flexible workshop based on BOM (Bill of Material) tables. Liu et al. [12]
planned route planning problem is transformed into a constrained traveling salesman problem,
which was calculated using the ant colony algorithm. Fang et al. [13] proposed a mathematical
programming model for the pipeline workshop scheduling problem considering peak power load,
energy consumption, carbon emissions, and cycle time. Gonzalez et al. [14] proposed an effective
neighborhood structure for flexible job shop scheduling problems, and realized the reassociation of
discrete search process routes. Li Congbo et al. [15] considered job batch optimization and established
multi-objective multiprocess flexible operation workshop scheduling model. Huang Xuewen et al. [16]
established a multiprocess route scheduling model based on OR subgraphs, and proposed a new
four-tuple mathematical description method to describe the process path and machine tool flexibility.
Liu Qiong et al. [17] optimized the integrated process route a feature of the model with multiple
parameters and mutual influence, a NSGA-II algorithm with four-stage coding was proposed.
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Based on the existing research on such problems, this paper proposes a workshop scheduling
optimization model with low carbon and low cost as the multi-objective. At the same time, in the
optimization process of the existing research, the emergency task insertion, machine tools failure,
and workpiece features are considered [18–21], but their combination with the actual situation of the
equipment in the workshop needs to be supplemented. For this reason, this paper considers the impact
of logistics strength between machine tools on optimization to guide the existing equipment, so as to
help enterprises achieve the goal of effectively utilizing resources, reducing costs, reducing logistics
movement, and improving operational efficiency.

In order to ensure reasonable processing logic, many scholars also made innovative research on
the establishment of constraints. Zheng Yongqian et al. [22] introduced the feature constraint matrix
and processing priority coefficient, and established the process ordering model of the machining center.
Huang Yuyue et al. [23] considered the scheduling optimization of the shift time and other constraints
in actual production. Yan Jungang et al. [24] proposed waiting dual time window constraints caused by
limited time and equipment capabilities. An Xianghua [25] proposed the establishment of processing
element constraints based on intuitionistic fuzzy numbers, and using the cellular automaton-SPEA2
multi-objective optimization algorithm. Chang Zhiyong et al. [26] established constraints of the
geometric positional relationship between the features and used adaptive ant colony optimization
algorithms to solve practical problems. Chunlong Li et al. [27] proposed a SEEHS constraint treatment
method for hydropower plants based on feasible space and adopted a contrary adjustment method to
deal with power balance constraints.

In order to solve problems, scholars also have their own ideas and innovations on
algorithms. Nikhil Padhye et al. [28] propose a unified approach to improving different evolution.
Kalyanmoy Deb et al. [29] proposed to improve the performance of particle swarm optimization by
linking with the algorithm of genetic algorithm. De Jong et al. [30,31] introduced a new algorithm,
an evolutionary algorithm, in detail. R. Čapek, P. et al. [32] proposed a heuristic algorithm based
on priority construction with unscheduled steps and applied it to the case study of wire harness
production. Gökan May et al. [33] reduced total energy consumption and processing time through
a green genetic algorithm. Dunbing Tang et al. [34] used an improved particle swarm optimization
algorithm to find the Pareto optimal solution of the dynamic flexible flow shop scheduling problem.
Xiao-Ning Shen et al. [35] proposed an active response method based on multi-objective evolutionary
algorithm (MOEA) for multiple targets such as efficiency and stability.

Based on the existing research, most of them take into account the influencing factors in the
optimization process or consider the process route order to establish constraints. In this paper,
some 0–1 variables are defined to constrain the processing sequence between processes and features,
and ensure reasonable optimization and improve calculation efficiency.

2. Establishment of Multi-Objective Optimization Model for Process

Assumptions: (1) Features can select multiple process routes. (2) Processes in the process route are
processed only once on one machine. (3) The machine tool will not malfunction regardless of inventory
accumulation and part quality and volume.

The definitions i′, j′, k′, l′ are the previous part of the ith part, the previous machine of the jth
machine tool, the previous feature of the kth feature, and the previous process route of the lth process
route. The total processing time of a process of a feature of a part on the machine tool is ti jk, the starting
time is sti jk, and the part delivery time is edi.

Collection of parts P =
{
p 1, · · · , pi, · · · , pa}, pi indicates the ith of part, i = 1, 2, · · · , a.

Collection of machine tools M = {m 1, · · · , mj, · · · , mb}, mj indicates the jth of machine tool,
j = 1, 2, · · · , b.

Collection of features for all parts OP =
{
op 1, · · · , opi, · · · , opa}, opi indicates the ith of part’s

all features.
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The collection of features for each part opi =
{
op i1, · · · , opik, · · · , opic}, opik indicates the ith of

part’s the kth of feature, k = 1, 2, · · · , c. Defining variables χik ∈ {0, 1} , which means whether the feature
opik′ of the ith of part needs to be machined before the feature opik, if necessary χik = 1; otherwise,
it is zero.

The collection of process routes selectable for each feature is OPR =
{
opr ik1, · · · , oprikl, · · · , oprikd},

oprikl indicates that the kth feature of the ith part selects the lth process route for processing, l = 1, 2, · · · , d.
The collection OPM =

{
opm ikl1, · · · , opriklj, · · · , opriklb} represents the process included in the

routing (corresponding machine tool), and opmikl j represents the kth feature of the ith part selected the
lth process route and processed by the jth machine tool. The variable ιiklj ∈ {0, 1} is defined, which
means whether the previous process opmikl j′ of process route l needs to be completed before opmikl j,
if necessary ιikl j = 1; otherwise, it is zero.

2.1. The Model of Carbon Emission

When the CNC machine is in the standby or preparation stage, the standby power of the machine
P1 consists of the power-related auxiliary system, the motor, and the servo. The waiting time before
the machining and the input program is t1; when a machine tool is processing different parts, the tool
needs to be adjusted more; the tool setting time is t2, the movement time of the X, Y and Z axes of the
machine tool are tX1 , tY1 , tZ1 , the moving power of each axis is PX1 , PY1 , PZ1 , and the power is 0 if no
movement occurs (such as the spindle of the lathe); when the spindle Z starts to rotate, the no-load
rotary power is PZ2 , the no-load standby power is Ps = P1 + PZ2 , and the no-load standby time is ts,
then the kth feature of the ith part before the jth machine tool starts processing and can be expressed as

Es
ijk = P1 · t1 + P1 · t2 + PX1 · tX1 + PY1 · tY1 + PZ1 · tZ1 + Ps · ts (1)

t2 = tX1 + tY1 + tZ1 (2)

The cutting process of each procedure includes the air-cut energy Eair
i jk and cutting energy Em

ijk.
The air-cut energy consumption of the machine tool includes the power of the X and Y axes of the
machine tool. The power of each axis is PX, PY, and the energy consumption generated during the
moving time is tX2 , tY2 . If the spindle has movement (such as milling machine, grinding machine,
etc.), the moving power PZ2 of the spindle Z generates energy consumption in time tZ2 . And the
energy consumption of the no-load and standby parts of the machine during the air-cut time need
to be considered. The cutting energy consumption is the energy consumed by the machine tool in
the cutting time tm. For different machine tools and different cutting three-factor machine power, the
actual machining power Pijk of each process is measured. Therefore, the kth feature of the ith part is
machined on the jth machine tool can be expressed as

Eair
i jk + Em

ijk = PX · tX2 + PY · tY2 + PZ2 · tZ2 + Ps · (tX2 + tY2 + tZ2) + Pijk · tm (3)

The auxiliary system energy consumption includes the energy consumed by the power Pc such as
the filtration and cooling system during the cutting time tm; the energy consumption generated during
the standby time tchp of the machine during the loading and unloading of the parts; after machining N
times on the jth machine tool, the tool needs to be replaced. The energy consumption of the machine
tool standby during the tool change time tcht, the auxiliary energy consumption of the the kth feature
of the ith part is machined on the jth machine tool can be expressed as

Eas
ijk = Pc · tm + P1 · tchp +

P1 · tcht

N
(4)

Taking energy consumption as the basic input and greenhouse gas (GHG) as the output,
the corresponding carbon emissions in this process are converted through the carbon emission
coefficient of various energies [36]. ξ is the carbon emission coefficient of energy (fuel, electricity, etc.),
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and taking into account the environmental (regional and time) impact factors δ and auxiliary process
influence factors μ, the carbon emissions can be defined as

W = ξ(1 + δ+ μ)E (5)

The carbon emissions for cutting in each process can be expressed as

Wijk = ξ(1 + δ+ μ) · (Es
ijk + Eair

i jk + Em
ijk + Eas

ijk) (6)

It is assumed that no more than one machine is used for each process of the part; the collection of
carbon emissions from part processing can be expressed as W =

{
W111 · · ·Wijk · · ·Wabc

}
, where Wijk

indicates the processing carbon emission of the kth feature of the ith part that was machined on the jth
machine tool.

2.2. The Model of Cost

The processing cost of parts increases with the increase of processing time. It is divided into three
aspects: machine tool cost, loss cost, and ancillary costs. Machine tool costs include energy consumption
costs during standby, air cutting, cutting operations, etc. The expression for each process is

Cm
ijk = Me × ti jk,

ti jk = t1 + t2 + tX1 + tY1 + tZ1 + tX2 + tY2 + tZ2 + ts + tm + tchp +
tcht
N ,

(7)

where Cm
ijk is the processing cost (US$) for each process and Me is the unit cost (US$/s). ti jk (s) is the

total processing time of the part, which includes all the time associated with processing.
The loss cost includes the grinding wheel loss and the cutting fluid consumption. During the

processing of N procedures, multiple tool dressings are required until the tool is worn to the minimum
size and scrapped. The consumption of the cutting fluid is composed of the part where the temperature
of the surface rises to evaporate the cutting fluid into the air, the part taken away by the chips, and the
part deposited on the surface of the part. The loss cost Closs

i jk (US$) generated by each process is

Closs
i jk =

Ma + Ml × L
N

(8)

where Ma is the tool cost (US$), L is the amount of cutting fluid (L) added during N times processes,
and Ml is the cutting fluid cost (US$/L).

The ancillary cost includes labor costs, which is the labor remuneration paid by workers during
the process, and also includes the operating costs of each process, which include the costs of lubricants,
water, equipment maintenance, and repair. Then, each process ancillary cost Cas

ijk (US$) is

Cas
ijk = (Mp + Mu) × ti jk (9)

where Mp is labor cost (US$/s) and Mu is operating cost (US$/s).
Then, the cost of each processing operation is

Cijk = Cm
ijk + Closs

i jk + Cas
ijk (10)

Collection of parts cost can be obtained as C =
{
C111 · · ·Cijk · · ·Cabc

}
; Cijk indicates the processing

cost of the kth feature of the ith part that was machined on the jth machine tool.

2.3. Optimization Model Considering Logistics Strength

The system layout design of System Layout Planning (SLP) is the method used by the
manufacturing enterprise in equipment planning [37]. The functions that the production system
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should perform include the system design and planning of the equipment, personnel, logistics,
and investment within the system. The core content is based on the analysis of factory production
logistics, combined with the degree of interconnection of operating units, and then the design and plan
of the location of the production equipment.

To carry out workshop scheduling via the multiprocess route in manufacturing enterprises,
the machine tool equipment has been relatively fixed, so it should be considered to carry out
multi-objective optimization in the existing equipment planning and logistics system. We analyzed the
logistics and other elements of the production line:

(1) Under the cluster layout, a temporary storage area is set between two areas or near the processing
machine to facilitate the overall transportation of parts. The evaluation coefficient of the storage
area is defined as Aj′j. When it is necessary to use the storage area to store parts, the value of the
coefficient is bigger, and vice versa.

(2) The transportation of parts will occur between the production areas or the machine tools.
The material flow evaluation coefficient between the two processes connected is defined as Bj′j.
The more numerous and heavier the parts that need to be transported between the processes are,
the greater the value of the coefficient, and vice versa.

(3) The layout position of the machine tool determines the length of the logistics route. The distance
evaluation coefficient between two processes connected is defined as Cj′j. The longer the distance
between the processes, the greater the value of the coefficient, and vice versa.

(4) There is a difference in the logistics frequency between processes. We define the logistics frequency
evaluation coefficient between the two processes as Dj′j. The higher the frequency of transportation
between machine tools, the greater the value of the coefficient, and vice versa.

(5) We analyzed the environmental conditions between the areas or the machine tools, defining the
conversion evaluation coefficient as Ij′j. When the logistics environment is more complicated,
the value of the coefficient is greater, and vice versa.

In summary, the logistics intensity evaluation function between two machine tools is established,
and the expression is

LOj′ j = Aj′ jBj′ jCj′ jDj′ jI j′ j (11)

According to the actual situation of the enterprise’s production line, define the evaluation
indicators of each coefficient. The logistics information in the factory can be collected, and substituted
into Formula (11) to be calculated, to then obtain the logistics strength evaluation function LOj′ j.
The range is divided into five levels, so that the logistics intensity between machine tools is divided into
intensity levels (A, E, I, O, U). Based on score, the logistics priority coefficient Gj′j can be established
to define the logistics strength of the machine tool j’ to the machine tool j. The intensity level can
converted into a natural number of 0–4; the smaller the value, the higher the logistics intensity between
processes. The unit logistics related table can be drawn, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Logistics-related table.
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Combined with the analysis of logistics, we can get a collection of logistics strength between
machine tools G =

{
G11 · · ·Gj′ j · · ·Cb′b

}
.

The definition of the independent variable γikl ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether the routing oprikl is
selected, and if the lth route of the kth feature is selected γikl = 1; otherwise, it is zero.

The objective function can be obtained according to the carbon emission and cost of the machine
tool processing corresponding to the selected process route, and the logistics strength between the
machine tools used in the process of the preceding and following process routes,

min(
∑

Gj′ j· γikl ·Wijk,
∑

Gj′ j · γikl ·Cijk)

s.t.
sti j′k + ti j′k + Q(1− γikl) < χikιikljsti jk, ∀i, j, j′, k (12)

sti jk − sti′ jk′ > ti′ jk′ + Q(1− γikl), ∀i, i′, j, k, k′ (13)

d∑
l

γikl = 1, ∀i, k, l (14)

sti j′k ≥ 0, ∀i, j′, k (15)

max(sti jk + ti jk) ≤ edi, ∀i, j′, k (16)

where Q is a maximum value, and Formula (12) indicates that the process route satisfies the processing
order between the features and the order of processing between processes; Formula (13) means that
one machine can only process one part at a time; Formula (14) means that one feature of a part
can only select one process route; Formula (15) indicates that the part processing should start from
time 0; Formula (16) indicates that the last process of the part needs to be completed before the part
delivery date.

3. Multilayer Coding Genetic Algorithm

The multilayer coding genetic algorithm divides the individual coding into multiple layers; each
layer of coding contains different meanings, and jointly expresses the complete solution of the problem,
thereby using a chromosome to accurately express the solution of the complex problem.

First, the constraint type of the optimization problem is determined, the solution set of the
population composition problem is initialized, and an extended process-based coding is designed.
Each chromosome represents a feasible solution under the target optimization. There are multiple kinds
of products to be processed in this paper. When the product ni has mj processes, the individual lengths

of the chromosomes have a total of 2
k∑

i=1
nimj integers, where in the first half is the processing order of

the product features on the machine, and the second half represents the machine tool corresponding to
the selected machining method. As shown in Figure 2, if the second feature can be processed by a third
or second machining method, the corresponding machine tools are 5 and 8.

 
Figure 2. Coding method.

To determine the fitness value of a chromosome, it is necessary to reduce the chromosome into a
process. It is also necessary to consider the logistics strength of the machine tool used in the current
process and the machine tool used in the previous process, and also to consider how the target allocates
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the ratio of the processed carbon emissions and the processing cost in the multi-objective optimization.
Forming a fitness calculation function, the calculation formula is

f itness(i) = k1 ·Wijk ·Gj′ j + k2 ·Cijk ·Gj′ j (17)

where k1, k2 are the coefficients, the smaller the total carbon emissions and cost generated by the process
route of all parts, the better the chromosome.

The roulette method is used to select chromosomes with good fitness. The probability that
chromosome i is selected every time is p(i). The better the chromosome is, the smaller the fitness value
is. If the value is larger after derivative, the selected probability will be greater.

p(i) = Fitness(i)/
n∑

i=1

Fitness(i) (18)

Fitness(i) = 1/ f itness(i) (19)

The crossover of the integer crossover method is used to obtain new chromosomes, and the
population is continuously evolved. Two chromosomes are selected from the population by roulette

method, the
k∑

i=1
nimj bits are selected from the individual codes, and the intersection positions are

randomly selected for intersection. After the intersection, the process in each process route will be
redundant or missing, and the excess part of the process will be added to the missing part. It is judged
whether the process conforms to the processing logic according to the constraint conditions. Then,

the processing machine corresponding to each process is adjusted to a machine tool of
k∑

i=1
nimj + 1 to

2
k∑

i=1
nimj position.

Integer variation is used to obtain excellent individuals and promote the evolution of the entire
population. The chromosomes are randomly selected from the population, the first half of the individual
is selected to perform the mutation operation, and the machine tool corresponding to the second half is
exchanged. The entire algorithm process is shown in Figure 3.

 
Figure 3. Algorithm flow.

4. Examples and Analysis

According to the production situation of an air compressor crankshaft of a commercial vehicle
brake system company, a processing example can be fitted. In this example, set the part set P, that is,
process eight kinds of parts at the same time on a production line. Any part contains three major
features and the available feature set OP. Any feature has multiple process routes that can be selected
and the available process route set OPR. The number of the machine tools in the workshop form
a set M, that is, the production line has a total of 15 selectable processing machine tools, including
machine tools with the same processing method but different numbers. Comprehensively considering
the machine tool set and the process route set, the process set OPM can be obtained.

The machine tool can be selected according to the features’ process route. Table 1 expresses
the optional machine matrix Jm, which longitudinally represent eight parts, horizontally represent
the machine tool corresponding to the features of the parts, and the brackets indicate the various
machine tools that can be selected; 0 means no such process. For example, the processing route of part
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1 includes 5-12-4-2-3-5-9, 5-12-4-2-8-5-9, 5-12-4-2-8-5-11, 5-12-4-2-3-5-11, 5-12-4-15-3-5-9, 5-12-4-15-8-5-9,
5-12-4-15-8-5-9, 5-12-4-15-8-5-11, and 5-12-4-15-3-5-11; there are a total of eight process routes.

Table 1. Parts’ features selectable machine tools.

Part Feature1 Feature2 Feature3

1 5 12 4 [2,15] [3,8] 5 [9,11] 0
2 4 [2,15] 8 [6,10] 5 [1,12] 3 [2,15]
3 1 [6,10] 13 [2,15] [7,14] 5 [9,11] [3,8]
4 5 15 [7,14] 10 [2,15] [3,8] 0 0
5 [7,14] 5 [9,11] 11 2 [3,8] [1,12] [2,15]
6 [6,10] 4 [11,9] 14 8 [3,8] 7 [7,14]
7 1 [6,10] 10 [2,15] [2,15] 5 [1,12] 0
8 11 [7,14] 15 [2,15] 5 7 [1,12] 9

Similar to the optional machine tool matrix Jm, a processing time matrix T is generated based on
the machining time of the part features on the machine, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Parts’ features processing time.

Part Feature1 Feature2 Feature3

1 3 10 9 [5,4] [5,3] 10 [5,7] 0
2 6 [8,6] 4 [5,6] 3 [3,3] 6 [2,3]
3 4 [5,7] 7 [5,5] [9,11] 5 [8,5] [4,3]
4 7 3 [4,6] 3 [5,7] [3,6] 0 0
5 [6,4] 10 [7,9] 8 5 [4,7] [4,6] [5,6]
6 [3,5] 10 [8,7] 9 4 [9,4] 5 [4,6]
7 6 7 9 [8,7] [4,5] 3 [5,5] 0
8 8 [6,7] 5 [10,8] 6 4 [7,5] 7

Set the logistics strength matrix GJm of 15 machine tools according to the collection of logistics
strength G,

GJm =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 2 3 · · · 13 14 15
1 0 4 2 4 4 2
2 4 0 1 · · · 3 4 3
3 2 1 0 4 3 2
...

...
. . .

...
13 4 3 4 0 2 1
14 4 4 3 · · · 2 0 1
15 2 3 2 1 1 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
In order to complete the calculation of the model, the power value of each machine tool in the

carbon emission model needs to be collected, and the control equipment enters the processing stages
of standby and empty cutting. We used the three-phase four-wire connection method to connect the
power recorder to the motor used in each stage. The control equipment works stably and collects the
corresponding power value. The data is substituted into the expressions of the model. At the same
time, the current monitoring device can be connected to the device to monitor the current situation at
various stages of stable operation, and the accuracy of the power value can be reversed to improve
the accuracy of the data [5]. The connection of the power recorder is shown in Figure 4a, and the
connection of the current monitoring device is shown in Figure 4b.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Power detection equipment. (a) shows the connection of the power recorder, (b) shows the
connection of the current monitoring device.

Using the power detection experimental method and the timing of the processing process,
the carbon emissions Wijk and processing costs Cijk of each machine tool during processing can be
calculated. Then, the carbon emission matrix W and processing cost matrix C can be determined,
which are similar to the optional machine tool matrix Jm and processing time matrix T.

Substituting five matrices into the algorithm calculation, the number of populations is 40,
the maximum number of iterations is 50, the crossover probability is 0.8, and the mutation probability
is 0.6.

When the cost is optimized separately, the algorithm is iterated for 24 generations. The results
are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The completion time is 61 min and the carbon emission is 28.8 Kg.
Each part feature mainly considers selecting a machine tool with a short machining time. The process
route selects a route with less machine conflict and expands the parallel machining, which reduces the
waiting time of the workpiece and reduces the maximum completion time.

When increasing carbon emissions for multi-objective optimization, the fitness coefficients k1 and
k2 are taken as 0.5 and 0.5, respectively, and the algorithm is iterated for 27 generations. The results are
shown in Figures 7 and 8. The total carbon emissions of the workshop are 23.7 Kg, which is 17.7% lower
than the cost optimization alone. Most of the characteristics of each part will choose the processing
route with less carbon emission and its corresponding machine tool for processing, which reduces the
total carbon emission. However, the concentration of processing machine tools leads to the increase of
waiting time in the process. The time has increased by 15 min and the cost has also increased.

Figure 5. Single-target optimization result Gantt chart.
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Figure 6. Single target algorithm search process.

Figure 7. Multi-objective optimization results Gantt chart.

Figure 8. Multi-objective algorithm search process.

5. Conclusions

This paper establishes a multiprocess route workshop scheduling optimization model with the
lowest carbon emissions and the best cost by defining a set of factors that affect machining production.
At the same time, in order to make the model accurately fit the actual facility conditions, the existing
equipment and the factors that affect the logistics intensity are also analyzed. The evaluation coefficients
and functions are defined, and the logistics intensity model is fitted and substituted into the objective
function. The scheduling modeling and optimization process of the production line has certain
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reference value. Considering the actual conditions, such as the processing order between the parts’
features and the processing order between processes, 0–1 variables χ, γ, and τ are introduced to
ensure that the optimization process meets the actual processing order. Finally, through the fitting
processing example, the multilayer coding genetic algorithm was used to calculate the Gantt chart under
single-objective and multi-objective optimization, and the conclusion was drawn through comparative
analysis, which verified the practicability and accuracy of the model, thus guiding the multi-objective.
The process of workshop scheduling optimization for small and large batch parts manufacturing
enterprises is defined. However, the modeling does not take into account the production line dynamics
such as machine tool equipment sudden failures and order changes, and ignores the impact of peak
power and processing quality, so optimization research needs to be further in-depth.
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Abstract: To achieve sustainable social development, the Chinese government conducts electric
power substitution strategy as a green move. Traditional fuels such as coal and oil could be replaced
by electric power to achieve fundamental transformation of energy consumption structure. In order to
forecast and analyze the developing potential of electric power substitution, a forecasting model based
on a correlation test, the cuckoo search optimization (CSO) algorithm and extreme learning machine
(ELM) method is constructed. Besides, China’s present situation of electric power substitution is
analyzed as well and important influencing factors are selected and transmitted to the CSO-ELM
model to carry out the fitting analysis. The results showed that the CSO-ELM model has great
forecasting accuracy. Finally, combining with the cost, policy supports, subsidy mechanism and
China’s power consumption data in the past 21 years, four forecasting scenarios are designed and the
forecasting results of 2019–2030 are calculated, respectively. Results under multiple scenarios may
give suggestions for future sustainable development.

Keywords: electric power substitution; potential forecasting; CSO-ELM; green
sustainable development

1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of economy and the increasing consumption of fossil resources, China is
facing problems of resource shortage, climate change and environmental governance [1], showing an
increasing contradiction between social development and unsustainable energy structure. The overdose
of coal combustion, large number of automotive exhaust emissions and improper treatment of pollutants
are all leading to serious atmospheric pollution, which seriously threatens the quality of people’s lives
and has an irreversible impact overall on the ecological environment [2]. In order to mitigate the
effects of pollution emissions, it is urgent to develop and promote highly efficient and green energy
technologies in order to reach social sustainability. According to China Energy Statistical Yearbook
(2017), 50% to 60% of particulate matter 2.5 (PM 2.5) air pollution comes from coal combustion and
20% to 30% from oil combustion. Meanwhile, the National Development and Reform Commission
and the National Energy Administration of China has proposed that, by 2020, the total amount of
electricity replacing coal and oil combustion is estimated to reach 130 million tons of standard coal,
and the proportion of electric energy in the end-stage energy consumption should be 27%, increasing
by about 1.5%. The additional consumption of electricity in the “13th Five-Year Plan” is set to be
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450 billion kWh [3]. Under the global trend of low-carbon green development, “Two substitutions”,
which includes both clean-energy substitution and electric power substitution, is meant to guide the
energy structure optimal reform [4]. Therefore, studies on electric power substitution potential will
give suggestions and guidance for its further sustainable development.

As an energy consumption pattern [5], electric power substitution can make further use of the
environmental capacity in different regions, in order to reach the balance of pollutants emissions and
optimal resources allocation [6,7]. By replacing coal and fuel with electric power, pollutions can be
effectively cut down and energy efficiency improved [8]. With the development of energy technology
revolution, electric power substitution can be applied into transportations, electric boilers, electric kilns,
electric heating and electric cookers, replacing fossil resources such as oil and coal. At present, the
industrial energy efficiency is relatively low. Clean energy substitution would effectively improve the
efficiency of energy utilization [9]. The market potential for promoting electric power substitution in
China is about 22 trillion kWh. The potential of substituting coal and oil with electricity is prospectively
18 trillion and 400 billion kWh, showing huge potential of the substitution market. Presently, electric
power substitution is gradually becoming a research focus both in China and globally. Scholars have
made achievements regarding electric power substitution with two different approaches: one is the
technical and economic research of the power substitution, and the other is related to methods used
for forecasting.

By analyzing the technical and economic efficiency of energy substitutions, Wu et al. [10] proposed
that the sustainable use of energy would be the main direction of future development. Based on
the system dynamics model, Song et al. [11] analyzed the emission reduction effect of the renewable
energy substitution in China. Besides, while researching energy substitution, many scholars achieved
energy substitutions on the power supply side by combining multiple renewable energy resources [12].
He et al. [13] introduced the environmental utility in the environmental consumption (EUEC) model
to discuss the relationship between urban energy consumption and environmental utility changes.
Barreto [14] demonstrated the dynamic substitution effect of renewable energy replacing fossil fuel by
building a theoretical framework that incorporates alternative energy and traditional fossil energy
into the endogenous growth model. Liu et al. [15] established a dynamic system model combining
multiple renewable energy sources and made an empirical analysis. By changing the proportion of
electric vehicles in the power system, André et al. [16] compared and analyzed the emission reduction
benefits of the system under multiple scenarios. Kumar et al. [17] discussed the innovative capabilities
that enterprises need to adopt, such as pollution prevention and clean technology strategies, in order
to achieve sustainable development.

The development of electric power substitution is influenced by many factors, such as
technology, economy, environmental protection requirements, policy measures, demand response,
etc. Wu et al. [18] pointed out that the initial investment was high; therefore, promoting the projects
is facing greater resistance. Similarly, Shaligram [19] argued that the current barriers to substitution
mainly contained the high cost of substitute technology. By summarizing the practical experience
in the Jiangsu Province, Li [20] found that there were some problems in the promotion work, such
as insufficient policy support, less response from users and lower technology level. Combined with
various factors, Liang et al. [21] constructed the evaluation index model of power substitution scheme
and analyzed its substitution potential. Lu and Xie [22] empirically analyzed the intensity of enterprises
conducting clean substitution under the pressure of carbon emission reduction. Faced with the carbon
emission reduction, the sense of conducting cleaner production will increasingly rise.

For forecasting methods, many scholars have made many achievements. Common methods
include single forecasting models and combined forecasting models, such as Support Vector Machine
(SVM), artificial neural network, genetic algorithm, grey forecasting model, and a combination of
forecasting methods. Wei et al. [23] combined a neural network and statistical linear model to predict
wind power output. Michael et al. [24] incorporated the forecasting model based on machine learning
to predict the household energy consumption. Zhang et al. [25] proposed a forecasting model for
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building demand response with random forest and ensemble learning method. Wu et al. [26] forecasted
the short-term load of a power system based on generalized regression neural network method.
Based on artificial neural network method, Xia et al. [27] combined a virtual instrument and radial
basis function neural network and created long-term, medium-term and short-term load forecasting.
Shan et al. [28] used the extremum learning machine (ELM) method based on Back Propagatio (BP) and
SVM to forecast photovoltaic (PV) generation. Chen and Yu [29] used SVM on wind signal prediction.
Lee and Tong [30] combined grey model and incorporating genetic algorithm together to forecast and
analyze the demand for electric power. A hybrid model composed by SVM and a Seasonal Auto
Regressive Integrated Moving Average was proposed for short-term PV generation forecasting [31].
Yu and Xu [32] used an optimized genetic algorithm and improved BP neural network (BPNN) to
forecast the load of natural gas. In the actual implementation process of power substitution work,
an accurate forecast on power consumption and the changing trend can provide data support and
policy guidance for further power substitution work promoting [33,34]. Sun et al. [35] forecasted the
potential of power substitution using particle swarm optimization (PSO)-SVM. Yin [36] established a
grey energy demand-forecasting model to forecast the terminal energy demand in Beijing. Zheng [37]
constructed the potential forecasting model on rural electric power substitution, and made middle and
long-term analysis of electricity consumption. Li [38] used the improved TOPSIS method to analyze
the potential of regional power substitution.

Above all, scholars have made achievements in presenting electric power substitution, promoting
methods and digging related influencing factors [39]. However, few have mentioned the developing
potential forecast of the substitution works. Most existing works on potential analysis used the
comprehensive evaluation method, which cannot show the future developing trend of the power
substitutions. Therefore, in order to make up for the deficiencies of the existing research on the potential
analysis of power substitution, a CSO-ELM model based on the Pearson correlation test is constructed
to forecast the market potential of electric power substitution projects. The main contributions of this
work are summarized as follows.

(1). To overcome the limitation of single algorithms, a forecasting algorithm combining Cuckoo Search
Optimization (CSO) and Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) is constructed, which can make full
use of the superior global search ability of the Cuckoo algorithm and the learning efficiency and
generalization ability ELM. The proposed algorithm is highly sensitive to the market potential of
power substitution projects and can accurately reflect the development potential.

(2). Starting from the current electric power substitution in China, factors that affect the promotion
of electric power substitution projects, such as economy, policy and technology are analyzed
systematically, so as to make up for the deficiency of the existing research on the influencing
factors analysis of electric power substitution potential.

(3). A relevance test is conducted to choose effective influencing factors. Factors with a significant
influencing level will be taken as input factors of the forecasting model, and factors with
insignificant or general influencing degree are excluded.

(4). The validity and superiority of the forecasting model are verified by the actual situation of
China’s electric power substitution. some feasible suggestions are put forward based on the
forecasting results under multiple scenarios to promote the orderly progress of electric power
substitution work.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the structures and features of the forecasting
method. Section 3 introduces the current situation of the electric power substitution in China and gives
summary of all influencing factors. In Section 4, specific data is used to verify the effectiveness of the
proposed method, and four scenarios are given to address further discussion of the future development
of the substitution work. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 5.
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2. Current Situation and Influencing Factors Selection of Electric Power Substitution in China

2.1. Current Situation of Electric Power Substitution

The rapid growth of China’s economy is accompanied by excessive energy consumption. In order
to narrow the gap of energy utility between China and developed countries, the concept of energy
conservation should be penetrated through energy exploitation, transportation and utilization.
Proper use of energy and improving energy efficiency are the main goals of energy development in
the future. Electric power substitution projects have great development potential in the future.

Electric power substitution uses electric power to replace coal-fired heating. Through the
large-scale centralized conversion of power, electric power substitution can improve the efficiency
of fuel use and reduce pollutant emissions to optimize the terminal energy structure and promote
environmental protection. Electric power substitutions include coal substitution by electricity, oil
substitution by electricity, and electrification of agricultural production, etc. Different substitution
methods for each field are shown in the Table 1 below.

Table 1. Electric power substitution methods.

Substitution Fields Substitute Methods

Substitute Coal by Electricity
Electric heating replacing coal-fired heating
Electric boiler replacing industry coal-fired boiler
Electrification in family and catering industry

Substitute Oil by Electricity
Electric vehicles replacing fossil-fueled vehicles
Electric pump replacing agricultural oil pump
Shore power supply replacing diesel engines

Substitute Gas by Electricity Electricity replacing natural gas

Power Trans-Regional Transmission Long-distance transmission of clean power

Despite various methods to promote electric power substitution, scientific and reasonable
policies are necessary in promoting the substitution work. Since 2015, the Chinese government has
promulgated 226 supporting policies to encourage electric power substitution, guiding the society to
choose electric energy actively, and gradually eliminate the high pollution and low efficiency of energy
use. Government support is not only subjective to propaganda and guidance, but also to strengthen
the construction of electric power to improve the competitiveness of electricity continuously in power
market. The relevant electricity alternative development policies are shown in the Table 2 below.

As can be seen from Table 2, a good policy environment has been provided to develop energy
substitutions. The government issued guidance on electric power substitution promotion, using the
substitution work as a national strategy. Then, supporting policies came to support the pilot work
of clean energy heating in winter in northern areas, to promote the prevention and control of air
pollution in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region and the surrounding areas. Electric power substitution has
been regarded as an important part of the national “13th Five-Year Plan” in the electricity industry and
modern comprehensive transportation system.
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With the creation of new policies, the scale of electric power substitution has been expanding.
Implementation plans of electric power substitution have come out as well. Presently, China’s
electric power substitution projects are mainly carried out in the field of substituting coal and oil.
Electric heating and electric vehicles—as the main alternative methods—have achieved remarkable
results. In 2017, 101,807 electric power substitution projects were implemented nationwide, with
128.6 billion kWh of electricity in all substituting fields. Among them, 8.8 billion kWh comes from
residential heating, 77.4 billion kWh from industrial (agricultural) production and manufacturing, 12.8
billion kWh from transportation, 23.9 billion kWh from electric power supply and consumption, and
5.8 billion kWh from household electrification and other fields, which is equivalent to a reduction of
64.4 million tons of coal-fired burning. The emission reduction is about 110 million tons of carbon
dioxide, 5.2 million tons of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides.

2.2. Analysis on Influencing Factors of Electric Power Substitution Potential

With the development of global energy internet, electric power substitution is facing new
opportunities. The substitution work is affected by energy consumption, GDP, energy prices, investment
in renewable power assets and average concentration of P.M. 2.5 and other factors.

(1). Electricity consumption
Electricity consumption is an important index used to measure the level of national electrification.

Electrification represents the proportion of electric power, and reflects the changes of social energy
consumption structure. The increase of electricity consumption directly leads to the improvement
of social electrification. Meanwhile, the improvement of electrification shows an increase in social
energy-use technology, which can effectively reduce the cost of electric power substitution projects and
reach further promotion of electric power substitution.

(2). GDP per capita
GDP is an important indicator reflecting the economic development in China, which is an

important factor affecting the demand of electricity. The economy of a region will have impacts on
electricity and other energies’ consumption. Research on power and energy has been made, and
scholars have regarded GDP per capita as the decisive factor affecting electricity demand, which
means that China’s electricity demand and GDP growth are endogenous with a significant and stable
relationship. In addition, the rise in GDP can promote residents’ living standards. As people are
becoming richer, they may pay more attention to the energy structure. Thus, the promotion of electric
power substitution can be further improved. Therefore, GDP per capita is chosen as an indicator to
show the impact of economic development on power substitution in China.

(3). Annual investment increment in electric power industry
The relationship between the investment in electric power industry and social electricity

consumption is positive. Investing in electric power assets shows the attention society attaches
to the development of the electric power industry. The investment in the electric power industry
includes investment in power grid construction and investment in generators. Both will bring an
increase in electricity consumption, which can indirectly improve the replacing effects of electricity to
other energy resources. Two indicators—the annual investment increment in electric power industry
and in power grid construction—are chosen in the following analysis.

(4). Electric power installed capacity
The electric power installed capacity is proportional to the total generating capacity, which

helps promote electric power substitution work. In addition, renewable power generation has lower
operating costs and less pollution emissions. Substituting fossil resources with renewable power will
further improve the social benefits and achieve pollution reduction from power supply side. Therefore,
as an important indicator, electric power installed capacity of renewable energy is considered in
forecasting the market potential of electric power substitution projects.

(5). Renewable power generation
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Renewable energy utilization is significant to energy structure adjustment under low-carbon
mechanism. Using clean energies to generate will effectively reduce the proportion of coal-fired thermal
power, thereby reducing the environmental burden. Besides, integrating more renewable power into
the substitution work will help with the power curtailment problem, and large-scale utilization of
renewable energy achieves substitutions for traditional fuels from the generation side. Thus, the
implementation scope of electric power substitutions will be further expanded, and the environmental
benefits will be significantly improved.

(6). Carbon emissions
The rising carbon emissions has forced the government and all sectors of society to pay

more attention to the energy consumption structure. According to China’s “National Independent
Contribution” in 2030—compared with the situation in 2005—carbon dioxide emissions should achieve
the peak value, carbon dioxide emissions per unit GDP will decrease by 60% to 65% and the proportion
of non-fossil energy in primary energy consumption should reach about 20%. Facing the double
pressures of international emission reduction commitments and domestic resources and environment,
promoting clean energy usage is an important means to achieve carbon emission reduction. Constrained
by carbon emission targets, enterprises’ awareness of environmental protection will raise. With the
development of clean technology, the electric power substitution work shall be promoted in large
scale [22].

3. Methodology

3.1. Pearson Test

Pearson correlation coefficient is a method used to measure the degree of correlation between two
variables. The correlation value is between 1 and −1, where 1 means that variables are completely
positive, 0 means irrelevant, and −1 means completely negative. The correlation value between (X, Y)
is calculated as follows.

Px,y =
cov(X,Y)
σXσY

=
E((X−μX)(Y−μY))

σXσY

=
E(XY)−E(X)E(Y)√

E(X2)−E2(X)
√

E(Y2)−E2(Y)

(1)

The numerical value of Px,y reflects the linear correlation degree of Y and X, which is between
[−1, 1]. The conclusion is as follows.

(1). When
∣∣∣Px,y

∣∣∣→ 1 , the correlation between Y and X is stronger.
(2). When

∣∣∣Px,y
∣∣∣→ 0 , the correlation between Y and X is weaker, or non-linear related, even when

not related.

3.2. Cuckoo Search Optimization

Enlighted by the brood parasitism behaviors of cuckoo birds, the Cuckoo Search optimization
(CSO) algorithm, which is a natural heuristic algorithm developed by Yang in 2009 [40]. The cuckoo
bird lays eggs in the nest of the host-bird’s nest and removes the eggs of the host. Occasionally, some
cuckoo eggs look similar to host eggs and get the opportunity to be raised. In other cases, these eggs
may be found by the host birds, who will throw them away or leave the nests to find other places to
build new nests. Each egg in a nest represents a solution, and a cuckoo egg stands for a new solution.
CSO uses new and potentially better solutions to replace not-so-good solutions in the nests.

The CSO method operates as follows. The cuckoo lays only one egg at a time and randomly
places the egg in a nest. The nest with the highest quality egg (the solution to the problem) will remain
to the next turn. The number of the nests which can be laid eggs in is fixed, and the probability that the
host bird can select the cuckoo eggs is pa ∈ [0, 1].

Under this situation, the host bird can choose to throw the cuckoo eggs or find a new nest to replace
the old one. If not detected, the cuckoo eggs will be successfully hatched up and find new hatching
sites through Lévy flight. Considering the Lévy flight behavior of the cuckoo birds’ nest-seeking
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feature, assume that there are N cuckoo eggs in the D-dimensional search space. The location of the
number i egg under the kth iteration is xk

i , and the new solution xk+1
i can be expressed as follows.

xk+1
i = xk

i + δi (2)

δi = α× si ⊕ (xk
i − xbest), (3)

where, α > 0 is the step size, which relates to the scale of the problem. δi is the changing amount of
position that needs to be taken, and ⊕ is the entry wise multiplications.

The random step is produced by the symmetric Lévy distribution.

si =
u

|v|1/β
, (4)

where, u(u1, u2, · · · , ud), v(v1, v2, · · · , vd) are vectors in the D-dimensional space. β = 3/2. The
sub-vectors of u and v obey normal distribution.

u ∼ N(0, σ2
u), v ∼ N(0, σ2

v) (5)

σu ∼ (
Γ(1 + β) · sin(π · β/2)

Γ((1 + β)/2) · β · 2(β−1)/2
)

1/β

, σv = 1. (6)

Lévy flight includes a random directional linear motion sequence with no characteristic scale, and
the step size of each sequence satisfies the heavy-tailed distribution. The relatively short straight-line
move with a larger frequency will be intermittently replaced by the longer-step move with less
frequency. Lévy flight ensures the comprehensiveness of searching, so that the search efficiency of
CSO is higher than that of the standard Gauss random processes.

3.3. Extreme Learning Machine

ELM, proposed by Professor Huang in 2004, is a fast and efficient single-layer feedforward neural
network algorithm. ELM is essentially a linear-in-the-parameter model, so its learning process is easy
to converge to the global minimum. Due to the random input weights and hidden layer thresholds, the
number of hidden layer nodes significantly influence the performance of the model. For a Single-hidden
Layer Feedforward Neural network (SLFN), ELM uses the number of hidden layers to train—which
greatly reduces the training time and computational complexity. The main idea of the ELM model is
to randomly set the network weights and then obtain the inverse output matrix of the hidden layer.
Compared with other learning models, the ELM model operates extremely fast and maintains a better
accuracy and has therefore been widely used in many fields. In the ELM training process, the number
of neurons in the hidden layer is the only need. Therefore, the output weight matrix of the hidden
layer can be calculated without adjusting the connection weight between the input layer neurons and
the hidden layer neurons and the deviation of the hidden layer neurons.

The network-training model of extreme learning machine adopts the former single hidden
layer structure. Assuming there are N sets of initial training set (xi, tt), the input layer includes
xi = [xi1, xi2, . . . xin]

T ∈ Rn, and the target output layer is ti = [t1i, t2i, . . . tmi]
T ∈ Rm. The hidden layer

contains L nodes. The activation function g(x) is expressed as follows.

L∑
i=1

βigi(xi) =
L∑

i=1

βig(wi·xj + bi) = yj j = 1, 2, . . .N , (7)

where, yj represents the output vectors of ELM. βi represents the weight vectors connecting the hidden
layer and the output layer. wi represents the weight vectors that connects the hidden layer and the
input layer. bi and g(wi·xj + bi) are threshold value and the output value of the hidden node i.
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The objective of an ELM is to search for a suitable set of β, ω, and b to approximate all training
sample pairs with zero error.

N∑
j=1

‖tj − yj‖ =
N∑

j=1

‖tj −
L∑

i=1

βig(wixj + bi)‖ = 0. (8)

Formula (7) can be expressed as:
Hβ = T (9)

H =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
g(w1x1b1)g(w2x1b2) · · · g(wLx1bL)

g(w1x2b1)g(w2x2b2) · · · g(wLx2bL)

· · ·
g(w1xNb1)g(w2xNb2) · · · g(wLxNbL)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
N×L

, (10)

β = [β1, β2, . . . βL]
−1
L×1, and T = [t1, t2, . . . tL]

−1
L×1, (11)

where H is the output matrix of the hidden layer; β is the weights vector connecting the hidden layer
nodes with the output layer neurons; and T represents the target output.

When the activation function is infinite differentiable, ELM analytically calculates the
hidden-output weights by searching for a minimal norm least square solution of the following
linear equation.

‖Hβ̂− T‖ = min
β
‖Hβ− T‖ , (12)

Hβ = T , (13)

β̂ = HTT, (14)

where HT denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of the hidden-layer output matrix H.

3.4. CSO-ELM Model

In the basic ELM model, when the number of hidden layer nodes is fixed, the input weights and
hidden layer deviations of the network structure are randomly determined, which affects the stability
of the model itself. After using CSO to improve ELM algorithm, the number of hidden layer nodes,
input weights and thresholds value of ELM model are adaptively selected. The flow chart is shown in
Figure 1. In the CS algorithm, N nests are set. Then, round the position value as the number of the
hidden nodes M. After inputting the sample data, a set of input weight matrices W for ELM networks
will be generated. Then, the threshold value of the hidden layer b will be obtained, and the model
output the weight matrices β. The prediction error calculated by the sample data will be the fitness
value of the present nest. At the end of each iteration, the optimal nest location is preserved, and the
values of W, b, and β are outputted. After satisfying the iteration termination conditions, the fitness
values of nests are compared. Finally, the optimal position of the bird’s nest are obtained, and the
corresponding values of W, b, βwill be exported. The improved ELM method operates as follows.

1. Set the parameters of the CSO algorithm. The probability parameter of the nest being discovered
is set as pa. The initial positions of N nests are generated as nest0 = [x0

1, x0
2, . . . , x0

N]. Round the
position values to N different values as the number of nodes of the ELM hidden layer. Input the
sample and calculate the root mean square error (RMSE) as the corresponding optimal fitness
value F0. The maximum number of iterations is max_it.

2. Choose the last optimum nest position xi. Search for the nest position j through the Lévy flight,
and round the position value as the number of ELM hidden nodes. Then, calculate Fj and
compare it with Fi to keep the better solution.

3. Generate random number pr and compare it with pa. If pr > pa, choose the nest position randomly
and replace the worst one. Otherwise, nothing changes.
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4. Stop searching after the number of iterations is satisfied.
5. Select the position with minimum fitness as the number of hidden layer nodes of ELM and

output the corresponding values of W, b and β. The electric power substitution market potential
prediction model cased on CSO-ELM is established.

 j 

Fi

t=t+

j

Fi Fj

W b
Fj j

M
W, b, .

R

Figure 1. Outline of procedure of proposed method.
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4. Case Study and Results

4.1. Validation Test of Forecasting Model

The proposed forecasting method is tested by historical data inputting. The data used in this
research is collected from both the “Statistical Yearbook of China” and the “Annual Report of Electric
Power Industry” for the latest 20 years. Given the development of electric power substitution projects
being affected by many factors, Pearson correlation test is carried out for test the correlations of each
factor. Factors with high correlation are used as input data of the forecasting model to accurately
predict the market potential of electric power substitution projects. The historical data are shown in
the Table 3. The correlation test of each factor is carried out by Statistical Product and Service Solutions
(SPSS) software and the results are shown in Table 3 and Figure 2.

Table 3. Correlation degree of influence factors and market potential of electric power substitution.

Factors
Correlation

Degree
Factors

Correlation
Degree

1 GDP per capita 0.966 5 Renewable Energy Generation 0.931

2
Electricity

Consumption 0.987 6 Renewable Energy Installed Capacity 0.915

3
Electric Power

Installed Capacity 0.968 7 Annual Increment Investment in
Electric Power Industry 0.963

4 Carbon Emissions 0.985 8 Annual Increment Investment in
Power Grids 0.975

Figure 2. Pearson coefficient.

The research is used to forecast the market potential of power substitution projects in 2018–2030.
A forecasting model of extreme learning machine based on the cuckoo search optimization is
constructed. By taking historical data of 1998–2017 as an example, the validity of this model is tested.
Due to the substitution work being a gradual process—when the CSO-ELM model is used to forecast
the market potential of electric power substitution projects—the electric power substitution amount in
every year in the future is forecasted in turn. When forecasting, the data of the target year is added to
the training set of the model to give out more accurate results.

Data from 1998 to 2012 is chosen as the training set, and data from 2013 to 2017 is used as the test
set. The BP neural network, ELM and CSO-ELM forecasting models are all used to forecast the electric
power substitution from 2013 to 2017. ELM and BP neural network are introduced as the contrast
algorithm, and the parameters are set to be at the optimal values after comparison. In setting the
parameters settings of BPNN, the number of neurons in hidden layer is set as 6. In addition, the tansig
function is used as the transfer function. The output layer is set as the purelin function. The training
times are set to 1000, and the precision target is set as 0.001. In the ELM forecasting model, the number
of nodes in hidden layer is 30, and the activation function is sig function. The initial population number
of CSO-ELM is 20 and the maximum iteration number is 200. Historical data is listed in Table 4.
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The fitting results of the three methods are shown in Figure 3. The overall fitting effect of ELM is
better than that of BPNN, which is mainly because the forecasting effect of BPNN largely depends
on the quality of historical data and the training of a large number of data. The ELM method is an
improved BPNN, which maintains the advantages of the fast learning speed and strong generalization
ability, and can accurately analyze in the case of small amount of data. The CSO-ELM method combines
the global optimization ability of CSO and optimizing transmission weight of ELM, contributing to a
better forecasting effect.

Figure 3. Results of three forecasting models.

To quantify the effect of the forecasting model, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute
Percentage Error (MAPE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Determining Factor R2 are selected as
indicators to evaluate the effect of the forecasting model. The calculation of the four error indicators
are as follows.

RMSE =

√√
1
n

n∑
i=1

(pi − p′i)2, (15)

MAPE =
1
n

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣p′i − pi

pi

∣∣∣∣∣× 100%, (16)

MAE =
1
n

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣p′i − pi
∣∣∣, (17)

R2 =

n∑
i=1

(
p′i − pi

)2

n∑
i=1

(
pi − pi

)2 , (18)

where, pi represents the actual electric power substitution amount. p′i is the forecasting amount. pi is
the average of the actual electric power substitution amount, and n is the data size. The calculation
results of four indicators are shown in Table 5 and the contrast is shown in Figure 4.

Table 5. Calculation results of error indicators.

Models RSME MAPE MAE R2

BPNN 2186.66 7.00 2106.62 2.35
ELM 1168.72 3.56 1071.04 1.083

CSO-ELM 148.10 0.44 132.08 0.92
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Figure 4. Errors of three methods.

From Table 5 and Figure 4, the constructed CSO-ELM model has a better fitting effect, higher
prediction accuracy and less error in the market potential forecasting of electric power substitution.
Therefore, using CSO-ELM model to forecast the substitution potential in the next 13 years can reflect
the future market potential of electric power substitution projects.

4.2. Scenarios Setting

In forecasting the developing potential of future electric power substitution projects, factors such
as the costs, policy support and subsidy mechanism are fully considered. Thus, combined with the
political objectives of energy-consumption structure optimization, energy conservation and emission
reduction, and renewable energy development, four scenarios are designed: basic scenario, high-cost
restraint scenario, policies-supported scenario and subsidy weakening scenario.

In basic scenario, according to the development trend of power substitution related factors in
1998–2018, the market development potential of electric power substitution in 2019–2030 is forecasted.
In the high-cost restraint scenario, the substitution project will be slowed down by the purchase of
expensive equipment and high operating costs. In the policies-support scenario, in order to reduce
the cost resistance and alleviate the environmental pressure caused by fossil energy combustion, the
government encourages the substitution work by policy mechanism. China’s “13th Five-Year Plan for
Electric Power Industry” proposed to encourage the developing of electric power substitution and clean
energy substitution to expand the proportion of electricity in energy consumption. In addition, the
substitution work is supported with appropriate subsidies mechanisms. Relevant subsidy mechanisms
can stimulate the rapid development of electric power substitution projects. With the popularization of
electric power substitution, the cost would be gradually recovered, and the projects may be profitable,
which is when the subsidy mechanism can be weakened or cancelled accordingly, to achieve an
independent development of the substitution projects.

In addition, considering the stage characteristics of social and economic development, the
forecasting period is divided into three stages: the first stage (2019–2020), the second stage (2021–2025)
and the third stage (2026–2030). The parameter settings for each scenario and time period are shown in
the Table 6 below.
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4.3. Results of Scenarios and Discussion

In the four different scenarios, the amount of electric power substitution shows significant growth
trends before 2030. Affected by electricity consumption, renewable energy generation and other factors,
the market potential of electric power substitution has broad market prospects. Electric energy can
effectively reduce carbon emissions to a minimum through scale-effect and technological means (such
as smart grid) in power production and transmission section. Therefore, the realization of electricity
substitution is a low-carbon energy development and utilization strategy as a whole, which will
inevitably have a positive impact on China’s low-carbon economy. Restricted by high construction costs
and operation fees, people’s subjective acceptance of electric power substitution project is relatively
low, which brings difficulties in popularizing. The forecasting results are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Multi-scenarios forecasting result.

Year
Substituting Amount

Basic Scenario High-Cost Restraint Scenario Policies-Supported Scenario Subsidy Weakening Scenario

2019 382.7618 373.5561 385.4891 385.618
2020 396.7616 378.3581 412.536 415.7296
2021 415.1382 389.6555 429.1873 428.0477
2022 422.5893 401.019 440.9279 441.7451
2023 442.4443 417.0991 463.5306 463.9663
2024 472.7527 431.8294 491.1256 492.1716
2025 493.6642 445.6533 514.5227 515.4268
2026 523.7452 458.8113 543.0128 546.7548
2027 554.6676 473.256 576.6824 587.3033
2028 584.2509 489.9646 608.059 618.2991
2029 604.934 524.5843 640.7256 652.0776
2030 628.2181 538.1725 680.3083 693.8293

In all four scenarios, substituting electricity shows significant increase. In the first stage, the
growth rate is relatively small. During this period, the subsidies of the subsidy weakening scenario
have not been weakened, so there is little difference with other scenarios. In the second stage, due
to social development and technological progress, electric power substitution projects begin to have
a certain scale of promotion. The substitute electricity in the high-cost restraint scenario shows the
slowest increase. In the policies-supported scenario, the substitute electricity amount shows accelerated
growth, while the subsidy mechanism in the subsidy weakening scenario begins to fade down slightly.
In the third stage, after the promotion of the first two stages, the electric power substitution project has
a certain scale effect, and the electric power substitution quantity shows a trend of accelerating growth.

As can be seen in Figure 5, the process of electric power substitution in the policies-support
scenario and subsidy weakening scenario is significantly higher than that in the basic scenario, which
shows that the government support is very important in substitution promoting work. In addition, the
substitution amount in the high-cost restraint scenario is the least one in all four scenarios, about 538.17
million tons of standard coal in 2030. High costs lower the residents’ acceptance of projects, and the
promotion power of manufacturers is insufficient without any subsidies given. In the policies-support
scenario, the government supports by giving subsidies in equipment purchasing, installation, operation
and maintenance process—so that the projects are promoted—with the most increment in electricity
amount, reaching 693.8 million tons of standard coal in 2030. Differing from the policies-support
scenario, changes after power substitution reaching certain scale effects are considered in the subsidy
weakening scenario. With the popularization of electric power substitution projects and technical
progress, government support gradually reduced to raise independence of the substitution industry, as
can be seen from the curve of the subsidy weakening scenario in Figure 5. The increasing trend of
substitute electricity under the subsidy weakening scenario is similar to that of the policies-support
scenario. With the reduction of subsidies, the amount of electric power substitution become less than
that in the policies-support scenario after 2023, but still higher than that in the basic scenario, which
shows the effectiveness of subsidy weakening.
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Figure 5. Forecasting results of electric power substitution under all scenarios (million tons of standard
coal).

In the early stage of developing electric power substitution, the main fields for promotion are
concentrated on substitutions of coal, coal-fired boilers and coal-fired heating—where technology is
relatively mature. In the middle and later stages, electric power substitution work turns to household
electrification, substitution to internal-combustion engines by electricity and substitution to oil-fired
vehicle by electric vehicle. Implementing electric power substitution will bring significant changes in
China’s energy consumption structure, significantly reducing the proportion of oil and natural gas
consumption and significantly reduce carbon emissions.

5. Conclusions

Electric power substitution is important in environmental management and for optimizing energy
structure. Market forecasting on electric power substitution projects is conducive to the government
and society to develop and promote the substituting work. Therefore, a market potential forecast
model of electric power substitution based CSO-ELM method is proposed. Firstly, the validity of the
influencing factors on the potential of power substitution development are verified through correlation
test. Secondly, combined with CSO algorithm, the ELM method is improved, which overcomes the
limitation of the search ability of the original ELM and improves the forecasting accuracy. In addition,
compared with BP, ELM and other forecasting models, the proposed CSO-ELM model has lower error
and deviation, showing better forecasting effect. Due to government support and the limitations of
industrial development, four scenarios were designed to give specific forecasting results to show how
different factors influence the development of electric power substitution projects. In addition, the
forecasting time period was divided into three stages to take on further analysis. Through comparative
analysis of the forecasting results under different scenarios, some suggestions for promoting electric
power substitution are proposed below.

(1). Compared with the direct utilization of coal, oil and other traditional energy sources on the user
side, electricity production has lower carbon emissions. Therefore, it is of great significance
to promote social energy conservation and emission reduction, and to solve the Urban Haze
problem as well.

(2). Subsidies would help reduce the actual costs for users in applying electric power substitution
projects, which would arouse users and producers’ initiative. For improving the economic
benefits, proper electricity price mechanism and corresponding subsidies should be made to
expand the market scale of substitution projects.
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(3). The forecasting results in the subsidy weakening scenario show that the substituting electricity
amount keeps increasing with weakened subsidies due to the scale effect built in the early stage
with full subsidy mechanism. Therefore, while promoting, the government can change the
subsidy coefficient flexibly according to the economic benefits of electric power substitution
projects. Adjustable subsidy coefficient can also reduce the financial burden of the government,
and encourage the industry to achieve independent development.

(4). Instead of applying renewable energy power into electricity energy substitution, renewable power
can be used in the generation side to substitute the thermal units as well. The application of
cleaner power will help optimize the structure of the whole power industry chain, and realize
high proportion and high efficiency utilization of renewable energy.

(5). Another way to promote the development of renewable energy is to improve the generation
cost of traditional generators. By improving the standard of pollutant emission payments and
applying Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) and green power certifications, the utilization of
renewable energy will be further improved.
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Abstract: The conventional seed-mediated preparation of multi-branched gold nanoparticles uses
either cetyltrimethylammonium bromide or sodium dodecyl sulfate. However, both surfactants
are toxic to cells so they have to be removed before the multi-branched gold nanoparticles can be
used in biomedical applications. This study describes a green and facile method for the preparation
of multi-branched gold nanoparticles using hydroquinone as a reducing agent and chitosan as a
stabilizer, through ultrasound irradiation to improve the multi-branched shape and stability. The
influence of pH, mass concentration of chitosan, hydroquinone concentration, as well as sonication
conditions such as amplitude and time of US on the growth of multi-branched gold nanoparticles,
were also investigated. The spectra showed a broad band from 500 to over 1100 nm, an indication of
the effects of both aggregation and contribution of multi-branches to the surface plasmon resonance
signal. Transmission electron microscopy measurements of GNS under optimum conditions showed
an average core diameter of 64.85 ± 6.79 nm and 76.11 ± 14.23 nm of the branches of multi-branched
particles. Fourier Transfer Infrared Spectroscopy was employed to characterize the interaction
between colloidal gold nanoparticles and chitosan, and the results showed the presence of the
latter on the surface of the GNS. The cytotoxicity of chitosan capped GNS was tested on normal
rat fibroblast NIH/3T3 and normal human fibroblast BJ-5ta using MTT assay concentrations from
50–125 μg/mL, with no adverse effect on cell viability.

Keywords: green synthesis; multi-branched gold nanoparticles; ultrasound; hydroquinone; chitosan

1. Introduction

Anisotropic gold nanoparticles are of interest in physics, chemistry, and optics, due to
their unique chemical and physical properties [1–5]. In addition, they are biocompatible
and less toxic [6–9]. Recently, multi-branched gold nanoparticles (GNS) attracted much
attention because of their absorption in the NIR region of the electromagnetic spectrum [10].
These applications are based on the LSPR phenomenon, caused by excitation with elec-
tromagnetic radiation of the NPs [11]. The characteristics of the LSPR band, including
the width, peak position, and intensity, are directly related to particles size, morphology,
and properties of capping agents [12]. Depending on the nature of the GNS, the absorp-
tion spectrum is composed of a weak band at 520–550 nm and a broad band between
700–1100 nm [10]. The band at the shorter wavelengths is attributed to the transverse
plasmon resonance, whereas the longitudinal component is at the longer wavelengths.
Due to the shape of the anisotropic particles, there are contributions to the plasmon reso-
nance spectrum from both the transverse and longitudinal directions, with the latter being
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predominant, as the core size decreased and the length of the arms increased. However,
in circumstances where the core diameters of the particles are longer than the arms, the
band broadening could be due to particle aggregation, where the neighbor core plasmon
resonance interact. Highly branched gold nanoparticles with small cores are character-
ized by broad and red-shifted LSPR maximum, with very weak or absent bands between
520–550 nm.

Multi-branched gold nanoparticles or gold nanostars are usually synthesized by the
seed-mediated method, in the presence of anionic or cationic surfactants [13,14]. They take
the role of shape-directing and capping agents to drive structural growth and prevent the
aggregation of gold nanoparticles. The presence of surfactants result in cellular toxicity
and they are also difficult to remove before the particles are used [15,16]. Many reports of
surfactants-free GNS in recent years [17,18] are mainly based on seed-mediated protocols.
The use of sodium borohydride, hydrazine, or trisodium citrate in seed-mediated synthesis
of GNS, results in cytotoxicity and they are harmful to the environment.

Recently, green chemistry has become a popular trend in a variety of fields, as it
offers a number of advantages, including safety, energy efficiency, and the production of
less toxic waste [19–21]. In green synthesis of nanoparticles, people evaluate and select
new nontoxic reductants, protecting agents, innocuous solvents from nature (leaf extract,
microorganism, or nature polymer) to replace toxic materials [22,23], and develop advanced
and energy-efficient techniques such as microwave and sonochemical methods [24,25].

Sonochemical effects are caused by acoustic cavitation in liquids with the creation and
collapse of bubbles. The collapse of the cavitation bubbles is more rapid than thermal trans-
port and generates “localized hot spots”, which have a temperature of 5000 K, pressures of
about 2000 atm and cooling rates of more than 109 K/s [26]. The advantages of using the
sonochemical approach include the production of high purity, uniform shape, high yields,
and cost effective synthesis of nanoparticles.

Several one-pot synthesis techniques of multi-branched gold nanoparticles were stud-
ied [27–29]. The advantages of these procedures are facile and free-surfactant synthesis but
just short-branches gold nanostars were formed (less than 10 nm branches). Sonochem-
ical synthesis is a popular method for spherical nanoparticles [30]. However, it is rarely
studied using ultrasound assist to synthesize gold nanostars, except reports of Badilescu
et al. [31]. In this work, we introduce a rapid and green preparation of multi-branched
gold nanoparticles using surfactant-free and seedless combined ultrasound (US) assisted
protocol. Chitosan (CS) was used as a stabilizer while hydroquinone (HQ) was used as the
reducing agent. CS is a polysaccharide derived from shrimps, crabs, and other crustaceans.
Due to its many advantageous properties such as biocompatibility, nontoxicity, low-cost,
biodegradability, and antimicrobial agent, CS has a number of commercial and biomedical
uses. Additionally, HQ has a variety of uses as a reducing agent that is soluble in water.
Furthermore, HA was used to replace a traditional reducing agent, ascorbic acid, which
could tune the adsorption of anisotropic gold nanoparticles towards the far NIR region [32].
Additionally, sonochemical or ultrasound assistance was applied to control the size and
shape, and enhance the stability of GNS.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Chloroauric acid (HAuCl4xH2O, ~52% Au basis), sodium hydroxide 97%; chitosan
(low molecular weight), hydroquinone 99%, phosphate buffer saline (tablet, pH 7.2–7.6),
acid acetic 99% were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, US. The materials
for cytotoxicity include Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), Fetal Bovine Serum
(FBS), Bovine Calf Serum (BCS) were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt Germany.
Thiazolyl blue tetrazolium bromide (MTT), and antibiotic solution (penicillin-streptomycin)
were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, US. Lysis buffer solution was pur-
chased from Biobasic, Markham, Ontario, Canada. Normal mouse fibroblast (NIH/3T3,
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CRL-1658) and normal human fibroblast (BJ-5ta, CRL-4001) were ordered from ATCC, Man-
assas, Virgina, US. Deionized (DI) water 17.8 MΩ was used throughout the experiments.

2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Surfactant-Free Preparation of Multi-Branched Gold Nanoparticles (GNS) by the
One-Step Method

First, 2 g chitosan (CS) powder was homogenized into a 98 g acid acetic 1% solution
to make CS 2% solution. Next, 1 mL of HAuCl4 2 × 10−2 M solution was added to 9 mL
chitosan solution, under stirring. This mixture was pH-adjusted by acetic acid. Finally,
hydroquinone (HQ) 0.1 M was mixed immediately into this mixture. The reaction solution
was kept constant for 30 min at room temperature. Throughout the period of reaction, the
color of the solution changed from colorless to cobalt blue, indicating that multi-branched
particles had formed. The influences of conditions including pH, mass concentration of CS,
hydroquinone concentration, and morphology of GNS were studied.

2.2.2. Surfactant-Free Preparation of GNS Combined Ultrasound

The procedure of preparation for the combined ultrasound (US) was similar to the
process above, except that the reaction solution was sonicated instead of being kept at
room temperature without stirring. Sonication was carried out using the Q2000 sonicator—
Qsonica, Newtown, Connecticut, US (power 1.375 watts, frequency 20 kHz). Chitosan-
coated GNS was synthesized at a constant frequency of 20 kHz and six different levels of
amplitude (0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 μm) and six time-periods (0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 min), in
order to investigate the effect of amplitude and sonication time on size, shape, and stability
of GNS.

2.2.3. Characterization

UV–Vis spectrophotometer Dynamica Halo RB-10 (Dynamica, Livingston, UK) was
used to record the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) of GNS in the wavelength range
of 400–1100 nm, at a scanning rate of 200 nm/min. The interaction between GNS and
CS was shown by FT-IR analysis (Bruker Tensor 27, Bruker Optics, Ettlingen, Germany).
All FT-IR results were obtained from the powder samples and smoothing or correction
baseline was not applied. The crystal structure of GNS was determined by employing
X-ray diffraction (XRD). Scanning was carried out in the 2 theta range of 20–100◦, using
the X-ray diffractometer Bruker D5005 (Bruker AXS, Karlsruhe, Germany). Transmission
electron microscope (TEM) analysis was examined by JEM1010-JEOL (Jeol, Tokyo, Japan).
The J-Image software (NIH Image) was used to calculate the average length of branches
as well as diameter of cores of GNS, based on thirty particles of each three sample from
the TEM images. All analyses including UV-Vis, FT-IR, XRD, and TEM, as well as the
cytotoxicity test below were carried out through separation from the same sample. The
GNS solutions were sonicated before examinations and measurements.

2.2.4. Cytotoxicity of Chitosan-Capped GNS

NIH/3T3 were cultured in DMEM (Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium) supple-
mented with 1% penicillin–streptomycin (Pen–Strep) and 10% bovine calf serum (BCS),
while the BJ-5ta cells were in DMEM with 1% Pen–Strep and 10% FBS (Fetal Bovine Serum.
Both cell lines were grown in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2. The cell lines were
detached from the culture flasks using a trypsin (0.25%)—EDTA (0.53 mM) solution. Cell
viability was evaluated using thiazolyl blue tetrazolium bromide (MTT). Both cell lines
were seeded onto 96 well plates at 104 cells/well. CS-coated GNS was added to each well so
that the final concentration samples were 50, 75, 100 and 125 μg/mL. The negative control
subject was Lysis buffer. Cells were incubated for 24 h in an incubator (37 ◦C and 5% CO2).
Then, MTT solution (0.5 mg/mL) was added to each well. The plates were incubated at
37 ◦C for 4 h to form MTT formazan. Lysis buffer (4 mM HCl) was added to each well to
dissolve the crystallized MTT formazan.
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The plate absorbance (OD) was read at wavelength λ = 570 nm, using a Microreader.
Cell viability could be calculated and compared to the control samples, as follows:

% cell viability =
OD o f sample

OD o f negative control
× 100% (1)

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. One-Step Surfactant-Free Preparation of GNS
3.1.1. Effect of Mass Concentration of CS

Figure 1 shows that the UV–Vis result of GNS prepared in different mass concentration
of CS. According to previous reports, the absorption spectrum was a plasmon resonance
peak (SPR) ranging from 500 to over 1100 nm, indicating multi-branched particle presence.
The SPR absorbance of GNS shifted, depending on the size and shape [33]. An increase in
length of branches led to SPR shift toward the NIR region [34], while SPR absorbance moved
to blue shift, due to the short branched formations [35]. On the other hand, broadening and
increasing the maximum absorbance wavelength of SPR toward the NIR region suggested
a form of aggregation, due to the interaction of the spherical core of the particles with each
other [36]. It was clear that the intensity of SPR increased when the mass concentration of
CS was increased from the beginning, evaluating the concentration to 1%. However, the
SPR absorbance moved to the blue shift and the intensity of SPR decreased when mass
concentration increased to 2%. This could be related to an increase in the size of the core
particles. Table 1 describes the influence of % CS to SPR and intensity of SPR of GNS. At the
beginning, 0.25% CS both of the SPR and the intensity of SPR rose from 845 nm and 0.15,
to 875 nm and 0.18, respectively. With the increasing % CS, although the SPR increased
slightly to 878, the intensity of SPR reached the highest value at 0.33. However, both SPR
dropped to 667 nm and 877 nm, when % CS increased to 2. TEM images of GNS are shown
in Figure 2. The prepared GNS at 1% CS (Figure 2a) had an average core of 57.33 ± 5.91 nm,
and long, sharp branches with an average length of 44.32 ± 9.27 nm. Meanwhile at 1.5%
CS, the average length of the branches decreased to 20.71 ± 8.57 nm (Table 2).

 

Figure 1. Absorption spectra of GNS prepared in various mass concentrations of CS: (a) 0.25%, (b)
0.50%, (c) 1.0%, (d) 1.5% and (e) 2.0%.
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Table 1. The influence of mass concentration of chitosan to surface plasmon resonance and intensity
absorbance.

% CS (w/v) SPR (nm) Int. of SPR

0.25 845 0.15
0.50 875 0.18
1.00 880 0.33
1.50 667 1.04
2.00 877 0.21

  
1.0% CS 1.5% CS 
Figure 2. TEM images of GNS prepared in 1.0% (a) and 1.5% CS (b).

Table 2. The influence of mass concentration of chitosan on the morphology, average core and
branches of GNS.

% CS (w/v) Morphology Core (nm) Branches (nm)

1.00 Long multi-branches 57.33 ± 5.91 44.32 ± 9.27
1.50 Short multi-branches 51.38 ± 9.14 20.71 ± 8.57

3.1.2. Effect of pH

The role of pH on the formation of GNS was illustrated by UV–Vis absorption spectra
(Figure 3) and TEM images (Figure 4). There was a rise of SPR absorbance and intensity of
SPR, as pH 1.0 was adjusted to pH 1.5 and reached the highest value, 865 nm of absorbance
and 0.49 of intensity. The SPR and intensity of SPR significantly declined when pH was
adjusted to 2.0, 2.5, and finally 3.0. The SPR dropped to the lowest peak 833 nm, while
intensity went down to 0.04, following pH adjustment (Table 3). As per the UV–Vis spectra
and TEM examinations, the effect of both size of core and branches of multi-branched
particles on SPR absorbance was shown. Adjusting pH from 1.0 to 2.0, the SPR absorbance
spectra shifted to the NIR region and SPR intensity declined from 0.54 to 0.16. These
were contributed by an increase of size of core and prolongated branches (Table 4). At
pH 1.0, the GNS formed were short, multi-branch particles with 53.44 ± 8.30 nm average
core and 36.23 ± 8.84 nm branches (Figure 4a). At pH adjusted to 1.5, the prepared GNS
particles had elongated branches of 45.23 ± 10.03 nm (Figure 4a) and a core diameter
of 59.32 ± 8.08 nm. Meanwhile, when the pH increased to 2.0, and the branches of
GNS were short and unsharp (Figure 4b). At pH 3.0, a just, non-star shape were formed
(few branches particles) and aggregation of the core of nanoparticles was observed from
Figure 4c. Both TEM images and decrease in SPR intensity indicated that there was a
greater contribution to the adsorption spectrum because of the core aggregation than
the surface plasmon resonance from multibranches, at basic pH. The influence of pH to
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formation mechanism of gold nanoparticles could be explained by the relation between
pH and HQ, as a reducing agent [37]. HQ can reduce Au3+ ions to Au0 atoms by electrons
produced in the oxidation/reduction process. Oxidation/reduction is a reversible process
at equilibrium. At high acidic conditions (pH below 1.0), HQ could not reduce Au3+ to
Au atoms, in the absence of gold seeds, because there were not any produced electrons.
Adjusted to pH 1.5, few gold seeds appeared due to rapid reduced Au3+ ions. Furthermore,
the reversible reaction promoted some electrons that reduced Au3+ to Au+ ions. Under
protection of CS, Au+ attached to the gold seeds, and grew in anisotropic directions to
form multi-branched particles. However, at pH towards basic condition (pH upper 2.0),
the process became irreversible and was driven to the right. This promoted numerous
electrons and uncontrolled gold nanoparticles were synthesized.

Figure 3. Absorption spectra of GNS prepared in different pH: (a) 1.0, (b) 1.5, (c) 2.0, (d) 2.5 and (e) 3.0.

   
pH 1.5 pH 2.0 pH 3.0 

Figure 4. TEM images of GNS prepared in different pH: (a) 1.5, (b) 2.0, and (c) 3.0.
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Table 3. The influence of pH to surface plasmon resonance and intensity absorbance.

pH SPR (nm) Int. of SPR

3.0 833 0.04
2.5 834 0.06
2.0 835 0.16
1.5 865 0.49
1.0 746 0.54

Table 4. The influence of pH to morphology, average core and branches of GNS.

pH Morphology Core (nm) Branches (nm)

1.0 Long multi-branches 53.44 ± 8.30 36.23 ± 8.84
1.5 Long multi-branches 59.32 ± 8.08 45.23 ± 10.03
2.0 Short multi-branches 55.66 ± 12.28 19.55 ± 9.60
3.0 Few branches 99.89 ± 16.84 34.83 ±13.22

3.1.3. Effect of Hydroquinone

Different volumes of HQ 0.1 M were adjusted to investigate the effect of HQ for
preparation of GNS. The absorption spectra of GNS prepared in a variety of HQ volume
are displayed in Figure 5. There was an increase of intensity of SPR, from 0.40 to 1.16,
and the SPR absorbance also shifted to 708 nm, as 1.0 to 2.0 mL of HQ volume was added
(Table 5). The intensity of SPR declined rapidly to 0.67 and 611 nm of SPR absorbance,
when amounts of 2.0 mL to 3.0 mL HQ 0.1 M were added, respectively. TEM micrographs
in Figure 6 revealed morphology of three samples of GNS. At low volume of HQ (2.0 mL
or less), GNS exhibited short multi-branched particles of 19.58 ± 5.19 nm, with an average
core of 51.22 ± 6.67 nm. The 2.0 mL HQ volume resulted in long, sharp branches of GNS.
The average branched length was 76.11 ± 14.23 nm and the core was 64.85 ± 6.79 nm.
However, the branches of GNS were shorter when the HQ volume increased to 3.0 mL. This
resulted in 55.15 ± 10.68 nm average core and 49.85 ± 7.42 nm in branched length (Table 6).
Additionally, TEM revealed to the interaction of core particles. The influence of volume of
HQ 0.1 M could be explained as follows. Gold seeds were first formed, then Au3+ ions were
reduced to Au+. Then, the Au+ ions attached to the gold seeds and grew in anisotropic
directions to form multi-branched particles. At low HQ, the electrons produced by the
reversibility of HQ was enough to promote seed-particles, meanwhile small amounts of
Au+ ions appeared. Therefore, the short multi -branched particles were synthesized. At
high HQ, not only seed particles formed but also all Au3+ changed to Au+ ions, resulting
in the formation of long and sharp multi-branched particles. However, if the HQ was too
high, many electrons were promoted, which led to an uncontrolled reaction [38].

Table 5. The influence of HQ to surface plasmon resonance and intensity absorbance.

Volume HQ 0.1 M (mL) SPR (nm) Absorbance

1.0 630 0.40
1.5 746 0.64
2.0 708 1.16
2.5 652 0.77
3.0 611 0.67
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Figure 5. Absorption spectra of GNS prepared in various HQ 0.1 M volume—(a) 1.0 mL, (b) 1.5 mL,
(c) 2.0 mL, (d) 2.5 mL and (e) 3.0 mL.

   
1.0 mL HQ 0.1 M 2.0 mL HQ 0.1 M 3.0 mL HQ 0.1 M 

Figure 6. TEM images of GNS prepared in various HQ 0.1 M volume—(a) 1.0 mL, (b) 2.0 mL, and (c) 3.0 mL.

Table 6. The influence of HQ on morphology, average core and branches of GNS.

Volume HQ 0.1 M
(mL)

Morphology Core (nm) Branches (nm)

1.0 Short multi-branches 51.22 ± 6.67 19.58 ± 5.19
2.0 Long multi-branches 64.85 ± 6.79 76.11 ± 14.23
3.0 Long multi-branches 49.85 ± 7.42 55.15 ± 10.68

3.2. Ultrasound Combined Surfactant-Free Preparation of GNS
3.2.1. Effect of Sonication Amplitude

UV–Vis results (Figure 7) and TEM analysis (Figure 8) were used to study the effect
of amplitude sonication on the morphology and size of GNS synthesized in permanent
time sonication, for 5 min. It was noticeable that the intensity of SPR of sonicated GNS was
more intent than without the sonication handled sample. The intensity of SPR increased
from 0.26 to 0.53, while the SPR absorbance rose from 831 nm to 877 nm, due to the
changing amplitude from 20 to 60 μm (Table 7). Adjusting the amplitude to 80 μm, the
branches of multi-branched particles shortened dramatically to 27.88 ± 5.83 nm, while
the core diameter increased to 73.10 ± 24.66 nm. In addition, the aggregation of multi-
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branched particles was revealed due to the interaction of the spherical core with each
other. Additionally, both SPR absorbance and intensity of SPR still had a high value,
874 nm and 1.14, respectively. This could be assigned to the greater contribution of the
UV–Vis spectrum because of aggregation rather than the formation of surface plasmon
resonance branches. The intensity of SPR significantly declined to 0.80, when amplitude
was adjusted to d 100 μm, and the SPR absorbance fell to 690 nm. Synthesized GNS in
60 μm amplitude sonication have long and sharp multi-branches, whereas in prepared
GNS in higher amplitude, the branches were short and un-harp (Table 8). Sonication power
is the electrical energy supplied to the probe sonicator and transformed into mechanical
energy. This is executed by exciting the piezoelectric crystals moving in the longitudinal
direction, where the mechanical energy result in the probe vibrating up and down [39].
The stronger amplitude applied, the higher is the acoustic energy produced. When suitable
amplitude sonication was applied, the reduction of Au+ to Au0 were accelerated, which
resulted in higher reaction yields than without sonication-assisted sample, in the same
time reaction. Nevertheless, an overly strong amplitude generated a high acoustic energy
that led to uncontrolled rapid reduction, so the overall isotropic small particles reaction
dominated the over multi-branched anisotropic.

Figure 7. Absorption spectra of GNS prepared in different amplitudes—(a) 0 μm, (b) 20 μm, (c)
40 μm, (d) 60 μm, (e) 80 μm and (f) 100 μm.

   

Figure 8. TEM images of GNS prepared in different amplitudes—(a) 60 μm, (b) 80 μm and (c) 100 μm.
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Table 7. The influence of amplitude to surface plasmon resonance and intensity absorbance.

Amplitude (μm) SPR (nm) Absorbance

0 831 0.20
20 832 0.26
40 874 0.53
60 877 0.37
80 874 1.24

100 690 0.80

Table 8. The influence of amplitude sonication to morphology, average core and branches of GNS.

Amplitude (μm) Morphology Core (nm) Branches (nm)

60 Long multi-branches 62.08 ± 7.32 67.73 ± 22.73
80 Short multi-branches 73.10 ± 24.66 27.88 ± 5.83

100 Few branches 28.26 ± 3.66 8.99 ± 2.58

3.2.2. Effect of Sonication Time

Figure 9 (the UV–Vis results) and Figure 10 (TEM images) show the influence of time
sonication on the morphology and size of GNS prepared with a constant amplitude 50 μm.
Both intensity and SPR absorbance increased when a longer sonication time was applied,
and it reached the highest value at 6 min. Nevertheless, both decreased rapidly, despite a
prolonged time sonication. Table 9 indicates that the intensity from 0.32 rose to 1.15 and SPR
absorbance from 831 nm shifted to 833 nm, with an elongated time sonication of 6 min. The
SPR absorbance shifted to the NIR region because both the size of core and the branched
length increased. Synthesized GNS at 4 min exhibited an average branched length of
31.32 ± 7.62 nm and a core diameter of 52.02 ± 9.95 nm, that from 6 min had branches of
65.01 ± 11.39 nm and an average core of 75.34 ± 18.37. Intensity of SPR dropped to 0.44,
while the SPR shifted significantly down to 630 nm. The time sonication of 8 min resulted
in GNS with short and unsharp branches, besides, there was a rise of core diameter of
multi-branched particles due to the interaction of each particle. Meanwhile, longer time
sonication obtained gold nanoparticles that were short rod particles (Table 10). It is possible
that the influence of time sonication might be based on cavitation bubbles. Sonication for a
prolonged period that generated more cavitation bubbles led to an uncontrolled and rapid
reduction, due to higher acoustic energy. As a result, the gold nanoparticles had a smaller
core, and fewer and shorter branches were formed [40].

Table 9. The influence of time sonication to surface plasmon resonance and intensity absorbance.

US Time (min) SPR (nm) Absorbance

0 831 0.32
2 833 0.39
4 832 1.13
6 833 1.15
8 746 0.96

10 630 0.44

3.3. Investigation of Interaction between CS and GNS

The FT–IR of pure CS and CS-coated GNS spectra are shown in Figure 11. In the
spectrum of pure CS, there was a band at around 2883 cm−1 that corresponded to the
stretching vibration of the C-H groups. Two peaks located at 1649 cm−1 and 1324 cm−1

related to the C=O stretching vibration of amide I and C-N stretching of amide III, respec-
tively [41]. These bands confirmed the N-acetyl groups of CS [42]. The band at 1589 cm−1

corresponded to the bending vibration of the N-H groups (amide II) [42].
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Figure 9. Absorption spectra of GNS prepared in different sonication time—(a) 0 min, (b) 2 min, (c)
4 min, (d) 6 min, (e) 8 min and (f) 10 min.

   
Figure 10. TEM images of GNS prepared in different sonication time—(a) 6 min, (b) 8 min and (c) 10 min.

Table 10. The influence time sonication to morphology, average core and branches of GNS.

US Time (min) Morphology Core (nm) Branches (nm)

4 Long multi-branches 52.02 ± 9.95 31.32 ± 7.62
6 Long multi-branches 75.34 ± 18.37 65.01 ± 11.39
8 Short multi-branches 87.44 ± 11.08 18.65 ± 5.01

10 Short rod-shape - -

The FT–IR spectrum of CS-capped GNS was the shift of bands observed in pure
CS. The C-H stretching shifted to 2880 cm−1, while the bending of N-H bonds moved to
1557 cm−1. Additionally, stretching of C=O (amide I) and C-N (amide III) was located at
1642 cm−1 and 1310 cm−1. These shifts indicated the interaction between the functional
groups of CS and GNS [42].
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Figure 11. FT–IR spectrum of CS and CS-coated GNS.

3.4. The XRD Diagram of GNS

Figure 12 is the XRD diagram of CS-coated GNS. The recorded pattern exhibited peaks
located at 38.0◦, 44.9◦, 65.2◦ and 77.4◦, which correspond to the (111), (200), (220), (311) and
(222) planes of the gold face-centered-cubic (fcc) crystalline structure, respectively [43]. It
was clear that there was an intense peak located at 38.0◦, which was indexed to the (111)
plane. Additionally, a weaker peak for the (200) plane at 65.2◦ and another at 77.3◦ for
the (311) plane was observed. Finally, a very weak peak located at 77.3◦ related to the
(311) plane.

3.5. Cytotoxicity of the CS-Capped GNS

Biocompatibility is an important property for biomedical applications. MTT assay
was used to study the cell compatibility of CS-coated GNS. The cell viability of normal rat
fibroblast (NIH/3T3) and normal human fibroblast (BJ-5ta), exposed to various concentra-
tions of multi-branched nanoparticles are shown in Figure 13. The proliferation of both
NIH/3T3 and BJ-5ta cell lines treated in various GNS concentration were still around 90%,
even at a high concentration of 200 μg/mL, except for BJ-5ta, which had a concentration of
over 82%. The results indicate that CS-coated GNS was a good biocompatible agent and
is a prospective material for use in biomedical applications. GNS have wide biomedical
applications in Raman scattering sensing [44], stem cell tracking [45], bioimaging [46],
photothermal treatment [47] and immunotherapy [48].
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Figure 12. XRD pattern of the CS-coated GNS.

Figure 13. Cell viability of NIH/3T3 and BJ-5ta treated with GNS.
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4. Conclusions

This study presents a rapid and green preparation of GNS using the seedless, free
surfactant, and ultrasound-assisted method. The GNS particles obtained had long and
sharp multi-branches with an average core of 67.85 ± 6.79 nm and a branched length of
76.11 ± 14.23 nm, through an adjusted conditional reaction, such as pH, mass concentration
of CS, HQ concentration, as well as amplitude and time sonication. The influences of the
conditions above and properties of the prepared GNS were characterized using UV–Vis
absorption, FTIR, TEM, XRD, to determine the standard procedure for synthesizing GNS.
Furthermore, cytotoxicity of the CS-coated GNS were investigated by the MTT assay on
two cell lines, including NIH/3T3 and BJ-5ta. The results indicated that CS-coated GNS
was a biocompatible agent, due to its high cell viability. Multi-branched gold nanoparticles
are prospective materials not only for biomedical applications but also in cosmetics.
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Abstract: The optimum design of gas drainage boreholes is crucial for energy security and
sustainability in coal mining. Therefore, the construction of fluid–solid coupling models and
numerical simulation analyses are key problems for gas drainage boreholes. This work is based
on the basic theory of fluid–solid coupling, the correlation definition between coal porosity and
permeability, and previous studies on the influence of adsorption expansion, change in pore free
gas pressure, and the Klinkenberg effect on gas flow in coal. A mathematical model of the dynamic
evolution of coal permeability and porosity is derived. A fluid–solid coupling model of gas-bearing
coal and the related partial differential equation for gas migration in coal are established. Combined
with an example of the measurement of the drilling radius of the bedding layer in a coal mine,
a coupled numerical solution under negative pressure extraction conditions is derived by using
COMSOL Multiphysics simulation software. Numerical simulation results show that the solution can
effectively guide gas extraction and discharge during mining. This study provides theoretical and
methodological guidance for energy security and coal mining sustainability.

Keywords: fluid–solid coupling; coal containing gas; permeability; energy safety; sustainability

1. Introduction

Since the 21st century, global resource shortage and environmental pollution have become difficult
problems in human sustainability development [1,2]. Policy makers in various countries have focused
on sustainable energy and low-carbon development by proposing sustainable strategies and methods [3].
With the advent of low-carbon economy, coalbed methane, as a clean, efficient, and safe energy source,
has been eliciting considerable research attention. This unconventional natural gas is mainly present
in coal seams in free and adsorption states [4]. Coal is a typical dual-porosity/permeability system
containing a porous matrix surrounded by fractures. The coal matrix is separated by a natural fracture
network composed of butt cleats and face cleats. The cleat system provides an effective flow channel
for gas. The developed pore structure is the main space for coalbed methane. During gas percolation
of porous media, the effective stress of the porous medium skeleton changes because of the change in
pore pressure; the porosity and permeability of porous media also change to a certain extent [5]. These
changes can affect the gas flow in pores and the redistribution of gas pressure within a certain range.
Therefore, in studying the migration rule and deformation characteristics of gas in a porous medium,
such as coal, the interaction between the gas flow in a porous medium and the deformation of the
porous medium body should be considered. The mutual coupling between the gas seepage flow field
and the stress field in the porous medium should also be considered.
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Through relevant laboratory tests and field practice, people have gradually realized that the
seepage property of gas in coal is related to the mechanical properties of coal, gas pressure, in situ
stress, temperature, and other factors. Sommerton et al. studied the effect of stress on the gas seepage
property of coal [6]. Brace investigated the law of permeability change of rock mass under stress [7].
McKee et al. analyzed the relationship between stress and coal porosity and permeability and studied
the phenomenon in which the depth of coal seams and effective stress increase, the width of cleats in
coal seam decreases, and permeability decreases exponentially [8]. Enever et al. obtained the influence
rule between the effective stress and permeability of coal [9]. In accordance with the generalized
form of the power law, Sun established a mathematical model for the flow of compressible gas in
coal seams. This model, which is called the nonlinear gas flow model, was based on the measured
gas parameters in the Zhongmacun Coal Mine of Jiaozuo Mining Bureau. A numerical simulation of
the pressure distribution of the homogeneous gas seepage flow field was carried out using various
models [10–12]. Li et al. studied the relationship among coal adsorption expansion, deformation,
porosity, and permeability in consideration of the adsorption deformation characteristics of the coal
skeleton and obtained the relationship among porosity, permeability, and swelling deformation [13,14].
Tao et al. analyzed the problems existing in the theory of nonlinear gas flow and theory of fluid–solid
coupling of coal-bed gas. The research achievements in the fields of nonlinear gas flow theory, gas
flow theory of the geothermal field effect, and coal-bed gas fluid–solid coupling theory have been
scrutinized extensively [15,16]. Zhu et al. considered the Klinkenberg effect and proposed a coupled
mathematical model of solid deformation and gas flow [17–20].

However, the fluid–solid coupling model that scholars have established still has certain limitations.
For example, the Klinkenberg and adsorption expansion effects on gas migration in coal were not
considered simultaneously. Existing research shows that strain on adsorption expansion occurs after
the coal body adsorbs gas. When the strain is limited by certain factors, adsorption expansion stress
follows, which causes a certain degree of primary deformation of the coal skeleton and affects the
development of coal pores. Thus, the effect of adsorption expansion on gas migration should not be
ignored [21]. On the basis of previous studies, the author comprehensively considers the influence
of the two factors of migration of coalbed methane in coal and establishes a mathematical model of
fluid–solid coupling in a low-permeability coal seam. Thereafter, relevant partial differential equations
are derived. The establishment of the model expands the theory of fluid–solid coupling of gas-bearing
coals under multi-field conditions and clarifies the law of gas occurrence and seepage in coal. The
establishment of the fluid–solid coupling equation can characterize gas flow in coal seams from the
perspective of time and improve the research method of gas dynamic flow law. The rationality of
the established mathematical model is verified by using a specific example of the effective extraction
radius of coal mine gas. This model provides a theoretical basis for the design and layout of gas
drainage boreholes in coal mining and a reasonable reference for decision makers to control coal mine
gas effectively [22,23].

2. Mathematical Model

2.1. Basic Assumptions

(1) Coal containing gas can be regarded as an isotropic elastic medium.
(2) The coal seam is considered homogeneous, that is, the physical properties of each part of the coal

seam are similar everywhere and do not change with a change in position.
(3) The coal seam temperature is constant.
(4) The gas contained in the coal seam is regarded as ideal gas and obeys the ideal gas state equation.

The gas desorption obeys the Langmuir equation.
(5) The seepage characteristic of coalbed methane in coal meets the Klinkenberg effect.
(6) The deformation of coal is small.
(7) The overall deformation of coal rock consists of pore and fracture deformation.
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(8) Single-phase saturated gas fluid exists in the coal seam, and only free and adsorbed states
are available.

(9) The model is isolated from the outside world and does not undergo any form of energy and
material exchange.

2.2. Physical Property Parameter Model of Coal

The compression and adsorption expansion of deformation result in different degrees of
deformation of the coal skeleton because of the changes in conditions of the coal seam, such as
crustal stress and gas pressure. Owing to the different depths of the coal seam, the gas pressure and
crustal stress also change to varying degrees, resulting in changes in coal seam porosity and permeability.

2.2.1. Deformation Mechanism of Coal Containing Gas

According to previous research results [24], two kinds of deformation mechanisms exist under
the joint action of internal and external stresses of coal containing gas.

(1) Structural deformation: Relative dislocation occurs between coal particles because of external
stress. The particle arrangement becomes increasingly compact, which causes the compression of
the coal particle skeleton. The deformation caused by the two is called structural deformation,
as shown in Figure 1.

(2) Body deformation: The deformation of coal particles is mainly caused by the adsorption expansion
and desorption shrinkage of coalbed methane, the compression of the coal skeleton by gas pressure,
and the thermal expansion and contraction effect of temperature.

 
(1) Before deformation (2) Relative displacement (3) Compression 

Figure 1. Structural deformation.

This study assumes that the coal seam is thermostatic. Thus, the deformation of the particles
under the influence of temperature changes is ignored.

2.2.2. Porosity Mathematical Model

According to the relevant definition of porosity, the porosity change of coal can be expressed as
follows:

ϕ =
Vp

Vb
=

Vp0 + ΔVp

Vb0 + ΔVb
=1− Vs0 + ΔVs

Vb0 + ΔVb
=1− 1−ϕ0

1 + e

(
1 +

ΔVs

Vs0

)
, (1)

where ϕ is coal porosity, ϕ0 is the initial porosity of coal, Vp is the pore volume of coal, Vp0 is the initial
pore volume of coal, Vb is the total apparent volume of coal, Vb0 is the initial total apparent volume
of coal, ΔVp is the variation in the pore volume of coal, ΔVb is the total apparent volume change in
coal, Vs is the volume of the coal skeleton, ΔVs is the volume variation of the coal skeleton, and e is the
volumetric strain of coal.
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In the actual state, the volume strain increment of coal particles caused by the bulk deformation
of coal particles is mainly composed of three parts. The first part is the strain increment caused by
pore gas pressure compressing the coal particles. The second part is the increment in expansion strain
caused by coal particles adsorbing the coalbed methane. The third part is the strain increment caused
by thermoelastic expansion. The strain increment caused by thermoelastic expansion is zero because
we assume that the temperature of the coal seam is constant. In reference to Figure 2, the relationship
among the three parts can be expressed as follows:

ΔVs

Vs0
=

ΔVsp

Vs0
+

ΔVs f

Vs0
+

ΔVst

Vs0
, (2)

where
ΔVsp
Vs0

is the strain increment caused by pore gas pressure compressing the coal particles, ΔVsf
Vs0

is the swelling strain increment caused by coal particles adsorbing the coal bed gas, and ΔVst
Vs0

is the

strain increment caused by thermal elastic expansion. ΔVst
Vs0

is zero because the temperature of the coal
seam is assumed to be constant. The total volume strain of coal particle deformation can be expressed
as follows:

ΔVs

Vs0
=

ΔVsp

Vs0
+

ΔVs f

Vs0
=

εp

1−ϕ0
− ΔP

Ks
, (3)

where εp is the expansion strain generated by the adsorption of gas per unit volume.

εp =
2aρRT
3VmKs

ln(1 + bP), (4)

where T is the thermodynamic temperature of the coal seam (K), a is the limit adsorption capacity per
unit mass of combustibles under a reference pressure (m3/Mg), b is the adsorption constant (MPa−1),
R is the universal gas constant (R = 8.3143 J/(mol·K)), ρ is the coal density (kg/m3), Vm is the molar
volume of gas (22.4 × 10−3 m3/mol), and Ks is the volume modulus of the coal skeleton (Pa).

Figure 2. Deformation relationship of coal particles.

Equations (3) and (4) are substituted into Equation (1) to obtain a mathematical model of the
dynamic evolution of porosity.

ϕ= 1− 1−ϕ0

1 + e

(
1 +

εp

1−ϕ0
− ΔP

Ks

)
= 1− 1−ϕ0

1 + e

(
1 +

2aρRT
3VmKs(1−ϕ0)

ln(1 + bP) − P− P0

Ks

)
(5)
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2.2.3. Permeability Evolution Mathematical Model

Permeability is an important indicator that describes the difficulty of gas migration in gas-bearing
coal seams, the permeability of coal seams, and gas drainage difficulty. Therefore, a correct mathematical
model of permeability evolution must be established for gas control in coal mines.

The permeability of gas-containing coal is closely related to the stress state of coal. Different stress
states cause changes in coal-rock skeleton deformation and pore volume. When porosity changes,
permeability also changes. To establish the relationship between coal permeability and porosity, we can
refer to the Kozeny–Carman equation [25–27].

k =
ϕ

kzS2
p
=
ϕV2

p

kzA2
S

, (6)

where k is permeability (md), kz is a dimensionless constant (kz = 5), Sp is the pore surface area per unit
pore volume of coal (cm2), and As is the total surface area of coal pore (cm2).

The permeability in the initial state is assumed to be

k0 =
ϕV2

p

kzA2
S

, (7)

where k0 is the initial permeability (md), As0 is the total surface area of the coal pore in the initial
state (cm2).

The total volume of coal and the volume change of a single coal particle are ΔVb and ΔVs,
respectively, when the initial state changes to a new one. Based on the definition of porosity, the new
porosity is

ϕ =
Vp0 + (ΔVb − ΔVs)

Vb0 + ΔVb
(8)

The new pore surface area can be expressed as follows:

Sp =
As0(1 + ∂)

Vp0 + (ΔVb − ΔVs)
, (9)

where ∂ is the increasing coefficient of the pore surface area of coal (%).
For Equations (6) and (7), the ratio of the new permeability to the original permeability is computed

by the following:

k
k0

=
ϕS2

p0

ϕ0S2
p
=

1
1 + e

1

(1 + ∂)2

(
Vp0 + ΔVp

VP0

)3

. (10)

The total surface area of the unit volume of coal particles is almost unchanged in the stress and
strain process of coal [28]. This occurrence can be ignored. Thus, ∂ is approximately zero. According
to [24], Equation (10) can be simplified as follows:

k
k0

=
1

1 + e

(
Vp0 + ΔVp

VP0

)3

=
1

1 + e

(
1 +

e
ϕ0
− ΔVs

Vs0
Δ
(1−ϕ0)

ϕ0

)3

. (11)

The combination of Equations (3), (4) and (11) can be obtained:

k =
k0

1 + e

[
1 +

e
ϕ0

+
ΔP(1−ϕ0)

ϕ0Ks
− 2aρRTΔ ln(1 + bP)

3ϕ0VmKs

]3

. (12)

The above equation is a mathematical model for the evolution of the permeability of coal
containing gas.
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2.3. Effective Stress of Gas-Bearing Coal

Gas-containing coal is a complex deformable pore-fracture dual media. Coal has a strong
adsorption capacity for gas and produces a certain adsorption expansion stress, which changes the
stress distribution of coal.

Therefore, when studying the problem of fluid–solid coupling of coal containing gas and rock,
the relationship between the effective stress of the coal seam and its adsorption-expansion stress should
be considered simultaneously. In view of this problem, Wu et al. [29,30] derived the following formula
for calculating the expansive stress of coal. The expansion stress formula of coal can be expressed
as follows:

σp = Eεp =
2aρRT(1− 2v) ln(1 + bP)

3Vm
, (13)

where σp is the expansion stress (Pa), v is the Poisson ratio, and E is the elastic modulus of coal (Pa).
In accordance with the effective stress law of Terzaghi and in consideration of the expansion stress

absorbed by coal, the effective stress equation of gas-bearing coal can be expressed as follows:

σ′i j = σi j − αPδi j − σpδi j, (14)

where σ′i j is the effective stress of gas-bearing coal (MPa), σi j is the overall stress of gas-containing coal
(MPa), and α is the Biot coefficient.

2.4. Establishment of a Fluid–Solid Coupling Model of Gas-Bearing Coal

2.4.1. Gas Content Equation

The existing mine gas in the coal bed occurs mostly in free, adsorption, and dissolved states.
The dissolved gas content is not considered in this study because the amount is notably small. The
gas content is the sum of the free-state and adsorbed-state gas contents. The adsorption gas content
accounts for more than 90% of the total, and the content of adsorption gas is related to moisture,
coal ash, and gas pressure. The free gas content mainly depends on coal porosity and the magnitude
of gas pressure. According to previous research and the modified Langmuir adsorption equilibrium
equation, the gas content of a coal seam can be obtained as follows [31]:

Q =

(
abcP

1 + bP
+ ϕ

P
Pn

)
ρn, (15)

where Pn is the gas pressure under standard conditions (Pn = 0.10325 MPa), and ρn is the coalbed
methane density under standard conditions (kg/m3).

In the above equation,

c = ρ
1−A−M
1 + 0.31M

,

where Q is the gas content (kg/m3), c is the coal quality correction parameter (kg/m3), A is the ash
content of coal (%), and M is the coal moisture (%).

2.4.2. Stress Field Equation of Gassy Coal

Assuming that the gas-bearing coal is an isotropic linear elastic medium, the stress field changes
obey the following equation.

(1) Balance equation
σi j, j + Fi = 0(i, j = 1, 2, 3), (16)

where Fi is the bulk stress (N/m3).
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According to the effective stress Equation (14) of gas-bearing coal, the equilibrium differential
equation expressed by effective stress is obtained by the introduction of Equation (16). Then the
equilibrium differential equation can be expressed as follows:

σ′i j, j +
(
αPδi j

)
, j
+

(
σpδi j

)
, j
+ Fi = 0 (17)

(2) Geometric equation

In the spatial distribution of gas-bearing coals, let u (x, y, z), v (x, y, z), and w (x, y, z) be
the displacement components in directions x, y, and z, respectively, and continuous single-valued
functions of coordinates. Then, the strain and displacement components satisfy the following geometric
equations, which can be expressed as tensor symbols.

εi j =
1
2

(
ui, j + uj,i

)
(i, j = 1, 2, 3) (18)

(3) Constitutive equation of gas-bearing coal

The constitutive equation of gas-bearing coal describes the relationship between the stress and
strain of coal. The constitutive relationship in this study is based on the strains caused by the adsorption
expansion of gas-bearing coal, compression of the coal particle body, and rock stress.

The linear strain caused by gas adsorption by coal particles is as follows:

εPX =
2aρRT
9VmKs

ln(1 + bP) (19)

The linear compression strain of coal particles caused by the change in pore gas pressure is
as follows:

εPY = − ΔP
3Ks

. (20)

According to Hooke’s law, the strain due to crustal stress is computed using the following:

εD =
1

2G

(
σ′ − v

1 + v
Θ′

)
. (21)

According to the above expressions, the total strain of gas-bearing coal is as follows

ε = εPX + εPY + εD =
2aρRT
9VmKs

ln(1 + bP) − ΔP
3Ks

+
1

2G

(
σ′ − v

1 + v
Θ′

)
. (22)

By using the above formula as a reference, the following equation can be derived.

σ′ = 2Gε+
v

1 + v
Θ′ − 2G

(
2aρRT ln(1 + bP)

9VmKs
− ΔP

3Ks

)
(23)

where G is the shear modulus (MPa), and Θ′ is the effective volume stress.
The following equation can be obtained by arranging Equation (23) after introducing the

Lame constant.

σ′ = 2Gε+ λe +
2GΔP

3Ks
− 4GaρRT ln(1 + bP)

9VmKs
, (24)

where λ is the Lame constant.
Assuming that the coal is a linear elastic medium, the constitutive equation of gas-bearing coal-rock

deformation conforms to Hooke’s law, as follows:

σ′i j = λeδi j + 2Gεi j. (25)
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According to the stress–strain relationship of coal in Equation (32) and combined with the above
formula, the effective stress constitutive equation of gas-bearing coal expressed in tensor form is
derived as follows:

σ′i j = λeδi j + 2Gεi j +
2GΔP

3Ks
δi j − 4GaρRT ln(1 + bP)

9VmKs
δi j. (26)

(4) Stress field equation of gas-bearing coal

Substituting Equation (26) into Equation (17) yields the following:

G
3∑

j=1

∂2ui

∂x2
i

+
G

1− 2v

3∑
j=1

∂2ui
∂xixj

+

[
α+

2G
3Ks

+
(1− 2v

Vm
− 2G

3VmKs

) 2abρRT
3(1 + bP)

]
∂P
∂xi

+ Fi = 0. (27)

This formula is the fluid–solid coupling stress field equation of gas-containing coal, and the
deformation field of gas-bearing coal is represented by displacement. The variation of the strain field of
gas-containing coal caused by crustal stress, gas adsorption by coal particles, and gas pressure change
are considered in the equation.

2.4.3. Fluid–Solid Coupling Gas Seepage Equation of Gas-Bearing Coal

(1) Gas flow equation

The previous experimental results reveal that when gas migrates in low-permeability gas-bearing
coal seams, the gas molecules near the surface of the coal wall show the phenomenon of non-zero
velocity, which does not conform to Darcy’s law [32]. This occurrence is called the slippage effect or
Klinkenberg effect in seepage mechanics. Its permeability can be expressed as follows:

k = kg

(
1 +

4ωλ1

r

)
= kg

(
1 +

m
P

)
, (28)

where kg is the Klinkenberg permeability, ω is the scale factor, λ1 is mean free path of gas molecules,
r is the average pore radius, m is the Klinkenberg coefficient (MPa), and ∇P is the gas pressure gradient
in the coal seam (Pa/m).

Therefore, when the Klinkenberg effect is considered, the equation of gas flow in the coal seam
can be expressed by the following:

q = −kg

μ

(
1 +

m
P

)
∇P, (29)

where q is the velocity vector of gas flow (m/s), and μ is the gas dynamic viscosity (1.08 × 10−5 Pa·s).

(2) Continuity equation

According to the hypothesis, if the model is isolated from the outside and no exchange of substance
and energy in any form occurs, the gas flow in the coal seam will conform to the law of conservation of
mass, expressed in the form of a differential equation:

∂Q
∂t

+ ∇·
(
ρgq

)
= I, (30)

where Q is the gas content in coal, ρg is the gas density when the gas pressure is P (kg/m3), and I is the
source sink term.

(3) Gas seepage field equation of gas-bearing coal
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According to the state equation of coalbed methane in [33], the gas content equation (15), and the
gas flow equation (29), the equation of gas seepage flow field can be obtained by combining them with
Equation (30). The result is as follows:

Mg

RT

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ϕ+ abcPn

(1 + bP)2 +
(1−ϕ0)P
(1 + e)Ks

− 2abρRTP
3VmKs(1 + bP)(1 + e)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦∂P∂t − MgP
RTZ

[
kg

μ

(
1 +

m
P

)
∇P

]
= −MgP

RT
·ϕ ∂e
∂t

, (31)

where Mg is the molar mass of gas (kg/mol). Z is the gas compressibility factor, and its value is
approximately 1 in the case of a small temperature difference.

In summary, Equations (5), (12), (27), and (30) constitute a fluid–solid coupling model of
gas-bearing coal.

3. Numerical Simulation of the Model and Analysis of Its Results

Deduction and analysis show that the fluid–solid coupling mathematical model of gas-bearing
coal is a complex nonlinear equation group. The coupled numerical solution requires the use of a
numerical method and COMSOL Multiphysics simulation software.

3.1. Geometric Model Establishment

The geometric model starts from the 370 m position of the transportation lane on the 14221
working face of Xin’an coal mine. The coal mine is an experimental site for determining the effective
influence radius of the drilling borehole down the seam. The main mining coal seam is No. 21 coal,
and the average coal seam thickness is 4.22 m. The coal seam has a simple structure and extremely low
mechanical strength. The soft coal structure is developed and generally classified as classes III–V. The
coal is powdery and easily polluted.

The size of the geometric model is 14 m × 14.22 m. Figure 3 shows the geometric diagram of the
model. The model is divided into three layers, in which the coal seam is located in the two rock layers,
the thickness is 4.22 m, and the upper part is loaded with a stable load of 11.7 MPa. The borehole is
located in the middle of the model and has a diameter of 0.089 m and a negative pressure of 13 kPa.
The initial gas pressure in the coal seam is 0.9 MPa, and the gas only migrates in the coal seam. The
initial time is t = 0 day, and the simulation time is 100 days.

Figure 3. Coal and gas coupling geometric model.
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According to the field measurement, the drainage radius of the drilling borehole down the seam
is the effective extraction radius of 1.5–1.8 m when the gas is extracted for 30 days. The measured
drainage radius of the mine is the effective extraction radius of 3 m when the gas is extracted for
80 days. These data are used to verify the practical application value of the model.

3.2. Model Parameters

Table 1 shows the relevant parameters of the fluid–solid coupling model of gas-bearing coal.

Table 1. Material parameters of gas-bearing coal.

Parameter Name Symbol Unit Numerical Value

Coal density ρ (kg·m−3) 1400
Poisson’s ratio of coal v / 0.32

Elastic modulus of coal E GPa 2.74
Initial porosity of coal ϕ0 / 0.0485

Initial permeability of coal k0 m2 4.59 × 10−17

Adsorption constant a a m3·Mg-3 35
Adsorption constant b b MPa−1 0.762

Gas dynamic viscosity coefficient μ Pa·s 1.08 × 10−5

Moisture M % 0.64
Ash A % 13.81

Gas density in standard state ρg kg·m−3 0.716
Initial gas pressure P0 MPa 0.9

Drainage negative pressure P1 Pa 13,000

3.3. Input of the Mathematical Model

The mathematical model in Chapter 2 is inputted into the COMSOL Multiphysics numerical
simulation software (COMSOL Multiphysics 5.4.0.388, COMSOL Inc., Stockholm, Sweden, 1986) to
verify the rationality of the mathematical model. Figure 4 shows the specific input.

 

Figure 4. Mathematical model input.
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3.4. Initial Conditions and Boundary Conditions

(1) Initial conditions of gas seepage flow field

P|t=0 = P0, (32)

where P0 is the initial gas pressure in the coal seam.

(2) Boundary conditions

When t = 0, the displacement boundary conditions of the model are:

u|L = u0, (33)

where u0 is the initial displacement on the boundary.

(3) Stress boundary conditions

ρi jnj = fi, (34)

where fi is the surface force on the boundary.

q
∣∣∣L = qm, (35)

where qm is the gas flow on the boundary.
The roof and floor of the coal seam in the model are rock layers with poor gas permeability. Thus,

both are assumed to be flow boundaries, and the flux is zero.

(4) Pressure boundary conditions
P|L = Pm, (36)

where Pm is the gas pressure on the boundary.

3.5. Analysis of the Numerical Simulation Results of the Model

Figure 5 shows the distribution of instantaneous gas pressure during the fluid–solid coupling
deformation of coal. Figure 6 shows the contour figure of gas pressure for 30 and 80 days of extraction.
The graph indicates that the maximum gas pressure in the coal seam is distributed on both sides of the
geometric model. When t = 1 day, the gas pressure is 0.6 MPa at 0.32 m away from the drilling hole.
With the increase in extraction time, the gas pressure around the borehole decreases gradually. When
t = 30 days, the gas pressure is 0.6 MPa at 1.73 m from the drilling hole. When t = 80 days, the gas
pressure is 0.6 MPa at 2.76 m away from the drilling hole.

According to Henan’s regulations on the prevention and control of coal and gas, the critical value
of gas pressure should not be more than 0.6 MPa. This value can be used as a reference for the effective
extraction radius of extraction boreholes. The numerical simulation results show that when t = 30
days, the effective extraction radius of the extraction borehole is 1.73 m. When t = 80 days, the effective
extraction radius of the extraction borehole is 2.76 m. The drilling drainage radius measured by
Henan University of Science and Technology is 1.5–1.8 m for 30 days and 3 m for 80 days [34,35]. The
numerical simulation results are basically consistent with the measured results, indicating their strong
practical application value.

Figure 7 shows the instantaneous gas pressure evolution curve of the fluid–solid coupling of coal
during deformation. The graph shows that the closer the distance from the drainage hole, the faster the
gas pressure drops and the more noticeable the pressure relief effect is. The pressure relief of coalbed
methane is a nonlinear process. Within a certain limit, the change in gas pressure gradient decreases
with the increase in time.
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Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Gas pressure profile at different times.
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Figure 6. Contour maps of gas pressure at different times.

 
Figure 7. Evolution curves of gas pressure.
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Figures 8 and 9 show the evolution curves of the porosity and permeability of coal around the
borehole after drilling along the seam, respectively. The graph shows that the minimum values of
porosity and permeability is lower than the initial ones at the initial state on day 0 because of the stress
concentration area around the drill hole. In this area, the pores are compressed, the pore channel of gas
migration and production is small, and the permeability is reduced. With the increase in extraction time,
the closer the distance from the drilling hole, and the larger the values of porosity and permeability of
coal are. Coal porosity and permeability increase with the increase in time, but the rate of increase
declines gradually. The changing trend of permeability is almost similar to that of porosity because the
closer the distance from the borehole, the more evident the coal disruption by artificial disturbance is.
The coal rock breaks and forms a new pore, and its permeability increases. After gas drainage, the coal
gas pressure near the extraction borehole, the gas content, and the gas adsorbed by coal particles are
reduced. The coal body shrinks, coal pores and fissures are developed, and the permeability increases.
The shrinkage and deformation of the coal–rock matrix are also the main factors determining coal
adsorption characteristics. Although the regional pressure of the coal seam cannot be reduced, the gas
dissolution in coal induces the shrinkage of the coal matrix, which enlarges the fissures and creates
internal ones in the coal seam. In this way, coal porosity, the channel of gas migration and output,
and permeability increase.

 
Figure 8. Evolution curves of porosity.

Figures 8 and 9 show that the porosity and permeability of coal also increase from both sides of
the coal seam to the direction of the extraction boreholes, respectively. The closer to the extraction
boreholes, the greater the increase in range. With the passage of time, the increase rate of permeability
and porosity decreases significantly. This situation is mainly due to the artificial disturbance around
the drilling hole. The coal becomes unstable and pressure-relieved, and pores and cracks increase.
With the decrease in gas content in the coal seam pore, the effective stress of coal increases, the coal
compresses, and porosity and permeability decrease. At the same time, the absorbed gas is constantly
used to supply pore gas, and the volume shrinkage of coal particles increases the porosity, which affects
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the increase in coal permeability. With the continuation of extraction time, the increase in porosity and
permeability of coal decreases under the two effects.

 
Figure 9. Evolution curves of permeability.

3.6. Discussion

After establishing the fluid–solid coupling model of gas-bearing coal, the model’s field practicability
needs to be verified. A good model should be applied to practical applications to reflect its importance
and guiding significance for practical design and production work. The SF6 gas tracing method is
mainly used to measure the effective extraction radius of the bedding borehole in this coal mine. This
method overcomes many of the limitations of traditional measuring methods, such as numerous drilling
holes, complicated working procedures, high requirement for sealing quality, long time, and large
deviation, leading to a highly accurate, reliable, and simple measurement [36]. The measured effective
extraction radius is 1.5–1.8 m at 30 days of extraction. The relevant parameters of the measured coal
seams are inputted into the mathematical model, and the coupled numerical solution is calculated with
COMSOL Multiphysics simulation software. The calculation results show that the effective extraction
radius is 1.73 m. Afterward, the effective extraction radius is measured independently in the mine.
The measured effective extraction radius is 3 m at 80 days, and the effective extraction radius is 2.76 m
by numerical simulation.

A comparison with the results of field measurement shows that the numerical simulation findings
of this model are close to actual conditions. The results provide reference values for the rational
layout of extraction boreholes in coal mines. Based on the fluid–solid coupling equation, the effective
extraction radius simulation of drilling boreholes along the seam reveals the gas pressure distribution
state at different extraction times. This condition eliminates the blank belt of gas drainage with the
time effect, changes the current disadvantage of the restricted effective radius test of gas extraction
by many factors, and ensures the safe production of mines to a great extent. Moreover, the process
of establishing the model reveals the mechanism of gas migration in the coal seam and describes
factors one by one from the perspectives of coal pore, coal particle adsorption expansion deformation,
compression deformation, stress field, and gas seepage flow field. Then, a relatively complete practical
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mathematical model is obtained. This model considers the effects of adsorption expansion and the
Klinkenberg effect on gas migration in coal seams. The model improves the application of fluid–solid
coupling theory in coal. The numerical simulation results show the dynamic changes in gas pressure
in the coal seam and the dynamic evolution of porosity and permeability. The model can simulate the
dynamic evolution law of coalbed methane in the corresponding coal seam of the coal mine based
on different coal seam parameters, such as the influence of different types of water and ash on gas
migration and various extraction negative pressures on the drainage effect. The numerical simulation
shows the extraction effect and scope of gas drainage boreholes and provides important theoretical
support and basis for the rational optimization and layout of gas drainage boreholes in mines.

4. Conclusions

The mathematical model combines the findings of previous studies on the effects of adsorption
expansion and the Klinkenberg effect on gas migration in coal seams. On the basis of the basic
definitions of porosity and permeability, a mathematical model of dynamic evolution of porosity
and permeability is derived. On the basis of fluid–solid coupling theory, a mathematical model of
fluid–solid coupling with gas-bearing coal is established.

According to the results of the numerical simulation, when t = 30 days and t = 80 days, the effective
extraction radius of the bedding borehole reaches 1.73 m and 2.76 m, respectively. The simulation
results are consistent with the actual measured extraction radius values. Figure 5 shows the effect
of gas pressure reduction around the borehole with the continuous change in simulation time. The
gas pressure decreases, and the porosity and permeability of coal increase with the increase in gas
extraction time. In addition, the growth rate of permeability and porosity decreases with the increase
in gas extraction time. These results are consistent with the field permeability test law and can be used
as reference to further understand the mechanism of gas extraction and mine gas control. The research
results also have theoretical significance and practical application value.

The dynamic evolution mathematical model of fluid–solid coupling for gas bearing coal can
reflect the coalbed methane migration in a mining area of the mine through the coal seam parameters
measured by coal miners. According to the simulation results of the model, the effective extraction
radius of the borehole can be predicted. Thus, the extraction borehole can be optimized and reasonably
arranged for safety reasons and scientific purposes, to effectively control mine gas, and to provide
strong support for decision-makers as they formulate efficient coal mining schemes.

Although the model is an extension of the theory of fluid–solid coupling, its simulation results can
be suitable for field applications. However, several problems should be considered in the multi-field
coupling model, thus indicating the need for further research and improvement. For example, with the
increase in mining depth, the influence of temperature on gas adsorption and migration in the coal
seam considerably influences gas extraction. Another example is the influence of movable and residual
water in the coal seam on expansion stress in the gas-bearing coal seam [37]. Studying these problems
is crucial for the further improvement of the model.
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Abstract: Based on the comprehensive utilization of energy storage, photovoltaic power generation,
and intelligent charging piles, photovoltaic (PV)-storage charging stations can provide green energy
for electric vehicles (EVs), which can significantly improve the green level of the transportation
industry. However, there are many challenges in the PV-storage charging station planning process,
making it theoretically and practically significant to study approaches to planning. This paper
promotes a bi-level optimization planning approach for PV-storage charging stations. First, taking
PV-storage charging stations and EV users as the upper- and lower-level problems, respectively, during
the planning process, a bi-level optimization model for PV-storage charging stations considering
user utility is established for capacity allocation and user behavior-based electricity pricing. Second,
the model is converted into a single-level mixed-integer linear programming model using the
piecewise linear utility function, Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions, and linearization methods.
Finally, to verify the validity of the proposed model and the solution algorithm, a commercial solver
is used to solve the optimization model and obtain the planning scheme. The results show that
the proposed bi-level optimization model can provide a more economical and reasonable planning
scheme than the single-level model, and can reduce the investment cost by 8.84%, operation and
maintenance cost by 13.23%, and increase net revenue by 5.11%.

Keywords: PV-storage charging stations; green energy; planning process; bi-level optimization;
user utility

1. Introduction

Advances in energy storage technology and grid intelligence and increased electric vehicle (EV)
ownership have greatly promoted the development of EV charging infrastructure. However, the existing
charging stations are neither low-carbon nor friendly to the distribution system because they have no
energy storage facilities and must obtain electric power from the distribution network [1]. In order
to take advantage of the bi-directional flow between renewable energy and energy storage systems,
green photovoltaic (PV)-storage charging stations, installed with both a photovoltaic power generation
system and an energy storage system, were developed based on the existing traditional charging
stations. A PV-storage charging station is a microgrid that integrates the technologies of photovoltaic
power generation, energy storage (ES), and smart charging station (SCS). The associated operation
between photovoltaic power generation and EV charging and discharging can help promote the efficient
consumption of renewable energy on-site and fulfill the EV load demand. Also, the introduction
of an energy storage system can effectively alleviate the impact of EV charging on the regional
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distribution network. This microgrid is an organically integrated source–storage–load system and
meets the requirements for new-generation power systems: clean and efficient, green and low carbon,
safe and controllable. At present, many countries, such as the United States, the United Kingdom,
the Netherlands, and Malaysia, have built large-scale solar-powered EV charging stations. China has
also launched some PV-storage charging EV station demonstration projects in cities such as Dongguan,
Shanghai, and Qingdao. PV-storage charging stations will develop rapidly with advanced PV-storage
technology and decreased economic costs in the coming days.

There are currently many studies on EV charging station planning. One study [2] summarized the
main theoretical methods and research directions. Traditional charging station planning mainly aims
to meet the increasing EV load demand and focuses on the siting and sizing of charging stations in the
distribution network. However, with the integration of renewable energy and energy storage systems,
capacity allocation and operational optimization for PV-storage charging stations have become hot
research topics.

The literature on PV-storage charging station planning is mainly divided into two categories.
The first category focuses on exploring the location and capacity allocation of charging stations from
the perspective of distribution networks [3–5] or transportation networks [6–8], in the case of already
known network structure. Charging station planning in a distribution network considers factors such as
the environment, power quality [3], distribution feeder layout and availability [4], and operation safety
and cost optimization [5]. When it comes to the transportation network, charging station planning
considers the temporal and spatial dynamics of EV movement [6] and the spatial distribution of EVs [7],
and a planning model was established using queuing theory and graph theory [8]. Considering the dual
factors of distribution and traffic networks, some studies [9–12] carried out charging station planning
with the objective of maximizing benefits and minimizing energy loss, while other studies [13,14]
evaluated the planning results.

The second category focuses on the optimization of the internal design and energy capacity of
PV-storage charging stations. This kind of study focuses mainly on internal charging stations, and
rarely consider the constraints of the external network, which is usually regarded as an infinite source.
Internal optimization is aimed at determining the compactness of internal facilities at charging stations,
including the number of facilities and photovoltaic units and the ES capacity [15]. Commonly targeted
at minimizing operation cost, the optimization model was established based on constraints such as
operation, cost, and equipment utilization [16] and then was solved using corresponding particle
swarm optimization algorithms [17] and NSGA-II (Non-dominated Sorting Genetic II Algorithm) [18].
In addition to cost, another study [19] also considered queuing time. It can be easily seen from the
above studies that current PV-storage charging station planning rarely considers uncertain factors such
as distributed generation, user behavior, and electricity price.

This paper, therefore, aims to study the internal optimization of PV-storage charging stations
under uncertain conditions. Taking the uncertain factors—the charging station operator (CSO) and EV
users—as the upper- and lower-level problems, a user behavior-based bi-level optimization model
for the PV-storage model was established to determine the capacity allocation and electricity pricing.
In the upper-level model, EV charging capacity constraints are considered, and there is an assumption
that each EV user charges at a charging station only during a single time period t, meaning the EV
can be charged to the maximum storage capacity during that time period, in order to simplify the
planning problem. In the lower-level model, the real-time electricity price is considered to calculate the
expected revenue of PV-storage charging stations. The model was then converted into a single-level
mixed-integer linear programming using the piecewise linear utility function, Karush–Kuhn–Tucker
(KKT) conditions, and linearization methods. The obtained linear programming problem was solved
to compare and analyze the quantitative influence of uncertain variables on charging station planning.
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2. Bi-Level Optimization Model for PV-Storage Charging Station Planning

2.1. PV-Storage Charging Station System

The PV-storage charging station system, the upper-level problem studied in this paper, is shown
in Figure 1. A PV-storage charging station is usually composed of multiple EV charging facilities (CFs),
energy storage (ES) units, and photovoltaic units. A charging station that is connected to an external
distribution network via a power electronic converter can obtain its energy supply from the main power
grid in case of insufficient power generation. ES units are installed in the system in order to make
full use of renewable energy (RES). When the PV output power is higher than the charging demand
of the connected EV, the ES can start power charging to store excess energy. When the PV output
is insufficient, the ES can perform power discharging to supply energy. Therefore, the PV-storage
charging station can achieve minimal energy consumption by coordinately controlling the ES and PV
output. All of the above components are assumed to be integrated into the charging station based on
the AC interface and controlled centrally by the system operator.

Figure 1. Internal structure of photovoltaic (PV)-storage charging station and energy and
information flows.

Both the charging station operator (CSO) and EV users are considered in this paper. The CSO is
responsible for the construction and operation of the charging station and will consider the EV users’
selection strategy in charging storage planning. The CSO considers the construction cost, operation,
and maintenance cost, and power sales revenue to determine capacity allocation and electricity pricing,
based on the premise of satisfying the internal balance and security constraints. EV users can choose
from the electricity pricing schemes offered by the CSO to obtain better economic benefits.

This paper assumes that the investment and operation of the PV-storage charging station are
performed by the CSO. The PV-storage charging station earns revenue by providing EV users with
energy from PV units or the external power grid. In addition, the CSO can also profit from trading with
the power grid via PV power generation in a deregulated environment. The electricity exchange price
is determined through bilateral negotiation between the CSO and the main power grid and remains
unchanged during the contract period. The operational performance of the charging station varies
with floating EV charge demand. The CSO must fully consider the potential response of EV users,
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participate in the design of electricity pricing, and coordinately determine the optimal configuration
and control strategies in order to maximize profits.

On the other hand, EV users have to decide on their charging load at the charging station each
time they charge (provided that the minimum charging demand is large enough to power the next
driving distance), and their charging demand is affected by the electricity price. Therefore, the optimal
decision for EV users depends not only on their own preference but also on the CSO’s electricity
pricing, which may conflict with their goals.

The optimal planning and decision problem for the CSO can be expressed as a bi-level planning
model, as shown in Figure 2. The upper-level problem represents the CSO’s decision in relation to the
PV, ES, CS configuration, and electricity pricing to maximize the expected revenue. The lower-level
problem considers the CSO’s pricing scheme and predicts the EV users’ response by calculating the
optimal charging benefits for each user. The price implemented by the CSO is in real-time and can be
adjusted to influence the users’ behavior so that they can be encouraged to actively respond to the RES
output curve. The construct of this model will help to obtain an optimal capacity configuration and
price scheme.

Figure 2. Bi-level model framework for optimizing the design and decision-making of PV-storage
charging stations. CSO, charging station operator. EV, electric vehicle.

2.2. Upper-Level Model of PV-Storage Charging Station Planning

2.2.1. Objective Function

According to the description of the model framework in the previous section, the upper-level
optimization problem involves optimal configuration and pricing of PV-storage charging stations, i.e.,
determining PV, ES, and CS capacity and pricing. The objective function for the upper-level model is
shown in Equation (1):

Max
PNrdg, PNc f , PNes, ENes, δch

t
Prdg

t , Pesc
t , Pesd

t , Pch
t , Pint

t

FCS = BOpe −CInv (1)
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CInv = kc f cc f PNc f + krdgcrdgPNrdg + kes(cespPNes + ceseENes) (2)

BOpe = θ ·
T∑

t=1

(
δch

t Pch
t − δint

t Pint
t

)
Δt− (cc f mPNc f + crdgmPNrdg + cesmENes) (3)

k = ζ(1 + ζ)d/
[
(1 + ζ)d − 1

]
(4)

In the bi-level model, the objective function for the upper-level model is the maximum revenue
of the CSO, and expected revenue is the difference between the expected revenue (BOpe) and the
investment cost (CInv). In Equation (2), CInv represents the investment cost, which is correlated with the
construction cost of the CF, PV, ES facilities, land lease, and other relevant expenses. PNc f , PNrdg, PNes,
and ENes represent the rated installed power of CF and PV, ES, and the installed storage capacity of ES,
respectively. cc f , crdg, cesp, and cese represent the unit investment cost of CF, PV, and ES facilities. kc f ,
krdg and kes represent the capital recovery factor of CF, PV, and ES, which can be calculated by Equation
(4). In Equation (3), BOpe represents expected revenue, including the charging service revenue from
EV users and revenue from interactive transactions with the grid. θ represents the number of days
in a year. δch

t and δint
t represent the electricity price per kWh sold by the CSO and traded with the

main grid, respectively. Pch
t and Pint

t represent the charging power of EV users at time t and power
during the interactive transaction with the main power grid. Δt represents the time of each period,
which is defined 0.5 h in this paper. When Pint

t is positive, electricity is purchased from the main power
grid. When Pint

t is negative, electricity is sold to the main power grid. cc f m, crdgm and cesm represent the
annual unit operation cost of the CF, PV, and ES facilities, respectively. In Equation (4), k represents the
capital recovery factor, and d and ζ represent the facility lifetime and discount rate, respectively.

2.2.2. Constraints

The CSO needs to consider constraints during facility construction and operation, including
constraints of investment, balance, and security. The specific constraints are shown in Equations (5)–(19).

Equations (5)–(9) are investment and price constraints:

0 ≤ PNc f ≤ PNc f
max (5)

0 ≤ PNrdg ≤ PNrdg
max (6)

0 ≤ PNes ≤ PNes
max (7)

0 ≤ ENes ≤ ENes
max (8)

0 ≤ δch
t ≤ δch

max ∀t = 1, · · · , T (9)

Equations (5)–(7) represent the maximum installable rated power constraints for CF, PV, and
ES in the charging station, and their investment capacity has an upper limit due to capital or space
limitations. Equation (8) represents the maximum installable storage capacity of ES. Equation (9)
represents the price constraints by the CSO that can help ensure the stability of the EV charging market.
Equations (10)–(19) are operation constraints:

− Ptr
max ≤ Pint

t ≤ Ptr
max ∀t = 1, · · · , T (10)

0 ≤ Prdg
t ≤ PNrdgγ

rdg
t ∀t = 1, · · · , T (11)

0 ≤ Pch
t ≤ PNc f ∀t = 1, · · · , T (12)

0 ≤ Pesc
t ≤ PNes ∀t = 1, · · · , T (13)

0 ≤ Pesd
t ≤ PNes ∀t = 1, · · · , T (14)
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Equation (10) specifies that the exchange power between the charging station and the main
power grid should not exceed the substation transformer capacity. Equations (11) and (12) specify the
maximum PV scheduling power and CF capacity constraint, where γrdg

t represents the photovoltaic
output factor. Equations (13) and (14) represent the charging and discharging constraints of the ES,
where Pesc

t and Pesd
t represent charging and discharging power, respectively, at time t.

Ees
t = Ees

t−1 + Pesc
t η

escΔt− Pesd
t Δt/ηesd ∀t = 1, · · · , T (15)

ENesSOCes
min ≤ Ees

t ≤ ENesSOCes
max ∀t = 1, · · · , T (16)

Ees
0 = Ees

T (17)

Prdg
t + Pint

t = Pch
t + Pesc

t − Pesd
t ∀t = 1, · · · , T (18)

Pch
t η

c f Δt =
∑

v∈ΩV

dev
v,t fv,t ∀t = 1, · · · , T (19)

Equations (15) and (16) show the energy change characteristics and their charge and discharge
state (SOC) constraints during operation of the ES unit, where SOCes

min and SOCes
max represent the

minimum and maximum charge and discharge states, and ηesc and ηesd represent charge and discharge
efficiency. Equation (17) specifies that the available capacity (Ees

T ) of the ES at the end of the dispatching
operation must be consistent with the start capacity (Ees

0 ) [20] to ensure the sustainable performance of
the charging station. Equation (18) is the power balance constraint of the PV-storage charging station.
Equation (19) shows that the power load provided by the CSO must always satisfy the charging
demand of the EV user, where dev

v,t represents the power demand of a v-type electric vehicle at time t,
and fv,t represents the number of v-type vehicles in use. Equation (19) is a constraint that connects
the upper and lower levels, including the upper variable Pch

t and lower decision variable, where Δt
represents the time scale, set as 0.5 h in this paper. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that each
EV user charges in the charging station only during a single time period t, regardless of the charging
behavior across multiple time periods.

2.3. Lower-Level Model for PV-Storage Charging Station Planning

2.3.1. Objective Function

The lower-level optimization problem in Figure 2 is the behavior selection problem of EV users
based on real-time pricing. The charging demand at each period is determined. The objective function
of the lower-level problem is shown in Equation (20):

Max
dev

v,t

FEV
v = [Uv(dev

v,t) − δch
t dev

v,t] (20)

The objective function for the lower-level problem is the maximum EV user benefits, and the
benefits are expressed as the difference between user utility Uv(dev

v,t) and the electricity charging cost.
Uv in the equation represents the utility function of the electric vehicle user, and its specific form will
be described in detail in the next section, and the other symbols have the same meanings as in the
previous section.

2.3.2. Constraints

Equation (21) is the EV power demand constraint, which is used to ensure that the user’s charging
demand meets the minimum charging load and maximum charging limit, i.e., the EV capacity is kept
between the minimum mileage power and the rated battery capacity.

dev
v,min ≤ dev

v,t ≤ dev
v,max (21)
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The essence of the lower-level optimization is that EV users make their choices according to
the electricity price, i.e., users just need to consider their own benefits and costs and do not need to
consider the constraints of the charging station and the power grid, since the capacity configuration and
price-based optimal charging load in each period are determined by the CSO in the upper-level model.

3. Algorithms for Bi-Level PV-Storage Charging Station Planning

3.1. KKT Algorithm Analysis

In the previous section, a bi-level planning model was established to solve user behavior-based
PV-storage charging station planning, but the specific form of the benefits function for the lower-level
problem was not described. This section elaborates EV user benefits using the piecewise linear function,
where the lower-level problem is linearized and, based on this, the KKT conditions are used to convert
the bi-level optimization problem into a single-level optimization problem. Then linear approximation
is used to transform the single-level problem into a mixed-integer linear programming problem that is
finally solved using the classical solutions.

As shown in Figure 3, the bi-level optimization problem is converted into a single-level
mixed-integer linear programming problem through the following three steps: first, the lower-level
function is piecewise linearized to represent user utility. Second, the KKT conditions, which are used to
replace the lower-level problem, are included in the upper-level problem, thus obtaining an equivalent
single-level problem. Finally, the nonlinear terms in the obtained single-level problem are linearized to
obtain a single-level mixed-integer linear program. In this way, the original problem is transformed
and can be efficiently solved.

Figure 3. Bi-level planning algorithm flowchart. KKT, Karush–Kuhn–Tucker. MILP, mixed-integer
linear programming.

3.2. Bi-Level Optimization Model Solution

3.2.1. Linear Description of Lower-Level Problem

The utility function is used to measure consumer satisfaction as a function of consumption of
a vested commodity combination. The consumers in this paper are EV users, and the commodity is
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charging power. According to the utility function, the utility increases as a function of increasing
purchased commodities, while the marginal utility of unit commodity decreases.

As shown in Figure 4, this paper assumes that EV user utility is a piecewise linear function of
charge capacity, given that the piecewise function is a typical function representing the relationship
between welfare utility and energy consumption [21,22], and linearization of the EV user benefits
utility can be applied to the proposed bi-level optimization model and solution method. Without loss
of generality, this paper assumes that the segmentation function is divided into five segments (M = 5),
and each segment corresponds to a predetermined marginal utility value. dev

v,t,m represents the charging
demand of EV users in each segment, and the total utility from the CSO can be expressed as piecewise
linearized using Equations (22) and (23):

M∑
m=1

dev
v,t,m = dev

v,t (22)

Uv(dev
v,t) =

M∑
m=1

uev
v,mdev

v,t,m (23)

Figure 4. EV user utility function graph.

The original lower-level model can be expressed as Equation (24):

Maximize
dev

v,t,m,dev
v,t

FEV
v = δch

t dev
v,t −

M∑
m=1

(
uev

v,mdev
v,t,m

)
(24)

Equations (25)–(29) are charging constraints for EV users. Equation (25) is a logical constraint
that associates the decision variable dev

v,t with its piecewise form dev
v,t,m. The total capacity of EV users is

assumed to meet the daily driving distance requirements without exceeding the battery capacity.

M∑
m=1

dev
v,t,m = dev

v,t : λv,t (25)

dev
v,t − dev

v,max ≤ 0 : μ1
v,t (26)

− dev
v,t + dev

v,min ≤ 0 : μ2
v,t (27)

dev
v,t,m − dub

v,t,m ≤ 0 ∀m ∈M : μ3
v,t,m (28)
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dev
v,t,m ≥ 0 ∀m ∈M : μ4

v,t,m (29)

dev
v,max = Eev

rated

(
SOCev

max − SOCev
v,in

)
(30)

dev
v,min = ltot

v ε
ev + Eev

rated

(
SOCev

min − SOCev
v,in

)
(31)

where Eev
rated and εev represent EV battery capacity and capacity consumption per kilometer, ltot

v
represents the expected the daily travel distance of v-type EVs, and SOCev

min, SOCev
max and SOCev

v,in
represent the minimum and maximum SOCs of EV batteries and the initial SOC at the charging station.
Equation (28) indicates that the EVs’ charge capacity in each segment is smaller than the upper limit of
this segment. Equation (29) indicates that the charge capacity of each segment is positive. It should be
noted that the subsequent variable of each equation is its dual variable.

Based on this, the linear expression of the bi-level problem can be obtained.

3.2.2. Reducing a Bi-Level Problem to a Simple Level Problem

The lower-level problem in the previous section was linearized. In the proposed bi-level problem,
according to its structural and form transformation, the upper-level variable can be considered as
a parameter in the lower-level problem, and for a given variable δt, each lower-level problem is a
linear optimization problem that is continuous and convex in structure. Therefore, the KKT conditions
can be used to replace the lower-level problems in Equations (24)–(29) with their corresponding KKT
optimality conditions and then be included in the upper-level problem. By doing this, the original
bi-level model is transformed into an equivalent single-level problem [23].

The equations for the KKT conditions are as follows:
Equation (32) represents the Lagrangian function of the lower-level problem, and λv,t, μ1

t , μ2
t , μ3

t,m,
and μ4

t,m represent the Lagrange multipliers of the corresponding lower-level constraints. Equations
(35)–(38) are relaxed complementary constraints, where 0 ≤ μ⊥d ≥ 0 represents 0 ≤ μ, d ≥ 0,μd = 0.
It should be noted that Equations (35)–(38) have a bilinear term by multiplying the dual variable and
the original variable.

L(dev
v,t, dev

v,i,t,m,λ,μ) = dev
v,tδ

ch
t −

M∑
m=1

dev
v,t,muev

v,t,m + λv,t(dev
v,t −

M∑
m=1

dev
v,t,m)

+μev
v,t(d

ev
v,t − dev

v,t,min) + μ
2
v,t(−dev

v,t + dev
v,t,max) + μ

3
v,t,m(d

ev
v,t,m − dmax

v,t,m) − μ4
v,t,mdev

v,t,m

(32)

δL
δdev

v,t
= δch

t + λv,t + μ
1
v,t − μ2

v,t = 0 ∀t ∈ T (33)

δL
δdev

v,t,m
= uev

v,t,m + λv,t + μ
3
v,t,m − μ4

v,t,m = 0 ∀t ∈ T, m ∈M (34)

0 ≤ μ1
v,t⊥(dev

v,t − dev
v,t,min) ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (35)

0 ≤ μ2
v,t⊥(−dev

v,t + dev
v,t,max) ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (36)

0 ≤ μ3
v,t,m⊥(dev

v,t,m − dub
v,t,m) ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T, m ∈M (37)

0 ≤ μ4
v,t,m⊥dev

v,t,m ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T, m ∈M (38)

By substituting Equations (24)–(29) for the lower-level problem with Equations (33)–(38),
a single-level model equivalent to the bi-level optimization can be obtained.

3.2.3. Linear Description of Lower-Level Problem

We can transform the bi-level model into a single-level problem, but this single-level problem is
bilinear and has nonlinear terms, and cannot obtain an exact solution using the classical algorithm.
Therefore, the nonlinear terms in the single-level problem described in the previous section should be
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linearized. The nonlinear terms in the single-level constraints are generated when the KKT conditions
are introduced to achieve single-level transformation. The relaxing complementarity conditions
introduced in the constraint have nonlinear terms by multiplying two variables, and these nonlinear
terms can be transformed into a mixed-integer linear program [24]. The specific transformation for
0 ≤ μ⊥d ≥ 0 is as follows:

μ ≥ 0, d ≥ 0
μ ≤ (1−w)M

d ≤ wM
w ∈ {0, 1}

(39)

where M is a sufficiently large constant, and w is a variable between 0 and 1. It should be pointed out
that since the value of M will affect the accuracy of the problem and the efficiency of the calculation,
decision-makers need to make appropriate choices. Some studies have given alternatives.

By using the above method, the nonlinear complementarity constraints in Equations (35)–(38) can
be rewritten as follows:

μ1
v,t ≥ 0, dev

v,t,min − dev
v,t ≥ 0 (40)

μ1
v,t ≤

(
1−w1

v,t

)
M1, dev

v,t,min − dev
v,t ≤ w1

v,tM1 (41)

μ2
v,t ≥ 0, dev

v,t − dev
v,t,max ≥ 0 (42)

μ2
v,t ≤

(
1−w2

v,t

)
M2, dev

v,t − dev
v,t,max ≤ w2

v,tM2 (43)

μ3
v,t,m ≥ 0, dub

v,t,m − dev
v,t,m ≥ 0 (44)

μ3
v,t ≤

(
1−w3

v,t

)
M3, dub

v,t,m − dev
v,t,m ≤ w3

v,t,mM3 (45)

μ4
v,t,m ≥ 0, dev

v,t,m ≥ 0 (46)

μ4
v,t ≤

(
1−w4

v,t

)
M4, dev

v,t,m ≤ w4
v,t,mM4 (47)

w1
v,t, w2

v,t, w3
v,t,m, w4

v,t,m ∈ {0, 1} (48)

In addition to the upper-level objective function, the above process linearizes the nonlinear
constraints using an equivalent mixed-integer linear programming model. Here we linearized the
nonlinear terms in the upper-level objective function using a classical linear approximation method.
Owing to its simplicity and easy access to a solution, this method has been fully applied in some
studies [25,26]. The specific method is as follows.

According to the linearized model and assuming z = a× b represents a bilinear term, a ∈ [amin, amax],
b ∈ [bmin, bmax], the bilinear term z = a× b can be linearized by the following form:

z ≥ aminb + bmina− aminbmin

z ≥ amaxb + bmaxa− amaxbmax

z ≤ aminb + bmaxa− aminbmax

z ≤ amaxb + bmina− amaxbmin

(49)

Applying this method to the upper-level objective function, the converted objective function can
be expressed as:

BOpe = θ ·
T∑

t=1

(
zch

t − δint
t Pint

t

)
Δt− (cc f mPNc f + crdgmPNrdg + cesmENes) (50)

where constraints are added correspondingly:

zch
t ≥ δch

maxPch
t + zc f

t − δch
maxPNc f ∀t = 1, · · · , T (51)
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zch
t ≤ zc f

t ∀t = 1, · · · , T (52)

zch
t ≤ δch

maxPch
t ∀t = 1, · · · , T (53)

zc f
t ≥ δch

maxPNc f + PNc f
maxδ

ch
t − δch

maxPNc f
max ∀t = 1, · · · , T (54)

zc f
t ≤ PNc f

maxδ
ch
t ∀t = 1, · · · , T (55)

zc f
t ≤ δch

maxPNc f ∀t = 1, · · · , T (56)

zch
t ≥ 0 ∀t = 1, · · · , T (57)

zc f
t ≥ 0 ∀t = 1, · · · , T (58)

The nonlinear terms in the upper-level objective function are effectively linearized using the above
method. As a result, the nonlinear bi-level optimization programming model is transformed into a
single-level mixed-integer linear program, which can be effectively solved through commercial solvers
such as CPLEX (12.7.1, IBM, Armonk, NY, USA, 2018).

4. Case Analysis

Numerical simulations of the model mentioned in the first two sections were conducted to obtain
planning results of power pricing and capacity allocation. The planning results of the existing bi-level
optimization model were compared with those of the common single-level optimization model and
their differences were summarized. The superiority of the bi-level model was verified.

4.1. Basic Data

In this paper, solar photovoltaic panels and lithium-ion batteries were used as photovoltaic
power generation and energy storage equipment. Relevant data shown in Table 1 were obtained
from the website and merchant research. Assuming that the total area of the PV-storage charging
station is 3000 m2, the maximum installation power and capacity of CF, PV, and ES is 5000 kW, 500 kW,
and 900 kW (2500 kWh), respectively, and the basic discount rate is 6%, based on compound interest.

Table 1. Basic parameters for facilities. SOC, charge and discharge state.

Equipment Type Technical Parameters Cost Parameters

Photovoltaic d = 20 years crdg = $870/kW crdgm =
$12/kW/years

Lithium battery d = 20 years ηesc = ηesd = 93%
SOCes

min = 30% SOCes
max = 90%

cesp = $200/kW cese = $143/kWh
cesm = $0.8/kWh/years

Charging pile d = 20 years ηc f = 95% cc f = $100/kW cc f m = $6/kW/years

The transformer–capacitor connecting the PV-storage charging station to the external power grid
is set as 4000 kVA, the real-time price of a certain power market is set as the real-time electricity
price, and the output parameter curve of a certain PV plant is used the PV output factor. The specific
parameters are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. (a) Photovoltaic output coefficient and (b) market electricity price parameter.

For simplicity, the simulation example uses Nissan’s electric vehicles to represent the EV user
community. Each EV has a battery capacity of 40 kWh and a power consumption of 0.18 kWh/km.
The lower and upper limits of SOC are set as 30% and 90%, respectively. To be consistent with the
proposed model framework, EV users in the charging station system are assumed to be classified
into three categories based on daily driving distance: remote range (LR), medium-range (MR),
and short-range (SR). In addition, the CSO can predict EV traffic and the proportion of EV users in the
three driving distance groups at the charging station at different times of the day. The numbers of LR,
MR, and SR EV users are shown in Figure 6, and their parameters are shown in Table 2.

Figure 6. Numbers of different types of electric vehicle users.

Table 2. Basic parameters of different types of electric vehicle (EV) users. SR, short-range. MR,
medium-range. LR, long-range.

Parameter
User Type

SR MR LR

SOCev
in 30% 40% 50%

ltot 20 km 50 km 100 km

4.2. Simulation Example Results

Based on the above basic data, the commercial solver CPLEX (12.7.1, IBM, Armonk, New York, USA,
2018) was used to perform the example simulation in the MATLAB environment (2018a, MathWorks,
Natick, MA, USA, 2018), and the obtained PV-storage charging planning results and economic cost are
shown in Table 3. The real-time electricity pricing profile is shown in Figure 7.
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Table 3. PV-storage charging station planning results. CF, charging facility. ES, energy storage.

Planning Results

PV Installed
Power (kW)

CF Installed
Power (kW)

ES Installed Power and
Storage Capacity

(kW/kWh)

Daily Electricity
Sales (kWh)

500 862 616/900 8764

Annual
Investment Cost

($)

Annual Operation
and Maintenance

Cost ($)
Annual Revenue ($)

Annual Net
Revenue ($)

79,650 11,839 844,029 752,485

Figure 7. Real-time electricity price profile.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the daily sales of the PV-storage charging station is 8.764 MWh,
with an annual net revenue of $752,485. The photovoltaic installation is at the boundary of the
maximum installed capacity, indicating that during operation of the charging station, photovoltaic
power generation can achieve higher revenue compared with purchasing electricity from the main
power grid. Therefore, the planning results show that under sufficient load, the PV-storage charging
station should use more available space to install photovoltaics. In this operation, the photovoltaic
output accounts for nearly 30% and can be fully consumed owing to more energy storage facilities,
indicating that overall advances in energy storage technology can help cost reduction.

It can be seen from Figure 7 (the real-time electricity price profile) that the highest electricity
price in a day is $0.40/kWh, which occurs between 19:00 and 21:00, while the lowest electricity price
is $0.32/kWh, which occurs between 03:00 and 04:00. From the perspective of the price changing
trend, the electricity price peaks from 09:00 to 11:00 and from 19:00 to 21:00, during which it reaches
the highest limit peak. There is a small fluctuation in the afternoon, which is consistent with the
charging behavior of EV users. EV users charge their batteries mainly in the morning and evening,
so the charging load is greater during those periods. The photovoltaic output is low and even reaches
zero at night, and the electricity from the main power grid is also priced higher during this period.
Therefore, the PV-storage charging station has to turn to the main power grid or energy storage system
to meet the users’ load demand. At this time, the CSO should set a higher electricity price to ensure
the profitability of the system.

The planning results of the simulation of the PV-storage charging station system are shown in
Figure 8. The red bars represent the power demand of EV users, the blue and orange bars represent the
charge and discharge states of the ES and the charge and discharge amounts, respectively, and the
purple bars represent PV output. If a green bar is positive, it means the charging station purchased
electricity from the main grid. If the green bar is negative, it means the charging station sold electricity
to the main grid. The figure is based on the internal power balance of PV-storage charging stations.
The area above the time axis represents the power source of the charging station, while the area below
represents the power output. Total power generation is equal to total power consumption, so the figure
has vertical symmetry.
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Figure 8. Operation strategy of PV-storage charging station.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that the EV load is greater in the morning and the evening, and
smaller at night. From the perspective of time, the energy storage system works more between 22:00
and 05:00 the next day, because the electricity price of the main power grid is lower at this time, and the
CSO purchases electricity from the main grid and continuously charges electricity in the ES system to
maintain storage power. In addition, three ES discharges occur between 00:00 and 02:00 at night. Since
the night electricity price is floating, the CSO is profitable by using low-price charging and selling
high-priced electricity at the next moment. In general, the charging station performs ES at night, and
between 05:00 and 09:00, the EV load is relatively small and the photovoltaic power generation is also
very small. At this time, the load is mainly satisfied by the power supply purchased from the main
power grid without using the stored energy in the ES system. However, during the peak charging
period in the morning, the CSO calls up a large amount of nighttime energy storage and uses PV power
to meet the EV charging demand, while the charging station can transfer electricity to the external grid
until the SOC of the ES reaches the lower limit. This is the main period when the charging station
can generate a profit. From 11:00 to 13:00, the CSO directly purchases electricity from the main power
grid and photovoltaic power to meet the EV user load without activating the ES system. The ES is
charged to store energy until 13:00–15:00 when the PV output is large and the electricity purchased
from the main power grid is low-priced. The situation from 16:00 to 18:00 is similar to that from 11:00
to 13:00. From 18:00 to 21:00, the CSO meets the needs of EV users by discharging the energy stored in
the afternoon and sending electric power to the main grid to obtain greater benefits.

Looking at Figures 7 and 8, we discuss the impact of electricity price on PV-storage charging
station operation strategy. When the electricity price and load are low at night, charging stations carry
out arbitrage by providing ES charging at a low price and discharging at a high price. From 19:00
to 21:00, the charging demand increases and the PV output is low, and the charging station raises
the price, making a profit from the price difference between purchase and sale. Electricity prices are
also appropriately raised as demand increases further when PV power generation increases from
21:00 to 00:00. The CSO benefits mainly from low-cost PV power generation and ES. From 12:00 to
18:00, the electricity price fluctuates steadily, controlling the stable fluctuation of the charging load.
At this time, the revenue mainly comes from PV power generation and the price difference between
purchase and sale. At night, since the main grid has a high electricity purchase price and no PV power
generation, PV charging stations raise their electricity prices and reduce some of the load. Charging
profits mainly come from the discharge of ES.
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Figure 9 shows the daily SOC of the ES system that can reflect its operating state in the PV-storage
charging station. SOC can be roughly divided into the following parts. The ES system has rapidly
changing SOC at night. As seen by the operating state in Figure 9, it can be concluded that the
PV-storage charging station utilizes the nighttime price spread by performing fast charging and
discharging to maximize profits. From 03:00 to 05:00, the ES system is in the fast charging state and
the energy storage reaches the upper limit of SOC, then is maintained at 56% after proper discharge.
From 09:00 to 11:00, the discharge energy storage is in a lower state and is recharged at 11:00 and
13:00 to the upper limit of SOC, then is discharged in the afternoon to maintain at 56%. At night, it is
discharged again to remain at the lower limit of SOC.

Figure 9. SOC of the ES.

Figure 10 shows the PV/load ratio of the PV-storage charging station. From this figure, it can be
seen that PV has a contribution rate of over 40% from 10:00 to 17:00, which indicates that the charging
station can make full use of PV power generation. The reasonable combination of PV and ES not only
improves the charging station’s economy but also better consumes and utilizes renewable energy.

Figure 10. PV/load ratio of PV-storage charging station.

The following conclusions can be drawn by analyzing the above results. First, in the case of
mature technology and reduced cost, PV-storage charging stations should make full use of space to
invest in and construct photovoltaic and energy storage facilities. Secondly, CSOs should set reasonable
electricity prices and adjust the charging demand of EV users via electricity pricing means to achieve
balanced benefits. Finally, CSOs need to make full use of the characteristics of photovoltaic power
generation and especially energy storage, and properly adjust charging and discharging based on the
electricity price to promote the economic efficiency of system operation.
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4.3. Models Comparison

This section compares and analyzes the effects of the bi-level model and the common single-level
planning model. The single-level model considers that the charging demand of EV users dev

v,t is fixed
and is equal to the calculated demand for the bi-level optimization model, and assumes that the CSO
can accurately predict EV user types and the number of electric vehicles at different time points in
advance, i.e., every EV user has a fixed charging demand, regardless of choice.

Based on the above assumptions and design, this section constructs two schemes, shown in Table 4.
Scheme I builds a single-level model where the CSO’s electricity sales price is set at 0.35 $/kWh. Scheme
II is a bi-level model that takes account of capacity configuration and electricity price optimization
under uncertainty conditions.

Table 4. Scheme settings.

Scheme I Scheme II

Planning type Single-level planning Bi-level planning
Electricity price 0.35 $/kWh Optimized price

The results and economic characteristics of schemes using CPLEX are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Planning results of different schemes.

Scheme I Scheme I Without ES Scheme II

CSO electricity price ($/kWh) 0.35 0.35 Figure 7
CF installed power (kW) 1154 1154 862
PV installed power (kW) 500 500 500
ES installed power (kW) 846 - 545

ES installed storage capacity (kWh) 900 - 900
Investment cost ($) 87,376 56,691 79,650

Operation and maintenance cost ($) 13,644 12,924 11,839

Total revenue ($) 802,991 590,572 844,029
Net revenue ($) 701,971 520,975 752,485

PV output (kWh) 2625 2625 2625
PV output (%) 22.6% 22.6% 29.9%

As can be seen from Table 5 and Figure 11, different planning schemes result in different
configurations of PV-storage charging stations. More specifically, compared with the bi-level model of
Scheme II, the single-level model of Scheme I has a larger CF installation capacity and the electricity price
is fixed, and the larger installation capacity leads to increased investment operation and maintenance
costs and decreased net revenue. The reason for these results is that the charging demand of EV users
in the single-level model is set as a fixed value, regardless of electricity price. The CSO needs to invest
in and build more charging facilities to meet the needs of EV users, so compared with the EV user
choice-based model, this scheme will lead to increased cost.

Compared with Scheme I, in Scheme I without ES, the investment cost is reduced, but the operating
return and total revenue are also reduced, which indicates that the installation of ES is beneficial to the
charging station. The reason is that the charging station can use ES derived from the power grid or PV
and discharge electricity for EV users, obtaining revenue through price differences.

In addition, the PV investment for both schemes is the set upper limit, indicating that the extensive
installation of PVs within a limited capacity is beneficial to obtain greater revenue.

The above comparison reveals the importance of EV user behavior in the optimal design of
PV-storage charging stations. Since the charging demand of EV users usually varies with the electricity
price, it is important to consider user choice when evaluating the profitability of the PV-storage charging
station planning scheme.
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This section may be divided by subheadings. It should provide a concise and precise description of
the experimental results, their interpretation as well as the experimental conclusions that can be drawn.

Figure 11. Economic effects of the two schemes.

5. Conclusions

In order to propose an effective PV-storage charging station planning scheme, this paper established
a bi-level planning model for charging stations that considers the needs of EV users. Using dual
theory, KKT conditions, and linearization tools, the problem was transformed into mixed-integer linear
programming. The model was solved using a commercial solver and a case study was performed.
The main research results of this paper are as follows:

(1) We describe and analyze the systematic structure and model framework of a PV-storage
charging station. Taking the PV-storage charging station and EV users as the main upper- and
lower-level problems, respectively, a bi-level optimization model for capacity allocation and electricity
pricing in the PV-storage charging station is established based on constraints such as systematic
planning and operation and user demand, with the objective of maximizing revenue and EV user
benefits. The bi-level problem is transformed into a single-level mixed-integer linear programming
model using the piecewise linear utility function, KKT conditions, and a linearization method.

(2) Using CPLEX (12.7.1, IBM, Armonk, NY, USA, 2018) software for simulation, the validity and
practicability of the model are verified by analyzing the planning results, electricity price, operation
states, and ES system state.

(3) Through case analysis, it can be concluded that PV-storage charging stations can reduce
cost by investing in green PV and carrying out price arbitrage by allocating ES to improve revenue,
which is shown in Table 5. By using these methods, the benefits of PV-storage charging stations can
be maximized.

This research provides an optimal operational scheme for PV-storage charging stations, including
initial investment and construction cost, the output installment capacity of each facility, and a real-time
electricity pricing scheme, and has a high economy and practicality.
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Nomenclature

Parameters
cc f /crdg/cesp Unit power investment cost of CF, PV, and ES facilities ($/kW)
cc f m/crdgm Annual unit operation cost of CF, PV facilities ($/kW/years)
cese Annual unit operation cost of ES facilities ($/kWh/years)
cesm Annual unit operation cost of ES facilities ($/kWh/years)
dev

min/d
ev
max Lower/upper limit of EV charge level (kWh)

ENes
max/PNes

max Maximum installed storage capacity/power of ES (kWh; kW)
kc f /krdg/kes Annualization operators

PNc f
max /P

Nrdg
max Maximum capacity of installed CF/RDG (kW)

Ptr
max Rated capacity of distribution transformer (kW)

SOCes
min/SOCes

max Lower/upper SOC limit for ES (%)
uev Marginal utility of EV users ($/kWh)
δch

max Upper limit of charging tariff ($)
Δt Duration of time period (0.5 h)
ηc f Charging efficiency of CF (%)
ηesc/ηesd ES operation efficiency (%)
θ Number of days in a year
f ev EV uptake
γrdg Ratio of RDG output to installed capacity
δint market price ($/kWh)
D Facility lifetime (years)
ζ Discount rate (%)
Variables
dev Required EV charge level (kWh)
Ees Stored energy in ES units (kWh)
ENes/PNes ES storage capacity/power (kWh; kW)
Pch Total EV charging power (kW)
Pesc/Pesd ES charging/discharging power (kW)
Pint Exchanged power with grid (kW)
PNc f /PNrdg Installed capacity of CF/RDG (kW)
Prdg Total power output of RDG (kW)
δch Offered charging tariff ($/kWh)
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Abstract: A large amount of solid and liquid waste is produced in pesticide production. It is
necessary to adopt appropriate disposal processes to reduce pollutant emissions. A co-incineration
scheme for mixing multi-component wastes in a rotary kiln was proposed for waste disposal from
pesticide production. According to the daily output of solid and liquid wastes, the proportion
of mixing was determined. An experiment of the co-incineration of solid and liquid wastes was
established. Experimental results showed that the mixed waste could be completely disposed at
850 ◦C, and the residence time in the kiln exceeded 1 h. A model method for mixture and diesel
oil-assisted combustion was proposed. Numerical simulation was performed to predict the granular
motion and reveal the combustion interactions of the co-incineration of mixed wastes in the rotary
kiln. Simulation results reproduced movements, such as rolling and cascading, and obtained the
optimum rotational speed and diesel oil flow for the rotary kiln incineration operation. The simulation
showed that the temperature in the kiln was maintained at 850 ◦C, and the mass fraction of CO and
O2 at the outlet reached the standard for the complete combustion of the waste. Finally, the rotary
kiln incineration and flue gas treatment processes were successfully applied in engineering for green
production of pesticides.

Keywords: emission reduction; green production; waste disposal; co-incineration; rotary kiln

1. Introduction

China is not only a major country in the use of pesticides, it is also a producer [1], with a total
production of 2.491 million tons of pesticide in 2017. However, an unintended consequence is that this
pesticide production also produces considerable multi-component wastes such as liquid and solid
wastes. Liquid and solid wastes generated during pesticide production are hazardous wastes [2].
Solid wastes produced by pesticides are the residual sludge of biochemical systems, semi-solid
pentylamine and aniline, viscous kettle residue, waste packaging materials and activated carbon.
Meanwhile, pesticide liquid wastes have a high chemical oxygen demand, high salt content and high
toxicity [3]. Their characteristics of complex sources, wide variety and difficult degradability of waste
lead to great difficulty in hazardous waste disposal. If disposed improperly, these hazardous wastes are
harmful to the environment. Therefore, the disposal of liquid and solid wastes in pesticide production
is still a difficulty and hot spot of waste disposal at present.

Common disposed methods include landfilling, physical disposed processes, biological conversion
technologies, and incineration. Landfills contain pollutants that can also cause groundwater
pollution [4]. Physical processing can only simplify the separation of different components of
hazardous wastes [5]. Bioconversion technology can only convert biodegradable waste into high
quality products, a process which has limitations [6]. It has been reported that incineration is an
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advanced choice in comparison with other disposed methods. The main purpose of incineration
is to disposal of hazardous wastes while minimizing environmental impact and recovering energy.
Incineration is an effective means of realizing harmlessness, reduction and resource utilization [7–9].

On the marketisation level, the high-temperature incineration method for solid wastes is the
main disposal method [10,11]. However, the incineration of liquid wastes in combustion plants is not
common, and only a few cases have been reported. In liquid waste combustion, inorganic salts in waste
liquor will melt at a high temperature, which will aggravate the denudation of refractories and the
slagging of ash on the wall. The acid gas produced by incineration not only pollutes the atmosphere
but also reduces the dew point of flue gas, which causes corrosion and ash accumulation in the furnace.
When the viscosity of liquid wastes is high or contains some impurities, the liquid wastes need to be
filtered to remove such impurities. Hence, waste liquid incineration has the problems of high cost and
low profit [12,13].

In recent years, the disposal method of co-incineration of hazardous waste has been paid
increasing attention. The co-incineration of solid wastes and sewage has been intensively applied
in many countries. Wang [14] assessed the environmental impacts of the sewage treatment scheme.
Their results showed that the co-incineration of sewage and municipal solid waste is beneficial to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. Hu [15] analyzed the combustion characteristics of municipal solid waste,
paper mill sludge and their mixture. When the mixing ratio of sludge was less than 30%, there was a
significant synergistic effect in co-incineration. Lin [16] simulated the conditions of the co-incineration
of municipal solid waste and sewage in an incinerator. The simulation results showed that the hybrid
fuel could be completely burned to meet pollutant emission standards. The co-incineration of solid
wastes and sewage has been widely used; however, that of solid and liquid wastes has rarely been
reported, although it has a good application prospect in the waste disposal of pesticide production.

In comparison with other waste incineration equipment, the advantages of hazardous waste
processing in rotary kilns include long residence time, high burning temperature, stable burning state,
neutralization of acid waste gas and low cost [17–20]. Rotary kiln incinerators are widely used in many
large factories as a safe method to disposal of hazardous waste. They are a general furnace for the
disposal of solid, liquid, gaseous and complex combustible wastes [20,21]. Bujak [22] treated medical
waste through rotary kiln incineration and analyzed environmental, economic and energy aspects.
The results showed that the rotary kiln disposal produces significant environmental and economic
benefits. Bujak [23] also introduced the preliminary results of the use of rotary kilns in plastic waste
incineration. The actual atmospheric emission from the heat treatment of plastic waste is lower than
the current emission standards. Mellmann [24] predicted the different forms of transverse bed motion
in a rotary cylinder to understand particle behavior for efficient industrial production. The theory
and technology for treating waste in rotary kilns has matured; however, the co-incineration of mixed
multi-component wastes using rotary kilns has rarely been reported.

In the present work, a co-incineration scheme for mixed multi-component wastes in a rotary kiln
was proposed for waste disposal from pesticide production. Firstly, the proportion of mixing of solid
and liquid wastes was determined, and the elemental composition, calorific value and ash melting
point of the mixture were measured. The experiment of co-incineration of solid wastes and liquid
wastes was established. The slag was collected at different incineration times, and the slag clinker
ignition loss was measured. This study proposes a model method for mixture and diesel oil-assisted
combustion, explores these particle motion characteristics, and reveals the combustion interactions
of the co-incineration of mixed wastes. The results obtained could help to further understand waste
co-incineration. Finally, the rotary kiln and the entire treatment system were reconstructed and
commissioned. The co-incineration of multi-component wastes disposal technology in a rotary
kiln could realize the harmless treatment of hazardous waste, a process which has better social,
environmental, and economic benefits.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Material Characteristics

As shown in Figure 1, materials produced in pesticide production involve a complex composition
(i.e., aniline, amyl amine, kettle residue, kettle substrate, floccus, pendimethalin, activated carbon,
and mother liquor of methomyl). In material pretreatment, liquid and solid wastes were thoroughly
mixed in a mass ratio of 4:1 and were fed into the kiln inlet through a screw feeder. A constant
temperature oven, muffle furnace, scanning electron microscope, calorimeter, crucible holder and
electronic balance were used to measure material characteristics. The experimental measurement
equipment is shown in Figure 2.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) 

Figure 1. Solid wastes and liquid wastes in the pesticide production. (a) Sludge; (b) activated carbon;
(c) pendimethalin; (d) amyl amine; (e) kettle residue; (f) aniline; (g) floccus; (h) kettle substrate; (i) and
mother liquor of methomyl.

      
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 

Figure 2. Experimental measurement equipment. (a) Constant temperature oven; (b) muffle furnace;
(c) scanning electron microscope; (d) calorimeter; (e) crucible holder; and (f) electronic balance.

According to Chinese Standards GB/T 212-2008, the moisture content of the mixed waste is 23.6%,
and the ash content of the mixed waste is 20.4%. Moisture content was measured by heating the
waste in a constant temperature oven at 105 ◦C, and the ash content was measured by igniting the
mixed waste in a muffle furnace at 850 ◦C to a constant weight. The elements in the mixed waste were
measured by a scanning electron microscope. The element composition is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Proximate and ultimate analyses of wastes.

Proximate Analysis (wt%) Ultimate Analysis (wt%) Qgr,ad

(MJ/kg)
Mad Aad FCad Vad Cad Had Oad Nad

23.6 20.4 20 36 56.74 2.20 36.20 4.86 4.05

The calorific value of waste is an important physical parameter for incineration. The calorific
value of the mixed waste was determined using the oxygen bomb method. The standard benzoic acid
is a combustion additive with a calorific value of 26,479 J/g. The waste was placed on a crucible and
ignited with an ignition wire. The calorific value of the mixed waste was measured by a calorimeter.
Solid wastes in total and wastes in total were calculated by weighted average. The daily production,
mass fraction and calorific value of the material components are summarized in Table 2. Table 2
indicates that the daily production of liquid wastes was 4000 kg, which was the main part of waste
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disposal. The daily production of solid wastes in total was 1145 kg, which was only 22% of the
total waste. The caloric value of total liquid wastes was low, whereas that of the total solid wastes
was high. The calorific value of mixed wastes was 4050 kJ/kg, as determined by the weighted
average method (Equations (1) and (2)). The calorific value was low, and diesel oil needs be added in
auxiliary combustion.

Qt = Qs fs + Ql fl (1)

Qs =
n∑

i=1

Qi fi (2)

The ash fusion temperature, which was measured by a pyramid method (GB/T 219-2008),
maintained its original shape before 1400 ◦C and melted directly to the molten state at 1450 ◦C.
Consequently, the material of the ash fusion temperature was higher than 1400 ◦C, and the temperature
difference between deformation and softening temperatures was less than 100 ◦C. The normal working
temperature range of the solid-state rotary kiln was 800–1000 ◦C. Thus, the temperature in the kiln was
lower than the ash fusion temperature, and the ash was not easily melted to avoid slagging on the
inner wall of the furnace.

Table 2. Daily production, mass fraction and calorific value of the material components.

Material Name Daily Production/kg Mass Fraction/% Calorific Value/(103 kJ/kg)

Aniline 20 0.38 25.8
Amyl amine 10 0.19 36.6

Kettle residue 100 1.94 23.7
Kettle substrate 15 0.29 38.4

Floccus 70 1.36 42.0
Pendimethalin 100 1.94 25.2

Activated carbon 230 4.47 18.5
Sludge 600 11.66 4.5

Solid wastes in total 1 1145 22.26 14.1
Mother liquor of methomyl 4000 77.74 1.2

Wastes in total 2 5145 100 4.05
1 Total solid wastes indicate the sum of all materials without the mother liquor of methomyl. 2 Total waste indicates
the sum of all materials.

2.2. Co-Incineration Experiment in the Rotary Kiln

A co-incineration experimental system (Figure 3) was established to explore whether mixed wastes
could be completely burned in a rotary kiln and to analyze the incineration process. The internal
diameter and length of the rotary kiln were 150 and 1630 mm, respectively. The entrance of the screw
feeding machine was also the air inlet. Cement pouring was used for the thermal insulation layer,
and the kiln inclination angle range was 0–5◦. The cylinder of the rotary kiln was driven by a motor,
and the speed range was 0.5–5 r/min. A thermocouple that could monitor the central temperature
of the furnace in real time was installed in the middle of the kiln. Moreover, the control box could
automatically adjust the power of the electric heater by setting the furnace temperature to control the
temperature in the kiln.

The constant temperature of the kiln was kept at 850 ◦C, and the materials from the total wastes
were continuously fed by imports. Moreover, Table 2 indicates that the state of the wastes was
semi-fluid. The feeding speed and time were 0.05 kg/min and 10 min, respectively, and the total feeding
was 0.5 kg. In the experiment, the slag appeared after the mixed waste was sent to the kiln for 60 min.
Thus, the slag was collected after 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 and 110 min from when the material was sent.
The slag was labelled #1, #2, #3, #4, #5 and #6. The clinker ignition loss was determined by a close
roaster. The result is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Integral structure of the experimental rotary kiln.

 

Figure 4. Clinker ignition loss.

The residence time in the kiln directly affects the oxidative decomposition of harmful substances.
In order to ensure that the mixed waste can be completely burned, the rotary kiln incineration time
should be more than 1 h. As shown in Figure 4, the clinker ignition loss of the slag was less than
5%. When burned for one hour, the clinker ignition loss was about 2.5%. The clinker ignition loss of
the slag decreased slightly with the increase in the material residence time in the kiln. After 90 min
of discharge time, the clinker ignition loss remained basically unchanged. The particle size varied
significantly at the different times, and slag with various particle sizes was observed in the different
batches, as shown in Figure 5. The results confirmed that disposing solid and liquid wastes together at
850 ◦C in a rotary kiln was feasible.

 

Figure 5. Clinker with various particle sizes in the different batches.
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3. Numerical Method

It is necessary to consider the multiphase nature of fuel combustion, which involves the gases and
particles and their interactions.

3.1. Gas Phase

The continuity equation and momentum equation are represented by Equations (3) and (4),
respectively.

∂ρ

∂t
+
∂(ρvj)

∂xj
= Sm (3)

∂(ρvi)

∂t
+
∂(ρvjvi)

∂xj
= − ∂P
∂xi

+
∂
∂xj

[μ(
∂vj

∂xi
+
∂vi
∂xj
− 2

3
∂vk
∂xk
δi j)] + ρgi + Sm (4)

where δi j is the Kronecker symbol, for i = j, δi j = 1, Sm is the mass source.
The energy model used in this study is as follows.

∂(ρE)
∂t

+
∂(ρvjE)
∂xj

= −P
∂vj

∂xj
+
∂
∂xj

(λ
∂T
∂xj

) + τi j
∂vi
∂xj

+ Sm (5)

where λ is the thermal conductivity, T is the temperature, E is the internal energy, and τi j is the
stress tensor.

3.2. Particle Phase

The trajectory of solid particles is described by the Lagrange model, and the particles are tracked
by random discrete particle model.

duw

dt
= FD(ug − uw) +

gx(ρw − ρ)
ρw

+ Fx (6)

where FD(ug − uw) is the drag force per unit particle mass.

3.3. Combustion Model

The complex composition of the mixed waste itself makes the combustion process very complicated.
The waste particles are heated by diesel oil combustion in a rotary kiln and go through various reaction
processes [25].

The devolatilization process is described by the single rate model. This model supposes that the
devolatilization rate is first order and depends on the residual volatiles in particles [26].

− dmp

dt
= k[mp − (1− fvo,0)(1− feo,0)mp,0] (7)

k = A0e−(Ea/RT) (8)

The kinetic/diffusion-limited rate model was used to simulate char reaction. The char combustion rate
is written by Equation (9) [27].

dmp

dt
= −Appox

D0�
D0 +� (9)

� = C2e−(Ea/RTp) (10)

The non-premixed combustion model is allowed to contain three streams, namely one oxide flow
and two different fuel flows. In this paper, the simulation assumed that mixed waste was the fuel stream
and diesel oil was the secondary stream. In the process of solving the combustion, the combustion is
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simplified to a mixed problem, and the mixture fraction/ Probability Density Function (PDF) model was
considered. The concentration of the individual components was solved on the basis of the predicted
distribution of the mixed fraction.

The mixing fraction, f , is the local mass fraction of th’ aze combusted and unburned fuel stream
elements in all components. A combustion process consists of a fuel and an oxidant, in which the
mixing fraction can be expressed as [28].

f =
Zx −Zx,ox

Zx, f uel −Zx,ox
(11)

Diesel oil is assumed to be a secondary stream, and the mixture fraction of the secondary stream needs
to be considered. The sum of these quality scores in the system is always equal to 1.

fwaste + fdiesel + fox = 1 (12)

4. Numerical Simulation

4.1. Numerical Simulation of Material Movement in Kiln

The movements of the wastes were tested on the side of the kiln to further determine the operating
conditions of the kiln. Different initial conditions (e.g., rotating speed and particle diameter) were used
to test the presented numerical model. The simulation parameters are shown in Table 3. The simulations
were performed in a two-dimensional rectangular space using the Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) code. The computational mesh is shown in Figure 6a. The Euler multiphase method assumes
that both the gas phase and the particle phase are incompressible continuous fluid. The interfacial
force between particles and the kiln wall is described by particle dynamics theory. The two-phase
distribution of the initial state is shown in Figure 6b.

Table 3. Parameters of numerical simulation.

Description Value

Rotating speed (rpm) 2 3 4
Particle diameter (cm) 1 2 3 4 5

Rotary kiln diameter (m) 1.2
Solid density (kg/m3) 1150
Air density (kg/m3) 1.225

Air pressure (105 N/m2) 1.01
Particle–wall restitution coefficient 0.8

Particle–particle restitution coefficient 0.9

  

(a)
 

(b)
 

Figure 6. Profile of the rotary kiln. (a) Rotary kiln mesh; (b) volume distribution of materials at the
initial time.
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At the initial moment, the particle surface tends to be flat and evenly distributed at the bottom of
the rotary kiln. The volume distribution under different particle diameters in stable state is shown in
Figures 7–9. The results showed the surface of the material presented an inclined angle to the horizontal
plane. The material surface gradually tilted and became slightly S-shaped. With the increase of the
rotational speed and the diameter of the particle, the particle movement accelerated and experienced
sliding, slumping, rolling, cascading and cataracting movements. Centrifugal motion did not occur
because of the rotational speed limit. When the particle diameter was 1 cm, the particle movement
was only slumping, and when the particle diameter was 5 cm, the particle movement could achieve a
cataracting motion.

 

Figure 7. Volume distribution under different particle diameters (rotation speed = 2 rpm).

 

Figure 8. Volume distribution under different particle diameters (rotation speed = 3 rpm).

 

Figure 9. Volume distribution under different particle diameters (rotation speed = 4 rpm).

The rolling bed is preferred in most cases; it is beneficial to improve the heat transfer between the
material beds and ensure that the waste is fully mixed and incinerated [24]. In addition, the operation
speed of the rotary kiln itself should not be excessively large; otherwise, the transmission structure
could have large power consumption. Given that the particle state was rolling and cascading, which
is suitable for the rotary kiln working condition, the diameter of the wastes should not be extremely
large, and the rotational speed of the rotary kiln should not be exceedingly fast. Therefore, the rotary
kiln rotation speed was determined to be 3 rpm.

The velocity vector of particles can directly reflect the motion characteristics of particles in the kiln.
The particle area is evidently layered, and the surface speed of the material is considerably larger than
the internal stacking speed (Figure 10). This layer is the active layer of the material particles, which
is the main area of material mixing and heat exchange. The internal relative speed is small; it is the
passive layer, which is the area where the mixing and heat exchange are weak. As shown in Figure 10,
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the direction of the particle velocity in the active layer is opposite to the direction of the kiln wall
movement. When the particles reach the bottom, they begin to change direction in accordance with the
movement direction of the kiln wall. The velocity direction of particles in the passive layer is the same
as that of the kiln wall, and the particles re-enter the active layer of the surface when they reach the top
of the material bed on the right side. The velocity at the free surface of the particle is large, and the
velocity vector at the top of the active layer is at an angle to the bed surface. Thus, particle collisions
may occur at the upper right of the rotary kiln. The particles fly out under the action of rotational
inertia and rejoin the material layer under the influence of gravity, which affects the surface of the
active layer. The simulation results are consistent with the material movement theory of the rotary kiln.

 

Figure 10. Velocity vector field of particles.

4.2. Numerical Simulation of Waste Rotary Incineration

Computational fluid dynamics was used to formulate a 3D steady combustion problem. Figure 11
shows the geometric model and boundary conditions of the simulated rotary kiln. The simulated rotary
kiln was assumed to be cylindrical. The meshes of the rotary kiln were generated by Gambit with
1,100,000 cells. The actual diameter and length of the rotary kiln were 1200 and 8000 mm, respectively.
For simplicity, only the diesel oil and the mixed waste inlet were set in front of the kiln. Both inlets
were 325 mm in diameter. The inclination angle of the rotary kiln was 1.5◦, and the rotational speed
was 3 rad/min.

 

Figure 11. Geometry model of the rotary kiln.

Fuel combustion is a complex phenomenon that includes physical and chemical exchanges,
multi-phase flow, heat transfer, momentum transfer, and mass transfer. The Eulerian–Lagrangian
model was used to describe the flow of the gas and particle phases, and RNG k− epsilon model took
into account the rotational effect of material in the kiln. P-1 radiation model was used to describe the
radiation heat transfer in the rotary kiln. The discrete model was used to solve the coupling of heat,
mass and momentum between the phases. The particle size obeyed the Rosin–Rammler distribution
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from 1 to 5 cm. The initial data of solid wastes and diesel fuel were added to create a PDF file for
non-premixed combustion. The SIMPLEC algorithm was chosen for the pressure–velocity coupling.
The inlet parameters used for the four simulation cases are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Inlet parameters.

Temperature (k)
Case (1) Case (2) Case (3) Case (4)

Mass Flow Rates (kg/s)

Air 300 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Diesel inlet 500 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.03
Waste inlet 300 0 0 0 0.06

Figure 12 shows the temperature curves in the kiln under three calculated cases of burning diesel oil
only. The results showed that the three cases had almost the same trend of temperature change. As the
mass flow of diesel oil increased, the temperature gradually rose in the kiln. The maximum combustion
temperature of diesel oil with a mass flow rate of 0.04 kg/s reached 1400 ◦C. This temperature may
have exceeded the ash melting point; thus, the ash became molten, and slag formed on the kiln wall.
The combustion temperature of diesel oil with a mass flow rate of 0.02 kg/s was relatively low, and the
temperature in the kiln was only 700 ◦C, which may have resulted in the insufficient combustion of
the wastes. The temperature field with a mass flow rate of 0.03 kg/s was moderately long, and the
temperature in the middle of the flame reached 1200 ◦C. A large central combustion zone was formed
at a distance of 2 m from the kiln inlet, which was conducive to the full mixing combustion of the
wastes. The outlet temperature of the kiln was less than 1000 ◦C. Diesel fuel with a mass flow rate of
0.03 kg/s can not only maintain a high combustion temperature but could also save fuel.

 

Figure 12. Temperature curve of diesel oil combustion under different mass flow rates.

The temperature field of the rotary kiln with waste combustion was simulated, as shown in
Figures 13 and 14. The diesel and waste side are shown in Figure 11. The rotary kiln had two
high-temperature zones. One zone was obtained by diesel oil injection and combustion, and the
other one, which was obtained by mixed wastes that roll over and forward in the axial direction, was
burned by gas from the diesel oil combustion of the rotary kiln. The temperature of the material
gradually decreased from top to bottom. The lower temperature at the bottom of the kiln was due to
the cascading movement of the waste, which burned on the surface of the bed. The heat released by
waste combustion was relatively low. The diesel oil combustion temperature was high, and the wastes
were rapidly heated in the kiln. The temperature of the wastes gradually rose, reaching the ignition
temperature at a distance of 2 m from the kiln inlet, and the wastes began to burn. Then, the fuel bed
went into the main combustion stage. The temperature of the flame area was up to 900 ◦C, and the
mixed wastes could be sufficiently burned before leaving the kiln.
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Figure 13. Temperature field of waste side and diesel side in the rotary kiln.

 
Figure 14. Temperature field of different cross sections in the rotary kiln (each section interval is 1 m).

Figures 13 and 14 show that the material moved forward along the axial direction in the kiln,
and the diesel oil and wastes reached the highest temperature in the range of 1–3 m, where combustion
was sufficient. The diesel oil reached the highest temperature at 2 m from the front of the kiln, and the
solid wastes reached the highest temperature at 3 m.

Figure 15 shows the gas mass distribution curve on the centerline of the waste inlet (Figure 10).
The study of the distribution of CO concentration in the rotary kiln could obtain the combustion status
inside the kiln. The CO in the kiln was mainly derived from the pyrolysis of the wastes. The CO
concentration was mainly concentrated at 1.5 m from the waste inlet, whereas the content in other
regions was small. Given the sufficient oxygen in the kiln to mix well with the CO, the CO reaction
gradually became complete, and the CO content at the final outlet tended to zero. CO2 mainly came
from the combustion of volatile matter and fixed carbon and reached a high concentration at 2 m in
front of the kiln. From the O2 concentration distribution, the concentration of oxygen from the inlet was
reduced due to the large amount of combustion consumption of the volatile matter. In this situation,
the incomplete combustion of the waste produced the most CO. In the latter half of the rotary kiln, only
a few combustible components existed due to the burning of waste; thus, the oxygen content was high.

 

Figure 15. Gas mass fraction in the rotary kiln.
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5. Engineering Application of Rotary Kiln

The rotary kiln and the entire system have been operated in a pesticide plant in Shandong, China.
The incineration system is mainly composed of pretreatment, waste incineration disposal, and a flue
gas treatment system. Figure 16 shows the practical engineering application of our rotary kiln.

 

Figure 16. Incineration process and flue gas treatment process.

The incineration disposal disposes the pesticide waste liquid and the solid wastes after pretreatment.
Under the continuous rotation of the rotary kiln, the mixed wastes are continuously turned, heated,
dried, vaporized and burned in the kiln. The combustion temperature in the rotary kiln is kept at
about 850 ◦C, and the residence time of the wastes in the kiln is more than 1 h. Primary dust removal is
performed in high-temperature cyclone separator to reduce the particle content in flue gas produced by
combustion. After dust removal, the gas enters the secondary combustion chamber. The gas products
of the rotary kiln are mixed with the combustion-supporting air of the secondary combustion chamber,
and the unburned combustible gas in the rotary kiln is completely burned to remove the toxic organic
component. The combustion temperature of the second combustion chamber reaches 1100 ◦C, and the
residence time of the flue gas in the second combustion chamber is no more than 2 s. The discharged
gas enters the flue gas treatment system.

The flue gas treatment system is composed of heat exchanger, air preheater, quench tower,
activated carbon and a calcium oxide injection system, baghouse, and wet desulphurization. The flue
gas discharged from the second combustion chamber initially enters the heat exchanger and air
preheater, which can fully utilize the waste heat of high-temperature flue gas, save energy and reduce
consumption. The outlet gas temperature is 500–550 ◦C. Thereafter, the flue gas enters the quench tower.
The high-temperature flue gas contacts directly with the atomized cooling water in the quench tower,
and the flue gas temperature drops rapidly to 200 ◦C within 1 s, thereby avoiding dioxin regeneration.
Before the flue gas from the quenching tower enters the baghouse, calcium oxide and activated carbon
are sprayed successively into the flue. The calcium oxide is used to neutralize the acidic substances in
the flue gas. The activated carbon is used to absorb the heavy metal and dioxins in the flue gas. In the
baghouse, the suspended particles in the flue gas are intercepted by the filter bag and discharged in
the form of fly ash. The flue gas enters the wet absorption tower of the desulphurization unit and
contacts with sprayed limestone slurry droplets. The acid substances in the flue gas are absorbed.

An Atmos FIR Fourier infrared multicomponent gas analyzer was used to measure the concentration
of SOX, NOX and HCl at the chimney outlet according to GB/T16157-1996. In order to ensure
the measurement accuracy, the gas analyzer was calibrated with the target standard gas before
measuring. Similarly, automatic smoke sampler with sampling gun was used to measure dust.
According to the USA EPA23a method, flue gas sampling was isokinetically collected, and dioxins
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were preprocessed and measured [29]. The final flue gas concentration (Table 5) meets the emission
standard of waste incineration.

Table 5. Measured value of pollutant concentration in flue gas.

Pollutants Daily Average Concentration Chinese Standard 18485–2014

Dust/(mg/Nm3) 15 20
SOx/(mg/Nm3) 40 80
NOx/(mg/Nm3) 120 250
HCl/(mg/Nm3) 25 50

Dioxins/(ngTEQ/Nm3) 0.015 0.1

The main power consumption equipment in the incineration process of the rotary kiln re the screw
conveyor, the motor driving device of the rotary kiln, the draft fan, the ignition burner, the secondary
burner, the blower, the slag discharging motor, the quench pump, the lye pump and so on. The total
power of the power consumption equipment is 98.29 kW. The hourly waste disposal capacity of the
rotary kiln is 1000 kg/h. It takes 353 MJ energy to dispose of a ton of waste. The low calorific value
of diesel oil is 42 MJ/L. The diesel oil consumption is 200 L/h. The economic cost of the rotary kiln
incineration system mainly includes equipment operation cost, diesel fuel cost, and maintenance cost.
The rotary kiln works continuously for 10 h. The power consumption of a rotary kiln is 982.9 kWh per
day. The diesel oil consumption per day is 2000 L. There are three workers in total. It costs 691 RMB to
treat a ton of waste.

6. Conclusions

A large amount of liquid and solid wastes generated during pesticide production are urgently
needed for disposal. A co-incineration scheme for mixing multi-component wastes in a rotary kiln
was proposed for waste disposal from pesticide production. The co-incineration experimental results
showed that the residence time of solid and liquid mixtures in the kiln is more than 1 h, and the clinker
ignition loss of the slag is less than 5%. Therefore, the co-incineration of solid and liquid wastes is
feasible. A numerical study of different particle diameters and different wall rotational speeds was
performed to reproduce the configurations of solid flows (i.e., sliding, slumping, rolling, cascading,
cataracting, and centrifuging). The rolling or cascading mode was selected as the best operating
condition. The numerical simulation revealed the combustion interactions of the co-incineration of
mixed wastes, and the results showed that the co-incineration of solid and liquid wastes is feasible by
adding auxiliary fuel. The rotary kiln incineration can keep the kiln temperature, mass residue and
pollutants within the allowable range. Finally, the rotary kiln incineration process and flue gas treatment
process were operated and commissioned. The liquid and solid wastes can be completely burned,
and the flue gas concentration after treatment can meet the emission standard of waste incineration.
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Nomenclature

Aad Ash content of the mixed waste, % P Static pressure, Pa
A0 Arrhenius type pre-exponential factor pox Partial pressure of oxidant species in the gas, Pa
Ap Surface area of the particle, m2 Ql Calorific value of mother liquor of methomyl
C2 Arrhenius factor Qi Calorific value of solid composition, MJkg−1

Cad Carbon content in mixed waste, % Qs Calorific value of total solid wastes, MJkg−1
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D0 Diffusion rate coefficient Qt Calorific value of total mixed waste, MJkg−1

E Internal energy, Jkg−1 uw Particle velocities, ms−1

Ea Activation energy, Jmol−1 ug Gas velocities, ms−1

FCad Fixed carbon of the mixed waste, % uw Particle velocities, ms−1

Fx Additional forces, N Sm Mass source, kgs−1

f Mixing fraction T Temperature, K

fdiesel
Mixture fraction of the secondary stream
diesel oil

Tp Particle temperature, K

feo,0 Mass fraction of evaporating material Vad Volatiles content of the wastes, %

fi
Mass fraction of solid composition in the total
solid wastes

vi Velocity vector in the x direction, ms−1

fl
Mass fraction of mother liquor in the
total waste

vj Velocity vector in the y direction, ms−1

fox Mixture fraction of oxidant vk Velocity vector in the z direction, ms−1

fwaste Mixture fraction of the waste fuel Zx Mass fraction for element

fs
Mass fraction of total solid wastes in the
total waste

Zx, f uel Elemental mass fraction of fuel inlet

fvo,0
Mass fraction of the volatiles in the initial
particle

Zx,ox Elemental mass fraction of oxidant inlet

Had Hydrogen content in wastes, % τi j Stress tensor, Pa
k Kinetic rate, s−1 � Kinetic rate, s−1

Mad Moisture content of the wastes, % μ Dynamic viscosity, Pas
mp Particle mass, kg δi j Kronecker symbol
mp,0 Initial particle mass, kg ρ Gas phase density, kgm−3

Nad Nitrogen content in mixed waste, % λ Thermal conductivity, Wm−1 K−1

Oad Oxygen content in mixed waste, % ρw Density of particle phase, kgm−3

gi Gravitational body force, ms−2, Greek letters
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Abstract: To provide guidance towards reducing the weight of the HFC-125 storage vessel by reducing
the release pressure and to reveal the effects of release pressure on the extinguishing efficiency of
HFC-125, we investigated the flow and diffusion characteristics of HFC-125 under six release pressures
in the present study. The influence of release pressure on the degree of superheat, injection duration,
pressure loss, jet angle, and concentration distribution were analyzed. Results show that the degree of
superheat and the injection duration both decreased with the release pressure. The bubble expansion
in the HFC-125 could slow down the pressure decrease in the storage vessel. The flow process in
the pipeline can be divided into three phases: pipeline filling, stable flow, and mixed gases release.
Both of the maximum and mean values of the pipeline pressure loss increased with the release
pressure. The maximum concentration value decreased with the increase of the distance from the
nozzle. The maximum concentration value in the near field from the nozzle increased with the
release pressure. The concentration and holding time (duration above 17.6% volume concentration) of
HFC-125 in the near field from the nozzle met the requirements of minimum performance standards
(MPS) for HFC-125.

Keywords: Halon candidate substitute; aircraft weight reduction; HFC-125; release pressure;
flow; diffusion

1. Introduction

Halon fire extinguishing agents, especially for Halon 1301, negatively impact the ozone layer and
have a high global warming potential (GWP) index, which goes against the environment protection
and the sustainable development of the world [1]. The search for appropriate alternatives for the halon
fire extinguishing agents has received increasing attention in the past decades [2,3]. Pentafluoroethane
(HFC-125) does not destroy the ozone layer and its GWP index is only half of that of Halon 1301.
It is regarded as a candidate substitute for Halon 1301 in the engine nacelle and auxiliary power unit
of commercial aircrafts at low temperatures [4,5]. However, when HFC-125 is applied in aircrafts,
owing to the lower extinguishing efficiency of HFC-125 compared with Halon 1301, more HFC-125
agents (an increase of approximately 80% in weight) and larger fire extinguishing agent storage vessels
(approximately 2.3 to 4.3 times in volume larger than that of Halon 1301) are needed [6]. Such an
increase in weight and volume will pose a great challenge to the aircraft design in the aspect of cost
control, fuel consumption, and safety [7], which goes against the sustainable development of the
aviation industry. It is noted that if the release pressure is appropriately reduced on the condition of
meeting the requirements of the airworthiness provisions for the volume concentration and holding
time of the fire extinguishing agent, the weight of the agent storage vessel can be reduced, which is
considerably beneficial to the weight reduction of the aircraft. The weight reduction can greatly reduce
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the greenhouse gas emissions generated by the fuel consumption. In order to evaluate whether the
requirements of the minimum performance standards (MPS) [8] for HFC-125 can be satisfied or not on
the condition of reducing the release pressure, it is of great necessity to study the flow characteristics in
the pipeline and the diffusion behaviors in the power nacelle of HFC-125 under different pressures.

Some attention was devoted to the flow behaviors of fire extinguishing agents in pipelines.
However, few studies have been reported on HFC-125. Williamson studied the flow behaviors of
Halon 1301 in pipelines under 2.48 MPa [9]. He found that the pressure decreased in a nonlinear
way when the Halon 1301 agent flowed in the pipeline, and the agent boiling would slow down
the pressure decrease. Moreover, the release rate of the Halon 1301 agent increased with the bottle
volume. In the case of 5.2 MPa, Elliott et al. [10] proposed a homogeneous and equilibrium model of
two-phase (gas and liquid phase) flow to estimate the flow behaviors of Halon 1301 in the pipeline.
It was found that the predicted data based on the model were in accordance with the experimental
data. Yang et al. [11] presented a two-phase (gas and liquid phase) equilibrium model to calculate the
thermodynamic properties and filling conditions of five selected agents: HFC-227ea, CF3I, FC-218,
HFC-125, and CF3Br. The accuracy of the presented model was verified under the release pressures
from 2.8 to 4.1 MPa. The predicted values based on the two-phase quilibrium model were found to be
in good agreement with the measured values. Tuzla et al. [12] developed a computer code to predict
the single-phase and two-phase flow behaviors of the fire extinguishing agents in the pipeline under
5.71 MPa on the basis of the multi-phase flow algorithms generally used in the nuclear power plant.
Kim et al. [13] employed FLUENT software to simulate the flow behaviors of Halon 1301 in the fire
extinguishing system under 4.1 MPa. The volume percentage of the Halon 1301 agent in the pipeline
and the outlet was obtained. In addition, the release behaviors of the Halon 1301 agent in the case
of different surface areas of the rupture disk were analyzed. The results indicated that the release
rate of the Halon 1301 agent increased with the surface area of the rupture disk. Moreover, it was
found that little influence of the pipeline diameter was exerted on the release process of the Halon
1301 agent in the storage vessel. However, the release rate of the Halon 1301 agent at the pipeline
outlet increased with the pipeline diameter. Some studies were reported on the diffusion behaviors of
fire extinguishing agents in enclosure spaces, with the majority being numerical simulation studies.
Among them, the study concerning the diffusion of HFC-125 in enclosure spaces was rare. Sarkos [14]
studied the diffusion behaviors of Halon 1301 in a full-scale aircraft cabin under 2.48 MPa. The profiles
of the agent concentration, visibility, pressure, temperature, noise, etc. were measured. The results
indicated that the influence of the ultralow-pressure, over-temperature, and the agent concentration
overshoot on passengers can be alleviated by the air disturbance. In addition, the air disturbance was
helpful in the diffusion of the agent. The fire extinguishing agent released from the ceil can finally
enter the lavatory and other complex areas through diffusion. Niu et al. [15] employed fire dynamics
simulator (FDS) to study the diffusion behaviors of the Halon 1301 agent in the helicopter engine
nacelle in the case of no-ventilation. The concentration distribution of the Halon 1301 agent in 6–10 s in
the case of different mass flow rates and injection time were measured. It was found that reducing
the mass flow rate of the fire extinguishing agent was beneficial to improve the system reliability
and reduce the amount of the fire extinguishing agent. Using the lumped parameter approach,
Kurokawa et al. [16,17] proposed a one-dimensional model to predict the volume concentration of the
Halon 1301 fire extinguishing agent with the assumption that the profile of the flow rate was as a
ladder shape. The proposed model was found to acceptably predict the volume concentration of the
fire extinguishing agent. Adopting Fluent software, Zaparoli [18] investigated the diffusion behaviors
of the Halon 1301 agent in the cases of three air flow rates in the cargo hold of the aircraft. It was
indicated that the agent concentration decreased continuously with time when the air flow rate was
0.08 kg/s. Using Hflowx and Fluent, Lee [19] simulated the diffusion of the fire extinguishing agent
(HFC-125, CF3I, and Halon 1301) in the engine nacelle and auxiliary power unit (APU) nacelle on the
basis of a one-dimensional two-phase flow algorithm. It was found that small differences occurred
between the simulation results and the experimental results. In summary, the flow and diffusion
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behaviors of the Halon fire extinguishing agent have been analyzed under single release pressure in
the previous studies. However, scarce attention was focused on the flow and diffusion behaviors of
HFC-125. Moreover, it is indicated in the previous studies that the flow and diffusion characteristics of
the fire extinguishing agent are in close relationship with the volume of the storage vessel, the pipe
diameter, the nozzle location and configuration, the outlet flow rate, the degree of phase transition,
etc., whose design are greatly dependent on the initial release pressure. Therefore, considering the
urgent need of the alternatives for the halon fire extinguishing agents and the deduction of the aircraft
weight, it is of considerable necessity and importance to study the flow and diffusion behaviors of
HFC-125 under different release pressures.

In the present study, the flow behaviors in the pipeline and the diffusion behaviors in the enclosure
spaces of HFC-125 were studied under different release pressures using a full-scale airborne fire
extinguishing system in the engine nacelle. Many parameters including the degree of superheat,
the injection duration, the jet structure, and the concentration distribution were measured and discussed.
The effects of release pressure on the above-mentioned parameters were then analyzed.

2. Experiment Apparatus

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the full-scale airborne fire extinguishing system. It was
mainly composed of 3 parts: agents release system, enclosure space, and data acquisition system.
The agents release system consisted of a high-pressure storage vessel with the working capacity of 1.4 L,
a vessel head valve, a pipe, and a nozzle. The storage vessel was pressurized by nitrogen to drive the
agents in the storage vessel. In the present study, the storage vessel was filled with HFC-125 of 0.95 kg.
In order to saturate the nitrogen dissolved in the fire extinguishing agent, we increased the vessel
pressure slowly by nitrogen to 2.41, 2.76, 3.1, 3.45, 3.79, and 4.14 MPa under 294.25 K. The vessel head
valve was installed at the outlet of the vessel to control the opening and close of the fire extinguishing
system. The downstream pipe was 2400 mm long and 15.6 mm in diameter and employed the same
straight-through nozzle. The diffusion characteristics of the fire extinguishing agent jet was proceeded
in an enclosure space (2200 mm (long) × 2300 mm (wide) × 2000 mm (high)) with a pressure relief port.

Figure 1. The full-scale airborne fire extinguishing system.
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The data acquisition system consisted of two K-type thermocouples, three pressure transmitters,
a fire extinguishing agent concentration tester, and a high-speed camera. The variations of pressure in
the vessel and pipeline and the equilibrium temperature of the agents throughout the release process
were monitored by the pressure transmitter and the thermocouple, respectively. The thermocouples
were installed at the top and bottom of the vessel. Three pressure transmitters with the range of
0–5 MPa were installed to record the vessel pressure at the top of the vessel (P) and the pressure loss
of the HFC-125 agent at the inlet of the pipe (Pin) and the inlet of the nozzle (Pout) in the pipeline.
The length between Pin and Pout in the downstream pipeline was 2 m. There were 12 channels in the
fire extinguishing agent concentration tester, and the measurement range was 0–80%. It was noted that
the concentration mentioned here refers to the volume concentration of the gaseous fire extinguishing
agent. The concentration distribution of the HFC-125 at 3 imaginary isometric sections (shown in
Figure 2) was measured and analyzed in the present study. Therein, Section II was the central section
of the enclosure space, and Section I and III were 550 mm away from the left and right of Section
II, as shown in Figure 2. Point 2, point 4, and point 10 were located on the circle with a diameter of
109.7 mm, while point 3, point 5, and point 11 were located on the circle with a diameter of 219.4 mm.
Point 12 was located on the circle with a diameter of 329.1 mm. The orifices of the sampling pipe
were fixed at the 12 points located in the enclosure space to measure the concentration of the fire
extinguishing agent. A Photron FASTCAM UX50 high-speed camera with the frame rate of 1000 fps
was used to study the diffusion behaviors of the fire extinguishing agent in the ejection process in the
enclosure space.

Figure 2. The location of sampling points.

3. Fire Extinguishing Agent Properties and Experimental Conditions

HFC-125 is named pentafluoroethane, whose molecular formula is C2HF5. Its molecular weight
is 120.02 and its boiling point at standard atmospheric pressure is 224.7 K. It is in a gas state under
normal temperature and pressure, while it can be liquefied when it is pressured. The value of ozone
depletion potential (ODP) of HFC-125 is far below 0.001, and it has been recognized as the candidate
substitute for the halon fire extinguishing agents by the EPA (United States Environmental Protection
Agency)’s Significant New Alternatives Policy (SNAP).

In the present study, the structure of the storage vessel and filling conditions were consistent with
those of the airborne APU fire extinguishing system. The flow and diffusion characteristics of HFC-125
were studied under six release pressures of 2.41, 2.76, 3.1, 3.45, 3.79, and 4.14 MPa.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Degree of Superheat under Different Release Pressures

It is reported that the flow and diffusion characteristics will be greatly affected in a complex
unsteady flow field yielded by the different release pressures [20]. Different from the conventional
liquid jet, which is greatly dependent on the surface evaporation of the broken liquid droplets,
the thermodynamic parameters are the main factors that affect the jet characteristics of the gas fire
extinguishing agent. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the saturation vapor pressure and the
saturation temperature of HFC-125; the boiling point of HFC-125 is 224.7 K (−48.45 ◦C). Even during
the release process, the liquidus temperature of HFC-125 still greatly exceeds its boiling point. That is,
the HFC-125 agent is always in the state of superheat and the phenomenon of jet expansion will occur
in the release process. Since a mass of bubbles are produced due to the nucleation of the HFC-125
agent in the superheated state, the HFC-125 agent expands in the vessel. The expansion of the HFC-125
agent in the flow process is influenced by the release pressure. Meanwhile, the bubble expansion can
always retard the pressure drop during the release process.

Figure 3. The saturated vapor pressure versus saturation temperature of HFC-125.

In general, the phenomenon of superheat can be quantitatively characterized in two forms,
namely, the degree of superheat (Dsup) and the dimensionless degree of superheat (dsup). They are
generally adopted to determine the generation and growth rate of bubbles in the liquid. There is
a logarithmic relationship between them, by which they can be transformed into each other [21].
The influence of the release pressure on the expansion degree of the HFC-125 agent can be revealed by
either of them. The expressions for Dsup and dsup are shown in Equations (1) and (2), respectively.

Dsup = Tagent − Tsat, (1)

dsup = Pair/Psat, (2)

where Dsup denotes the degree of superheat (K), dsup represents a dimensionless number, Tagent denotes
the temperature of the liquid in the vessel (K), and Tsat represents the saturation temperature at the
ambient pressure (K). Dsup was selected for characterizing the influence of release pressure on the
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degree of superheat in the current study. Figure 4 and Equation (3) exhibit the correlation of the degree
of superheat of the HFC-125 agent with the release pressure.

Dsup = −17.95P + 3.7, (3)

where P denotes the release pressure (MPa).

Figure 4. Dsup of the HFC-125 agent as a function of release pressure.

Figure 4 shows that there was a linear relationship between Dsup of and the release pressure,
and Dsup decreased with the release pressure. Moreover, the value of Dsup in the case of 4.14 MPa was
two times larger than that in the case of 2.41 MPa. It can be deduced that in the case of high release
pressures, the nucleation and growth of the generated bubbles were relatively mitigatory, and the
expansion of HFC-125 in the vessel was feebler. As a consequence, the injection of the HFC-125 agent
can be completed in a short time frame in the case of high release pressures, which may indicate that
the fire extinguishing efficiency of HFC-125 is higher at high release pressures compared with that at
low release pressures.

4.2. Injection Duration under Different Release Pressures

The injection duration is one of the important factors that must be considered to evaluate the
performance of the fire extinguishing system. It is worth noting that the injection duration obtained from
the pressure change curve in the vessel and the time required to reach the extinguishing concentration
differ in the description. The injection duration of the fire extinguishing system refers to the time
difference between the moment of sudden pressure drop in the vessel at the dawning of injection and
the moment when the pressure starts to level off. Figure 5 illustrates the injection duration of the
HFC-125 agent at different release pressures. The results indicate that the injection duration of the
HFC-125 agent jet in the superheated state decreased with the release pressure as an exponential decay
function, and the equation is presented in Equation (4).

Tin = 3.35 exp(−P/1.026) + 1.154, (4)

where Tin represents the injection duration (s).
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Figure 5. The injection duration of HFC-125 under different release pressures.

The reasons for the negative correlation between the injection duration of the HFC-125 agent
and the release pressure are presented as follows. First and foremost, low pressures occurred in
the pipeline and in the vessel during the early stage of the release process in the case of low release
pressures. The ambient pressure of the HFC-125 agent was much lower than its corresponding
saturated vapor pressure at 294.25 K when the fire extinguishing system was pressured to a lower level.
As a consequence, the dimensionless degree of superheat (dsup = Pair/Psat) declined and a more intense
phase transition and more bubbles were generated in the liquidus HFC-125 agent. The generation of
bubbles supplemented the pressure in the vessel and the pipeline, as illustrated in Figure 6. That is,
the decline of the pressure drop rate in the vessel was caused by the generation of a mass of bubbles.
When the pressure in the vessel no longer declined, the HFC-125 agent in the pipeline changed from
the gas-liquid phase to the gas phase. Nevertheless, when the fire extinguishing system was pressured
to a higher level, which was still lower than the saturated vapor pressure at 294.25 K, the dimensionless
degree of superheat (dsup = Pair/Psat) was larger than that in the case of the lower level. The expansion
of the HFC-125 agent at the high release pressures was comparatively tender and would not evaporate
as intensively as the case of the low release pressures. The supplement of the pressure in the vessel and
pipeline was not obvious. Therefore, when the fire extinguishing system was pressured to the high level,
the release pressure had little effect on the injection duration of the HFC-125 agent and the jet process
was completed in less time compared with that at the low release pressures. Furthermore, the fire
extinguishing system pressured in the low level meant that there was relatively little difference in the
pressure between the fire extinguishing agent in the storage vessel and the environment, which led to
the energy of the HFC-125 agent, which was converted into the kinetic energy, decreasing. The speed of
the HFC-125 agent flow from the storage vessel to the pipeline declined consequently, and the injection
duration was correspondingly prolonged.
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Moreover, the bubble expansion occurred earlier when the release pressure was higher. It was
close to the pressure dropping process in the storage vessel, which was mainly based on the emptying
and was supplemented by the bubble expansion. In the case of the high release pressures, the pressure
supplement was obviously weaker than the emptying, and a significant pressure drop occurred.
On the contrary, in the case of the low release pressures, the pressure supplement was obviously
strengthened, which neutralized part of the pressure drop attributed to the emptying process.
The balance between the supplement and the emptying would be maintained for a longer time with
the decline of the release pressure, leading to the phenomenon of the bubble expansion supplement
being delayed.

Figure 6. The vessel pressure of HFC-125 agent under various release pressures.

4.3. Pressure Loss in Pipeline under Different Release Pressures

In the fire extinguishing system, the fire extinguishing agent cannot be transported without
pipeline. However, the flow of the fire extinguishing agent in the pipeline is bound to cause energy
loss because of the interaction between the agent molecules and the contact between the agent with the
rough wall of the pipe and the local components. In order to study the influence of release pressure
on the pressure loss in the pipeline, we compared the monitoring data of Pin pressure transmitter at
the beginning of the pipeline with Pout pressure transmitter at the end of the pipeline in this section,
as shown in Figure 7. At a phenomenological level, the differential pressure evolution during the
two-phase (liquid and gas) release process under different release pressures exhibited the same trend.

As mentioned in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, the phase transition definitely affected the release process of
the fire extinguishing agent in the superheated state. This effect can be observed in the variations of
the pipeline differential pressure as a function of time. It was found in Figure 7 that the release process
of the HFC-125 agent can be divided into three phases. In the current study, in order to illustrate the
three phases, we have displayed the differential pressure as a function of time in the case of 4.14 MPa
in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. The differential pressure of HFC-125 under different release pressures.

Figure 8. Phase division determined by the differential pressure curve in the pipeline at 4.14 MPa.

(1) Phase 1: Pipeline filling

Phase 1 denotes the filling process of the HFC-125 agent into the pipeline. In this phase, the valve
in the storage vessel was opened and the HFC-125 agent was filled into the pipeline. As the storage
vessel was highly pressured, the HFC-125 agent was released quickly and the Pin increased sharply.
The rarefaction waves formed at the front of the jet passed through the position of the Pin and Pout

pressure sensors in sequence along the pipeline. Because the Pout was far away from the storage
vessel, the spread of the rarefaction wave showed a time difference between the inlet and the outlet,
which caused the differential pressure to rise instantly and to reach the first peak at 2.119 s. Subsequently,
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the value of ΔP decreased due to the continual supplement of the HFC-125 agent to the position of the
Pout pressure sensor. When the differential pressure reached a local minimum value at 2.179 s, the pipe
was totally filled with the HFC-125 agent. It can be observed in Figure 8 that phase 1 merely occupied
a short region of the differential pressure curve, indicating that the agent was injected into the pipeline
at a quite fast speed.

(2) Phase 2: Stable Flow

Phase 2 represents the stable jet process. Intense phase transition of the superheated HFC-125
agent happened in the pipeline ahead of the rarefaction waves of the jet that left the nozzle. Because the
formed gas supplemented the pressure in the pipeline gradually, Pin was supplemented and Pout was
emptied. Thus, the differential pressure between the Pin and Pout increased. Meanwhile, the release
process also contained the phenomenon of the nitrogen precipitation. The peak of the differential
pressure in Phase 2 was attributed to the combination of the above-mentioned two reasons. Because of
the differential pressure between the fire extinguishing system and the enclosure space, the pressure in
the storage vessel decreased and the fire extinguishing agent sprayed continuously when the rarefaction
waves left the nozzle. In this process, the differential pressure smoothly declined with time. A dynamic
balance between the release rate of the fire extinguishing agent and the rate of the gas produced by the
phase transition occurred in this phase.

(3) Phase 3: Mixed Gases Release

Phase 3 represents the release of the gas phase agent and the residual nitrogen. The liquid agent in
the storage vessel was nearly emptied at the end of Phase 2. The production rate of gas was gradually
deficient. In this phase, due to the emptied HFC-125 agent, the supplemented amount of the liquid
HFC-125 agent at the Pin position decreased sharply, causing the differential pressure to decline rapidly.
Then, it entered the stable decline process. Unlike Phase 2, this process corresponds to the smooth
emptying of the mixture of gaseous fire extinguishing agent and residual nitrogen. Finally, only a little
gas remained in the fire extinguishing system.

The linear increase of the mean and maximum values of the differential pressure in the pipeline
with the release pressure is demonstrated in Figure 9a, and the specific functions are shown in
Equations (5) and (6). In addition, Figure 9b shows that the largest value of differential pressure
that occurred in Phase 2. Under all release pressures, it was found that the pipeline pressure loss
mainly occurred in the phases of stable flow and pipeline filling. This was owing to the fact that
a mass of bubbles was generated in these two phases due to the superheat of the HFC-125 agent,
which caused the agent volume to expand and the density of the mixture of the liquid and vapor to
decrease. The above-mentioned reasons caused the decline of the pressure at Pout. The differential
pressure was consequently high. Moreover, the mean value of differential pressure also increased
with the release pressure at each phase. The occurrence of the above-mentioned phenomena is closely
related to the bubbles generated by the superheat of the HFC-125 agent, and it will be illustrated
as follows.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 9. (a) The maximum and mean values of differential pressure in the whole process. (b) The mean
value of differential pressure in each phase.

At low release pressures, as shown in Figure 3, the saturated vapor pressure of HFC-125 at
294.25 K was much higher than its pressure in the vessel. As a result, more bubbles were generated
due to the intense phase transition resulting from the smaller dimensionless degree of superheat
(dsup = Pair/Psat) in the liquid agent. This caused the gas–liquid ratio in the pipeline to increase and
the viscosity of the fluid to decrease. As a consequence, the pressure loss was maintained at a low
level at low release pressures. On the contrary, in the case of the higher release pressures, although the
saturated vapor pressure of HFC-125 at 294.25 K was still much higher than its pressure in the vessel,
there were relatively less bubbles generated by the intense phase transition resulting from the relatively
larger dimensionless degree of superheat (dsup = Pair/Psat) in the liquid agent compared to the case of
lower release pressures. The bubble expansion occurring in the HFC-125 agent was relatively gentle.
Therefore, the gas–liquid ratio in the pipeline was relatively small, which made the viscosity of the
HFC-125 agent increase. The value of the pressure loss at high release pressures was higher than that
at low release pressures.

δmax = 0.172P + 0.033, (5)

δmean = 0.057P + 0.143, (6)

where δmax denotes the maximum value of differential pressure (MPa), and δmean represents the mean
value of differential pressure (MPa).

4.4. The Variation Characteristics of the Jet Structure in Near Field

The jet angle, which is defined as the angle between the edges of the jet formed in the enclosure
space, is generally used to characterize the jet structure of the fire extinguishing agent. It can be
acquired by the images obtained by the high-speed camera. It is labeled as θs in the present study,
as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Jet angle.

Figure 11 shows the variation characteristics of the jet structure with time during the ejection
process of HFC-125 at 4.14 MPa. The starting moment of t + 0 ms is defined as the moment when the
fire extinguishing agent jetted from the nozzle. The jet process can be roughly divided into three stages:
the development stage, the stable release stage, and the rapid decay stage. The development stage is
from the beginning of the release process to about 46 ms, which corresponds to the rising region of
Phase 2 shown in Figure 8. The differential pressure between the inside and the outside of the nozzle
outlet led to the violent phase transition of the HFC-125 agent in the enclosure space. At t + 0 ms,
the “blade”-shaped jet core area could be observed in the near field near the nozzle outlet, which was
due to the small amount of the HFC-125 agent and its rapid evaporation. Only the transparent
“blade”-shaped jet could be observed in the high-speed images. With the supplement of the HFC-125
agent from the storage vessel, the jet of the HFC-125 agent continuously penetrated into the enclosure
space, and the “blade”-shaped jet core area could be clearly observed in the near field. The liquid
HFC-125 agent in the jet core area was in the state of superheat, and the intense phase transition
occurred when the liquid HFC-125 agent was sprayed along the axial direction of the jet, which made
the core area break up gradually with white plumes forming around the core area. With the continuous
supplement of the HFC-125 agent, the jet angle increased. This was due to the fact that the jet angle
increased with the degree of phase transition [22,23]. The pressure at the nozzle decreased gradually
with the progress of the release, which led to the dimensionless degree of superheat (dsup = Pair/Psat) to
decrease, and more severe phase transition occurred in the core area of the jet. As a result, the jet angle
gradually increased and developed into a stable conical shape. After that, the ejection process entered
the stable release stage (t + 46 ms~t + 612 ms), which corresponds to the falling region of Phase 2 shown
in Figure 8. The jet angle reached the maximum value and remained relatively stable for about 0.5 s.
The time range above t + 612 ms was the rapid decay stage of the ejection process, which corresponded
to Phase 3 shown in Figure 8. In the storage vessel, the pressure decreased gradually with the advance
of release, and the residual liquid HFC-125 agents entrained with the gases were gradually emptied.
The jet angle decreased rapidly, and the white gas–liquid mixed jet column gradually disappeared.
Finally, the ejection process ended.
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Figure 11. The injection process of HFC-125 agent obtained by the high-speed camera.

Figure 12 indicates that the maximum jet angle of the HFC-125 agent decreased linearly with the
release pressure, and Equation (7) was obtained. The main reason for this was that when the release
pressure was low, as discussed in Section 4.1, the jet velocity of the HFC-125 agent was low, resulting in
a severe phase transition. Compared with the case of liquid state, HFC-125 showed better dispersibility
and was easier to move outside the jet in the form of small droplets or gas. Therefore, the jet angle was
larger in the case of low release pressures compared with that in the case of high release pressures.

θsmax = −0.843P + 9.53, (7)

where θsmax denotes the maximum jet angle (◦).

Figure 12. The maximum jet angle versus the release pressure.

4.5. Concentration Distribution of HFC-125 Agent under Different Release Pressures

4.5.1. Concentration Distribution in Radial Section

Figures 13 and 14 show the concentration distribution of the HFC-125 agent in the radical in
Sections II and III in the case of 3.45 MPa, respectively. Section II is the radical annular cross section at
the center of the enclosure space, and points 4, 5, 6, 7, and center point 8 are the concentration sampling
positions, as shown in Figure 2. Two peaks in the variations of concentration with time were presented
at points 4 and 8. The first peak at about 6 s formed because of the large differential velocity close to
the nozzle caused by the front of the agent jet.
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Figure 13. Concentration as a function of time at points 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 in Section II in the case of
3.45 MPa.

Figure 14. Concentration versus time at points 9, 10, 11, and 12 in Section III in the case of 3.45 MPa.

As shown in Figure 13, the variations of concentration at point 8 were similar with those at point
4. However, the maximum value at point 8 was almost three times larger than that at point 4, and only
the maximum concentration of point 8 exceeded 17.6% in all points in Section II in the entire injection
process. In addition, the concentrations at points 5, 6, and 7 were much lower, because they were far
away from the center line. At last, the equilibrium concentration of 1.8% was achieved at each point
after injection.

It is indicated in Figure 13 that, although point 5 and point 6 were symmetrically located above and
below the central point, their concentration variations with time showed large differences. The value
of concentration at point 5 increased earlier than point 6, and the peak value of point 5 occurred almost
at the same time as point 8 and point 4. This phenomenon indicates that the buoyancy of the jet was
more effective than the gravity during the injection process. For the points that were symmetrically
located above and below the center line, the presentation of suppression effect in the area above the
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center line was earlier than that below the center line, being of great significance to the fire suppression
design in the enclosure space. The trend of slight upward deflection of the jet during the development
process in Figure 11 can further verify the inference of buoyancy.

In addition, as shown in Figure 2, Section III was the radical annular cross-section in the enclosure
space, and points 10, 11, 12, and center point 9 were the concentration sampling positions. Figure 14
indicates that the maximum value of the concentration at point 9 was the largest, followed by that of
point 10, whereas the concentration value at point 11 was the minimum. The concentration with time
at points 9, 10, and 11 was quite similar. According to Fick’s law, the evaporation rate of the liquid
HFC-125 agent outside the jet core area was faster than that in the core area, and the corresponding
white plumes shown in the high-speed images disappeared faster. This is related to the distance from
the jet core. Therefore, the concentration far away from the center line was lower than that at the
center line. However, the variations of the concentration at point 12 were quite different from those
at points 9, 10, and 11. It can be illustrated by the high-speed images that when the HFC-125 agent
jet reached the wall, some agents turned around due to the restriction of the wall, and the backflow
formed consequently, as shown in Figure 15. The backflow entrained air in the jet and mixed with
the HFC-125 agent, resulting in the lower concentration of the HFC-125 agent in the area affected by
the backflow.

 
Figure 15. The backflow recorded by the high-speed camera.

4.5.2. Concentration Distribution along the Jet under Different Release Pressures

Figure 16a,c,d exhibits the concentration variations of the HFC-125 agent with time at points
1, 8, and 9 under different release pressures. It is indicated that the maximum concentration value
decreased with the distance from the nozzle. This was due to the fact that the front end of the jet
constantly entrained the air and the air mixed with the HFC-125 agent in the jet, which diluted the
concentration of the HFC-125 agent and made the HFC-125 agent concentration lower in the area far
away from the nozzle.

In addition, Figure 16b shows that the maximum concentration value increased with the release
pressure at point 1. This may have been due to the fact that in the case of low release pressures
(2.41–3.1 MPa), the jet angle decreased with the increase of release pressure, which made the distribution
of HFC-125 more concentrated and the maximum concentration value increase rapidly with the increase
of release pressure. However, it can be seen from Figure 16b that when the release pressure was
3.1 MPa, the concentration of the HFC-125 agent reached more than 90%, which indicates that the
jet was mainly liquid. Although the jet angle was still smaller with the increase of release pressure,
the phase transition of the agent was much lower than that in the case of low release pressures.
Therefore, in the case of higher release pressures above 3.1 MPa, the jet mostly existed in liquid phase
at point 1, which was less mixed with air compared with that at low release pressures. Therefore,
the maximum concentration value at point 1 remained almost unchanged in the case of higher release
pressures (3.1–4.14 MPa).
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 16. (a) Concentration of HFC-125 as a function of time at point 1; (b) the maximum value of
concentration value with different release pressure at point 1; (c) concentration of HFC-125 as a function
of time at point 8; (d) concentration of HFC-125 as a function of time at point 9.

However, as Figure 16c,d shows, little effect of release pressure on the maximum concentration
values at points 8 and 9 were demonstrated. A possible explanation for this is that the HFC-125 agents
were nearly all transformed into the gaseous state at points 8 and 9 and mixed with air. In addition,
as mentioned above, the backflow disturbance forming at point 9 may have also been responsible for
this phenomenon.

In the present study, holding time was defined as the time span in which the volume concentration
of the HFC-125 agent was above 17.6%. Since the volume concentration at point 9 could not reach
17.6%, Figure 17 only shows the holding time at points 1 and 8 at different release pressures. It is
indicated that the holding times at point 1 all exceeded 0.5 s at all employed release pressures, and the
holding time at point 8 could exceeds 0.5 s only in the case of low release pressure (2.41–3.1 MPa).
It can be inferred that the holding time of the HFC-125 agent can achieve 0.5 s only in some areas with
low release pressure in the jet cone, even in the center line of the jet with the most concentrated fire
extinguishing agent. In the case of the release pressure of 2.41 MPa, the value of the holding time at
points 1 and 8 was the closest.
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Figure 17. The holding time at points 1 and 8 at different release pressures.

In the case of point 1, which was located close to the nozzle, the holding time increased with the
release pressure from 2.41 to 3.1 MPa and then tended to be flat from 3.1 to 4.14 MPa. It was similar to
the variations of the maximum concentration value with the release pressure at point 1. This may have
been due to the fact that in the range from 2.41 to 3.1 MPa, the holding time may have been mainly
determined by the degree of phase transition. In the case of low release pressures, the dimensionless
degree of superheat (dsup = Pair/Psat) was relatively small and the degree of phase transition was severe,
resulting in a larger jet angle, as described in Section 4.4. As a result, the larger jet angle made the
HFC-125 agent mix with more air and reduce the concentration. Therefore, the holding time was short.
In addition, the jet angle decreased with the increase of release pressure, which made the distribution
of HFC-125 more concentrated. Thus, the holding time increased with the increase of release pressure
below 3.1 MPa. In the range from 3.1 to 4.14 MPa, the concentration of the HFC-125 agent reached
more than 90%, as shown in Figure 16b, which indicates that the jet was mainly liquid. Although the
jet angle was still smaller with the increase of release pressure, the phase transition of the agent was
much lower than that in the case of low release pressures. Therefore, in the case of higher release
pressures above 3.1 MPa, the jet mostly existed in liquid phase at point 1, which was less mixed with
air compared with that at low release pressures. Therefore, the holding time in the point 1 remained
almost unchanged in the case of higher release pressures (3.1–4.14 MPa).

However, as Figure 17 shows, the variations of the holding time with time at point 8 was opposite to
those at point 1. The holding time decreased with the release pressure. A possible explanation for this
was that point 8 was slightly far away from the nozzle. The HFC-125 agent reaching point 8 was mainly
in the gaseous state. In the range from 2.41 to 3.1 MPa, the holding time was only a little longer than 0.5 s.
In the range from 3.1 to 4.14 MPa, the holding time could not achieve 0.5 s. It was due to this fact that
there was not much liquid HFC-125 agent left at point 8, and the effect of phase transition on holding
time was weak. The holding time was only related to the injection duration. The velocity of the jet was
quite high in the case of high release pressures. The HFC-125 agent in the vessel was emptied in a short
period of time. The existence time of the jet in the enclosure space decreased with the release pressure.
Then, the holding time decreased with the release pressure. The empirical equations of the holding time
with the release pressure at points 1 and 8 can be obtained, as shown in Equations (8) and (9).

Point 1:
thold1 = 1.98− 112.11× 0.133P, (8)

Point 8:
thold8 = −0.234P + 1.19, (9)
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where thold 1 is the holding time of point 1 and thold 8 is the holding time of point 8 (s).

5. Conclusions

The flow and diffusion characteristics of a typical candidate substitute for the halon fire
extinguishing agents, namely, HFC-125 under different release pressures (2.41, 2.76, 3.1, 3.45, 3.79,
and 4.14 MPa) were investigated in the present study. A series of parameters including the degree of
superheat, the injection duration, the differential pressure in the pipeline, the jet structure, and the
concentration distribution in the enclosure space were measured and analyzed. The major results and
conclusions are summarized as follows.

1. The degree of superheat of the HFC-125 in the storage vessel decreased linearly with
the release pressure, indicating that high release pressure can assist in improving the fire
suppression efficiency.

2. The injection duration approximately decreased with the release pressure as a decay exponential
function. In addition, the bubble expansion can slow down the pressure drop in the storage vessel,
and the bubble expansion occurred earlier with the increase of the release pressure. Moreover,
the release process of the HFC-125 agent was a two-phase (liquid and gas) flow.

3. The flow process of the HFC-125 agent in the pipeline can be divided into three phases: pipeline
filling, stable flow, and mixed gases release. The maximum and mean values of the differential
pressure in the pipeline increased linearly with the release pressure. The pipeline pressure loss
mainly occurred in the first two phases (stable flow and pipeline filling). The mean value of the
differential pressure at each phase also increased with the release pressure.

4. A typical jet plume structure occurred outside the nozzle. The jet process of the HFC-125 agent in
the enclosure space can be divided into three stages: the development stage, the stable release
stage, and the rapid decay stage.

5. The maximum concentration value decreased with the increase of the distance from the nozzle.
Moreover, the jet would deflect upward due to the effects of buoyancy. With the increase of
release pressure, the maximum concentration value in the near field from the nozzle increased,
and the maximum concentration value in the far field from the nozzle varied little. Furthermore,
the backflow resulted by the restriction of the wall could decrease the concentration of the
HFC-125 agent.

6. The concentration and holding time of the HFC-125 agent could meet the requirement of MPS
in some areas. The holding time of HFC-125 could achieve 0.5 s in some areas at low release
pressures in the near field of the jet cone. With the increase of the release pressure, the holding time
in the near field from the nozzle increased first, and then almost remained constant, which was
opposite to that in the far field from the nozzle.

It can be concluded from the present study that one nozzle is not enough to meet the requirement
of MPS for HFC-125. Several nozzles and appropriate nozzle distribution design in the target enclosure
space are needed.
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Abstract: More than 1.2 billion kW wind and solar power generation will be integrated in China by
2030. The new provincial renewable portfolio standard, officially implemented in 2020, establishes
an efficient bridge between rapid capacity growth and limited accommodation capability. A data-
driven prospect analysis framework was proposed to evaluate the activated potential under two
kinds of nearby accommodation approaches and to explore the completion prospect of this new
obligated quota from provincial levels. Empirical results illustrate diverse prospects across regions.
Particularly, it is hard for two kinds of provinces to complete their obligated quotas merely via the
single nearby accommodation approach: The first one is close to renewable energy resources but
lacks flexible peak regulation capability in Northeast and Northwest China, and the other is close to
the nationwide load center but lacks nearby integration from renewables in Southeast, North, and
Middle China. Therefore, the pathway for the former is to activate more provincial accommodation
potential either via releasing system flexibility or by substituting generation right, and the pathway
for the latter is to introduce trans-regional or trans-provincial accommodation and import more
renewable energy power.

Keywords: renewable energy; renewable portfolio standard; nearby accommodation; peak regula-
tion; prospect analysis

1. Introduction

Explosive capacity booms have occurred in wind and solar power in China over the
past decade. It will maintain high annual capacity growth and play an important role
in speeding up transformation of China’s energy structure and mitigating global climate
change, corresponding to the carbon emission reduction targets declared by China for 2030
and 2060. However, the rapid capacity growth of integrated variable renewable energy
(VRE) such as wind and solar has brought apparent power curtailment in Northwest
and Northeast China since 2015, and will inevitably bring more under future high VRE
penetration.

Much research in recent years has focused on large-scale VRE accommodation in
China. It is hard for China to decrease curtailment level. The inverse distribution of energy
supply and demand, concentrated development mode of energy resources, inflexible power
supply structure, limited balancing capability of power grid, and weak growth of electricity
consumption has caused this situation, typically from 2015 to 2016 [1]. Though China
has taken a set of actions to accommodating increasing share of variable wind and solar
power, and there has been a significant decline in curtailment level from 2017 to 2019, and
these obstacles have not been completely removed [2]. For further analysis, numerous
researchers put their scenario back to 2015, and have established that not only the physical
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limit in power system but also the lack of a more powerful plan-based policy together with
coordinating a market-based mechanism has led to this problem [3,4].

The new provincial renewable portfolio standard (RPS) issued by China in May 2019
was officially implemented in 2020, and is a landmark policy towards China’s accommoda-
tion of renewable energy. This scheme is quite different with the worldwide adoption not
only in assessing subjects but also in tracking completion progress of obligated quota. It is
a demand-based policy with provincially distributed quota, and is implemented by directly
assessing electricity selling companies or consumers to sell or buy an increasing proportion
of their electricity from renewable sources. The RPS adopted outside China is usually a
supply-based policy, which is the promotion scheme of a quota obligation on electricity
suppliers to supply an increasing proportion of their electricity from renewables [5]. It
is accompanied with voluntary tradable green certificates (TGC) and tradable surplus
accommodation to complement the fulfillment of quotas, while in most cases outside
China, RPS policy is accompanied with compulsory TGC created by government to track
the fulfillment of the quotas [5].

A major focus in China’s localized RPS design progress from 2007 to 2019 has been
how to evaluate the effects of RPS adoption. It is generally accepted that great changes
will happen to China’s power supply structure, carbon emissions reduction, electricity
prices, renewable investment decisions, social welfare, and governmental expenditure on
subsidies when RPS, together with TGC, is practically adopted [6,7]. Particularly, Chinese
researchers pay more attention to the connection between RPS and existing energy policies,
such as the substitution effect of RPS and TGC on feed-in tariff (FIT), and the inside
cooperation among RPS policy, electricity market, and carbon trading [8–10]. The special
effect towards cutting curtailment and promoting accommodation of VRE in China is also
separately proved [11].

After the announcement of this new RPS scheme, several alternative effect evaluations
were developed. In particular, the inevitable effect of RPS on retail electricity market
was studied [12]. One creative study analyzed the feasibility of this new RPS from the
perspectives of VRE supply and demand, and found that the curtailment of renewables
reduced by RPS [13]. Based on this research, further prospect analysis of the new RPS in
China from provincial level is necessary. Besides, previous work has focused more on policy
evaluation but less on the dual effect between RPS completion and VRE accommodation.

This paper aims to fill this gap and seek out a pathway for activating accommodation
potential and fulfilling the new provincial RPS scheme. The data-driven prospect analysis
framework highlighted in this study contains a simplified calculation method, which is
applied to quantitatively emphasize the specific relationship between accommodation and
demand-side quota obligation issued by RPS policy. Two prominent nearby approaches
from both technical and marketable perspectives are simulated in scenario analysis com-
bined with two case studies of Northeast and Northwest China. The ideal potential for
activating accommodation and achieving obligated quota is evaluated based on the typical
data from 2015 to 2018. Results illustrated in the case and extended for nationwide ap-
plication reveal a clear pathway for activating accommodation potential and accelerating
RPS completion in different or similar provinces. The application evidence of these nearby
accommodation approaches and prospect analysis for completing provincial quota will
provide a valuable reference and useful mode for China to integrate increasing shares of
VRE in the next ten years.

This paper focused on the RPS completion in 30 provincial administrative regions (Ti-
bet is not contained in the assessment) across mainland China and is organized as follows.
Section 2 firstly introduces the evolution of RPS policy in China, then summarizes two
basic characteristics of the newest scheme and illustrates its specific assessment mechanism.
Section 3 introduces a calculation and simplification method of accommodation potential.
Section 4 conducts scenario analysis within two cases based on several nearby accommo-
dation approaches. Section 5 discusses the results of nationwide application of the above
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approaches and reveals several facts. Section 6 concludes the paper and proposes related
policy recommendations.

2. Framework and RPS Scheme

2.1. Framework of This Paper

The framework of this paper is specifically illustrated as Figure 1.

 
Figure 1. Framework of this paper.

This paper starts by analyzing the two basic characteristics of the new RPS policy
in China, which leads to the fact that the key feasible pathway for implementing RPS is
to preferentially conduct nearby accommodation approaches. Peak regulation capacity,
determined by power supply structure and regulation performance of power units, is
emphasized as the key restricted factor for releasing nearby accommodation potential. The
nearby accommodation approaches proposed in this paper are summarized as follows:
Full utilization or further modification of present peak regulation capacity, and generation
rights trading between captive power plants and renewable power units. They will either
technically optimize the peak regulation capability, or economically motivate all responsible
market players to alternatively buy or sell more electricity from VRE based on physical
restrictions of China’s power system. Both background and implementation situation of
these representative approaches are respectively analyzed in corresponding case studies on
Northeast and Northwest China. These two case studies include several scenario analyses
where the provincial accommodation potential is calculated by reasonable simplification
according to the proposed method. All representative approaches are simply simulated
and most of the results are discussed regionally or provincially. It is also emphasized which
provinces or regions are more suitable for applying these approaches. Part of the results is
nationwide extended and further discussed to obtain a relatively clear completion prospect
of the new RPS in China.

2.2. Evolution of RPS Policy in China

Evolution for introduction and localization of RPS in China could be divided into two
stages. It was firstly introduced in 2007, beginning with assessing electricity suppliers on
the quota of renewable energy’s installed capacity and generating electricity. It was then
updated in 2012 and 2014, stimulating that provincial government had the administrative
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responsibility while power grid corporation and generation enterprise were respectively
obligated for implementation and cooperation. These policy schemes concentrated on the
capacity or electricity proportion on the generating side, and delivered large construction
booms of wind and photovoltaics (PV) power station. However, their effects towards
accommodating renewable energy power were undesirable. Then the assessment subject
and index were switched from the generating side to the demand side, when the first
amendment of RPS policy was issued on 23 March 2018 [14]. The assessment was solely
conducted by compulsory TGC. The second amendment in 2018 was soon proposed and
was more specific in obligation distribution and trading rules of TGC than the first one [15].
On 13 November 2018, the third amendment issued as Notice on trial implementation of
renewable portfolio standard was published [16]. Instead of compulsory TGC, the obligated
quota was mainly assessed by actual accommodation, and complementarily assessed by
both accommodation trading and voluntary TGC. Then in May 2019, the newest amend-
ment Determination of obligation quota and assessment method of accommodation for renewable
energy power was finally published [17]. It further emphasized the direct assessment of
accommodation. The evolution of RPS policy in China is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Evolution of renewable portfolio standard (RPS) policy: Characteristics on quota obligation and assessment,
2007–2019.

The newest RPS policy in China stipulated that the RPS target will be annually
distributed, and provincially implemented and assessed. The distributed provincial RPS
target in the assessment year is annually allocated one year before. It is calculated by
estimating the provincial renewable energy electricity which is generated and absorbed
locally, predictable net import of renewable energy electricity which is generated outside
but absorbed locally, and predictable provincial electricity consumption. Responsible
subjects involved in RPS assessment include independent power supply companies that
possesses no operation right of distribution network, dependent ones which belong to
power grid corporation and directly supplies power to end users, power consumers who
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purchase electricity through the wholesale electricity market, and enterprises that possess
their captive power plants. All involved subjects are encouraged by the provincial energy
bureau to correspondingly buy or sell the same proportion of renewable energy power in
their total power demand or supply as the provincial RPS target of their located province.
This new RPS scheme announced the official launch of demand side-based provincial RPS
in China and was simpler and more feasible in assessment. At present, both the forcible
target and motivated one from 2018 to 2020 have been specifically given.

2.3. Two Main Characteristics of New RPS in China
2.3.1. Nearby Accommodation Is Preferred

Various challenges for accommodation always exist in China. China’s energy resources
and demand are distributed inversely. VRE resources are large in scale and concentrated in
provinces throughout North China (NC), Northeast China (NEC), and Northwest China
(NWC). These three regions, collectively called the Three-North region, are far away from
the nationwide load center in East and South China. In contrast, VRE is mainly developed
in a decentralized way and accommodated nearby in Europe and America. The basic
pattern of energy development for China seems to be sending electricity from the west to
the east, from the north to the south, and allocating energy throughout the country.

The truth is that China’s electricity has been balanced by provinces for a long time
and the power generation plan is formulated under the leadership of the local government.
Under the plan-based mode, administrative intervention driven by provincial economic
interests hinders the trans-provincial exchange of electricity. Although China is actively
promoting the orderly liberalization of electricity generation and utilization plans, the
proportion of planned electricity in 2017 is still as high as 80% of the benchmark hours. The
rigid implementation of the thermal power generation plan and market transaction plan
reduces the adjustment flexibility of real-time dynamic balance and restricts the power
output of VRE. In addition, the physical power transmission capacity for VRE in the
Three-North region is insufficient. The power transmission capacity only accounts for
22% of the installed VRE capacity, and is further occupied by the transmission task from
the coal-fired power bases. Though China is speeding up the mechanism reform of the
electricity industry, the national unified electricity market has not yet been fully established.
The market mechanism, which is conducive to breaking the barriers between provinces
and promoting the trans-regional and trans-provincial consumption of electricity, has not
yet been formed. There is still a long way to go to give full play to the decisive role of the
market in the optimal allocation of resources. Therefore, in this market transition stage, a
wide range of VRE allocation and accommodation is restricted. Nearby accommodation
merely remains to be a more feasible way.

The newest RPS policy in China tends to encourage all responsible subjects in RPS
assessment to deeply develop the potential of nearby accommodation. It stimulates that
priority should be given to maximize nearby accommodation in those provinces which
finally export electricity. Other provinces, which finally import electricity outside, should
preferentially fully accommodate nearby VRE and then maximize trans-provincial or
trans-regional accommodation.

Where are the potentials for activating more physical nearby accommodation? Total
consumption market is insufficient enough to support the rapid capacity growth of all
power sources including VRE, especially in the Three-North region. Peak regulation
capability of provincial power system is the major constrained factor related to support
enormous absorption of random PV or wind power. The maximum limit of this capability
is determined by both power supply structure and peak regulation performance of a single
power unit. However, not only the lack of flexible regulated power supplies and limited
flexibility of the conventional power units, especially those coal-fired power units, but also
the negative participation captive power plants involved in peak regulation have made the
power system in China inflexible to accommodate more VRE. Much potential in flexible
operation remains to be fully developed for China’s power system in contrast with Spain,
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Denmark, Germany, and the United States. The capacity share of flexible and coal-fired
power in power supply structure is illustrated in Table 1. Therefore, the basic principles
for diverse nearby accommodation approaches are either flexibility-based optimization of
power supply structure or improvement of units’ peak regulation performance. Specific
approaches are discussed in the fourth section of this paper.

Table 1. Flexible and coal-fired power in power supply structure, 2016.

Regions or
Countries

Three-North NC NEC NWC Spain Germany America Portugal

Flexible power (%) 3.9 7.6 1.5 0.8 34.3 17.5 48.7 34.0
Coal-fired power (%) 69.9 80.1 70.1 56.8 11.7 31.1 30.1 9.5

Source: State Grid Corporation of China.

2.3.2. Using Direct Assessment on Accommodation Instead of Compulsory TGC

TGC and RPS usually complement each other especially in those countries with
mature electricity market. The operation mechanism of RPS scheme in California, Japan,
and Britain is to replace physical measurement with green certificates, and to reflect the
performance of quota-bearing entities with the number of certificates. The cost of realizing
the quota obligation taken by power companies is channeled out through the terminal
sales electricity price. If the power company fails to meet the quota target, it shall pay a
fine which is higher than the cost of purchasing renewable energy or certificates.

However, the complementary relationship between RPS and TGC seems to be weak-
ened according to the latest scheme issued in China. China creatively designs RPS policy
by directly assessing provincial physical accommodation together with market-based
accommodation. Provinces are preferentially encouraged to complete their targeted accom-
modation by physical electricity balance, under the organization and technological support
of provincial power grid corporation, and the unified management of the provincial en-
ergy bureau. Both nearby accommodation and active trans-provincial or trans-regiona1
accommodation contribute to the physical assessment part. As for the market-based part,
China designs two auxiliary market-based measures for responsible subjects to realize
their proportion targets which are more independent than nationwide compulsory TGC.
One alternative measure is to directly purchase the surplus accommodation from market
entities who have exceeded their obligation. The other one is to conduct voluntary trading
of TGC with green power producers, and the equivalent amount of accommodation corre-
sponding to purchased certificates is also recorded as supplementary RPS completion. All
the identified supplementary completion of single responsible subjects contributes to the
total market-based accommodation of a province.

3. Methodology

3.1. Fundamental Conditions

The overall completing progress of RPS for a province can be assessed by Equations (1)–(3):

ComT
i = AT

i + RPST
i + TGCT

i − wT
i , (1)

IndT
i =

ComT
i(

CT
i − wT

i
) , (2)

AT
i = LT

i + ET
i , (3)

where Comt
i is the amount index of RPS completion for province i in year T. IndT

i is the
proportion index of RPS completion for province i in year T. Both are defined according
to the latest RPS scheme issued in May 2019. AT

i is the actual provincial accommodation
of renewable energy electricity for province i in year T, which physically participates in
provincial electricity balance. AT

i is calculated by two parts. LT
i is the part of accommoda-

tion that is locally generated and consumed. ET
i is the other part of accommodation that is
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generated outside but consumed locally, and it is set to be negative if the province finally
exports non-hydro renewable energy power. As for the market-based accommodation
which is complementarily included in RPS completion, RPST

i is the total assigned amount
of directly-purchased accommodation from all responsible subjects located in province i.
TGCT

i is the total equivalent amount of accommodation corresponding to the voluntarily
green certificates purchased by all subjects located in province i. wT

i is the part of electricity
consumption which is closely related to public welfare and declared to be out of assessment
for province i in year T. CT

i is the annual electricity consumption in the whole province i
for year T.

Once the new RPS is strictly implemented, provinces will either raise physical ac-
commodation capability, or encourage responsible subjects to purchase a high enough
amount of RPS completion by direct assigned transaction of accommodation and volun-
tary subscription of TGC. The targeted physical accommodation amount can be simply
illustrated by GAT

i , as shown in Equation (4). It can be calculated by the distributed provin-
cial RPS target typed as TarT

i and electricity consumption. All nearby accommodation
approaches proposed in this paper can be adopted by provincial manager and organizer of
RPS implementation to make AT

i close to or exceed GAT
i .

GAT
i = TarT

i ·CT
i , (4)

To calculate the completion potential of new provincial renewable portfolio standards
in China based on scenario analysis of nearby accommodation approaches, the following
section introduces several basic formulas.

The power output of VRE in province i at the time t, typed as PNt
i , should meet the

requirement of instantaneous power balance in the provincial power system. The power
balance is illustrated by Equations (5)–(7):

PNt
i = PCt

i − PAt
i − PFXt

i , (5)

PAt
i = PACt

i + PAFt
i , (6)

PFXt
i = PNUt

i + PTRt
i + PCAt

i + POTt
i , (7)

where PCt
i is defined as the provincial consumption load, PAt

i is defined as the power
output of adjustable generating units which is the sum of adjustable conventional units’
power output typed as PACt

i and flexible units’ power output typed as PAFt
i , and PFXt

i is
the power output of generating units that cannot be adjusted, which is the sum of nuclear
power units’ power output typed as PNUt

i , imported power through trans-provincial
transmission lines typed as PTRt

i , off-managed captive power plants’ power output typed
as PCAt

i , and other uncontrollable power outputs typed as POTt
i .

The adjustable conventional units in China are mainly coal-fired power units and
hydropower with reservoir storage. The ratio of flexible power units such as natural gas
generation and pumped storage in China’s power supply structure is too low to appar-
ently influence peak regulation capability of provincial power system. For simplification,
the power output of adjustable generating units mentioned above can be changed into
Equation (8).

PAt
i = PCOt

i + PHYt
i , (8)

where PCOt
i and PHYt

i are the power output of coal-fired units and hydropower with
reservoir storage, respectively.

The power output of hydropower with reservoir storage is usually stable. In addition,
curtailment for hydropower is forbidden. The uncontrollable power output showed in
Equation (7) is fixed according to plan-based management. Specially, the power of the
external transmission line is set according to the daily planned value and could not be
adjusted, which means the actual import power must be accommodated by receiving
provinces. The basic provincial electricity balance is illustrated in Table A1. Therefore,
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the more generating space coal-fired power units assign, the more generating space VRE
acquires, which can be illustrated by Equation (9).∣∣ΔPNt

i
∣∣ = ∣∣ΔPCOt

i
∣∣, (9)

This paper assumes that the traditional power system reserve is merely undertaken by
coal-fired power units. After deducting the system reserve, the remaining part of coal-fired
power units is used for tracking and balancing the fluctuation of VRE’s power output.
Other forms of thermal power together with runoff hydropower were not considered
unless specially mentioned.

The power output of coal-fired units should be limited between minimum technical
output and operated installed capacity after deducting system reserve. This is shown in
Equation (10):

CAPt
i ·
(
1 − σt

i
)·(1 − βt

i
) ≤ PCOt

i ≤ CAPt
i ·
(
1 − σt

i
)
, (10)

where CAPt
i is defined as the installed capacity of coal-fired units, βt

i represents the average
peak regulation depth of all kinds of operated coal-fired power units in province i at time t,
and σt

i is defined as the system reserve rate undertaken by coal-fired units.

3.2. Calculation of Completion Potential

The maximum generating space for VRE which is assigned from coal-fired power units
can be shown in Equation (11), if other conditions remain the same and peak regulation
performance is considered only.

Max
∣∣ΔPNt

i
∣∣ = ∣∣PCOt

i − CAPt
i ·
(
1 − σt

i
)·(1 − βt

i
)∣∣, (11)

This paper merely took nearby accommodation approaches into consideration, while
the change of trans-provincial a trans-regional transmission plan could be ignored. Respec-
tively, the imported part of accommodation typed as ET

i remained unchanged. Therefore,
the maximum accommodation amount of VRE which was assigned from coal-fired power
units could be calculated by integrating both sides, typed as Equation (12).

Max
∣∣∣ΔAT

i

∣∣∣ = ∫ ∣∣PCOt
i − CAPt

i ·
(
1 − σt

i
)·(1 − βt

i
)∣∣dt, (12)

The peak regulation depth of a single power unit is closely related to its capacity
and peak regulation mode. This paper merely considered the low-load peak regulation
mode and typed five categories of coal-fired power by the capacity of a single unit. Each
category was respectively configured into a unified peak regulation depth. The peak
regulation depth of different categories is illustrated in Table 2. The weighted average peak
regulation depth of all kinds of operated coal-fired power units can be calculated. The
specific proportion of various coal-fired power units in different provinces is illustrated
in Table A2. The setting for peak regulation depth in Table 2 is based on the investigation
results illustrated in Table A3.

Table 2. Calculation setting of peak regulation depth for coal-fired power units typed by capacity.

Capacity of a Single
Unit/GW

Minimum Technical
Output/%

Peak Regulation Depth/%

≥1 45 55
0.6–1 52 48

0.3–0.6 56 44
0.2–0.3 70 30

<0.2 85 15

The calculation setting of the system reserve rate undertaken by coal-fired units is based on
the Notice on issuing early warning of coal and electricity planning and construction risks in 2020 [18].
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In this notice, red warning provinces have obviously-installed redundancy of coal-fired units,
and the system reserve rate is set by its boundary value of interval; orange ones have relatively
abundant installed capacity, and the system reserve rate is set by average value of interval; green
ones have basic balance or a slight gap between power supply and demand, and the system
reserve rate is also taken by the boundary value of the interval; those undefined provinces’
system reserve rates are consulted by the reasonable reserve rate. The reserve capacity is
calculated with the product of the maximum power generation load and actual system reserve
rate. These setting data can be also seen in Table A2.

For province i in year T, the maximum physically-rising potential of the proportion
index for RPS completion can be further simplified by Equation (13).

Max
∣∣∣ΔIndT

i

∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
ECOT

i − τT
i ·CAPT

i ·
(
1 − σT

i
)·∑5

j δT
ij ·
(

1 − βT
ij

)
CT

i

∣∣∣∣∣∣, (13)

where ECOT
i is defined as the annual generating electricity of coal-fired power units, τT

i is
the annual utilization hour of coal-fired power units, CAPT

i is the total annual installed
capacity of coal-fired power units, σT

i is provincial power system reserve rate, δT
ij is the

capacity proportion of five different coal-fired units marked by j, and βT
ij is its corresponding

peak regulation depth.
For further consideration of heating units, also known as cogeneration units or com-

bined heat and power (CHP), the peak regulation of them was uniformly set to be 75%.
The provincial capacity proportion of heating units is illustrated in Table A2. The heating
period was set to be 3624 h from November to March of the following year, and the non-
heating period was set to be 5136 h from April to October. The actual utilization hours of
heating units during these two periods was respectively estimated by their corresponding
generating electricity and operated capacity. The capacity proportion of five types of units
was assumed to be the same among heating units and non-heating units. Then the formula
could vary into Equation (14).

Max
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i

∣∣∣∣∣∣, (14)

where τT
iw is the average utilization hours of all coal-fired units during a non-heating

period, τT
im is the average utilization hours of non-heating units during a heating period

and τT
in is the average utilization hours of heating units during a heating period, αT

i is the
provincial capacity proportion of heating units, and βT

in is the peak regulation depth of
heating units during a heating period.

The basic principle of this calculation was to make one variable change as the scenario
analysis needed and to keep the other ones to be the same. The above formulas regard
peak regulation performance of coal-fired power units as the basic variable, because it is
the core factor that restricts nearby accommodation. With these calculations, the prospect
for completing a provincial obligated quota in China could be estimated.

3.3. Feasibility and Rationality of the Method

Accurate calculation of VRE absorption capacity is an effective way to improve the
level of accommodation, which could theoretically predict the maximum potential for
provinces achieving their obligated quotas. At present, the calculation method studied
in many literatures can be mainly summarized into two types: The typical daily analysis
method and time series production simulation analysis method.

The typical daily analysis method usually selects the extreme situation where the
power output of VRE is the largest while the load is the smallest, to determine the con-
servative capacity of integrated VRE [19]. The time series production simulation analysis
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method usually takes the month or year as the calculation time length, and simulates the
power and electricity balance of the power grid time by time [20].

The calculation method proposed in this paper absorbs the advantage in simplification
of the first method and avoids the disadvantage in complex data requirements of the second
one. It concentrates on the macroscopic average level represented by two kinds of a typical
day in a heating period and non-heating period. The basic principle of this method is to
control other variables to remain unchanged and to study how the variety of the major
variable influences the accommodation. It is especially suitable and more rational to
be included in a nearby accommodation framework, due to relatively stable provincial
power supply structure and inter-provincial power balance. Though it is idealistic both in
assumptions and simplification, the calculation results are valuable enough for analyzing
the RPS completion potential from both technical and marketable ways.

In particular, the method proposed in this paper is quite different from those traditional
predicting methods. Traditional ones usually predict values of several related variables
tied with the targeted variable and give out an estimated value for an exact future date.
In contrast, this method keeps these variable values unchangeable except for the studied
one prepared for simulation and scenario analysis, and gives out the most ideal evolution
for the targeted variable based on present structural data from the actual power system.
The differential value for targeted variables between the present actual value and the most
ideal one represents the potential remains to be activated. It is not a prediction for an exact
date or time series but reflects a present prospect outlook for future development.

Thus, the validity of simulation results on this basis could be proved in another way.
As for the traditional methods, the structure validity of their simulation results could be
proved by structural validity procedures including boundary adequacy, structure verifi-
cation, dimensional consistency, parameter verification, and extreme conditions [21,22],
while the behavioral validity could be demonstrated by comparison between data output
from the model and data from the actual power system, and the test procedures include but
are not limited to trend comparison and removal [23–25]. However, there were no actual
reference data for this estimated ideal evolution calculated in this paper; thus, the results
could be not easily proved by their comparison. In addition, results were not for an exact
future date or time series and could not be validated by fitting historical data with trend
extension. Therefore, to guarantee the simulation results calculated from the proposed
method complied with structural validity rules, all balance formulas applied in this paper
were referred from the Renewable Energy Production Simulation Model developed by the
China Electric Power Research Institute (CEPRI) which has been successfully applied in
VRE integration optimization and off-grid multi-good micro-grid optimization for nearly
ten years [26]. These formulas illustrate the basic principle that the more generation space
released or transferred from thermal power units, the more VRE accommodation and RPS
completion become. Under the most ideal circumstance, thermal power units could operate
at a lower minimum technical power output and more generation rights to trade between
captive thermal power plants and VRE units could be fulfilled, and an explosive boom
could happen to VRE accommodation. In addition to these formulas with valid logical
structure and consistent dimensions, the basic data for scenario-based case study were
collectively sorted out either from official published data books or from investigation of
the State Grid Corporation of China [27–34]. The adequacy for boundary conditions and
parameters could be also guaranteed [21]. In contrast, to demonstrate the behavioral valid-
ity, this paper compared the overlapping variables values acquired from proposed method
and similar researches developed by CEPRI and State Grid Energy Research Institute
(SGERI) [26,35].

4. Approaches for Activating Nearby Accommodation and Accelerating RPS
Completion

Nearby accommodation is the key feasible pathway for absorbing more VRE in
the electricity market transition period. Peak regulation capacity, determined by power
supply structure and regulation performance of power units, is the key restricted factor
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for nearby accommodation. However, it is difficult to change the power supply structure
in a short time. Inflexible coal-fired power still occupies a core position in the generation
structure. Therefore, utilizing and improving peak regulation performance of power units,
especially coal-fired power units, becomes a practicable way. Technically, full use and
further modification of present peak regulation capacity both contribute to removing the
physical limit of nearby accommodation. As for a marketable approach, generation rights
trade is the most representative one carried out in China, which motivates thermal power
units to make room for VRE power generation based on the peak regulation capacity
of present power system. These two series of approaches contribute to completing the
obligated quota issued by RPS policy, and the accommodation potential activated by them
is separately evaluated in two case studies.

4.1. Full Utilization and Further Modification of Peak Regulation Capacity of Coal-Fired Units in
Northeast China
4.1.1. Background and Implementation

Since 2010, electricity consumption growth has been slow, while the power supply
has continued to grow at a relatively fast rate, and the contradiction between supply and
demand has become more prominent. From 2010 to 2016, the installed power supply in
Northeast China increased by 47%, 26 percentage points higher than the demand load
growth in the same period, and the installed power supply in 2016 was 2.2 times the
maximum load. The utilization rate of power generation equipment in the northeast power
grid continued to decline. In 2016, the overall utilization hours fell to 3432 h, which was
lower than the national average of 353 h. Thermal power occupied 4068 utilization hours,
which was 692 h lower than that in 2010, and wind power possessed 1689 h, which was
386 h lower.

In addition, heating units accounted for an enormous share of thermal power in
Northeast China. The peak regulation performance of heating units has been extremely
restricted by operation mode because they must meet the heating load demand while
producing electric power. For instance, when the heating load gradually increased, the
300 MW CHP unit had to enlarge the capacity of suction; consequently, the minimum
technical output rose while the maximum technical output dropped, and its adjustable
load range varied from 51.1% to 7.1%, lower than that of non-heating units. When the
strong wind period overlapped with the heating period during winter and spring, both
limited peak regulation capability and declining electricity consumption together with
inadequate transmission infrastructure brought a huge curtailment of wind power.

In response, the dispatching department of the northeast power grid strictly controlled
the startup mode and power output of heating units in accordance with the minimum
operation mode approved by the Energy Supervision Bureau, dynamically monitored
the heating information online in real time, calculated the peak regulation capacity, and
arranged the units to participate in deep peak regulation to the maximum extent. In this
way, the thermal power plant operated with minimum technical output in 2016, giving
additional accommodation room for wind power of 6.372 billion kWh.

In addition, the Northeast China Power Peak Regulation Auxiliary Service Market was
established in 2014 and updated in 2016. It stimulated that peak regulation capacity of
all generators, except the capacity with obligatory regulation task, ought to participate in
the market. Whenever a thermal power unit was operating below the minimum technical
output it could it obtain compensation, otherwise it would be regarded as a beneficiary
of the peak regulating auxiliary service and therefore share the service cost [36]. This
market-based approach has successfully motivated generators to reduce the minimum
power output of their CHP units. The auxiliary service electricity in Northeast China
became 8.571 billion kWh in 2017, and wind power additionally generated 2.499 billion
kWh due to the peak regulating auxiliary service market.

The above two approaches, especially adopted by Northeast China, concentrated
on the full utilization of present peak regulation capacity from two pathways. One is to
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technologically optimize operation dispatching, the other one is to economically motivate
coal-fired units to actively reduce their power output.

Further optimization of present peak regulation capacity is also urgent for developing
more peak regulation capacity from coal-fired power units. The thermal storage transfor-
mation of CHP units and flexibility modification of pure condensing units has been sped up
nationwide. Since the end of 2017, total modified capacity has become 9.18 million, and 930
million kWh additional VRE has been accommodated. More than half of the modification
has been done by Liaoning Province. By the end of 2020, 133 million kW of CHP units and
82 million kW of pure condensing units are planned to be modified, and 45 million kW
of peak regulation capacity should be increased in the Three-North region. Another 185
million kW of deep peak regulation modification is planned to be completed in East and
Middle China.

4.1.2. Scenario Analysis

The first two scenario settings in this part only considered the operation mode of coal-
fired units based on the present maximum peak regulation depth. It was firstly calculated
regardless of the characteristics of heating units, under the condition that all coal-fired
units are dispatched to operate on their present minimum technical power output. The
results for three provinces in Northeast China are illustrated in Table 3, typed as S1. If the
heating units were also taken into consideration, and all heating units were operating at
their present minimum technical power output in heating period while other units still
operated according to their initial minimum technical output, the results are illustrated as
S2 in Table 3.

Table 3. Flexibility modification scenarios of Northeast China 1.

Province Tar2018
i Tar2019

i Tar2020
i I2015

i I2016
i I2017

i I2018
i S1 S2 S3 S4

Jilin 15 15 16.5 12.1 13.7 16.4 17 17.0 16.1 18.1 17.1
Liaoning 10 10 10.5 7.7 8.6 9.2 11.7 11.2 10.4 11.7 10.9

Heilongjiang 15 17.5 20.5 11.2 12.4 15.8 16.2 15.5 14.8 16.5 15.8

Source: Calculated by the data from National Energy Administration (NEA) [17,30–34]. 1 IT
i (%) is the actual accommodation proportion

from 2015 to 2018.

The second two scenario settings considered the rising potential of peak regulation
depth by flexibility modification. It was firstly calculated regardless of the heating units
under condition that all coal-fired units were dispatched to operate on 10% lower than the
present minimum technical power output. The results are illustrated in Table 3, typed as
S3. Similarly, heating units were then considered, and all heating units together with non-
heating units were operating on 10% lower than the initial setting, regardless of whether
they were in or out of the heating period, and the results are illustrated as S4 in Table 3.

4.1.3. Discussion

In this case, both full utilization and further modification of peak regulation capacity
of coal-fired units raise the RPS completion potential in Northeast China. The maximum
physically-rising potential of the proportion index for RPS completion in all scenarios is
close to or more than the obligated quotas in 2018, 2019, and 2020. The actual accommoda-
tion proportion in 2018 and 2019 is close to or more than the potential one calculated in this
scenario analysis. This can be explained by two possibilities. One is that the potential from
flexibility modification of coal-fired units has been completely developed in Northeast
China. The other is that all the nearby accommodation approaches adopted in Northeast
China work in coordination with each other and bring a higher rising potential than a
single approach. The results from the consideration of heating units are always lower than
that of the other. This can be explained because the existence of a huge amount of heating
units in Northeast China dramatically reduces the completion potential of RPS gained from
the flexibility modification of coal-fired units.
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It has been proven to be a necessary approach for activating nearby accommoda-
tion, and is especially suitable for those provinces with a huge amount of heating units.
However, some obstacles still exist during the adoption of these approaches. On one
hand, the dispatching capability of power grid corporations needs further improvement,
so that present peak regulation capacity can be fully used for VRE accommodation. On
the other hand, the auxiliary service market still needs to be further improved, even in
Northeast China during the reform of the power industry, let alone some provinces that
have not yet established a peak regulation auxiliary service market. Both generators and
power grid corporations in these provinces are not motivated enough to actively conduct
flexibility modification.

4.2. Generation Rights Trading between Captive Power Plants and Renewable Power Units in
Northwest China
4.2.1. Background and Implementation

Northwest China once faced more serious curtailment of VRE than Northeast China.
It not only similarly possesses a huge amount of CHP units, but also has a huge number of
captive power plants. A captive power plant is a power plant owned, used, and managed
by an industrial or commercial energy user for its own energy consumption, and is widely
used by high-electricity consuming industries in Northwest China [36]. It can be integrated
to the power grid for exchanging excess power, or be used off-grid for selfishly meeting
one’s own electricity demand but escaping from peak regulation obligation. Whether the
captive power plants participate in peak regulation makes a difference to system flexibility
as well. The installed capacity and power generation of captive power plants has grown
rapidly. They have forced public power plants and non-hydro renewable energy power
suppliers to further press their power output. For instance, the captive power plants in
Xinjiang Province have generated more electricity than public ones since 2014, and the
usage hour of them is always 1000 h more than public power plants from 2012 to 2016. In
response, Northwest China has been exploring a substitution trade mode to fully release
the peak regulation capacity of captive power plants since 2016. It is usually called the
generation rights trading between captive power plants and renewable power units. By
the end of 2017, the additional accommodation benefitted from this trade in Shaanxi,
Gansu, Qinghai, Ningxia, and Xinjiang respectively achieved 0.39, 1.89, 0.54, 1.22, and
7.9 billion kWh. This total trade achieved 14.2 billion kWh in 2019.

4.2.2. Scenario Analysis

In this scenario setting, the maximum physically-rising potential of the proportion
index for RPS completion was directly calculated in three represent provinces in Northwest
China, by assigning 15%, 25%, and 35% of the generation rights for captive power plants to
renewable energy generators with the actual accommodation data in 2016. The results are
respectively illustrated as S5, S6, and S7 in Table 4.

Table 4. Generation rights trading scenarios of Northwest China 1.

Province Tar2018
i Tar2019

i Tar2020
i I2015

i I2016
i I2017

i I2018
i TCA2016

i ECA2016
i ICA2016

i S5 S6 S7

Gansu 14.5 17 19 11.4 12.5 13.8 13.4 2475 24790 9.9 16.0 18.3 20.7
Ningxia 18 18 20 13.4 19.1 21 22.3 815 21390 3.8 22.7 25.1 27.6
Xinjiang 11.5 12 13 7.8 11.1 13.1 14.7 6120 96500 6.3 19.2 24.6 29.9

Source: Calculated from the data from NEA [17,30–34]. 1 TCA2016
i (GWh) is the trading electricity of generation rights trading in 2016,

ECA2016
i (GWh) is the total generation of captive power plants in 2016, ICA2016

i (%) is the actual assigning share in 2016.

4.2.3. Discussion

In this case, the completion potential, developed from generation rights trading
between captive power plants and renewable power units in Northwest China, is far lower
than the installed capacity of captive power plants. The trading shares in these three
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provinces are all below 10% which illustrates that there remains much more potential to be
further developed. The maximum proportion index for RPS completion in all scenarios
is far higher than actual accommodation shares in electricity consumption from 2015 to
2018 except in Ningxia Province. It has already completed the obligated quota of 2020 in
advance. As for Gansu Province, it cannot complete the obligated quota of 2020 before
singly assigning the generation rights of captive power plants for 27.9% or more. In contrast,
the same index for Xinjiang is 3.5%, which means the maximum proportion index for RPS
completion in Xinjiang province is more sensitive to this approach.

This approach is also suitable to be applied in Shandong Province and Inner Mongolia
Province which also possess huge installed capacity of captive power plants. Once the
trading is adopted, the supplementary peak regulation capacity of captive power plants
would further raise the completion potential of RPS in these provinces. However, some
argue that this approach is a helpless choice for renewable power units because they will
have to face extraordinary power rationing if they do not participate in the transaction.
In addition, a vast majority of VRE generators must clinch a deal with zero electricity
price, with the average electricity price reduced by 0.294 yuan/kWh, if they intend to
participate in the transaction. This benefits high-energy-consuming enterprises a lot. But if
the government subsidy is considered, it is fair enough for both sides of the trade. This will
be a relatively feasible way for accommodating VRE as much as possible in the transition
period. After that, the unified management and sharing mechanism of peak regulation
capacity need to be completely established to maximize the peak regulation capability.

5. Results and Discussions

5.1. Result Discussions and Prospect Analysis

The two representative nearby accommodation approaches for activating completion
potential of new RPS in China have distinct concerns. The first one focused on either full
utilization of present peak regulation capacity through minimum operation mode control
and motivation from auxiliary service market, or further modification of peak regulation
capacity through flexibility modification of pure condensing units and thermal storage
transformation of CHP units. The other one concentrated on market-based substitution
of generation rights between captive power plants and renewable power units with no
change in present peak regulation capacity. Both of them certainly contributed to activating
completion potential. The generation rights trade seemed to be a little more effective due
to the direct substitution of the electricity amount.

In the related case separately discussed above, Northeast China adopted all ap-
proaches of the first type and each element of the single approach contributed to releasing
the completion potential. It continuously would contribute more, but the deep digging
space for Northeast China has been almost run out. In contrast, its nationwide applica-
tion would benefit more provinces, especially in North China and Northwest China, as
illustrated in Table 5.

The nationwide simulation results from scenarios 1 to 4 illustrate that in most cases,
the growth of the actual accommodation proportion from 2015 to 2018 has dramatically
exceeded the maximum limit of rising potential which is calculated by the proposed
method based on the data in 2015. This can be explained from two possibilities. One is
that the motivation of one single approach is far weaker than that of approach portfolios.
There possibly remains positive synergy between different approaches, especially inside
the first category. While provinces use diverse approaches during the same period, the
progress of index improvement might be out of imagination. The other one is that all
the results calculated in the first four scenarios are the extreme evolution developed from
the basic year 2015. Neither new growth of installed capacity nor new-added electricity
consumption from 2015 to 2018 completely involves the fundamental assumptions and
calculations. Therefore, not only do the approach portfolios give more actual growth of
the completion index, but also the accommodation priority in the new-added electricity
market deeply releases more potential for completing RPS.
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Table 5. Simulation results for the index of RPS completion by single approach of flexibility modification 1,2.

Region Province I2015
i I2018

i T2020
i S1 S2 S3 S4

North
China

Beijing 7.6 11.7 15 10.6 10.3 11.3 10.9
Tianjin 7.6 11 15 11.5 10.8 12.1 11.4
Hebei 7.6 11.3 15 11.3 10.7 11.9 11.1

Shandong 5 9.4 10 7.5 6.9 7.9 7.2
Shanxi 7 14.5 14.5 10 9.4 10.7 9.9

East China

Jiangsu 3.3 7 7.5 4.9 4.6 5.2 4.8
Zhejiang 2.4 5.3 7.5 3.4 3.4 3.7 3.5

Anhui 3.9 11 11.5 5.8 5.5 6.1 5.6
Fujian 3.4 4.9 6 5.1 5 5.4 5.1

Shanghai 1.6 3.3 3.0 2.4 2.4 2.6 2.5

Middle
China

Hubei 3.7 7.5 10 5.6 5.4 5.9 5.5
Hunan 2.8 10.2 13 4.3 4.2 4.5 4.3
Henan 2.3 9.4 10.5 3.5 3.3 3.7 3.4
Jiangxi 2.2 8.6 8 3.2 3.2 3.5 3.5
Sichuan 1.4 4.4 3.5 2 2 2.2 2.2

Chongqing 1.4 2.9 2.5 2 1.9 2.1 2

Northeast
China

Heilongjiang 11.2 16.2 20.5 15.5 14.8 16.5 15.8
Liaoning 7.7 11.7 10.5 11.2 10.4 11.7 10.9

Jilin 12.1 17 16.5 17 16.1 18.1 17.1

Northwest
China

Shaanxi 2.7 10.6 12 3.8 3.7 4.1 3.9
Gansu 11.4 13.4 19 16.5 15.8 17.5 16.4

Qinghai 13.5 18.5 25 17.6 17.6 19 19
Inner

Mongolia 12 17.3 18 17.3 16.2 18.4 17

Ningxia 13.4 22.3 20 20.3 19.9 21.4 20.2
Xinjiang 7.8 14.7 13 12.4 12 12.9 12.2

South
China

Guangdong 1.8 3.5 4 2.9 2.6 3 2.7
Guangxi 1 4.2 5 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.8
Guizhou 2 4.5 5.0 3 3 3.2 3.2
Hainan 4 5.2 5 5.6 5.6 5.9 5.9
Yunnan 5.1 15.6 11.5 7.8 7.8 8.2 8.2

1 Simulation results are calculated based on the structural data from 2015 to 2018 [17,27–29]. 2 Provinces not shaded have completed their
obligated quota for 2020 until the end of 2018.

In addition, the nationwide completion potential of RPS activated by nearby accom-
modation approaches can be inferred from the results. As mentioned above, the nearby
accommodation approach is currently the most feasible pathway for provincial completion
of RPS target, while the peak regulation capacity is the most important restricted factor
of nearby accommodation. Thus, it is inferred that it would be almost impossible for
provinces to complete their physical targeted accommodation if they could not complete
these four scenarios which were based on extremely idealized calculations. There remains
some potential for provinces in the Three-North region for further improvement by nearby
accommodation approaches, but the targets for provinces in North China would be rel-
atively hard to complete by merely adopting nearby accommodation. In addition, most
provinces outside the Three-North region seem to not be sensitive to nearby accommo-
dation approaches. These provinces are usually far away from VRE resources but close
to the nationwide load center in Southeast China. They may have run out of nearby
accommodation potential and need some other pathways to raise RPS completion.

To simply illustrate the provincial completion potential of RPS brought by the single
approach mentioned above, this paper chooses the maximum results of the RPS comple-
tion index among scenario 1 to scenario 4 illustrated in Table 5, and uses the maximum
differential value between scenario results and the actual index in 2015 to represent the
completion potential brought by a single approach of flexibility modification. Meanwhile,
the gap between the same index in 2015 and the targeted one in 2020 was also considered.
Regarding the completion potential surplus of the present gap or the actual index in the
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2018 surplus the targeted one in 2020, this paper recognizes the province has completed its
RPS target. It was assumed to be very hard to complete the target if the ratio of potential
and gap was between 0 and 0.5. If the ratio was between 0.5 and 0.6, provinces found it
hard to complete the RPS target. The same ratio was between 0.6 and 0.8 for provinces
that found it easy to fulfill, while the ratio for another category of provinces recognized to
be very easy to complete was between 0.8 and 1. The nationwide completion prospect is
illustrated as a five-color map in Figure 3.

 
Figure 3. RPS completion potential brought by single approach of flexibility modification.

5.2. Result Comparisons and Validity

To illustrate the behavioral validity of our results, we compared them with the over-
lapping results for two similar studies developed by State Grid Energy Research Institute
(SGERI)SGERI and China Electric Power Research Institute (CEPRI) [26,35]. These two
official studies applied similar scenario analysis but simulated results based on more
structural data for a complex power system (provincial online power grid). Their results
could also figure out the added VRE consumption by singly adopting these two nearby
accommodation approaches proposed in this paper. The first type of approach was to fully
utilize and further modify peak regulation capacity of coal-fired units, and the other was to
fulfill more generation rights trading between captive power plants and renewable power
units. The maximum value for added VRE consumption via singly adopting the former
is illustrated as A1, while the maximum value via singly adopting the latter is illustrated
as A2. Not only were these two ideal values calculated from this paper and two similar
studies compared, but also the actual added VRE consumption from 2016 to 2019.

For further demonstration, these two similar studies were simply introduced as
follows. As for the first method developed by SGERI, the flexibility modification was to
separately retrofit thermal power units to be so flexible that their minimum technical power
output could be 30% and 40% of the rated installed capacity. The total modification plan
for the whole provincial power system case covered 4 to 16 GW power units. The added
VRE consumption was equal to reduced VRE curtailment and related value series could be
calculated by proper trend extension based on the same modification scale as proposed in
this paper. Similarly, results for A2 could be calculated based on the relationship between
substitution trading value series and VRE curtailment rate series. In contrast, the second
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method developed by CEPRI only illustrated the relationship between added substitution
trading values and reduced VRE curtailment rate. Therefore, the results for A2 could also
be calculated by trend extension based on the same substitution plan as proposed in this
paper. All these results are calculated based on similar conditions and data for the same
typical years (from 2015 to 2016), compiled and organized in Table 6, so that they could be
compared with each other.

Table 6. Comparison among results from different methods: Added variable renewable energy (VRE) consumption by
adopting a single approach.

Provinces

Results from Different Methods: Added VRE Consumption by
Adopting a Single Approach (TWh)

Actual Added VRE Consumption
from 2016 to 2019 (TWh)

This Paper SGERI CEPRI

A1 A2 A1 A2 A2 A1 A2

Heilongjiang 4.0 - 5.4 - -
<12.1

-
Liaoning 6.4 - 5.7 - - -

Jilin 3.3 - 5.1 - - -
Gansu 5.5 9.9 5.3 7.9 5.3

<10.03
6.9

Ningxia 6.0 12.6 5.4 4.3 3.1 4.5
Xinjiang 9.5 39.6 5.0 43.0 18.8 28.9

The estimation for A1 in this paper was assumed to be the most ideal VRE consump-
tion a provincial power system ought to accommodate under the present conditions as
long as it were to adopt the first approach immediately, and was more optimistic than that
done by SGERI. In contrast, diverse results for A2 revealed the fact that provinces with a
huge amount of captive thermal power units are more sensitive to the second approach.
All estimations for the Xinjiang Province are several times that of the values for Gansu and
Ningxia Provinces. Meanwhile, the estimation acquired by SGERI was the most optimistic
and the one done by CEPRI was the least, though estimations for two other provinces in
this paper were also more than that done by others. The differential values between three
methods indeed existed but all these results reflected similar behavior logic, with which
these methods could estimate the evolution of VRE consumption for provincial power
system. Thus, the results for scenario-based case studies in this paper were reasonable.

In addition, the actual added VRE consumption from 2016 to 2019 could indirectly
reflect the rising potential for future VRE increase when the calculation was back to 2015
and 2016, considering a relatively high utilization level of VRE at present. All these actual
data or upper limit for data were compiled from published data books or official reports. It
is obvious that the actual added VRE consumption from adopting A1 and A2 was far lower
than those maximum estimations acquired from three methods, which also contributed to
illustrating the validity of our results.

6. Conclusions and Policy Recommendations

China’s new-modified provincial RPS will play a significant role in energy revolution
amidst the tension between rapid growth and limited accommodation of non-hydro renew-
able energy. It was officially implemented in 2020 by assessing the physically-consumed
accommodation in provincial electricity balance, and the complementary market-based
one via assigning redundant the accommodation or voluntary trade of green certificates.
Two basic characteristics of this new policy involve priority of nearby accommodation
and direct assessment on accommodation. Thus, the adoption of nearby accommodation
approaches will maintain core position during the implementation of RPS in this transition
period. This paper focused on the prospects of completing a new provincial renewable
portfolio standard in 30 provincial administrative regions across mainland China, and
proposed a data-driven analysis framework to estimate the potential activated by nearby
accommodation approaches. It began by introducing the evolution of RPS policy and the
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specific newly-modified demand-side-based assessment mechanism towards both single
responsible subjects and overall provinces; highlighted in presenting a simplified calcula-
tion method for estimating nearby accommodation potential. This was followed by several
scenario analyses combined with an introduction of background and implementation for
approaches applied in two case studies, and ended with results discussion. Empirical
results proved that maximum use and further modification of coal-fired units’ peak reg-
ulation performance and generation rights trading between captive power plants and
renewable power units contribute to exploiting nearby accommodation potential and com-
pleting obligated quota. These nearby accommodation approaches are relatively suitable
for those provinces in the Northeast and Northwest China which were close to renewable
energy resources but less effective in provinces which were close to the nationwide load
center in Southeast and North China. Other provinces in Middle China which possessing
neither resource advantage nor location advantage would find it harder to complete RPS
target merely via the single nearby accommodation approach.

This paper proposed policy recommendations in order to further activate the ac-
commodation potential for VRE and fulfill the new renewable portfolio standard. First,
provinces close to renewable energy resources should maintain the priority of nearby
accommodation while provinces close to the load center should seek out other alternative
ways such as trans-provincial or trans-regional accommodation. As the most urgent nearby
accommodation approach, nationwide deep peak regulation modification of coal-fired
power units should be sped up. More generation rights trade between captive power
plants and renewable power units in related provinces should be encouraged. Second,
further improvement of generation rights trade, peak regulation auxiliary service, and
other market-based approaches such as provincial direct electricity trade and regional peak
regulation aid should be conducted, in coordination with the reform of electricity market
in China. Third, the approach portfolio is preferred rather over the adoption of a single
measure, and further synergistic effects among various approaches should be explored.
Fourth, provinces should prepare for inadequate physical accommodation and actively
take part in accommodation assignment or voluntary TGC markets.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Structural data of provincial electricity balance and accommodation, 2015 1,2.

Province Impt
i ENt

i EHt
i ECOt

i ETt
i Ct

i At
i Et

i Lt
i

Inner
Mongolia −138 31.4 3.6 342.2 392.3 254.3 30.6 −0.8 31.4

Sichuan −121.6 1.2 276.7 42.9 320.8 199.2 2.8 1.6 1.2
Yunnan −111.4 10 217.7 27.6 255.3 143.9 7.3 −2.7 10
Guizhou −75.7 3.3 82.7 107.1 193.1 117.4 2.3 −1 3.3
Shanxi −72.1 10.8 3.1 231.9 245.8 173.7 12.1 1.3 10.8
Hubei −69.1 2.3 130.3 103 235.6 166.5 6.2 3.9 2.3
Anhui −42.2 2.4 4.9 198.9 206.2 164 6.4 4 2.4

Xinjiang −31.8 20.8 20.3 206.7 247.8 216 16.9 −3.9 20.8
Ningxia −28.8 12.4 1.6 102.6 116.6 87.8 11.8 −0.6 12.4
Gansu −12.9 18.6 33.6 70.6 122.8 109.9 12.5 −6.1 18.6

Shaanxi −9.9 2.3 8.3 121.5 132.1 122.2 3.3 1 2.3
Jilin −5.2 6.1 5.3 59 70.4 65.2 7.9 1.8 6.1

Fujian −3.1 4.5 43.9 110.9 188.3 185.2 6.3 1.8 4.5
Heilongjiang −2.6 7.2 1.9 80.4 89.5 86.9 9.7 2.5 7.2
Guangxi 1.5 0.7 76.2 54.4 132 133.4 1.4 0.7 0.7
Hainan 1.7 0.8 0.9 23.4 25.5 27.2 1.1 0.3 0.8
Qinghai 8.5 8.2 37.1 12 57.3 65.8 8.9 0.7 8.2
Jiangxi 10.5 1.4 17.1 79.7 98.2 108.7 2.4 1 1.4

Chongqing 19.3 0.3 22.9 45 68.2 87.5 1.2 0.9 0.3
Hunan 19.5 2.3 52 71 125.3 144.8 4.1 1.8 2.3
Tianjin 20 0.7 0 59.4 60.1 80.1 6.1 5.4 0.7
Henan 32.1 1.5 10.9 243.5 255.9 288 6.7 5.2 1.5

Liaoning 36.6 11.3 3.2 132.9 161.9 198.5 15.2 3.9 11.3
Shandong 49.8 12.8 0.7 448.4 461.9 511.7 25.7 12.9 12.8

Beijing 53.1 0.3 0.7 41.2 42.2 95.3 7.2 6.9 0.3
Zhejiang 58.3 2.4 22.9 222.2 297.1 355.4 8.4 6 2.4
Shanghai 58.5 1.1 0 81 82.1 140.6 2.3 1.2 1.1
Jiangsu 68.9 9.6 1.2 415.2 442.6 511.5 16.9 7.3 9.6
Hebei 87.5 17.1 1.1 210.6 230.1 317.6 24.1 7 17.1

Guangdong 152.2 4.5 28.4 285.4 378.9 531.1 9.7 5.2 4.5

Source: Compiled by the authors from data yearbooks or reports issued by National Energy Administration (NEA) and China Electricity
Council (CEC) [27–34]. 1ETt

i is total provincial electricity generated locally, Impt
i is the final import or export electricity outside province,

and it is set to be negative if the province finally exported power. ENt
i , EHt

i , and ECOt
i , respectively, refer to locally generated electricity

from VRE, hydropower, and coal−fired power. The units of all variables are TWh. 2 Provinces shaded finally export electricity during
provincial electricity balance.

Table A2. Structural capacity data of thermal power and maximum load of provincial power system, 2015.

Province

Type of Capacity (%)
(Capacity of Single Unit, GW)

Total
Capacity

(GW)

Maximum
Load
(GW)

System
Reserve
Rate (%)

Heating
Unit

Share (%)≥1 0.6–1 0.3–0.6 0.2–0.3 <0.2

Heilongjiang 0 21 37 19 23 20.4 11.9 17 64
Jilin 0 22 41 19 18 17.8 10.7 18 75
Liaoning 7 29 38 7 19 30.7 21.8 16 66
Inner Mongolia 0 40 36 10 14 72.6 27.5 24 43
Tianjin 15 16 48 9 12 12.8 11.2 22 70
Hebei 0 32 48 9 11 43.5 42.7 18.3 63
Shandong 6 16 30 3 45 87.5 27.5 21 51
Shanxi 0 35 40 10 15 59.4 29.7 20 47
Shaanxi 0 51 34 4 11 29.4 19 20 23
Gansu 0 20 63 5 12 19.3 16.3 26 50
Qinghai 0 21 39 8 32 3.2 10.9 23 0
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Table A2. Cont.

Province

Type of Capacity (%)
(Capacity of Single Unit, GW)

Total
Capacity

(GW)

Maximum
Load
(GW)

System
Reserve
Rate (%)

Heating
Unit

Share (%)≥1 0.6–1 0.3–0.6 0.2–0.3 <0.2

Ningxia 10 26 46 2 16 19.8 16.2 22 17
Xinjiang 5 13 45 5 32 42 30.3 27 24
Sichuan 0 41 29 5 25 16.2 34 16 0
Chongqing 15 27 37 0 21 14.1 10.8 23 13
Shanghai 18 24 42 0 16 22.6 18.8 19 19
Zhejiang 26 29 22 3 20 62.3 40.1 18 15
Fujian 7 49 33 0 11 28.9 32.1 19 24
Guangdong 19 30 29 4 18 73.2 93.5 19 34
Guangxi 13 35 22 4 26 16.5 14.1 21 0
Yunnan 0 43 39 3 15 14 33.4 15 0
Guizhou 0 50 34 2 14 26.8 21.9 20 0
Henan 10 41 29 6 14 62.1 47.2 18.5 27
Hubei 12 30 40 2 16 25.8 37.7 19.5 23
Jiangxi 6 56 24 4 10 17.9 15 18 0
Anhui 11 55 22 0 12 46.1 27.1 14 24
Hunan 0 51 30 2 17 21.9 31.8 23 7
Jiangsu 21 30 30 1 18 83.8 73.1 16 54
Hainan 0 0 60 0 40 4.6 3.6 30 0
Beijing 0 0 36 47 17 9.7 8.6 15 72

Source: China Electricity Council (CEC) [18,27–29].

Table A3. Investigation results of peak regulation depth of different coal−fired units typed by capacity.

Capacity of Unit /MW Minimum Technical Output/MW Peak Regulation Depth/%

1000 450 0−55
800 470 0−41.7
600 280 0−53.3
500 290 0−42
350 180 0−48
320 180 0−43.7
300 165 0−45

Source: State grid corporation of China.
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Abstract: The evaluation of vegetable production process efficiency is of great significance for energy
saving and waste reduction in production processes. However, few studies have considered the effect
of greenhouse vegetable production process efficiency on energy saving and waste reduction. In this
paper, data envelopment analysis (DEA) is used to analyze the production process efficiency and the
effective use of input elements of greenhouse vegetables at the provincial level in China. The results
reveal that many chemical fertilizers, farmyard manure, and pesticides in China are inefficient. On the
other hand, the pure technical efficiency of greenhouse tomatoes and cucumbers is low in most areas
of China. Meanwhile, the scale efficiency of greenhouse eggplants and greenhouse peppers is low
in most areas of China. In order to save energy and develop green sustainable agriculture, we
put forward some suggestions to improve the production efficiency of greenhouse vegetables in
different provinces.

Keywords: production process; efficiency evaluation; greenhouse vegetables; data envelopment
analysis; sustainability

1. Introduction

Green technology, as an emerging technology, is conducive to the transformation of the global
sustainable production system. The main potential benefits of green technologies are that they
can significantly reduce the cost of carbon dioxide emissions, reduce energy waste, and improve
environmental performance. Some researchers have paid attention to the energy saving and waste
reduction in production processes based on green technology [1,2]. However, few researchers
consider that adjusting input factors can save energy and reduce waste from the perspective of
green sustainability in vegetable production.

China is the largest vegetable producer and consumer in the world. The vegetable industry has
been rapidly developing since 1980. Vegetable production was 190 million tons in 1980. Then, the total
vegetable production was 798 million tons in 2016. Greenhouse agriculture can improve the level of
automatic control and management of greenhouses to give full play to the efficiency of greenhouse
agriculture [3,4]. Because of the advantages of greenhouse agriculture, vegetable greenhouses have
been rapidly developed since the reform and opening up of China.China is also a vast country with vast
territories and abundant resources. There are big gaps between different provinces in terms of resource
input and technology level of vegetable production in greenhouses. At present, the excessive input of
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fertilizer, pesticide, seed, and labor in greenhouse vegetable production has caused more and more
serious environmental pollution. Therefore, it is very important to estimate the input–output efficiency
of greenhouse vegetables and to put forward some suggestions for dealing with the problems.

A lot of attention has been paid to the measurement of agricultural production efficiency [5,6].
Liu et al. [7] investigated the degree of efficiency and efficiency change of prefecture-level cities in
north-east China from 2000 to 2012. Pang et al. [8] analyzed the agricultural eco-efficiency development
level and spatial pattern in China. Baráth et al. [9] investigated relative productivity levels and
examined productivity change for European agriculture between 2004 and 2013. Toma et al. [10]
examined the agricultural efficiency of EU countries, through a bootstrap-data envelopment analysis
approach. Raheli et al. [11] evaluated the sustainability and efficiency of tomato production and
investigated the determinants of inefficiency of tomato farming in the Marand region of an east
Azerbaijan province. Cardozo et al. [12] assessed the impacts of irrigation systems on sugarcane
production from the perspective of the efficient use of land and water. Moreover, some researchers
have focused on the efficiency of vegetable production [13,14]. These studies measured the agriculture
production efficiency in specific countries or regions and found directions to increase agricultural
yields. However, the sustainability of agriculture production is not well considered [15,16].

Recently, more and more researchers have taken the environment and energy into consideration.
Many data envelopment analysis (DEA)-based models are adopted to study the environmental
issues. These include directional distance function [17,18] , slacks-based model [19–21], DEA radial
measure [22,23], DEA non-radial measure [22,24,25], etc. Fei et al. [26] employed the meta-frontier
DEA method to measure agricultural energy efficiency in China’s agricultural sector, and then used
the Malmquist index approach to explore the energy productivity changes. Fei et al. [27] explored
the integrated efficiency of inputs-outputs and unified performance in energy consumption and CO2

emissions for the Chinese agricultural sector. Li et al. [28] calculated the relative efficiency and
energy-saving potential of 30 provinces in China from 1997 to 2014. Le et al. [29] estimated the
productivity change and environmental efficiency of agriculture in nine east Asian countries from
2002 to 2010. Wang et al. [30] adopted the stochastic frontiers analysis model to measure China’s
agricultural water use efficiency.

Through the analysis of the above literature, the following observations can be obtained. Firstly,
few studies focus on the efficiency of the regional level from the perspective of greenhouse vegetables.
Different from open-field agricultural production, the efficiency of greenhouse vegetable production
has a weaker impact on natural resources and external environment. Thus, specific inputs should be
considered for measuring the production efficiency of vegetable greenhouses. In this work, material
and service costs, working days, seed costs, fertilizer costs, farmyard manure costs, and pesticide costs
are used as the input indicators of efficiency evaluation.

In addition, few studies focus on the adverse effects of excessive fertilizers and pesticides in
the environment of greenhouse vegetables. The development of greenhouse vegetables is beneficial
to increase the income level of farmers. Although greenhouse vegetables can provide sustainable
seasonal supply, excessive consumption of fertilizers and pesticides will lead to soil damage and the
waste of resources in the production process of greenhouse vegetables. Therefore, we use the DEA to
study the production efficiency of greenhouse vegetables from the perspective of the sustainability
of agriculture production. We also put forward some suggestions on reducing the production cost of
greenhouse vegetables and protecting the environment. This study is not only conducive to improving
the production of greenhouse vegetables, but also conducive to the development of sustainable
green agriculture.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the methodology of the work and
data processing. Empirical results and discussion are given in Section 3. The conclusions and policy
implication are summarized in Section 4.
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2. Methodology and Data Source

2.1. Production Function of Vegetable Industry

The vegetable production function refers to the relationship between the input and output of
vegetable production. Assuming that X1, X2, ..., Xn represent the input quantity of n production factors,
Y represents the maximum yield of the vegetable product which is produced by a given input quantity
under a given technical condition. f refers to the functional relationship between input and output,
and the production function is introduced as Equation (1):

Y = f (X1, X2, ..., Xn). (1)

In the input–output efficiency analysis of vegetable industry, according to the characteristics
of vegetable industry production, land (S), capital (K), and labor (L) are three main factors of the
production. So the production function of the vegetable industry can be written as Equation (2).
The characteristics of the production function are conciseness, operability, and wide application.
This model is suitable for vegetable industry. It uses the Cobb–Douglas production function and adds
one factor of land (S) production.

Y = AKαLβSγ (2)

Assuming that technical conditions remain unchanged, three input indices of land (S), capital (K),
and labor (L) are determined. In the Equation (2), land (S) represents the area of vegetables, capital (K)
represents the material production factors of input for vegetable production, labor (L) represents the
number of working days of vegetable production, and Y represents the output of the main product
of vegetable.

2.2. Data Envelopment Analysis Model

This paper mainly uses DEA to study the efficiency of decision-making units (DMUs). DEA is
based on the concept of relative efficiency [31]. According to multiple input and multiple output
indices, the relative effectiveness of the same unit is evaluated by linear programming [32]. At present,
DEA is widely used in production efficiency evaluation [33–35]. The most well-known DEA models
are the CCR model [36] and BCC model [37]. The CCR model is adopted when the yield of scale of
production is unchanged. In the case of variable return on scale of production, the BCC model is
adopted. The difference between the CCR model and BCC model is whether the return on production
scale changes or not. On the other hand, when the DMUs do not run on the optimal scale, the operation
results of the CCR model may be affected by scale efficiency. In order to eliminate the impact of scale
efficiency on measurement results, the BCC model is selected in this paper.

According to different perspectives of the input–output researches, DEA model can be divided
into the input orientated DEA model and output orientated DEA model [38]. Among them, the input
orientated DEA model defines the production frontier in which input decreases proportionally under
the condition of constant output, while the output orientated DEA model defines the production
frontier in which output increases proportionally under the condition of constant input. Since farmers
usually make the decision of maximizing output under a given input rather than the decision of
minimizing input under a given output, the input orientated DEA model is adopted in this paper.
Suppose there are n DMUs, there are m inputs and s outputs in each DMU, and each DMU is
represented by a DMUj . The input and output variables are expressed by Xj, Yj respectively.

Xj = (x1j, x2j, ..., xmj)
T , xij > 0 (i = 1, 2, ..., m; j = 1, 2, ..., n) (3)

Yj = (y1j, y2j, ..., ysj)
T , xrj > 0 (r = 1, 2, ..., s; j = 1, 2, ..., n) (4)
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The specific model is described as follows:

minθ = VD, (5)

s.t.
n

∑
j=1

λjXj + s− = θX0, (6)

n

∑
j=1

λjYj − s+ = θY0, (7)

n

∑
j=1

λj = 1, (8)

s− ≥ 0, s+ ≥ 0, λj ≥ 0 (j = 1, 2, ..., n). (9)

Objective (5) denotes the relative efficiency of DMU, where θ denotes the relative effective value of
DMU, and VD is a constant term. Constraint (6) is an adjustment constraint for input variables, where
s− denotes the slack variable of inputs, λj denotes the variable coefficient, and X0 denotes the constant
term. Constraint (7) is an adjustment constraint for output variables, where s+ denotes the slack
variable of outputs, λj denotes the variable coefficient, and Y0 denotes the constant term. Constraint (8)
guarantees the sum of constraints on the coefficients of variables to be 1, where λj denotes the variable
coefficient. Constraint (9) is a constraint on the range of values of s−, s+ and λj.

There are three conditions in Objective (5) to Constraint (9):

(1) If θ = 1 and s− �= 0, or if θ = 1 and s+ �= 0, then decision unit j is weak DEA efficient.
(2) If θ = 1, s− = 0, and s+ = 0, then decision unit j is DEA efficient.
(3) If θ < 1, then decision unit j is inefficient.

In the BCC model, the efficiency analysis results can be divided into three parts: overall technical
efficiency (OTE), pure technical efficiency (PTE), and scale efficiency (SE). OTE represents the overall
level of efficiency of decision-making units. PTE represents that the efficiency brought about by the
management and technical level of decision-making units. SE represents the efficiency value of the
existing scale of production relative to the optimal scale of production without considering the level of
technology and management. The relationship among the three efficiency values can be expressed as
Equation (10):

OTE = PTE × SE. (10)

In the BCC model, the scale reward value of decision-making unit is equal to the sum of all λ

which is corresponding to the given decision-making unit. The formula for calculating the return on
scale of decision making units is as Equation (11):

k = ∑ λ/θ. (11)

In this equation, k reflects that the decision-making unit is in the stage of scale reward. λ denotes
the weight of DMU, and the θ denotes the relative effective value of DMU. When k = 1, the scale
reward of the decision-making unit is constant, and the production scale of the decision-making unit is
optimal. When k < 1, it implies that the scale reward of the decision-making unit is increasing, and
the decision-making unit can get more output by properly increasing the input on the basis of the
existing input. When k > 1, it implies that the size of the decision-making unit is diminishing, and
the return of the increasing input on the existing basis is less. According to the results of BCC model
analysis, we can also calculate the optimum degree of various kinds of output and the saving ratio of
various input factors. In other words, we can get the rate of insufficient output and the rate of input
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redundancy. The formula for calculating the rate of underproduction and input redundancy is shown
in Equation (12):

η0 = minX0/X0. (12)

In this equation, the η0 denotes the relative effective of the input, the minX0 represents the
minimum amount of input that guarantees at least the output of the unit being evaluated, and X0 is
the original input.

2.3. Data Source and DEA Model for Efficiency Evaluation of Greenhouse Vegetables

The source of the input–output data comes from the National Collection of Agricultural Products
Cost–Benefit Data, which is collected by the Price Department of the National Development and
Reform Commission. The National Collection of Agricultural Products Cost–Benefit Data 2017 contains
data on production cost and income of major agricultural products. This study mainly refers to the
corresponding statistical indicators in the National Collection of Agricultural Product Cost–Benefit
Data. In selecting data indicators, according to vegetable production function, we consider the
scientificity, accuracy, and validity of vegetable production input–output data. The data of vegetable
industry in the main vegetable growing provinces of China in 2016 is selected. There are 21 provinces
planting greenhouse tomatoes, 21 provinces planting greenhouse cucumbers, 10 provinces planting
greenhouse eggplants, and 11 provinces planting greenhouse peppers in China. Y indicates the output
of greenhouse vegetables. Capital (K) is expressed in terms of material and service cost, seed cost,
fertilizer cost, farmyard manure cost, and pesticide cost which are required by greenhouse vegetables.
Labor (L) is expressed as the number of working days of greenhouse vegetables. Land (S) indicates
the acreage of greenhouse vegetables. The specific value is derived from the National Collection of
Agricultural Product Cost and Benefit Data (2017). The classification and description of variables are
as follows in Table 1.

Table 1. Classification and description of variables.

Variable
Classification

Variable
Names

Definitions Units

Output OVMP Output value of main product Kilogram

Inputs

MSC Material and service cost Yuan
SC Seed cost Yuan
FC Fertilizer cost Yuan

FMC Farmyard manure cost Yuan
PC Pesticide cost Yuan
WD Working days Day

S Acreage of greenhouse vegetables m2

Constraint variable

OV Original value of an output or input variable Kilogram or yuan
or day

RM Radial adjustment of an input variable Kilogram or yuan
or day

SM Slack movement of an input variable Kilogram or yuan
or day

PV Target value of an output or input variable Kilogram or yuan
or day

According to the production theory and basic DEA model, we developed a DEA model to evaluate
the production efficiency of greenhouse vegetables. The specific model is described as follows:

minθ = VD, (13)
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s.t. ∑n
j=1 λj(MSC + SC + FC + FMC + PC + WD) + s− = θ(MSC0 + SC0 + FC0 + FMC0 + PC0 + WD0), (14)

n

∑
j=1

λjOVMP − s+ = θOVMP0, (15)

n

∑
j=1

λj = 1, (16)

s− = |OVX − PVX |, (17)

s+ = |OVY − PVY|, (18)

λj ≥ 0 (j = 1, 2, ..., n). (19)

In Constraint (14), MSC0, SC0, FC0, FMC0, PC0, and WD0 represent the original values of MSC,
SC, FC, FMC, PC, and WD, respectively. In Constraint (15), OVMP0 represents the original value of
OVMP. OVX represents the original value of the input variable, and PVX represents the target value of
the input variable in Constraint (17). OVY represents the original value of the output variable, and
PVY represents the target value of the output variable in Constraint (18). According to the data in
the National Collection of Agricultural Products Cost–Benefit Data, the statistical data are the output,
capital input, and labor input of greenhouse vegetables per 667 m2. In other words, the input of land
is equivalent to a fixed value, so the land area is neglected in Constraint (14). According to the above
equations, the efficiency evaluation results can be obtained by using DEAP2. 1 software.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Comparative Analysis of Vegetable Efficiency in Greenhouses

Based on DEA model under BCC assumption, the production efficiency of greenhouse vegetables
is calculated. The results of the DEA model represent the relative efficiency, and the results will change
with different number of variables. In order to study the input–output efficiency of greenhouse
vegetable planting provinces in China, four greenhouse vegetables were selected: greenhouse
tomatoes, greenhouse cucumbers, greenhouse eggplants, and greenhouse peppers. According to the
input–output data, DEAP2. 1 software was run to analyze the overall technical efficiency, pure technical
efficiency, and scale efficiency of the four greenhouse vegetables. The relative production efficiency of
greenhouse vegetables in each province can be judged by these efficiency values. Taking the production
efficiency of greenhouse tomatoes as an example, the DEA model under BCC assumption was adopted.
The results are shown in Figure 1 and Table 2. OTE represents the overall technical efficiency, PTE
represents the pure technical efficiency, and SE represents the scale efficiency.
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Table 2. The overall technical efficiency (OTE), pure technical efficiency (PTE), and scale efficiency (SE)
of greenhouse tomatoes.

Province OTE PTE SE SR

Beijing 0.959 1.000 0.959 drs
Tianjin 1.000 1.000 1.000 −
Hebei 0.720 0.745 0.967 irs
Shanxi 0.728 0.729 0.998 drs

Inner M 0.628 0.651 0.964 irs
Liaoning 0.603 0.608 0.992 irs

Jilin 0.725 0.782 0.927 irs
Heilongjiang 1.000 1.000 1.000 −

Shanghai 0.891 0.975 0.914 irs
Jiangsu 0.788 0.812 0.970 irs

Zhejiang 0.920 1.000 0.920 irs
Anhui 0.929 0.984 0.944 irs

Shandong 0.488 0.618 0.789 irs
Henan 0.779 0.823 0.946 drs
Hubei 1.000 1.000 1.000 −

Sichuan 0.906 1.000 0.906 drs
Shaanxi 0.756 0.848 0.890 irs
Gansu 0.705 0.781 0.903 drs

Qinghai 0.949 0.958 0.990 irs
Ningxia 0.980 1.000 0.980 irs
Xinjiang 1.000 1.000 1.000 −

Note: SR means returns to scale, irs means increasing returns to scale, drs means decreasing returns to scale, and −
means no change in return on scale.

For greenhouse tomato cultivation in vegetable industry, the results are shown in Table 2 and
Figure 1a. The average OTE, PTE, and SE of 21 provinces are 0.831, 0.872, and 0.950, respectively.
Through the decomposition and comparison of efficiency, we can find that four provinces are effective,
which are Tianjin, Heilongjiang, Hubei, and Xinjiang, respectively. However, Shandong Province has
the lowest efficiency, which is only 0.488, followed by Inner Mongolia and Liaoning, with 0.603 and
0.628, respectively.

For the greenhouse cucumber cultivation in the vegetable industry, the results are shown in
Figure 1b. The average OTE, PTE, and SE of 21 provinces are 0.821, 0.875, and 0.942, respectively.
Through the decomposition and comparison of efficiency, we can find that seven provinces are effective,
which are Beijing, Tianjin, Heilongjiang, Zhejiang, Hubei, Sichuan, and Xinjiang. However, Shanxi
Province has the lowest efficiency, which is only 0.546, followed by Qinghai and Inner Mongolia, with
0.557 and 0.564, respectively. The difference between the maximum value and the minimum value
is 0.454.

For greenhouse eggplant cultivation in vegetable industry, the results are shown in Figure 1c.
The average OTE, PTE, and SE of 10 provinces are 0.837, 0.963, and 0.866, respectively. Through
the decomposition and comparison of efficiency, we can find that four provinces are effective,
which are Beijing, Tianjin, Liaoning, and Sichuan, respectively. However, Zhejiang Province has
the lowest efficiency, which is only 0.458, followed by Shanxi Province and Shanghai, with 0.615 and
0.666, respectively.

For greenhouse pepper cultivation, the results are shown in Figure 1d. The average OTE, PTE,
and SE of 11 provinces are 0.828, 0.928, and 0.888, respectively. Through the decomposition and
comparison of efficiency, we can find that three provinces are effective, which are Beijing, Tianjin, and
Sichuan. However, Gansu Province has the lowest efficiency, which is only 0.528, followed by Zhejiang
Province with 0.634. The PTE is 0.645, and the SE is 0.786 in Gansu Province. The PTE is 0.807, and the
SE is 0.786 in Zhejiang Province.
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Figure 1. Boxplot of OTE, PTE, and SE of greenhouse tomatoes (a), greenhouse cucumbers (b),
greenhouse eggplants (c) and greenhouse peppers (d).

From the empirical results above, we can see that the OTE of greenhouse vegetables in different
provinces is quite different. Only a few provinces are effective, most of them are in the state of increasing
returns to scale or decreasing returns to scale. From the perspective of the PTE, vegetable greenhouses
failed to make use of current technologies to maximize output under fixed input conditions in
most provinces.

3.2. Comparison and Analysis of the Efficiency of Greenhouse Vegetables at Provincial Level

Based on the overall analysis of the efficiency of the four greenhouse vegetables, we can find that
greenhouse vegetable efficiencies in many provinces of China are low. In Figure 2, we analyze the PTE
and the SE of the four greenhouse vegetables. Based on the analysis of the PTE and the SE, this paper
explores whether the PTE or the SE leads to the inefficiency of greenhouse vegetables.

By breaking down and comparing the efficiency of greenhouse tomatoes as shown in Figure 2a,
we can find that four provinces are effective, which are Tianjin, Heilongjiang, Hubei, and Xinjiang,
respectively. Among the other 17 provinces without DEA efficiency, the PTE of 11 provinces is lower
than the SE. In other words, the loss of PTE may lead to inefficiency in most provinces. This indicates
that the main obstacle to improving the efficiency of greenhouse tomato production in most parts of
China is the difficulty in improving the PTE of greenhouse tomatoes.
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Figure 2. Efficiency distribution map of greenhouse tomatoes (a), greenhouse cucumbers (b),
greenhouse eggplants (c) and greenhouse peppers (d).

By decomposing and comparing the efficiency of greenhouse cucumbers as shown in Figure 2b,
it can be found that seven provinces are effective, namely Beijing, Tianjin, Heilongjiang, Zhejiang,
Hubei, Sichuan, and Xinjiang, respectively. The difference between the maximum and minimum values
is 0.454. Among the other 14 provinces without DEA efficiency, the PTE of nine provinces is lower
than the SE. In other words, the loss of PTE may lead to inefficiency in most provinces. This shows
that the difficulty of improving the PTE is the main obstacle to improve the efficiency of greenhouse
cucumber production in most parts of China.

By breaking down and comparing the efficiency of greenhouse eggplants as shown in Figure 2c, we
can find that four provinces are effective, namely Beijing, Tianjin, Liaoning, and Sichuan, respectively.
Among the other six provinces without DEA efficiency, the SE of five provinces is lower than the
PTE. In other words, the loss of SE may lead to inefficiency in most provinces. This indicates that the
difficulty of increasing the SE is a major obstacle to improving the efficiency of greenhouse eggplant
production in China.

By breaking down and comparing the efficiency of greenhouse peppers as shown in Figure 2d,
we can find that three provinces are effective, namely Beijing, Tianjin, and Sichuan, respectively.
Among the other eight provinces without DEA efficiency, the SE of six provinces is lower than the PTE.
In other words, the loss of SE may lead to inefficiency in most provinces. This shows that the difficulty
of improving the SE is the main obstacle to improve the production efficiency of greenhouse peppers
in China.
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3.3. Spatial Distribution Analysis of Efficiency

In order to examine the spatial distribution of vegetable production efficiency in greenhouse,
we use GIS 10.6 software to analyze the spatial distribution of vegetable production efficiency in
greenhouse. In Figure 3, the distribution of greenhouse vegetable efficiency in different provinces is
studied by taking greenhouse tomatoes as an example. We divide the comprehensive technical
efficiency, the fertilizer efficiency, the farm fertilizer efficiency, and the pesticide efficiency into
four categories. We use different colors to represent different levels. An efficiency value of 100%
is classified as DEA efficiency. An efficiency value between 80% and 100% is classified as high level.
An efficiency value between 60% and 80% is classified as medium level. An efficiency value between
0% and 60% is classified as low level. The gray areas in Figure 3 are with no data, most of which are
located in the south of the Yangtze river. This is because there is plenty of sunshine and rain in the
south of the Yangtze River. Most regions and provinces are mainly traditional uncovered farmland,
with less vegetables planted in greenhouses.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Spatial distribution map of OTE (a), fertilizer efficiency (b), farm manure efficiency,
(c) and pesticide efficiency (d) of greenhouse tomato.

Figure 3a shows the distribution of the comprehensive efficiency of greenhouse tomatoes in
various provinces of China. On the whole, the OTE in most areas of China is not high. Tianjin,
Heilongjiang, Xinjiang, and Hubei are in DEA efficient. Beijing, Shanghai, Zhejiang, Anhui, Sichuan,
Qinghai, and Ningxia are high level of efficiency. Hebei, Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Liaoning, Jilin,
Jiangsu, Henan, Shaanxi, and Gansu are medium-level efficiency. Shandong Province has the lowest
comprehensive efficiency, which is low-level efficiency.
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Figure 3b shows the distribution of the efficiency of fertilizer in various provinces of China. It can
be seen that most areas are in the medium level of fertilizer use efficiency, which can be improved a
lot. Beijing, Tianjin, Heilongjiang, Zhejiang, Hubei, Sichuan, Ningxia, and Xinjiang are DEA efficient.
Shanghai, Shaanxi, and Qinghai are of a high level of efficiency. Hebei, Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Jilin,
Jiangsu, Anhui, Shandong, and Gansu are medium-level efficiency. Liaoning and Henan are low-level
efficiency. The utilization efficiency of chemical fertilizer in Henan and Liaoning provinces is less than
60%. In Henan Province, the use efficiency of fertilizer is low mainly because of the excessive use and
intensity of fertilizer and the lack of use of farmyard manure [39]. In order to pursue a high yield, most
provinces may use large amounts of elemental fertilizers excessively and frequently, resulting in low
fertilizer use efficiency. If farmers use chemical fertilizer unreasonably, it will not only waste resources,
but also cause environmental pollution [40].

Figure 3c shows the distribution of the use efficiency of farmyard manure in various provinces of
China. Beijing, Tianjin, Heilongjiang, Zhejiang, Hubei, Sichuan, Ningxia, and Xinjiang are DEA efficient.
Liaoning, Jilin, Shanghai, Henan, Shaanxi, and Gansu are medium-level efficiency. Hebei, Shanxi,
Inner Mongolia, Jiangsu, Anhui, Shandong, and Qinghai are low-level efficiency. The efficiency of
farm manure use in 13 provinces of China is less than 80%. This shows that the efficiency of farm
manure use is low in most provinces of China, and there are big problems in the use of farm manure.
The effective use of farmyard manure is conducive to reducing environmental pollution and reducing
the damage of fertilizer to land [41]. Therefore, it is important to improve the utilization efficiency of
farmyard manure for the cultivation of greenhouse vegetables in China.

Figure 3d shows the distribution of pesticide use efficiency in various provinces of China.
Beijing, Tianjin, Heilongjiang, Zhejiang, Hubei, Sichuan, Ningxia, and Xinjiang are DEA efficient.
Anhui and Qinghai are a high level of efficiency. Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Shanghai, Shandong, Henan,
and Gansu are medium-level efficiency. Hebei, Liaoning, Jilin, Jiangsu, and Shaanxi are low-level
efficiency. As can be seen from the Figure 3d, the utilization efficiency of pesticides is less than 60% in
most areas mainly along the east coast of China, such as Liaoning, Hebei, and Jiangsu. Although these
areas are economically developed, the use of pesticides is not very efficient. Due to its proximity to
the ocean and their humid climate, it is easy to breed a large number of pests. Farmers often use a
lot of pesticides to control pests. This can easily lead to inefficient use of pesticides [42]. In addition,
the utilization efficiency of pesticide in greenhouse tomatoes in Shaanxi Province is not high. The main
reason for the low utilization rate of pesticide in Shaanxi Province may be the backward application
equipment [5].

3.4. Analysis and Adjustment of Inefficient Provinces

The DEA method can not only explore the reasons why the decision-making unit is ineffective, but
also give corresponding improvement methods. DEAP2.1 software is used to process the input–output
data of greenhouse vegetable planting in main provinces of China in 2016, and we find that there
is redundancy in greenhouse vegetable planting. This study mainly lists four kinds of greenhouse
vegetables with redundancy in inputs. Table 3 shows the adjustment of greenhouse tomato planting
provinces with redundancy.

According to the new situation of accelerated economic and social development in China,
the whole country is divided into four major economic regions: the eastern region, the northeast
region, the central region, and the western region. Similarly, according to the geographical location of
greenhouse vegetable growing provinces, we divide the efficiency adjustment analysis of greenhouse
vegetables into four regions: the eastern region, the northeast region, the central region, and the
western region.
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Table 3. Input redundancy of greenhouse tomato planting per 667 m2 in China in 2016.

Provinces Item OVMP/kg MSC/Yuan WD/d SC/Yuan FC/Yuan FMC/Yuan PC/Yuan

Hebei

OV 5385.83 3199.96 61.4 399.1 476.45 425.39 258.27
RM 0 −816.13 −15.66 −101.788 −121.516 −108.493 −65.87
SM 0 0 0 −70.447 0 −96.231 −37.778
PV 5385.83 2383.83 45.74 226.865 354.934 220.666 154.621

Shanxi

OV 5494.79 3733.41 83.39 323.54 342.74 515.99 180.6
RM 0 −1012.13 −22.607 −87.712 −92.917 −139.885 −48.961
SM 0 −11.84 −11.385 −15.304 0 −78.974 0
PV 5494.79 2709.444 49.398 220.524 249.823 297.131 131.639

Inner M

OV 5384.68 3704.19 68.07 636.82 584.67 433.84 266.01
RM 0 −1292.45 −23.751 −222.197 −204.001 −151.374 −92.815
SM 0 0 0 −182.395 0 −72.588 −11.777
PV 5384.68 2411.736 44.319 232.227 380.669 209.878 161.418

Liaoning

OV 5148.08 5559.37 71.11 329.09 591.24 368.22 408.8
RM 0 −2181.35 −27.902 −29.126 −231.987 −144.48 −160.402
SM 0 −511.446 0 0 −44.596 0 −83.724
PV 5148.08 2866.577 43.208 199.964 314.657 223.74 164.674

Jilin

OV 4484.96 2438.44 68.55 165.52 333.46 191.17 255.3
RM 0 −530.439 −14.912 −36.006 −72.538 −41.586 −55.536
SM 355.543 −270.354 −1.93 0 −10.141 0 −69.356
PV 4840.503 1637.647 51.708 129.514 250.78 149.584 130.408

Shanghai

OV 4651.63 2132.19 48.79 193.17 298.41 210.83 206.49
RM 0 −53.546 −1.225 −4.851 −7.494 −5.295 −5.186
SM 283.252 0 0 −36.119 0 −43.15 −56.025
PV 4934.882 2078.644 47.565 152.2 290.916 162.385 145.279

Jiangsu

OV 4715.23 2752.13 66.11 152.82 347.68 344.18 221.79
RM 0 −516.325 −12.403 −28.67 −65.228 −64.571 −41.61
SM 146.542 −595.327 0 0 −70.721 −108.826 −59.818
PV 4861.772 1640.477 53.707 124.15 211.731 170.783 120.362

Anhui

OV 4538.3 2412.29 49.23 140.46 457.91 369.43 176.76
RM 0 −38.023 −0.776 −2.214 −7.218 −5.823 −2.786
SM 267.584 −741.226 0 0 −136.351 −248.527 −27.214
PV 4805.884 1633.041 48.454 138.246 314.341 115.08 146.76

Shandong

OV 4404.7 4148.17 68.61 769.7 589.55 492.77 290.14
RM 0 −1584.34 −26.205 −293.978 −225.172 −188.208 −110.816
SM 520.407 −131.078 0 −288.368 0 −148.647 0
PV 4925.107 2432.748 42.405 187.354 364.378 155.915 179.324

Henan

OV 5105.42 2664.3 65.01 193.99 406.89 286.88 204.75
RM 0 −470.577 −11.482 −34.263 −71.866 −50.67 −36.164
SM 0 0 −1.946 0 −118.426 −7.683 −43.883
PV 5105.42 2193.723 51.582 159.727 216.598 228.528 124.704

Shaanxi

OV 4512.17 2244.62 60.49 314.83 275.67 293.67 220.67
RM 0 −340.163 −9.167 −47.711 −41.777 −44.504 −33.442
SM 407.076 0 0 −129.651 0 −69.72 −58.445
PV 4919.246 1904.457 51.323 137.468 233.893 179.446 128.783

Gansu

OV 5473.01 3259.06 73.93 295.34 451.16 278.32 232.8
RM 0 −713.899 −16.194 −64.694 −98.827 −60.966 −50.995
SM 0 −288.45 −5.592 −1.158 0 0 0
PV 5473.01 2256.71 52.143 229.487 352.333 217.354 181.805

Qinghai

OV 5781.85 3955.8 70.16 302.58 344.48 1092.73 138.07
RM 0 −164.427 −2.916 −12.577 −14.319 −45.42 −5.739
SM 0 −1336.75 −16.504 −21.657 −30.038 −732.328 0
PV 5781.85 2454.629 50.74 268.346 300.124 314.982 132.331

3.4.1. Analysis on the Adjustment of Efficiency Input in Eastern China

In Table 3, the production efficiency of greenhouse tomatoes in Hebei, Shanghai, Jiangsu, and
Shandong is not effective in eastern China. The adjustment range is shown in Figure 4a. In Hebei
Province, the adjustment ranges of six input factors of greenhouse tomatoes are 74.50%, 74.50%, 56.84%,
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74.50%, 51.87%, and 59.87%, respectively, including material and service cost, number of working
days, seed cost, fertilizer cost, farmyard manure cost, and pesticide cost. The adjustment ranges of six
input factors of greenhouse tomatoes in Shanghai are 97.49%, 97.49%, 78.79%, 97.49%, 77.02%, and
70.36%, respectively. The adjustment ranges of six input factors of greenhouse tomatoes in Jiangsu
Province are 59.61%, 81.24%, 81.24%, 60.90%, 49.62%, and 54.27%, respectively. The adjustment ranges
of six input factors of greenhouse tomatoes in Shandong Province are 58.65%, 61.81%, 24.34%, 61.81%,
31.64%, and 61.81%, respectively.
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Figure 4. Analysis results: (a) the proportion of efficiency input adjustment in eastern China;
(b) the proportion of efficiency input adjustment in north-east China.

In summary, there exist some problems of excessive investment in Hebei, Shanghai, and Shandong,
resulting in a waste of energy and environmental pollution. In the eastern region, the excessive input of
fertilizers in Jiangsu Province is 39.1%, while the excessive input of pesticides is 45.73%. The excessive
input of pesticides in Hebei Province is 40.13%. The excessive input of fertilizers in Shandong Province
is 38.19%, while the excessive input of pesticides is 38.19%.

3.4.2. Analysis on the Adjustment of Efficiency Input in Northeast China

In Table 3, the production efficiency of greenhouse tomatoes in Liaoning Province and Jilin
Province is not effective in northeast China. The adjustment range is shown in Figure 4b.
The adjustment ranges of six input factors of greenhouse tomatoes in Liaoning Province are 51.56%,
60.76%, 60.76%, 53.22%, 60.76%, and 40.28%, respectively, including material and service cost, number
of working days, seed cost, fertilizer cost, farmyard manure cost, and pesticide cost. The adjustment
ranges of six input factors of greenhouse tomatoes in Jilin Province are 67.16%, 75.43%, 78.25%, 75.21%,
78.25%, and 51.08%, respectively.

In short, there exist some problems of excessive investment in Liaoning and Jilin, resulting in the
waste of resources and environmental pollution. The excessive input of fertilizers in Liaoning Province
is 46.78%, while the excessive input of pesticides is 59.72%. The excessive input of pesticides in Jilin
Province is 48.92%, while the excessive input of fertilizers is 24.79%.

3.4.3. Analysis on the Adjustment of Efficiency Input in Central China

In Table 3, the production efficiency of greenhouse tomatoes in Shanxi, Anhui and Henan is
not effective in central China. The adjustment range is shown in Figure 5a. The adjustment ranges
of six input factors of greenhouse tomatoes in Shanxi Province are 72.57%, 59.24%, 68.16%, 72.89%,
57.58%, and 72.89%, respectively, including material and service cost, number of working days, seed
cost, fertilizer cost, farmyard manure cost, and pesticide cost. The adjustment ranges of six input
factors of greenhouse tomatoes in Anhui Province are 67.70%, 98.42%, 98.42%, 68.65%, 31.15%, and
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83.03%, respectively. In Henan Province, the adjustment ranges of six input factors of greenhouse
tomatoes are 82.34%, 79.34%, 82.34%, 53.23%, 79.66%, and 60.91%, respectively.
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Figure 5. Analysis results: (a) the proportion of efficiency input adjustment in central China; (b) the
proportion of efficiency input adjustment in western China.

To sum up, there exist some problems of excessive investment in Henan Province, Anhui Province,
and Shanxi Province, resulting in the waste of resources and energy and environmental pollution. In the
central region, the excessive input of fertilizers in Henan Province is 46.77%, and the excessive input of
pesticides is 39.09%. The excessive input of fertilizers in Anhui Province is 31.35%. The excessive input
of fertilizers in Shanxi Province is 27.11%, while the excessive input of pesticides is 27.11%.

3.4.4. Analysis on the Adjustment of Efficiency Input in Western China

In Table 3, the production efficiency of greenhouse tomatoes in Inner Mongolia, Shaanxi,
Gansu and Qinghai is not effective in western China. The adjustment range is shown in Figure 5b.
The adjustment ranges of six input factors of greenhouse tomatoes in Inner Mongolia are 65.11%,
65.11%, 36.47%, 65.11%, 48.38%, and 60.68%, respectively, including material and service cost, number
of working days, seed cost, fertilizer cost, farmyard manure cost, and pesticide cost. The adjustment
ranges of six input factors of greenhouse tomatoes in Shaanxi Province are 84.85%, 84.85%, 43.66%,
84.85%, 61.10%, and 58.36%, respectively. The adjustment ranges of six input factors of greenhouse
tomatoes in Gansu Province are 69.24%, 70.53%, 77.70%, 78.09%, 78.09%, and 78.09%, respectively.
The adjustment ranges of six input factors of greenhouse tomatoes in Qinghai Province are 62.05%,
72.32%, 88.69%, 87.12%, 28.83%, and 95.84%, respectively.

In general, there exist some problems of excessive investment in Inner Mongolia, Shaanxi, Qinghai,
and Gansu, resulting in waste of energy and environmental pollution. In the western region, the
excessive input of pesticides in Shaanxi Province is 41.64%. The excessive input of fertilizers in Inner
Mongolia is 39.32%, while the excessive input of pesticides is 34.89%.

4. Conclusions and Policy Implication

This paper uses a DEA model to analyze the overall technical efficiency (OTE), pure technical
efficiency (PTE), and scale efficiency (SE) of greenhouse tomatoes, greenhouse cucumbers, greenhouse
eggplants, and greenhouse peppers from the perspective of greenhouse vegetable production efficiency.
According to different efficiency values of greenhouse vegetables, we put forward some suggestions to
adjust the different production efficiency. The main conclusions are as follows:

• In the production of greenhouse tomatoes and cucumbers in China, the loss of PTE may lead to
inefficiency in most provinces. For greenhouse tomatoes, among the 17 inefficient provinces, the
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PTE of 11 provinces is lower than the SE. For greenhouse cucumbers, among the 14 inefficient
provinces, the PTE of 9 provinces is lower than the SE. The results show that the government
should pay more attention to the improvement of the PTE of greenhouse tomatoes and cucumbers.

• In the production of greenhouse eggplants and peppers in China, the loss of SE may lead to
inefficiency in most provinces. For greenhouse eggplants, among the six inefficient provinces, the
SE of five provinces is lower than the PTE. For greenhouse peppers, among the eight inefficient
provinces, the SE of six provinces is lower than the PTE. The results show that the government
should pay more attention to improving the SE of greenhouse eggplants and peppers.

• From the perspective of input factors, fertilizers, farm manure and pesticides are inefficient in most
parts of China. In particular, the overall use efficiency of farmyard manure is low, and chemical
fertilizers and pesticides are seriously wasted. These results indicate that the government should
pay more attention to the use of chemical fertilizers, farm manure, and pesticides to improve the
use efficiency in the future. On the one hand, it helps to reduce the waste of resource. On the
other hand, it is conducive to the development of green and sustainable agriculture.

Based on the above analysis, we put forward some suggestions for the different characteristics of
the efficiency of greenhouse vegetables in different provinces. The suggestions are as follows:

• For provinces with DEA efficiency, such as Tianjin, Heilongjiang, and Hubei, on the basis of
maintaining the existing production advantages, the supply and demand of greenhouse vegetable
production should be balanced. For the provinces with high level of efficiency, such as Beijing,
Sichuan, Shanghai, and Ningxia, the government should maintain the existing scale advantage in
promoting vegetable production development at first. Thus, the government should focus on the
introduction and application of advanced field technology and management mode to achieve
higher utilization rate of input factors in greenhouse vegetable production.

• For the provinces with low level of efficiency, such as Shandong, Inner Mongolia, Shanxi, and
Hebei, it is important to improve the PTE and find the appropriate scale suitable for the local.
First, the government should increase support to these provinces and guide farmers to use
chemical fertilizers and pesticides rationally. Second, the government should encourage and
support the use of farm manure to reduce the use of chemical fertilizers.

In the next study, we plan to study the change of greenhouse vegetable production efficiency from
the perspective of time series and space in China. It is planned to use the DEA model and Tobit model
to explore the influencing factors of greenhouse vegetable production efficiency, in order to make a
contribution to the development of green and sustainable agriculture.
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Abstract: This paper focuses on an optimal schedule for a micro energy grid considering the maximum
total carbon emission allowance (MTEA). Firstly, the paper builds an energy devices operation model
and demand response (DR) model. Secondly, to maximize the economical operation revenue, the
basic scheduling model for the micro energy grid is constructed. Thirdly, the conditional value at
risk method and robust stochastic theory are introduced to describe the uncertainty of wind power,
photovoltaic power, and load, and a risk aversion model is proposed. Finally, this paper selects
the Xinxiang active distribution network demonstration project in Jining, China as an example.
The results show that: (1) a micro energy grid can make the most use of the complementary characters
of different energy sources to meet different energy demands for electricity, heat, cold, and gas; (2) the
risk aversion scheduling model can represent the influence of uncertainty variables in objective
functions and constraints, and provide a basis for decision makers who have different attitudes; and
(3) DR can smooth the energy load curves. MTEA can enhance the competitiveness of the clean
energy market, thus promoting the grid-connected generation of clean energy. Therefore, the risk
aversion model can maximize the economic benefits and provide a basis for decision makers while
rationally controlling risks.

Keywords: micro energy grid; distributed energy; uncertainty; risk aversion; demand response

1. Introduction

In recent years, environmental pollution and the current depletion of fossil energy have become
more and more serious. The energy structure should be transformed and upgraded urgently. It is
the current trend of the energy field to pursue the efficient use, clean environmental protection, and
sustainable development of energy [1]. As a further extension of micro power grids, a micro energy grid
could realize the coordinated planning and unified scheduling of multiple energy sources (electricity,
heat, cold, and gas, etc.) through new energy technologies and internet technologies, which could
effectively improve energy efficiency while achieving local production and consumption of energy [2].
The China Development and Reform Commission also put forward the Guiding Opinions on the
Development of “Internet + Promoting” Intelligent Energy, pointing out that it is essential to strengthen
the construction of multi-energy synergistic integrated energy networks, and the coupling interactions
and comprehensive utilization of different energy types, such as electricity, gas, heating, and cooling [3].
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In recent years, micro energy grids have attracted widespread attention and practical development.
The smart polygeneration microgrid (SPM) project of the University of Genoa for the Savona campus
involves multiple electric, thermal, and combined heating and power generators [4]. Cassel University
integrated a wind turbine, PV, biogas power station and hydro power plant into a micro energy grid
(MEG) [5]. In 2014, the Xiaozhongdian wind-photovoltaic (PV)-hydro distributed demonstration project
of the China National Electric Power Group Corporation successfully connected to the grid in Yunnan
province [6]. The La Plata University in Finland is developing a 40 m diameter straight-leaf vertical
shaft wind turbine that drives an oil-fired heating system for greenhouse heating [7]. The pilot projects
of wind power heating in Linxi County and Zha’rutqi of the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region
have been operational for three years, and the annual consumption of wind power is approximately
149 million kW·h [8].

The operation mechanism and scheduling operation of micro energy grids have always been
hotspots for research, both at home and abroad. On the premise of meeting the security constraints,
the micro energy grid uses different objectives to rationally arrange the operation of energy equipment
within the micro energy grid. Zhang et al. [9] constructed a micro energy grid operation optimization
mode taking the minimum daily operating cost as the target. Du et al. [10] introduced modeling,
planning and optimization methods for a regional integrated energy system. Luo [11] established a
model for minimizing the sum of various costs and analyzed the integrated energy system with P2G.
The above reference considered the objectives and related constraints of the micro energy grid, but the
proposed models were used to analyze the uncertainty of the distributed energy. In fact, the uncertainty
will affect the coordinated supply of multi-energy loads, such as electricity, heating, cooling, and gas,
in the grid.

The uncertainty of distributed energy in a micro-energy network is mainly reflected in the volatility
of wind power plants (WPP) and PV output power. A key issue for MEG operation is how to use units,
storage devices, electric vehicles, and load, to balance random changes of wind and solar units, to
guarantee the steady output of the MEG. Peik-Herfeh et al. [12] used the two-point estimation theory
to take an estimate point on both sides of the forecast value to represent the unit output variability.
Yang et al. [13] gained distribution parameters based on the characteristic that the wind speed obeys a
Weibull distribution. Zamani et al. [14] used a stochastic program to handle electricity price uncertainty
and studied a virtual power plant bidding model considering the uncertainty. Tan et al. [15] constructed
an economical dispatching model considering the output power volatility of clean energy, based on a
chance-constrained program. The above related research mainly considered uncertain variables as
random variables and constructed stochastic dispatching optimization models by using stochastic
modeling methods, such as stochastic programming and robust optimization. The validity of the
method was verified by actual cases.

The above research shows that the existing research about micro energy grids focuses on system
modeling, optimal operation, and uncertainty analysis. However, in uncertainty analysis, a stochastic
program describes the uncertainty with stochastic variables. Based on the probability distribution
of stochastic variables, system constraints are described as opportunistic constraints [16]. However,
whether DERs with a small capacity and large quantity have statistical characters needs to be checked.
The accurate establishment of information collection and a probability distribution function is difficult.
The optimal solution sets of robust optimization have a certain degree of restraint on the effects.
Adjusting the size of a coefficient can determine the dispatching scheme, which can restrain the
influence of uncertainty to different degrees [17]. At the same time, the existing research results are
more focused on the processing of constraints with uncertain variables, lacking consideration of the
objective function processing method with uncertain variables. Conditional value at risk (CVaR) can
quantitatively represent the uncertainty risk of the objective function. By combining it with robust
stochastic optimization theory, a relatively complete risk decision model can be constructed. According
to the above analysis, an optimal dispatching model for a MEG is put forward. The main contributions
are as follows:
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• This paper designs a novel structure for a micro energy grid optimal operation containing
production devices, conversion devices, and storage devices, depending on the demand
response and carbon emissions. The effects of price-based demand response (PBDR) and
incentive-based demand response (IBDR) on different energy load curves are compared and
analyzed. The optimization effect of the maximum total emission allowance (MTEA) on the MEG
operation is also analyzed.

• This paper establishes a basic dispatching model for the micro energy grid considering different
constraints, selecting maximizing operating revenue as the objective function of the MEG operation
with the constraints of load power balance, equipment operation, DR operation, maximum carbon
emissions, and rotating standby.

• This paper puts forward a risk aversion model for the micro energy grid on the basis of the
CVaR method and robust stochastic optimization theory. The CVaR method mainly describes the
influence of uncertainty factors of the objective function, and robust stochastic optimization theory
converts constraints with uncertainty variables to provide an optimal basis for decision makers.

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 designs a core structure for the micro energy grid
and establishes an operation model of the equipment and DR operation model. Section 3 constructs
the basic scheduling model of the micro energy grid without considering uncertainty, which takes
maximizing the operational benefit as the optimization objective. Furthermore, a risk aversion model
of the micro energy grid is established on the basis of CVaR and robust stochastic optimization
theory in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 selects the China Jining Xinxiang Active Distribution Network
Demonstration Project as an example object to verify the effectiveness and applicability of the model.
Section 6 outlines the contributions and conclusions.

2. MEG Description and Output Model

This paper designs the basic structure of the micro energy grid and builds the energy devices
operation model and demand response (DR) model.

2.1. Structure Description

The micro energy grid includes energy production, conversion, storage equipment, and energy
consumers. Energy production equipment includes the wind power plant (WPP), photovoltaic
power generation (PV) and conventional gas turbine (CGT). Energy conversion equipment includes
power-to-gas (P2G), power to heating (P2H), heating to cooling (H2C), and power to cooling (P2C).
Energy storage equipment includes a gas storage tank (GS), power storage battery (PS), heat storage
tank (HS), and cold storage tank (CS). At the same time, in order to motivate users under a flexible
load to participate in the optimal operation of the MEG, the price-based demand response (PBDR)
and incentive-based demand response (IBDR) are implemented. The former is used to guide terminal
users to use electricity reasonably through the performance of a differentiated time-of-use price, while
the IBDR is mainly used to provide an emergency energy supply to the MEG. In the MEG, power
electronics converters are required for some voltage adaptations—for instance, the PV generation—and
the type of grid is AC. All the power from different devices must be converted into AC. Figure 1 shows
the structure of the micro energy grid.
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Figure 1. Structure of the micro energy grid.

According to Figure 1, MEGs are connected with an upper power grid, gas grid, heat grid and
cold grid. An MEG can interact with upper energy grids. When there is excess energy in MEGs, it can
be sold to upper energy grids to obtain economic benefits. Conversely, when the internal energy of an
MEG is insufficient, energy will be bought from superior energy grids. Because the real-time price
of different energy is different, the MEG will reasonably choose the energy sale or purchase scheme
according to the different prices of electricity, heating, cooling, and gas, so as to achieve the goal of
maximizing operating benefit. However, the output power of WPP and PV has strong uncertainty and
high environmental economics. Therefore, maintaining the balance of the operational benefit and risk
will be a key issue for formulating the optimal operation plan of the MEG.

2.2. Energy Devices Operation Model

The energy devices operation model includes the energy production (EP) operation model, energy
conversion (EC) operation model and energy storage (ES) operation model.

2.2.1. EP Operation Model

EP equipment contains WPP, PV, and CGT. WPP is decided by the wind speed and PV is decided
by the solar radiation, while CGT mainly produces heat vapor by consuming natural gas for the power
supply and heat supply. Generally speaking, CGT includes two types: following thermal load (FTL)
and following electric load (FET). This paper sets CGT to operate in FTL mode. The output models of
different devices are as follows:

(1) WPP operation model

Wind power generation is determined by the wind speed. The WPP generation output is calculated
according to the real-time wind speed and fan parameters:

g∗WPP,t =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, vt ≤ vin
v− vin

vR − vin
gR, vin ≤ vt ≤ vR

gR, vR ≤ vt ≤ vout

0, vt ≥ vout

(1)
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(2) PV output model

PV power generation is determined by the solar photovoltaic radiation. On the basis of
photoelectric conversion principles, PV output power is calculated as follows:

g∗PV,t = ηPV × SPV × θt (2)

(3) CGT output model

When natural gas enters the gas turbine combustion chamber, it generates hot steam to drive the
turbine to work by combustion, and the exhausted hot gas can provide heating energy to users through
a heat recovery device. As for the principle of the gas turbine, existing research is very mature [18].
This paper directly quotes power and heating supply models in reference [19]. The specific model is
as follows:

gCGT,t = VCGT,tHngηCGT,t (3)

QCGT,t = VCGT,t(1− ηCGT,t − ηloss)ηhr (4)

2.2.2. EC Operation Model

EC mainly includes power-to-gas (P2G), power-to-cooling (P2C), power-to-heat (P2H), and
heat-to-cooling (H2C) convertors. The operating power model of various types of EC equipment has
already been constructed in our previous works [19].

(1) P2G device

P2G can utilize the curtailment output of WPP and PV to convert CO2 into CH4, which realizes
the interconnection of the power grid and gas network. P2G is divided into two processes: electrolysis
and methanation. Electrolysis uses excess electricity to generate hydrogen by electrolyzing water and
injecting it into the natural gas pipeline or a storage device. On the basis of electrolysis, the methanation
process uses the hydrogen to react with carbon dioxide to form methane and water under the action of
a catalyst. Figure 2 shows the technical principles of P2G-GS operation.

 
Figure 2. Technical principles of P2G-GS operation.

The CH4 generated by P2G can be injected into a natural gas network, conventional gas turbines
(CGT), gas boilers (GB), and a gas storage tank (GST). The detailed operation model is as follows:

VP2G,t = gP2G,tηP2G/Hng (5)

Furthermore, the proportions of natural gas generated by P2G and injected into the CGT, GS and
natural gas network are ηCGT

P2G,t, η
GS
P2G,t, and ηNG

P2G,t.
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(2) Other devices

There is a certain efficiency in the conversion between different energies. Although the efficiency
is not constant, it usually does not change much when the equipment runs steadily. According to
reference [20], it can be regarded as constant. The mathematical model of the energy conversion unit is
expressed as: ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

VP2G,t
QP2C,t
QP2H,t

QH2C,t

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

gP2G,t 0 0 0
0 gP2C,t 0 0
0 0 gP2H,t 0
0 0 0 QH2C,t

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ηP2G
ηP2C
ηP2H

ηH2C

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (6)

2.2.3. ES Operation Model

ES mainly includes power storage (PS), heat storage (HS), cooling storage (CS), and gas storage
(GS). According to the relevance between the energy supply and energy demand, different types of
energy storage equipment can use their own energy storage facilities to store and release energy. The
specific operation model is as follows:

SES,t =
(
1− ηloss

ES,t

)
SES,t−1 +

[
ESinput

t η
input
ES − ESoutput

t /ηoutput
ES

]
(7)

2.3. DR Operation Model

The DR operation model mainly includes the price-based demand response (PBDR) operation
model and the incentive-based demand response (IBDR) operation model.

2.3.1. PBDR Operation Model

The PBDR guides the terminal users to use energy reasonably by implementing a peak-valley
time-of-use price, which can realize “peak-cutting and valley-filling”. According to microeconomic
principles, the PBDR can be calculated by the price elasticity of demand [10], as follows:

Est =
ΔLs/L0

s

ΔPt/P0
t

{
Est ≤ 0, s = t
Est ≥ 0, s � t

(8)

where when s = t, Ee,h,c
st is self-elasticity; when s � t, Ee,h,c

st is cross-elasticity. Correspondingly, the change
of energy demand load after PBDR is calculated as follows:

La f ter
t = Lbe f ore

t ×
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩Ett ×

[
Pa f ter

t − Pbe f ore
t

]
Pbe f ore

t

+
24∑
s=1
s�t

Est ×
[
Pa f ter

s − Pbe f ore
s

]
Pbe f ore

s

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ (9)

where ΔLa f ter
t indicates the amount of load change after PBDR.

2.3.2. IBDR Operation Model

The IBDR is signed by the MEG operator and terminal users in advance. When emergency energy
demand occurs, the operator can directly control the energy usage behavior of the terminal users and
give some financial compensation. According to reference [10], demand response providers (DRPs)
are involved in the demand response stage by stage, mainly on the basis of different energy prices.
Therefore, the operation of DRPs should meet the following principles:

Dk, j,min
i ≤ ΔLk, j

i,t ≤ Dk, j
i,t , j = 1 (10)

0 ≤ ΔLk, j
i,t ≤

(
Dk, j

i,t −Dk, j−1
i,t

)
, j = 2, 3, . . . , J (11)
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ΔLk,IB
t =

I∑
i=1

J∑
j=1

ΔLk, j
i,t (12)

3. Basic Dispatching Model of the Micro Energy Grid

The section covers the construction of the basic scheduling optimal model for the micro energy
grid, aimed at maximizing the economic revenue of operation considering the constraints of the energy
power balance, device operation, and system reserve balance.

3.1. Objective Functions

The micro energy grid is mainly supplied by WPP, PV and CGT. Through conversion and storage
equipment, it can meet electricity, heating, cooling and gas load demands together. WPP and PV have
the characteristics of a low marginal cost of power generation and zero emissions of pollution. This
paper chooses maximizing the operating revenue as the operational optimization goal of the MEG.
The specific objective function is as follows:

maxR =
24∑

t=1

{
REP,t + REC,t + RES,t + RDR,t + RCarbon,t

}
(13)

The remaining carbon emission rights can be traded externally when the carbon emissions of the
MEG are less than the maximum emission trade allowance (META). For EP, the operating revenue is
equal to the energy supply income minus the energy supply cost. The energy supply revenue is equal
to the product of the electricity quantity and its price. The marginal cost of WPP and PV is basically
close to zero. The energy supply cost of CGT includes the fuel consumption cost and start-stop cost,
which is calculated as follows:

CCGT,t = C f uel
CGT,t + Csd

CGT,t

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ a
(
gCGT,t + θ

e
hQCGT,t

)2
+

b
(
gCGT,t + θ

e
hQCGT,t

)
+ c

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭+

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
[
μu

CGT,t(1− μu
CGT,t−1)

]
Cu

CGT,t+[
μd

CGT,s(1− μd
CGT,s+1)

]
Cd

CGT,s+1

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (14)

For EC and ES, the operating revenue is equal to the energy output (energy release) income minus
the energy input (energy storage) cost. The calculation is as follows:

REC(S),t = Qoutput
EC(S),t

poutput
EC(S)

η
output
EC(S)

−Qinput
EC(S),t

pinput
EC(S)

/ηinput
EC(S)

(15)

For DR, operation revenue includes PBDR income and IBDR income. The former can increase the
energy supply, while the latter is mainly to reduce the penalty cost of a power shortage. The calculation
is as follows:

RDR,t = RPBDR,t + RIBDR,t =
24∑

t=1

[
pbe f ore

t Lbe f ore
t − pa f ter

t La f ter
t

]
+

∑
k∈
{power,heating,

cooling,gas
}
{
ΔLk,IB

t pk,IB
t − ΔLk,shortage

t pk
t

}
(16)

RCarbon,t =
{[

aCGT + bCGT
(
gCGT,t + θ

e
hQCGT,t

)
+ cCGT

(
gCGT,t + θ

e
hQCGT,t

)2
]
−QMTEA,t

}
pCarbon,t (17)

3.2. Condition Constraints

To achieve an optimal supply of electricity, heating and cooling, it is necessary to comprehensively
consider the energy supply and demand balance constraint, EP, EC, ES operation constraint, and
system rotation reserve constraint of MEGs. The specific constraints are as follows:

(1) Energy supply and demand balance constraint
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gCGT,t + gWPP,t + gPV,t + goutput
PS,t + goutput

P2G,t + gUPG,t = Le
t + ginput

ES,t + ginput
P2G,t + ginput

P2H,t + gc,input
P2C,t + ΔLp,PB

t + ΔLp,IB
t (18)

QCGT,t + Qoutput
P2H,t + Qoutput

HS,t + QUHG,t = Lh
t + Qinput

HS,t + Qinput
H2C,t + ΔLh,PB

t + ΔLh,IB
t (19)

Qoutput
P2C,t + Qoutput

H2C,t + Qoutput
CS,t + QUCG,t = Lc

t + Qinput
CS,t + ΔLc,PB

t + ΔLc,IB
t (20)

(2) CGT operation constraints

For CGT, the relevance of the power generation and heating supply power is called the “electrical
heating character.” Under a given thermal power, the power generated has some adjustability. This is
because under a given amount of steam extracted, CGT adjusts the output power of the entire steam
turbine by adjusting the amount of condensation steam to generate electricity. However, the larger
the amount of steam extracted, the smaller the proportion of condensing steam required to generate
electricity, so the adjustment range is smaller. The specific constraints are as follows:

max
{
gmin

CGT − cminQCGT, cm
(
QCGT −Q0

CGT

)}
≤ gCGT ≤ gmax

CGT − cmaxQCGT (21)

uCGT,tΔg−CGT ≤
(
gCGT,t + θ

e
hQCGT,t

)
−

(
gCGT,t−1 + θ

e
hQCGT,t−1

)
≤ uCGT,tΔg+CGT (22)

where c is the reduction of power caused by extra extraction of the unit heating supply when the
steam inlet amount is constant. cm = ΔgCGT/ΔQCGT is the elasticity coefficient of electricity power
and heating power under backpressure operation. Q0

CGT is a constant.

(3) EC operation constraints

EC includes P2H, P2C, H2C, and P2G. According to Equation (8), the energy conversion relevance
of different devices can be established. Different energy conversion devices have their own power
constraints; the details are as follows:

uP2G,tVmin
P2G,t ≤ VP2G,t ≤ uP2G,tVmax

P2G,t (23)

uoutput
EC,t Qoutput,min

EC,t ≤ Qoutput
EC,t ≤ uoutput

EC,t Qoutput,max
EC,t (24)

uinput
EC,t Qinput,min

EC,t ≤ Qinput
EC,t ≤ uinput

EC,t Qinput,max
EC,t (25)

(4) ES operation constraints

ESD includes ES, HS, CS, and GS. Energy storage capacity constraints should also be considered
when various types of energy storage equipment store or release energy. The specific constraints are as
follows:

Smin
ES,t ≤ SES,t ≤ Smax

ES,t (26)

uoutput
ES,t Qoutput,min

ES,t ≤ Qoutput
ES,t ≤ uoutput

ES,t Qoutput,max
ES,t (27)

uinput
ES,t Qinput,min

ES,t ≤ Qinput
ES,t ≤ uinput

ES,t Qinput,max
ES,t (28)

(5) System reserve constraints

MEGs are set to operate according to the “following thermal load” mode, so some electrical load
reserve capacity and cooling load reserve capacity need to be reserved. In addition, the randomness of
WPP and PV also requires MEGs to reserve certain capacity. The specific constraints are as follows:

gp,max
MEG,t − gp

MEG,t + goutput
PS,t +

[
Lp,a f ter

t − Lp,be f ore
t , 0

]+
+ ΔLp,IB

t ≥ rpLp
t + rup

WPPgWPP,t + rup
PV gPV,t (29)

gp
MEG,t − gp,min

MEG,t + ginput
PS,t +

[
Lp,a f ter

t − Lp,be f ore
t , 0

]− ≥ rdn
WPPgWPP,t + rdn

PV gPV,t (30)
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gc,max
MEG,t − gc

MEG,t + goutput
CS,t +

[
Lc,a f ter

t − Lc,be f ore
t , 0

]+ ≥ rcLc
t (31)

(6) Other operation constraints

An MEG also needs to consider the operation constraints of PBDR and IBDR, including maximum
output power constraints, start-stop time constraints, and uphill-downhill power constraints. CGT
operation also needs to consider start-stop time constraints. The specific constraints are described in
reference [10].

4. Risk Aversion Model of the Micro Energy Grid

To describe the uncertainty of the wind power plant (WPP), photovoltaic power generation (PV),
and load, the conditional value at risk (CVaR) method and robust stochastic optimization theory are
introduced to construct a risk aversion model for the micro energy grid in this section.

4.1. Uncertainty Factors Analysis

There are three uncertainty factors in the proposed MEG, which are gWPP,t, gPV,t, and Lt. Simulating
the uncertainty is the key to formulating an optimal dispatching strategy for the MEG. Generally
speaking, the load demand mainly consists of two parts: the forecast value and the forecast deviation.
Considering that the forecast deviation obeys a normal distribution, load demand can be calculated as
follows:

Lt = L f
t + ΔLe

t (32)

where if ΔLe
t obeys ΔLe

t ∼ [0, δ2
L,t], δ is the load forecast standard deviation, then the load demand

will obey Lt ∼ [L f
t , δ2

L,t]. In the proposed MEG, there are various flexible loads such as the electricity,
heating, cooling and gas, and energy storage equipment, which can cope with load uncertainty, so this
paper does not take the uncertainty of the load demand into account.

For WPP and PV, the uncertainty is mainly caused by the natural wind speed and photovoltaic
radiation intensity. Simulating the natural wind and photovoltaic radiation intensity is the key to
simulating uncertainty. Referring to [21], the Weibull and Beta distribution function can simulate the
wind speed and photovoltaic radiation intensity respectively, as follows:

f (v) =
ϕ

ϑ

( v
ϑ

)ϕ−1
e−(v/c)ϕ (33)

f (θ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
Γ(ω)Γ(ψ)

Γ(ω) + Γ(ψ)
θω−1(1− θ)ψ−1, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1,ω ≥ 0,ψ ≥ 0

0 , otherwise
(34)

This obtains the distribution function of the above uncertainty factors, which allows us to
analyze the uncertainty factors of the MEG. This paper uses the conditional risk at value method and
robust stochastic optimization theory to describe the uncertainty factors of the objective function and
constraints, respectively, and constructs the risk avoidance optimization model, which provides a basis
for decision makers who have different risk attitudes, so that they can properly formulate optimal
scheduling strategies.

4.2. Risk Aversion Optimal Model

The conditional value at risk method is used to represent the uncertainty factors of the objective
function in this paper. Compared with the traditional value at risk (VaR) method, it can represent a risk
distribution situation at the exterior of the confidence level, which is helpful to overcome the limitation
of VaR only being able to measure the risk under the confidence level but not at the tail. A detailed
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introduction of the CVaR method can be found in the author’s paper [22]. This paper constructs an
objective function with the CVaR method. The objective function is designed as follows:

Fβ(E,α) = α+
1

1− β
∫

y∈Rm

(L(E, y) − α)+p(y)dy (35)

where α indicates the threshold value of risk determination. β indicates the objective function
confidence of MEG operation. If Equation (37) achieves the minimum, it is the CVaR value. α
indicates the VaR value. L(E, y) = −R(E, y) indicates the loss function of MEG operation. ET =

[EMEG,t(1), EMEG,t(2), · · · , EMEG,t(T)] indicates the decision vector, and yT = [gWPP,t, gPV,t, Lt] indicates
the multivariate random vector. R(E, y) indicates the income function of MEG operation. According to
Equation (35), the risk caused by the uncertainty factor in the objective function can be described.

In order to describe the uncertainty factors in the constraints, the conventional constraints
need to be transformed into stochastic constraints. This paper used robust stochastic
optimization theory to set deviations of predicted power of WPP and PV as δWPP and δPV.
Correspondingly, gWPP,t and gPV,t will fluctuate in intervals [(1− δWPP,t) · gWPP,t, (1 + δWPP,t) · gWPP,t]

and [(1− δPV,t) · gPV,t, (1 + δPV,t) · gPV,t]. In order to facilitate analysis, RE was introduced to represent
WPP and PV, and δRE,t was introduced to represent δWPP,t and δPV,t, then the uncertainty force was
as follows:

−[gRE,t(1−ϕRE) ± eRE,t · gRE,t] = −[gWPP,t(1−ϕWPP) ± δWPP,t · gWPP,t] − [gPV,t(1−ϕPV) ± δPV,t · gPV,t] (36)

Further, since the WPP and PV uncertainty variables mainly appear in Equation (18), the system
net load demand is set to be Mt which can be calculated by Equation (37) as follows:

Mt = −
(
Le

t + ginput
ES,t + ginput

P2G,t + ginput
P2H,t + gc,input

P2C,t + ΔLp,PB
t + ΔLp,IB

t

)
− goutput

PS,t − goutput
P2G,t − gCGT,t (37)

Equation (17) can be rewritten according to Equations (38) and (39), as follows:

− [gRE,t(1−ϕRE) ± eRE,t · gRE,t] ≤Mt (38)

Referring to [23], for the flexibility of the stochastic model, auxiliary variables θRE,t(θ ≥ 0) and
the robust coefficient ΓRE,Γ ∈ [0, 1] were introduced to establish load supply and demand equilibrium
constraints based on robust stochastic optimization theory, as follows:

− (gRE,t + δRE,tgRE,t) ≤ −gRE,t + ΓREδRE,t
∣∣∣gRE,t

∣∣∣ ≤ −gRE,t + δRE,tθRE,t ≤Mt (39)

Finally, according to the objective function in Equation (35), combined with the constraints of
Equations (40) and (19)–(31), a risk aversion optimization model with the CVAR method and robust
stochastic optimization theory could be established. The specific model is as follows:

minFβ(G,α) = α+ 1
N(1−β)

N∑
k=1

zk

s.t.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Eq.(19) − Eq.(31)
Eq.(37) − Eq.(39)
zk = L(E, y) − α
zk ≥ 0
other constriants

(40)
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5. Example Analyses

This paper chose the Xinxiang Active Distribution Network Demonstration Project in Jining,
China as the example object to analyze the validity and applicability of the proposed model.

5.1. Basic Data

The Xinxiang Active Distribution Network Demonstration Project includes 1000 kW PV, 800 kW
WPP, and 2000 kW CGT. The cost parameters of CGT operation were selected according to reference [21].
In order to facilitate the model solution, the CGT operation cost function was divided into two stages,
and the slope coefficients were 0.55 ¥/kW and 0.15 ¥/kW, respectively. In order to meet the demand of
the multi-energy load of electricity, heat and cold, the demonstration project was equipped with P2H
1500 kW, P2C 1000 kW, H2C 1500 kW, and P2G 150 kW. The maximum energy storage and release
power of PS and HS in this demonstration project was 200 kW and 300 kW, the storage capacity was
1000 kW h, the maximum energy storage and release power under CS was 300 kW, and the energy
storage capacity was 1000 kW/h. In addition, the demonstration project was equipped with a 500 m3

gas storage tank, and the maximum gas storage and supply power were both 150 kW. The energy
efficiency of the different energy equipment was 96%. Considering that CGT operation can generate
carbon emissions, this paper took 85% of the total carbon emissions from MEG operation as the MTEA,
and chose a different energy load demand and real-time price of a typical load day as the basic data
of the energy supply. Figure 3 is the electricity, heating, cooling, and gas load demand on a typical
load day.

 
Figure 3. Electricity, heating, cooling, and gas load demand and real-time price on a typical load day.

Considering that EP, EC, ES and other energy equipment are dispatched and operated by the same
entity, the WPP, PV, and CGT power generation price were 0.54 ¥/kW·h and 0.83 ¥/kW·h. The CGT
power supply price and heating supply price were 0.35 ¥/kW·h and 0.25 ¥/kW·h. To promote the
interconnection of WPP and PV, the EC electricity consumption price was set to 0.25 ¥/kW·h, and
the EC heating consumption price was set to 0.2 ¥/kW·h when converting energy. The electricity,
heating and cooling prices provided by the demonstration project were executed at real-time prices
of different energy markets, as shown in Figure 3. To analyze the influence of uncertainty, the WPP
and PV parameters were set according to reference [10], and 10 typical WPP and PV output scenarios
were generated by scenario simulation and the reduction method proposed in reference [19]. The most
possible scenario was chosen as the input data, and the prediction deviation was set to 2%. Figure 4 is
the available output of WPP and PV on a typical day.
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Figure 4. Available output of WPP and PV on a typical day. WPP: wind power plant; PV: photovoltaic
power generation.

Thirdly, the model proposed in this paper includes 12 variables (four for production equipment,
four for conversion equipment, and four for storage equipment), each of which includes 24 dimensions
(24 h per scheduling period). To study the feasibility of CvaR and robust stochastic optimization theory
in controlling WPP and PV uncertainty, confidence β and the robust coefficient Γ were both set to 0.8,
and three simulation scenarios were compared for analysis:

• Case 1: Basic scenario, scheduling of the MEG without uncertainty. This scenario does not take
the uncertainty of WPP and PV into account. It analyzes the operation character of different
compositions of the MEG and focuses on the complementary effects among them.

• Case 2: scenario with CVaR, dispatching of the MEG with the CVaR method. The scenario
focuses on WPP and PV output uncertainty. CVaR is applied to change the objective function.
By comparing and analyzing the scheduling result of MEG operation under different values of
confidence β, the effectiveness of CVaR in dealing with the uncertainty of WPP and PV is verified.

• Case 3: Comprehensive scenario, dispatching of MEG with the CVaR-robust method. The scenario
constructs stochastic constraints using robust stochastic optimization theory, and discusses the
MEG dispatching optimal strategy with different robustness and prediction accuracy values, and
analyzes the validity of the CVaR-robust method.

Finally, in order to analyze the optimal effect of the demand response of MEG operation, peak, flat,
and valley periods of different load types of electricity, heating, and cooling were divided according
to reference [21], and corresponding time-of-use (TOU) prices were set. Among them, the peak
period price increased by 25%, the valley period price decreased by 25%, and the flat period price
remained unchanged. The price elasticity of electricity, heating, and cooling was selected according to
reference [21]. For the incentive demand response, the up-rotating reserve price and the down-rotating
reserve price of the electricity, heating and cooling reserve markets were 0.85 ¥/kW·h and 0.25 ¥/kW·h,
0.55 ¥/kW·h and 0.15 ¥/kW·h, and 0.45 ¥/kW·h and 0.15 ¥/kW·h, respectively. To avoid an excessive
response of PBDR and IBDR, which would result in a “peak-to-valley upside down” phenomenon
of the load curve, the total output of PBDR and IBDR should not exceed 10%, and the output power
should not exceed 100 kW.

According to the above basic data, this paper used GAMs software to call CPLEX11.0 solver
to solve the proposed model. The time for solving the above three simulation scenarios was less
than 20 s by using the Lenovo IdeaPad 450 series notebook computers with 4 GB RAM and a Core
T6500 processor.
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5.2. Example Results

5.2.1. Scheduling Results of Case 1

This scenario did not take the uncertainty effects of WPP and PV into account when analyzing
the complementary effect among different energy components. The main optimization objectives of
this scenario include maximizing the operational benefits and minimizing carbon emissions. Under
the mode of following thermal load, the heating and cooling load are mainly satisfied by CGT, while
the residual heating and cooling load are mainly satisfied by excess electricity through P2H and P2C.
Table 1 shows the scheduling results of the micro energy grid of Case 1.

Table 1. Scheduling results of the micro energy grid of Case 1.

Energy Production/kW·h Energy Conversion/kW·h

WPP PV
Conventional

gas turbine
(CGT)

Power-to-heat
(P2H)

Power-to-gas
(P2G)

Power-to-cooling
(P2C)

Heat-to-cooling
(H2C)

Power 10,731 7027 35,674 −1967 −2623 −14,649 -
Heating - - 57,600 1869 - - −10,724
Cooling - - - - - 43,946 14,477

Energy Storage/kW·h Gas storage
tank (GST)

Revenue/¥ Carbon/ton CVaR/¥
Power
storage

(PS)

Heat
storage

(HS)

Cooling
storage (CS)

Power ±2400 - - 1129 14,882.59 1.95 -
Heating - ±2400 - - 21,474.53 2.45 -
Cooling - - ±3600 - 11,180.93 - -

According to Table 1, if uncertainty risks are not considered, more WPP and PV will be scheduled
to satisfy the electricity load, and the remaining power will be converted into heating and cooling
through P2H and P2C. Since the unit electricity energy can convert more cooling energy and obtain
higher energy supply benefits, 14,649 kW·h electricity energy is converted into cooling energy. Since the
cooling load is mainly converted by P2C and H2C, and there is no direct supply of cooling source, and
the scheduled power of CS is higher than PS and HS at ±3600 kW. P2G can realize the cascade supply
of electricity–gas–heating–cooling to obtain higher economic benefits by converting electricity energy
into CH4, which will supply electricity and heating in CGT. Through the complementary operation
of EP, EC, ES and other different energy components, the MEG can realize the coordinated supply of
electricity, heating, and cooling, and the economic benefit of the MEG is 47,538.05¥. However, CGT and
utility power grid (UPG) also generate 4.4 tons of carbon emissions. Figure 5 is the output distribution
of the micro energy grid of Case 1.

According to Figure 5, the output distribution of micro energy grid at different times was analyzed.
As far as electricity load is concerned, it was mainly satisfied by WPP, PV, and CGT, and PS stored
electricity during valley times and released electricity during peak times. At the same time, since
CGT operates in the mode of following thermal load, the MEG needed to buy electricity from UPG
during peak times to satisfy the balance of power supply and demand. As far as heating load is
concerned, CGT was the main source of heating, and the residual heating load is satisfied by P2H. HS
stored heating during valley times and released heating during peak times. To satisfy the demand of
cooling load, part of the heating entered H2C. As far as cooling load is concerned, P2C is the main
source of cooling. This is because the unit electricity energy can be converted into more cooling energy.
CS mainly stored cooling during valley times and released cooling during peak times. Through the
coordinated operation of different energy components, the MEG was able to realize the optimal supply
of electricity, heating, cooling, and other loads.
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Figure 5. Output distribution of the micro energy grid of Case 1.

5.2.2. Scheduling Results of Case 2

This scenario analyzed the feasibility of the CVaR method when describing the uncertainty of
WPP and PV. The CVaR method can transform the objective function using uncertain variables and
construct the minimum risk objective function. Compared with Case 1, this scenario mainly considered
three objective functions, which are maximizing economic benefits, minimizing operational risks, and
minimizing carbon emissions, in order to discuss the MEG’s optimal scheduling scheme. Table 2 shows
the dispatching results of the micro energy grid of Case 2.

Table 2. Dispatching results of the micro energy grid of Case 2.

Energy Production/kW·h Energy Storage/kW·h
GST

WPP PV CGT PS HS CS

Power 10,166 6657 35,674 ±2400 - - 814
Heating - - 57,600 - ±2400 - -
Cooling - - - - - ±3600 -

Energy Conversion/kW·h
Revenue/¥ Carbon/ton CVaR/¥

P2H P2G P2C H2C

Power −2231 −1223 −14,536 - 14,268.502 2.25 9702.581
Heating 2091 - - −10,947 21,555.33 2.68 9268.792
Cooling - - 43,607 14,778 11,324.708 - 3284.165

According to Table 2, the MEG scheduling results, considering uncertainty, were analyzed. When
considering uncertainty, the MEG will reduce dispatching of WPP and PV and increase electricity
bought from UPG to reduce uncertainty risk. Compared with Case 1, the WPP and PV grid-connected
power were reduced by 585 kW·h and 370 kW·h, respectively, and the power provided by UPG
increased by 848 kW·h, resulting in an increase of 0.53 tons of carbon emissions. When the CGT
operates in the mode of following thermal load, the remaining power of WPP and PV is converted
into heating to obtain more economic benefits. Overall, if taking the uncertainty of WPP and PV
into account, MEG tends to buy electricity from UPG to avoid risk, and the remaining electricity is
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converted into heating to realize the coordinated supply of electricity, heating, and cooling, which
brings about a lower risk value to MEG operation than electricity energy. Further, this case analyzed
the MEG output scheme considering uncertainty. Figure 6 is the output distribution of the micro
energy grid of Case 2.

Figure 6. Output distribution of the micro energy grid of Case 2.

According to Figure 6, the MEG output distribution considering uncertainty was analyzed. When
considering the uncertainty, the grid-connected power of WPP and PV decreased. At the same time,
less power entered into P2G, which led to a decrease in GST power generation output, but the power
supplied by UPG during peak times was significantly improved. From the perspective of different
loads, since the surplus electricity is converted into heating, the heating energy provided by P2H
increases, but the cooling load supply structure remains basically unchanged. This shows that when
uncertainty is considered, the power output structure will change greatly, while the heating source and
cooling source output structure will change relatively little. Further, the MEG scheduling results under
different confidence levels were analyzed.

According to Table 3, it can be seen that as the increase of the confidence in grid-connected
power of WPP and PV decreases, the power supply of UPG increases gradually. Correspondingly, the
objective function values increase. This shows that benefits and risks are concomitant. If the decision
makers expect to obtain high environmental and economic benefits, they have to bear more operational
risks. On the contrary, if decision makers pursue the safe and steady operation of the MEG, they have
to sacrifice some of the potential economic benefits. In general, CVaR can describe uncertainty, and
provide a basis for decision makers who have different risk attitudes by setting a confidence level to
establish the optimal scheduling strategy of the MEG.
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Table 3. Scheduling results of the micro energy grid under different confidence levels.

WPP PV
CGT

UPG Revenue/¥ Carbon/ton CVaR/¥
Power Heating

0 10,731.2 7027.15 35,673.6 57,600 ±1647.83 47,538.051 4.4 0
0.5 10,668.26 6998.85 35,673.6 57,600 ±1745.25 47,493.781 4.46 6152.16
0.6 10,542.38 6942.25 35,673.6 57,600 ±1945.24 47,405.24 4.58 18,456.48
0.7 10,354.39 6799.776 35,673.6 57,600 ±2207.525 47,276.89 4.755 20,356.01
0.8 10,166 6657 35,673.6 57,600 ±2469.81 47,148.54 4.93 22,255.54
0.9 10,026.13 6377.767 35,673.6 57,600 ±2685.12 46,391.147 5.26 23,729.51
1.0 9956 6238 35,673.6 57,600 ±2845.85 46,012.45 5.43 24,466.5

5.2.3. Scheduling Results of Case 3

This scenario analyzed the validity of robust stochastic optimization theory in controlling uncertain
variables of constraints. Compared with scenario 2, this scenario introduced both the CVaR method
and robust stochastic optimization theory, which further strengthened the constraints on uncertainty.
In order to avoid WPP and PV uncertainty risks, the MEG reduced scheduling of WPP and PV.
The output of WPP and PV decreased to 9602 kW·h and 6287 kW·h, respectively. Correspondingly, the
MEG operating income also reduced. Table 4 shows the dispatching results of the micro energy grid of
Case 3.

Table 4. Scheduling results of micro energy grid of Case 3.

Energy Production/kW·h Energy Storage/kW·h
GST

WPP PV CGT PS HS CS

Power 9602 6287 35,674 ±2400 - - 153
Heating - - 57,600 - ±2400 - -
Cooling - - - - - ±3300 -

Energy Conversion/kW·h
Revenue/¥ Carbon/ton CVaR/¥

P2H P2G P2C H2C

Power −73 −230 −16,091 - 13,398.987 2.47 8709.342
Heating 70 - - −7586 21,464.787 2.83 9229.858
Cooling - - 48,273 10,241 11,581.694 - 4053.593

Furthermore, the output distribution of the micro energy grid at different times was analyzed.
Compared with Figure 5, when considering robust stochastic optimization theory, the WPP and PV
uncertain variables in the constraints could be described. The corresponding output power of WPP
and PV decreased, especially during peak times. The MEG will buy more power from UPG, thus
reducing operational risks. Because part of WPP and PV are converted into heating, which creates
uncertainty in the heating load supply, the MEG will buy some energy from UHG and UCG to realize a
reliable supply of heating and cooling, to reduce the risk to the heating and cooling supply. This means
that the introduction of the CVaR method and robust stochastic optimization theory can control the
energy supply risk of electricity, heating and cooling loads simultaneously, and take into account both
operational benefits and risks, to achieve the optimal safe and steady operation of the MEG. Figure 7 is
the output distribution of the micro energy grid of Case 3.
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Figure 7. Output distribution of the micro energy grid of Case 3.

In addition, to study the applicable space of the risk aversion model, a sensitivity analysis of
the robustness coefficient and confidence was carried out. It can be seen that when 0.7 < Γ ≤ 0.95,
the increase of β will result in a larger improvement of CVaR, which means that the MEG operation
scheme will change when considering WPP and PV uncertainty. When Γ ≤ 0.7, the increase of β will
result in a lower increase of CVaR. The decision makers will pay attention to the operation benefits and
risks of the MEG at the same time, so the operation of the MEG is relatively steady, but the overall
CVaR value will increase with the increase of Γ. When Γ ≥ 0.95, the increase of β will bring a great
increase of CVaR. In this case, the decision makers are extremely risk averse. A smaller uncertainty
will bring greater operational risk. Figure 8 is the analysis result of the MEG operational risk under
different robustness coefficients and confidence levels.

β

Figure 8. The analysis result of the MEG operational risk under different robustness coefficients and
confidence levels.

In general, the CVaR method and robust optimization theory can better describe the uncertain risk
of MEG operation. To realize the optimal operation of the MEG, decision makers should set reasonable
confidence and robustness coefficients, considering the operational risks and benefits of the MEG at
the same time.
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5.3. Results Analysis

According to the above three scenarios, the impact of demand response and MTEA on MEG
operation is further analyzed to establish external key factors of MEG operation.

(1) DR optimization effect analysis
DR includes two response modes: PBDR and IBDR. PBDR indirectly leads terminal users to use

energy reasonably by implementing a differentiated time-of-use price. IBDR directly controls the
terminal users’ load by signing a pre-agreement with them. Figure 9 is the load curve of power, heating
and cooling before and after PBDR.

Figure 9. Load curve of power, heating and cooling after demand response (DR). PBDR: price-based
demand response; IBDR: incentive-based demand response.

Compared with original load curve, the maximum load of peak time after PBDR decreases, and
the minimum load of valley time increases. The maximum load reduction effect after IBDR is stronger
than that of PBDR, but the valley load enhancement effect is weaker than that of PBDR. At the same
time, after the application of PBDR and IBDR, the peak load decreases more, the valley load increases
more, and the load curve becomes smoother. Table 5 shows the dispatching results of the micro energy
grid before and after PBDR.

Table 5. Dispatching results of the micro energy grid before and after PBDR.

PBDR WPP PV
CGT Energy Storage/kW·h

Power Heating PS HS CS

Before 9602 6287 35,674 57,600 ±2400 ±1800 ±3000
After 10,167 6657 35,674 57,600 ±1800 ±2400 ±3600

PBDR GST
IBDR

Revenue/¥ Carbon/ton CVaR/¥
Power Heating Cooling

Before 153 - - - 46,445 5.30 21,993

After 86 ±1200 ±1000 ±1200 50,935 4.60 22,189

According to Table 5, if PBDR is considered, the WPP and PV grid-connected power are increased
by 565 kW·h and 370 kW·h, respectively. As the load curve becomes smoother, the output of PS, HS,
and CS decreases, indicating that the peak load regulation demand of the MEG for WPP and PV
decreases. Similarly, after PBDR, the load in the valley period increases and the convertible power of
P2G decreases. From the operational objective function, the economic benefits, carbon emissions and
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CVaR values of MEG operation after PBDR are all optimized. Further, the output distribution of MEG
at different times after PBDR was analyzed. Figure 10 is the output distribution of the micro energy
grid after PBDR.

Figure 10. Output distribution of the micro energy grid after PBDR.

According to Figure 10, the output distribution of the MEG at different times was analyzed.
Due to PBDR the load curve became smoother, and the WPP grid-connected power increased in the
valley period. The PV grid-connected power increased in the peak period because IBDR can provide a
peak-shaving service. In terms of power load, the power supply structure was cleaner and lower in
carbon due to the increased power generation of WPP and PV. In terms of heating and cooling load,
the smoother load curves reduced peak-shaving demand, make full use of IBDR, which can provide a
peak-shaving service, which optimizes the meeting efficiency of the heating load and cooling load.
In general, PBDR can optimize the output structure of the MEG and improve the operational efficiency
of the MEG.

(2) MTEA sensitivity analysis
For the MEG, the main carbon emission sources include CGT and UPG. Therefore, the setting of

MTEA will directly affect the power supply of CGT and UPG to the MEG. Therefore, this section outlines
the sensitivity analysis we carried out on MTEA to construct the optimal dispatching strategies with
different MTEAs. Table 6 shows the dispatching results of the micro energy grid with different META.

Table 6. Scheduling results of the micro energy grid under different META.

META WPP PV
IBDR ES Carbon

Emission/ton
Revenue/103¥ CVaR/103¥

Power Heating Cooling Power Heating Cooling

60% 11,258 7045 ±1600 ±1300 ±1500 ±2400 ±3000 ±3900 55,688.93 3.45 27,854

70% 11,085 6842 ±1400 ±1200 ±1300 ±1800 ±3000 ±3900 53,554.51 4.03 25,358.86

80% 10,167 6657 ±1200 ±1000 ±1200 ±1800 ±2400 ±3600 50,935 4.60 22,189

90% 9650 6245 ±1100 ±800 ±900 ±1800 ±1800 ±3000 47,539.33 5.18 19,723.56

100% 9325 6018 ±900 ±700 ±900 ±1200 ±1800 ±3000 44,822.8 5.75 17,751.2
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According to Table 6, with the increase of META, the power generation of WPP and PV gradually
decreased. This is because the MEG is more inclined to buy power from UPG to avoid uncertain risks.
It also reduces ES and IBDR output, meaning that the demand of the MEG for reserve services is
reduced. When META is small, the carbon emissions of CGT and UPG power generation will reduce
their power generation advantages, while more WPP and PV are scheduled to satisfy the load demand.
Generally speaking, a reasonable META needs to be set to enhance WPP and PV grid-connected space
and realize the optimal operation of the MEG as a whole.

6. Conclusions

In order to improve the sustainable development of distributed energy such as wind and solar,
this paper emphasized optimization of the operation of the micro energy grid aggregated by multiple
distributed energy sources. Because of the strong uncertainty of WPP and PV, the CVaR method and
robust stochastic optimization theory were applied to describe the uncertainty of the objective function
and constraints, and a risk aversion dispatching model of the micro energy grid considering the
demand response and maximum total emission allowance was constructed. Finally, this paper selected
the Xinxiang Active Distribution Network Demonstration Project in Jining, China as an example.
The following conclusions were reached:

(1) The micro energy grid can make the most use of the complementary characters of different
energy, such as WPP, PV, and CGT, and can make use of a variety of EC equipment (P2H, P2C, H2C,
P2G) and ES equipment (PS, HS, CS, GS) to achieve optimal satisfaction with various loads types,
such as electricity, heating, cooling and gas. On the one hand, clean energy has both environmental
and economic characteristics, which can improve the economic and environmental benefits of MEG
operation. On the other hand, the cooperative operation of various EC and ES can effectively handle
the strong uncertainty.

(2) The proposed risk aversion dispatching optimization model with the CVaR method and robust
stochastic optimization theory can describe the impact of uncertain variables in objective function
and constraints, and provide a basis for decision makers who have different attitudes. When Γ ≤ 0.7,
β increases and results in a lower increase of CVaR, and decision makers are operating in risk-free
conditions. When 0.7 < Γ ≤ 0.95, β increases and results in a larger increase, the decision makers are
risk-averse. When Γ ≥ 0.95, β increases and results in a lower increase, and the decision maker becomes
extremely risk averse. Thus, it is possible to formulate the optimal scheduling strategy for decision
makers who have different attitudes by setting reasonable confidence and robustness coefficients.

(3) DR can smooth the energy load curve of electricity, heating, cooling, and gas. MTEA can
enhance the market competitiveness of the clean energy market, thus promoting grid-connected power
of clean energy, such as WPP and PV, and optimizing the multi-energy supply structure of the MEG.
On the one hand, PBDR has a better “valley filling” effect, and IBDR has a better “peak cutting” effect.
The synergistic operation of the two can maximize the “peak cutting and valley filling” effect. On the
other hand, MTEA determines the supply space of CGT and UPG. When MTEA is low, the MEG
gives priority to WPP and PV to satisfy the load demand, which will meet the maximum carbon
emission constraint.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviation

MEG micro energy grid
MTEA maximum total carbon emission allowance
WPP wind power plant
PV photovoltaic power generation
CGT conventional gas turbine
P2G power-to-gas
P2C power to cooling
P2H power to heating
H2C heating to cooling
GS gas storage tank
PS power storage battery
HS heat storage tank
CS cold storage tank
DR demand response
PBDR price-based demand response
IBDR incentive-based demand response
EP energy production
EC energy conversion
ES energy storage
FET following electric load
FTL following thermal load
Set

t, s index for time
k index for energy type
j index for step
Parameter

gR rated power of WPP
vin cut-in speed
vR rated speed
vout cut-out speed
ηPV conversion productivity
SPV receiving light of PV
Hng natural gas calorific value
ηCGT,t operation efficiency of CGT at time t
θt radiation intensity at time t
vt real-time speed at time t
Lbe f ore

t initial load before PBDR. at time t
η

output
EC(S)

energy use efficiency of EC and ES

η
input
EC(S)

energy supply efficiency of EC and ES

ηloss
t loss rate of ES at time t

Variables

gCGT,t power supply of CGT at time t
QCGT,t heating supply of CGT at time t
VCGT,t gas consumption at time t
QP2C,t cooling power produced by P2C at time t
QP2H,t heating power from P2H at time t
QH2C,t cooling power from H2C at time t
gP2C,t electricity consumption of P2C at time t
gP2H,t electricity consumption of P2H at time t
gH2C,t heating consumption of H2C at time t
SES,t energy storage of ES at time t

ESinput
t Input power of ES at time t

ESoutput
t output power of ES at time t

ΔPt price variable after PBDR at time s
ΔLs load variable after PBDR at time s
ΔLk,IB

t output power of energy k provided by IBDR at time t
REP,t operation revenue of EP at time t
REC,t operation revenue of EC at time t
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RES,t operation revenue of ES at time t
RDR,t operation revenue of DR at time t
RCarbon,t carbon trading revenue at time t

C f uel
CGT,t fuel consumption cost of CGT at time t

Csd
CGT,t start-stop cost of CGT at time t

uCGT,t start-up and shut-down state variable at time t
gCGT,t power output of CGT at time t
QCGT,t heating output of CGT at time t
μu

CGT,t start-up state variable of CGT at time t
Δg−CGT downhill power limits of CGT
Δg+CGT uphill power limits of CGT
uCGT operating status of the CGT
uoutput

EC,t state variables of EC outputting energy at time t
ΔLc

t load forecast deviation at time t
Mt system net load demand
Dk, j,max

i Dk, j,max
i maximum output of DRP i in step j providing energy k

Dk, j,min
i minimum response output of DRP i in step j providing energy k

ΔLk, j
i,t actual load reduction value of energy k that DRP i provides in j step at time t

Dk, j
i,t available load reduction value of energy k that DRP i can provides in step j at time t
θe

h electric-thermal conversion coefficient of CGT
a, b, c power supply cost coefficient of CGT
Pbe f ore

t energy price before PBDR at time t
Pa f ter

t energy price after PBDR at time t
aCGT , bCGT , cCGT carbon emission coefficient of the CGT
cmin, cmax value of c with the minimum and maximum output power
Qmax

CGT maximum heating power of CGT
Qmin

CGT heating supply power of the turbine when electricity power supply of CGT is minimum
gmin

CGT , gmax
CGT maximum and minimum power generation of CGT under pure condensation

Vmin
P2G,t, Vmax

P2G,t minimum and maximum gas production power of P2G

Qoutput,min
EC,t ,Qoutput,max

EC,t upper and lower limits of EC energy supply

Qinput,min
EC,t ,

eQinput,max
EC,t

upper and lower limits of EC energy consumption

Smin
ES,t, Smax

ES,t minimum and maximum energy storage of ES at time t

goutput,min
ES,t ,

goutput,max
ES,t

minimum and maximum of ES energy supply at time t

Qinput,min
ES,t ,

Qinput,max
ES,t

minimum and maximum limits of ES energy consumption at time t

re, rc up-rotating reserve coefficients of electricity and cooling load
rup

WPP, rup
PV up-rotating reserve coefficients of WPP and PV

rdn
WPP, rdn

PV down-rotating reserve coefficients of WPP and PV
gp,max

MEG,t,g
p,min
MEG,t maximum and minimum power supply at time t

Eϕ, ϑ shape and scale parameter
ω, ψ shape parameters of the Beta distribution
ηhr heat recovery efficiency
ϕP2C energy conversion efficiency of P2C,
ηloss capacity loss rate
ϕP2H energy conversion efficiency of P2H
ϕH2C energy conversion efficiency of H2C
η

input
ES energy storage efficiency
η

output
ES energy release efficiency

Est energy demand price elasticity matrix
g∗PV,t maximum output power of PV at time t
g∗WPP,t available power of WPP at time t
μd

CGT,s shut-down state variable of CGT at time s
Cu

CGT,t start-up cost at time t
Cd

CGT,s+1 hut-down cost of CGT at time s + 1
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Qoutput
EC(S),t

output energy of EC and ES at time t

Qinput
EC(S),t

input energy of EC and ES at time t

Poutput
EC(S)

energy use price of EC and ES

Pinput
EC(S)

energy supply price of EC and ES

La f ter
t energy demand after PBDR at time t

ΔLk,shortage
t shortage of energy k at time t

pk,IB
t energy supply price of IBDR at time t

pk
t real-time energy supply price of energy k at time t

QMETA,t Maximum MTEA at time t
PCarbon,t carbon market transaction price at time t
gUPG,t energy of MEG bought from the upper power grid at time t
QUHG,t energy of MEG bought from the upper heating grid at time t
QUCG,t energy of MEG bought from the upper cooling grid at time t

ginput
P2G,t power consumption of P2G at time t

goutput
P2G,t power generation of P2G at time t

ginput
P2H,t power consumption of P2H at time t

gc,input
P2C,t power consumption of P2C at time t

ΔLp,PB
t power generation output provided by PBDR at time t

ΔLp,IB
t power generation output provided by IBDR at time t

Qoutput
P2H,t heating power of H2C at time t

Qinput
HS,t heating storage of HS at time t

Qoutput
HS,t heating release of HS at time t

Qinput
H2C,t consumption of heating of H2C at time t

ΔLh,PB
t heating output power provided by PBDR at time t

ΔLh,IB
t heating output power provided by IBDR at time t

Qoutput
P2C,t cooling output of P2C at time t

Qoutput
H2C,t cooling output of H2C at time t

Qinput
CS,t cooling storage of CS at time t

Qoutput
CS,t cooling release of CS at time t

ΔLc,PB
t cooling output power provided by PBDR at time t

ΔLc,IB
t cooling output power provided by IBDR at time t

uinput
EC,t state variables of EC inputting energy at time t

uoutput
ES,t state variables of ES outputting energy at time t

uinput
ES,t state variables of ES inputting energy at time t

gMEG,t electric power of MEG at time t

L f
t load demand forecast value at time t
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Abstract: Anhui Province (AHP), a typical agriculture-based province in China, has a significant
amount of biomass resources for the development of biomass power plants. By the end of 2016,
23 straw based biomass power plants were established in AHP, aggregating to 6560 MW capacity,
which is now ranked second in China. This paper presents the current development status and GHG
(Greenhouse Gas) mitigation effect of the straw based biomass power plants in Anhui Province. Total
biomass production in 2016 was calculated as 41.84 million tons. Although there is huge biomass
potential in AHP, the distribution is heterogeneous with a gradually decreasing trend from north to
south. Furthermore, the installed capacity of power generation is also unmatched with the biomass
resources. Based on a calculation made in 2016, approximately 3.44 million tons of CO2-eq were
mitigated from the biomass power plants in AHP. The large-scale development of biomass power
plants remains a challenge for the future, especially in areas of AHP with a low biomass density.

Keywords: biomass resource; power plant; GHG emission mitigation; Anhui

1. Introduction

Global energy demand was 14,050 Mtoe (million tons of oil equivalent) in 2017, with a growth rate
of 2.1%, and global energy-related CO2 emissions increased by 1.4%, reaching a historically high value
of 32.5 GT [1]. China has a large population and rapid growth of the population, industrialization, and
urbanization, and the energy consumption has sharply increased, up to 3053 Mtoe in 2017, of which
more than 70% of energy consumption was supported by coal [2,3]. Due to this coal-dominated energy
consumption, greenhouse gas (GHG) and particulate matter (PM) pollutants are released during the
coal utilization process, leading to a negative impact on health and the environment in China and
globally [4–9]. Therefore, preferential concern and policies for clean energy associated with the “Energy
Revolution” and “Fight Against Pollution” in China have received an intense level of support [10].

Presently, biomass energy plays a significant role in energy production, and is listed as the fourth
largest energy source worldwide after oil, coal and natural gas [11,12]. With carbon-neutral, clean and
sustainable characteristics [13–15], biomass has been proven to be promising renewable energy in China
with a theoretical maximum potential energy of 18,833 PJ in 2030 [16]. To utilize biomass energy, current
technologies including combustion, liquefaction, pyrolysis/gasification, digestion, and fermentation
have been widely used in developing countries [17,18]. Among various technologies, biomass power
generation is a high-efficiency approach for biomass utilization that has been promoted and developed
for sustainable energy output, and that also offers a flexible approach for straw disposal [19,20]. By the
end of 2011, the global installed capacity of biomass plants was 72 GW with total electricity generation
of 265–529 TWh [21]. The installed capacity of biomass power generation in China has gradually
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increased, as showed in Figure 1, a total value of 18,790 MW in 2016, most of these plants are fueled by
agricultural residues and forest products. The growth rate decreased from 2013 to 2016, indicating that
the large-scale development of biomass power plants is accompanied by some problems, including the
biomass supply capacity, fuel cost, and environmental impacts [2,22–24]. The environmental impacts
of biomass power plants mainly include landfill, water and ash treatment [25–27]. Zhao and Li [28]
performed a numerical example analysis of biomass power plant and noted that pollutant emissions
during straw transportation were neglected. Research on the physical, mental and social impacts of
small-scale biomass power plants indicated that air pollutant was the main concern of local people [29].
Zhang et al. [30] indicated that the cost of a straw-based power plant is indeed high, most of which
was the fuel cost. Nguyen et al. found that the environmental performance of straw power plants was
worse than that of natural gas [31]. In addition, although some studies have emphasized the potential
for negative net GHG emissions from biomass power plants, the recognition of GHGs mitigation is not
fully understood [10]. Therefore, some studies have indicated that the development of biomass power
plants should be more steady in China [32,33].

 
Figure 1. Installed capacity of biomass power generation in China from 2012 to 2016. Note: The
original data were obtained from the database of National Renewable Energy Information management
Centre in China.

Anhui Province (AHP), see in Figure 2, located in eastern China (N29◦41′–N34◦38′,
E114◦54′–E119◦37′), is a typical agricultural Province, with a huge amount of biomass resources,
such as forest and agricultural residues [34]. The government of Anhui province has been strongly
encouraging and supporting the construction and development of biomass power generation plants.
“The research report of the “13th Five-Year Plan” for Straw Power Generation in Anhui Province”
published by the Anhui government proposed installed capacity of approximately 1600 MW by the
end of 2020. According to the statistical data from the Anhui Energy Administration, a total of
23 grid-connected straw-based biomass power plants with an installed capacity of 660 MW were built
and operational from 2006. Even with policy support, the development of biomass power plants still
needs a systematic study on feedstock analysis and environmental impact assessment. Therefore, in
this study, we investigated the current status and GHG emissions from straw-based power plants in
Anhui Province. First, the development, operation, and profitability of power plants were discussed in
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detail. In addition, the production, distribution, and availability of biomass resources in AHP were
examined. Finally, the potential mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions attributed to straw-based
power plants was calculated. The results can provide valuable information to policymakers and will
be useful for the development of straw-based power plants in China.

 
Figure 2. Location of Anhui province in China.

2. Materials and Methods

With the aim of producing comprehensive information about the biomass resources, operational
condition and mitigation of GHGs associated with biomass power plants in AHP, data were obtained
from official and provincial reports, yearbooks, online reports, and other sources. Data and information
about biomass resources were obtained from the Anhui statistical yearbook (2012–2016), agricultural
mechanization statistics report for Anhui (2012–2016) and the national agricultural mechanization
information website (Appendix A.1). Data and information related to the operational condition of
biomass power plant were obtained from the Anhui Energy Bureau. The methods used to calculate the
biomass potential and GHG mitigation were the crop-to-residue index and the CM-092-V01 method,
respectively (see Appendix A for further details).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Biomass Production and Characterization

Biomass resource potential is an important challenge for the development of biomass power
plants. AHP has a huge amount of biomass resources from agriculture and forestry. The total land area
is 139,427 km2, of which 58,730 km2 is cultivated land and 39,585 km2 is forest land [35]. Production of
crop straw is evaluated based on the crop-to-residue index (CRI) value, namely 1.38 for wheat straw,
2.05 for corn straw, 1.26 for rice straw, 1.68 for bean straw, and 1.16 for potato straw [36].

Biomass availability in AHP varied in term of spatial and temporal distribution. Figure 3 shows
the availability of total biomass production from 2012 to 2016. The total yield increased slowly from
36.25 to 41.84 million tons, with the highest value of 43.20 million tons in 2015. The forestry byproducts
gradually increased at a rate of 23.15% due to the increase in forest area supported by the local
government. The crop straw yield was raised to 36.41 million tons in 2016, with an increased rate of
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4.52%. Our previous research indicated that the total crop production and harvesting approach are
the two main factors that impact straw production, and with the rapid development of mechanized
harvesting, less straw is collected for utilization [36].

 

Figure 3. The total collectable amount of biomass resource in Anhui Province (AHP) from 2012 to 2016.

Abbreviation of cities: SZ for Suzhou city, BZ for Bozhou city, FY for Fuyang city, BB for Bengbu
city, HN for Huainan city, XC for Xuancheng city, HB for Huaibei city, HF for Hefei city, LA for Lu’an
city, Cuz for Chuzhou city, MAS for Ma’anshan city, WH for Wuhu city, TL for Tonglin city, CiZ for
Chizhou city, AQ for Anqing city, HS for Huangshan city.

Geographically, biomass availability is spatially nonuniform in AHP and is disproportionately
concentrated in the northern part of AHP as showed in Figure 4, because of the different land availability
and productivity. The total biomass production was mainly concentrated in the northern part of AHP,
with a proportion of 56%, compared with 22.3% and 21.7% in central and southern AHP, respectively.
With respect to forestry byproducts, approximately 63.57% of the resources were generated from the
southern part of AHP, such as Xuancheng, Chizhou, Huangshan cities. In addition, the distribution of
the biomass power plants is not consistent with that of straw resources, except for Huangshan and
Tongling cities, which have no power plant due to their low biomass availability. However, installed
capacity of Lu’an city was the highest among all the cities, although the biomass availability is low.

Figure 4. The biomass availability and installed capacity of biomass power plant in AHP, 2016.
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3.2. Assessment and Availability Analysis

The high production of biomass in AHP provides opportunities for the development of biomass
power plants. The Chinese official legislation promulgated in 2006 restricted the outdoor burning of
straw, and approximately 23.7% of straw is used for fuel. Biomass availability is dependent largely on
location and climate. To better describe the distribution of biomass, it is common to select the biomass
density, which is defined as the ratio of the collectable biomass production to the total land area [37].
It is concluded from previous studies that a low biomass density will result in high collection, delivery
and storage costs. As showed in Figure 5, the density of biomass resources for each city was calculated.
It should be noted that the geographical straw density differed considerably from 75.40 to 733.30 t/km2,
with a mean value of 361.77 t/km2. However, the biomass density decreases gradually from north to
south in AHP which is consistent with the results found in other literature [36]. Bozhou and Fuyang
have high densities, more than 700 t/km2, and the densities of central and southern AHP (Hefei, Wuhu,
Maanshan, Lu’an, Tongling, Xuancheng, Chizhou, Anqing, and Huangshan) are relatively low, less
than 300 t/km2, and the lowest value is observed in the southern area.

Figure 5. The biomass density in AHP (unit: t/Km2).

With low-density energy resource, the distribution and sustainable supply of biomass feedstock
have a great influence on the collection and storage cost [38]. It is recommended that the economical
collection radius should be less than 50 km for profitability [30]. In addition, only 20% of the available
biomass is used for power plants in general due to their alternative utilization activities. Therefore,
the net theoretical available potential (NAP, within a 50 km radius with a supply assurance factor of
0.3) amount of biomass for power generation was calculated in this study. The biomass consumption
was approximately 0.17–0.29 million tons for a 30 MW biomass power plant based on the calorific
values [39]. As shown in Figure 6, within 50 km, the biomass from northern AHP can completely fuel
the demand of a power plant, while the central and southern AHP exhibited a lower NAP, making it
difficult to meet the feedstock demand. Most biomass power plants have a relatively low capacity for
biomass collection, leading to the final price of biomass reaching more than approximately 50 USD per
ton, which is economically unacceptable.
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Figure 6. The maximum net theoretical available potential (NAP) of biomass in each city from AHP
(with the supply assurance factor of 0.3).

3.3. General Status of Biomass-Based Power Generation

The first 2 × 15 MW biomass-based power plant in AHP was established in 2006, with a total
investment of 280 million RMB by the Datang Power Group in Anqing City. According to statistics,
this project consumes 235,000 tons of biomass and generates more than 190 GWh of electricity per
year. A total of 20 grid-connected biomass power plants with a power capacity of 6560 MW have
been installed by the end of 2016 such that AHP possess the second largest biomass capacity in China.
The power plants in AHP are in the range of 24–30 MW with an average scale of 28.5 MW, which is
much smaller than that of coal-fired power plants. A total of 73.9% of the plants are designed for 30
MW due to the limit of fuel sources, capital and operational costs, and other factors [40].

According to the statistical data from the Anhui Energy Bureau, the total power generation of
20 biomass power plants in 2016 was 377.1 billion KWh, with a total operation of 132,980 h in 2016.
As shown in Figure 7, the annual utilization hours of the 20 straw-based power plants varied greatly
from 3275 to 8184 h, with a mean value of 6649 h. Nearly half of the plants operated for more than
6000 h per year. The power generation varied between the 20 plants, the highest was 244.45 million
KWh in Suzhou City, and the lowest was 98.27 million KWh in Lu’an City.

Compared with fossil energy, there is generally no economically competitive biomass energy due
to its high capital, operating and maintenance costs [41,42]. The investment cost of biomass power
plants is relatively higher than that of thermal power and hydropower plants, even though the cost
has decreased in recent years. Based on the estimation by Zhang et al. [32], the average unit cost
is approximated 9900 RMB/kW or 0.738 RMB/KWh, more than double of that of a thermal power
plant [43]. In addition, the high cost of handling and shipping is still challenging for some biomass
power plants in AHP, especially with the shortage of rural manpower [38]. The biomass purchased
price should be less than 220 RMB/ton to provide a benefit.
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Figure 7. The annual operation hours and power generation of biomass based power plant in AHP, 2016.

Due to the relatively high investment and operating costs of biomass based power plants, various
auxiliary policies such as financing policies, tax policies, mandatory grid connection and price support
(feed-in tariff) have been proposed [32,44]. The “Renewable Energy Law” announced in 2005 and
modified in 2009 indicated that favorable tariffs, development funds, and fiscal support were adopted
for renewable energy development. The feed-in tariff set for agricultural and forestry residual power
plants was 0.75 RMB/KWh from 2010, of which 0.35 and 0.40 RMB was supported by government
subsidies and national grids, respectively. However, the costs of fuel supplies still take a large share
in the operational costs, with 60–70% of the total cost [30]. Zhang et al. [32] noted that most biomass
power plants in China were operating at a loss even under the support of polices in 2012. Except for
the national support funds, the first financial subsidies for straw utilization were issued by the Anhui
government in 2014, i.e., 50, 40, 30 RMB/tons for rice, wheat and other straw collections, respectively [45].
Under these subsidies, the number of straw collections was increased, resulting in the 17 out of 20
power plants making profits in 2016, based on the statistics from the Anhui Energy Bureau.

3.4. GHG Emissions Mitigation Analysis

Compared with fossil fuels such as coal, natural gas, and oil, a biomass power plant may effectively
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and relieve the pressure of global climate change [46,47]. A study
conducted by Sanchez et al. [20] estimated that the CO2 capture and sequestration potential of biomass
for electricity is two times higher than that of biomass for cellulosic ethanol. The direct combustion of
biomass for electricity generation is an appropriate approach for GHG mitigation, according to the
investigation of Stefan Muench [48]. Based on the CM-092-V01 method of the Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM) derived from the database of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the greenhouse gas
emission reduction attributed to biomass power plants in AHP was calculated and is shown in Table 1.
The GHG mitigation attributed to biomass power plants in AHP ranged from 41,217 to 311,148 t
CO2-eq, with a total yield of 3,436,490 t CO2-eq in 2016. The different emissions reduction values
are caused by equipment and depend on the scale of the plant, the raw material supply, the biomass
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utilization technology, target products and so on [49]. The reductions per unit production of a biomass
power plant differ considerably aiming the power plants, ranging from 0.58 to 1.32 with a mean value
of 0.75, which is comparable to the data reported by Lin and He [43].

Table 1. Emission reductions of biomass power plants in 2016.

Biomass Power Plant
Installed Capacity

(MW)
Annual Power
Supply (MWh)

Emission Reductions
(t CO2-Eq)

Reduction Per Unit of
Production (t/MWh)

Anqin Datang 30 184,200 149,540 0.81

Fuyang Guozhen 24 176,060 232,115 1.32

Bengbu Kaidi 24 153,160 125,216 0.82

Tongcheng Kaidi 24 112,550 91,914 0.82

Wangjiang Kaidi 24 158,140 126,343 0.80

Suzhou Huadian 25 183,010 117,354 0.64

Guzhen National Energy 30 220,910 141,973 0.64

Dangshan Guangda 30 244,450 141,078 0.58

Nanling Kaidi 30 203,980 137,606 0.67

Huoqiu Kaidi 30 202,810 133,082 0.66

Huainan Kaidi 30 131,050 88,324 0.67

Shouxian Guoneng 30 230,970 147,971 0.64

Lujiang Kaidi 30 187,910 125,121 0.67

Jinzhai Kaidi 30 209,220 137,281 0.66

Huoshan Kaidi 30 190,020 125,006 0.66

Hanshan Guangda 30 237,290 311,148 1.31

Chizhou 325 25 160,540 98,131 0.61

Linquan National Energy 30 243,210 154,907 0.64

Shucheng Zhongjieneng 30 98,270 69,359 0.71

Mengcheng National Energy 30 242,960 152,971 0.63

Langxi Li’ang 30 148,360 146,837 0.99

Huaiyuan Guangda 30 58,300 41,217 0.71

Dingyuan Guangda 30 59,320 41,995 0.71

4. Conclusions

The available amount of biomass including forest and agriculture residues reached 41.84 million
tons in 2016. However, biomass resources with uneven distribution have a gradually decreasing
trend from north to south. The distribution of the power plants is not consistent with the biomass
potential, especially in the central and southern areas. The biomass density also indicated that these
areas may not be suitable for biomass power plant development due to the higher operational cost for
feedstock transport. However, the biomass power plants showed great potential for GHG emissions
mitigation with a value of 3.44 million tons CO2-eq in 2016. However, further research, especially more
quantitative synthetical analysis, should be conducted to quantify the impacts of straw-based biomass
power plant in China.
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Appendix A

Appendix A.1 Statistical Methods for Biomass Resources

The amount of biomass resources in a region can directly determine whether the area is suitable
for the development of biomass power generation. The crop straw and agro-forestry biomass resources
were used as the main parts to calculate the biomass resources of the power industry in a region, and
the two methods used to calculate these resources are as follows:

Appendix A.1.1 Crop Straw Resources

Crop straw, which refers to the stalk or stem of certain grains produced in the field, mainly
includes rice straw, wheat straw, cotton straw, maize straw, bean straw and potato straw in AHP.
The collectable amount of crop straw can be expressed as follows:

Ay =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
∑

j

Fjy ×CRIj

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠× η jy

η jy = (RMjy × IMj + RPjy × IPj) × (1− Iloss)

where Ay refers to the total collectable amount of straw in year y, Fjy is the yield of crop j in a year y,
CRIj refers to the residue/grain ratio of crop j (Table A1), ηjy refers to the collection coefficient of crop j
in year y, RMjy is the mechanized harvesting ratio of crop j in year y, RPjy is the manual harvesting
ratio of crop j in year y, IMj and IPj are the respective machinery and manpower harvesting straw
coefficients of crop j, and Iloss refers to the loss rate of straw in the harvest process, which was 0.05 in
this study. Crop yield data in this paper were derived from the Statistics Bureau of AHP.

Table A1. Crop residue/grain ration and collect index in AHP.

Rice Wheat Maize Beans Potato

Residue/grain ration 1.28 1.38 2.05 1.68 1.16
Collection Index 0.64 0.73 0.92 0.83 0.86

Note: Residue/grain ratio data were obtained from the “Comprehensive utilization planning of crop straw”,
issued by the National Development and Reform Commission Office and the Ministry of Agriculture.

Appendix A.1.2 Forestry Byproducts

Forestry byproduct resources refer to tree trunks, branches and leaves that remain from the process
of harvesting and wood processing. This paper estimates the amount of forestry byproduct resources
by taking the wood and bamboo harvesting quantity as the main parameter.

The calculation used to determine the amount of agro-forestry biomass resources in AHP is
as follows:

where F: Amount of agroforestry biomass resources (104 t)
F11: Amount of residue from wood harvesting (104 t)
F12: Amount of residue from wood production and processing (104 t)
F13: Amount of residue from bamboo harvesting (104 t)
F14: Amount of residue from bamboo production and processing

The details of the calculation method are as follows:
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Amount of Residue from Wood Harvesting

F11 = V × b × [(1−r1)/r1]

Amount of Residue from Wood Production and Processing

F12 = V1 × pr × rr

Amount of Residue from Bamboo Harvesting

F13 = A × g × r2

Amount of Residue from Bamboo Production and Processing

F14 = A × g × r3

The amount of agroforestry biomass resources and associated parameters obtained from other studies
are listed as follows:

Full Name Unit Value Sources

V Wood yield
104

m3 561 Anhui Statistical Yearbook

b
Average air-dry density of

the timber
t/m3 0.618 Wang et al., 2017

r1 average wood outturn rate % 79.22 Wang et al., 2017

pr
Output ratio of production and

processing residues
% 20 Zhang et al., 2015

rr
Recoverable ratio of production and

processing residues
% 26.14 Zhang et al., 2015

A Bamboo Yield 104 16,031 Anhui Statistical Yearbook

g Unit Quantity Bamboo Weight t 150 Wang et al., 2017

r2
The proportion of bamboo leaf

weight equal to the bamboo weight
% 38.07 Wang et al., 2017

r3
The proportion of bamboo

processing residue
% 62 Wang et al., 2017

Appendix A.2 The Calculation Method of GHG Emissions Reductions of Biomass Power Plants According to
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)

The greenhouse gas emission reduction of biomass power plant can be described by the following
equation of CM-092-V01:

ERy = BEy − PEy − LEy

where ERy refers to the emissions reductions of the project activity during year y (t CO2), BEy is defined
as the base line emissions during year y (t CO2), PEy is the project emissions during year y (t CO2), and
LEy denotes the leakage emissions during year y (t CO2).
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Appendix A.2.1 Baseline Emissions

BEy= BEEL,y + BEBR,y

where BEy refers to the baseline emissions during year y (t CO2); BEEL,y refers to the baseline emissions
due to generation of electricity in year y (t CO2); BEBR,y is the baseline emissions due to uncontrolled
burning or decay of biomass residues in year y(t CO2).

Baseline Emissions from Electricity Generation

BEEL,y = EGPJ,y × EFBL,EL,y

where BEEL,y refers to the baseline emissions due to generation of electricity in year y (t CO2); EGPJ,y is
defined as the net quantity of electricity generated in the power plant in year y (MWh); EFBL,EL,y is the
emission factor for electricity generation in the baseline in year y (t CO2/MWh).

The Calculation of Uncontrolled Burning or Decay of Biomass Residues BEBR,y

BEBR,y = BEBR,B1/B3,y + BEBR,B2,y

where BEBR,y is the baseline emissions due to uncontrolled burning or decay of biomass residues in
year y(t CO2); BEBR,B1/B3,y refers to the Baseline emissions due to aerobic decay or uncontrolled burning
of biomass residues in year y(t CO2); BEBR,B2,y is the baseline emissions due to anaerobic decay of
biomass residues in year y (t CO2).

Appendix A.2.2 Project Emission

PEy = PEFF,y + PEEL,y + PETR,y + PEBR,y + PEWW,y

where PEy is defined as the project emissions during year y (t CO2); PEFF,y denotes the consumption
(t CO2) is the emissions during the year y due to fossil fuel; PEEL,y refers to the emissions during the
year y due to electricity use off-site for the procession of biomass residues(t CO2); PETR,y refers to the
emissions during the year y due to transport of the biomass residues to the project plant(t CO2); PEBR,y

refers to the emissions from the combustion of biomass residues during the year y(t CO2); PEWW,y refers
to the emissions from wastewater generated from the treatment of biomass residues in year y(t CO2).

Appendix A.2.3 Leakage Emissions

LEy = EFCO2,LE ×
∑

nBRPJ, n, y × NCVn,y

where LEy is defined as the leakage emissions during year y (t CO2), EFCO2,LE refers to the CO2 emission
factor for fossil fuels with the highest carbon content in China(t CO2/GJ); BRPJ, n, y is the amount of
biomass waste of category n used by the project plant within the project boundary in year y (GJ/dry
basis t); NCVn,y is the net calorific value of biomass waste of category n in year y(GJ/dry basis t).
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